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PREFACE
One reality any academic book on management faces is that events in the real world are constantly
changing, and rapidly at that. What is different about this book is its commitment to capture the
fundamentals of management. In publishing Readings in Management, the editors recognize the
enormous role played by the internet, academic and non-academic journals, and other academic
publications in providing up-to-date educational information regarding a broad spectrum of
management. What is special about this book is the fact that it ensures the material presented is
relevant to readers.
This book examines current topics in management and its applications in an intercultural context.
It includes subjects that are crucial for management practitioners and students in the field of
management. Topics covered in this book include: Benchmarking, decision making, stress and
coping with stress, organizational learning, diversity management, crisis management, conflict
management, time management, outsourcing, groups and teams in organizations, and paradoxical
leadership behaviors.
Each chapter of the book begins with a case study that focuses on the necessity for that specific
topic. Subsequently, students and practitioners will be introduced to the concept that addresses the
“why, what, and how” regarding the specific managerial topic. Finally, a summary of the specific
topic will be provided and followed by a relevant case study, helpful internet sites, and important
definitions of terms.
Chapter One focuses on benchmarking with the aim to bridge a performance gap and achieve
leadership position. As the author states, “successful benchmarking leads to improvements as well
as positive results in quality and efficiency while encouraging a learning culture, which is the key
to constant long-term quality improvement and competitiveness”.
Chapter Two explores the topic of decision making and its significance to management and
organizations. The author stresses the fact that “there is a strong relation between the continuity of
the business and decisions made by employees at the position of manager. The most important
task of the managers is decision making”.
The author of Chapter Three introduces us to an important managerial challenge facing managers,
employees, and organizations in stress and coping with stress. To perform stress management
effectively, initially, the causes of stress should be known. Additionally, this chapter introduces
stress factors, consequences of stress, and stress management methods.
Chapter Four explains the subject of organizational learning and its importance to create a learning
organization. The author suggests that to survive, “organizations should be able to respond directly
to changes and developments in their environment. For this reason, the information to be acquired
because of the combination of all resources should be processed and used where necessary”.
Chapter Five explores a fundamental topic facing management and organization in diversity. It
focuses on the emphasis on tolerance, mutual understanding, effective communication, and respect
for all.
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Chapter Six introduces the topic of crisis management and its relevance to today’s organizations,
emphasizing the fact that they should develop and implement strategies to counteract the crises.
Chapter seven discusses the subject of conflict with its negative and positive aspects. Additionally,
it provides various conflict resolutions that managers and organizations can utilize.
The focus of Chapter Eight is time management. The author sums it beautifully by stating that
“good time management is the most effective way of organizing, planning, setting priorities,
effective transfer, and reducing stressful situations”.
Chapter Nine’s emphasis is on outsourcing. Today’s organizations are focusing on efficiency in
connection to “speed, flexibility, and adapting to environmental conditions”. According to the
author, “these three factors transform organizations into high-mobility units, and they establish
functional structure on the market. Outsourcing is a managerial strategy that helps organizations
gain a professional human resources potential and to build relationships with the environment on
the basis of mutual productivity”.
Groups and teams are the focus of Chapter Ten. The emphasis of this chapter is on the
understanding of group dynamics and their influence on individual and organizational functioning.
It also explores teams and special kinds of groups as well as their purpose and importance in
today’s organizations.
Chapter Eleven covers the introduction and theoretical discussion of paradoxical leadership
behaviors. The author noted that, when the concept of paradox is defined in the literature, it is seen
that researchers commonly use the concepts of “opposite”, “independent” and “simultaneous”. The
author defines paradoxical leadership as one that “involves the simultaneous management of
contrasting demands encountered within the organizational area”.
Finally, the book is concluded with Chapter Twelve that emphasize Intellectual Capital.
Intellectual capital is a critical concept in contemporary business regardless of the industry. After
the industrial revolution, business styles are constantly changing, and the result is the supremacy
of intelligence over brute force. Then, currently, robotics and artificial intelligence are changing
the scene. Intellectual capital has become a key competitive tool for firms in today’s business
environment.
Editors
•
•
•

Issam A. Ghazzawi, Ph.D., Professor of Management, University of La Verne, California, USA
Muharrem Tuna, Ph.D., Professor of Tourism, Gazi University, Ankara, Turkey
Aysegul Acar, Ph.D., Doctor of Tourism Management, Karabuk University, Karabuk, Turkey
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Benchmarking
Dr. Aysen AKBAS TUNA
Ankara Haci BayramVeli University
“If you’re not benchmarking your performance against your competitors, you’re just playing
with yourself”.
— Al Paison
Case Study
Most business leaders would confess to comparing themselves with their competitors; but taking
this one step further and carrying out regular benchmarking activities can lead to several benefits
and improvements to performance, as Ray Wilkinson, director of the Best Practice Club, explains.
The statement ‘envy is very useful’ may be a good subject for a business school debate. How often
have you looked enviously or admiringly at the car someone is driving, or the shoes they are
wearing? Some people may consider envy a negative thing; however, what if it could lead you to
do something positive? The conclusions of the research carried out by the London Business School
on behalf of the CBI in 1997 maintain their validity even today. It was concluded in the research
that organizations become less effective in the service delivery as they become more complacent.
The research also revealed that there is a direct and positive correlation between an organization’s
service performance and the amount of benchmarking it carries out. In other words, benchmarking
brings about better organizational performance. In this regard, benchmarking may also pave the
way for dealing with over-complacency and inertia within the organization. Benchmarking refers
to learning what others do and the adaptation of that knowledge to one’s own organization in order
to improve organizational performance. A simple definition is benchmarking comparative analysis
improvement action. Thereby, the key word in all benchmarking projects is ‘adaptation’.
Organizations differ from one another to a significant extent and there is no single recipe for all
organizations, i.e., what works for one organization may not work for another. Best practices
should be adapted to the individual organization’s needs.
For Your Interest
Ray Wilkinson is the director of the Best Practice Club, providing benchmarking and learning
opportunities for large-scale organizations through personalized service support and a selfadministered knowledge management portal.
1. Introduction
In our day and time in which competition is so fierce and change occurs rapidly, adapting to change
and speed is necessary for organizations to ensure their operational survival. Organizations which
keep up with and practice innovative techniques and approaches in any kind of activity can reduce
costs and increase their efficiency. One of the methods recommended for them to sustain their
existence is the method of benchmarking, which involves the philosophy of “learn from others” or
“learn by comparison”.
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Regardless of the sector in which organizations operate, benchmarking is a strategic management
tool that organizations use in order to improve their performance. In an effort to sustain their
existence within the business world in which it is hard to cope with competition and change,
organizations need to identify the aspects that hinder their progress to that end and take precautions
towards resolving such issues. Since benchmarking is a process of organizations learning from
other successful, high-performance organizations with regard to how they operate, gauging their
working methods with their own and adapting the results to their own; it can be considered a rather
beneficial method for organizations.
For instance, the rate of complaints you received regarding your organization’s speed of delivery
may be 8%. This rate may be the best rate you have achieved in years or you may be in a good
position compared to the sector average. However, it is particularly important to compare your
work with that of your competitors in the process. Otherwise, you will not be able to discern how
successful you are in the market or in which area you are better than your competitors. In that case,
if your competitors’ rates are around 3%, it cannot be claimed that your organization is much good
in that sense.
Benchmarking is a process aiming “to find what is better or the best, to learn and to ensure
improvement by adapting what is learned to one’s own process”. In this direction, bridges can be
built between competitive companies. This is because the free market conditions bring along the
dilemma of competition and collaboration for companies. In this respect, benchmarking can turn
the dilemma into synergy, as it simultaneously ensures companies’ competition as well as
collaboration between functions.1
Proving to be one of the most important factors of the modern management approaches and total
quality management, benchmarking practices have been shaped via a host of benchmarking
applications until they have evolved into the state they are in today. One of these is the example
of Toyota which introduced the business world to such approaches as the just-in-time production
and the Kanban system. While General Motors was a world leader in the automobile industry in
the 1950s, Toyota was a small-scale supplier in the Japanese domestic automobile market. In those
years, the founder of Toyota sent his son to the USA in order for him to examine the American
production processes and practices. During this visit, Eiji Toyoda visited American markets as
well as General Motors, Chrysler, Ford, and even Studebaker. Influenced by the American practice
of filling the emptied shelves of supermarkets rapidly and according to the need during night-time
hours in order to make customers shop during daytime, Toyoda kicked off the initial applications
of the system called “just-in-time total quality control program” upon returning to Japan. In the
following thirty years, the Japanese automobile producer began to challenge its much bigger
American competitors. As of 1983, Toyota captured 23% of the United States’ automobile market.
In the same year, Eiji Toyoda became the president of Toyota. In 1984, General Motors signed a
joint venture agreement with Toyota in order to produce Toyota products in the USA. The vice
president of the Boston Consulting Group summarized this agreement as “I came to be convinced
that the main reason of the joint venture of GM is to see how Toyota operates a factory”. The
aforementioned matter of turning a dilemma into synergy can also be seen here.2
The application that brought the benchmarking process to the literature is the case of the Xerox
Company. Benchmarking is a widely acknowledged modern management technique; however, the
results obtained from the competitive benchmarking practice in the production activities of the
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Rank Xerox firm known as the first example of this application were a shock to the senior
executives of the organization. The company, discovering that their unit cost of production is the
same as their competitor’s sale price used to think prior to benchmarking that their competitor’s
machines were of poor quality. However, it was discovered after benchmarking that this was
wrong and that competitors profited. Later, the firm utilized the information, obtained as a result
of the joint venture with Fuji Xerox, in order to improve leadership through a quality strategy.
They realized that they could apply benchmarking to all aspects of their work and that they could
compare themselves with companies they were in fierce competition with or certain lines of
business and sectors. The focus slowly shifted from benchmarking of costs with competitors
towards being the best in line and involving the processes which lead to superior results.
Subsequently, benchmarking became a hallmark for Rank Xerox.3
There were certain obstacles that companies encountered when benchmarking applications were
first initiated. The most important one was accessing and/or sharing information. The companies
holding good status in the sector were worried that they would lose their competitive advantage as
a result of information-sharing. In our day and time, benchmarking practices are applied much
more easily and much more professionally compared to the past. Certain organizations or private
companies began providing this service in compliance with ethical and legal regulations to
companies that demand it. Companies wonder at which position they are compared to their
competitors in the market. While their competitors may be in a better condition than they are, they
may also be in a worse one. Knowing about this helps companies set their goals. For this reason,
it is indispensable for companies to first make internal evaluations followed by benchmarking.
To find what is best and adapt other approaches to your own needs is the essence of benchmarking.
Benchmarking has many functions such as problem solving, innovation, process development, and
quality enhancement. In this section, the subject of benchmarking will be tackled and examined
from various aspects.
2. The Concept of Benchmarking
Benchmarking found a place as a management technique among Japanese organizations with the
name ‘dentist’ beginning from the 1970s. In the 1980s, it began to be used in America with the
name ‘benchmarking’.
As revealed by the definitions related to benchmarking, it is “a strategy tool used to compare the
performance of the business processes and products with the best performances of other companies
inside and outside the industry”.4 Strategic tools are being developed in order for executives to
make more accurate decisions and benchmarking is one of them. This is because it reveals how
your company fares in comparison to its competitors. In addition, since establishing a network for
information exchange is quite important in today’s business life, benchmarking helps companies
in this regard and procures the advantages of information exchange. Therefore, it is crucial in terms
of strategic management in businesses.
One of the most comprehensive definitions describes the concept of benchmarking as follows:
Benchmarking is the process of identifying, understanding and adapting outstanding practices
from organizations anywhere in the world to help your organization improve its own performance.
The word ‘outstanding’ here does not necessarily entail that it is an absolute must to find the
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absolute best in the world. You look for a company that is significantly better that you could learn
from. Understanding your own and your partner’s processes is a prerequisite for being able to
adopt the best practices to your own environment. Benchmarking is not coping. Benchmarking is
adapting, not adopting.5
Through benchmarking, it is attempted to acquire information regarding other products and
processes via competitive intelligence, to copy them or develop them ethically or morally.
Generally, those benchmarking efforts take part within the same industry and the Internet comes
to the forefront as one of the most advantageous resources for benchmarking in our day and time.
The companies of Pizza Hut and Little Caesars in the United States have copied Dominos with
regard to distribution. However, instead of merely copying, analyzing the organizations which are
not deemed competitors might also yield good ideas that create competitive advantage. While
drive-thru service is a method normally used by fast food chains; banks, pharmacies and coffee
shops also offer drive-thru service these days.6
Up until the 1970s, benchmarking practices were not widely seen as a management improvement
tool. Xerox developed and established benchmarking as a tool to drive out waste, reduce costs,
and improve quality. Current benchmarking thinking and practices are firmly based on what Xerox
did over 30 years ago. In the 1990s, benchmarking activity increased remarkably. In the UK for
example, the report by Coopers & Lybrand, the CBI, and the National Manufacturing Council
titled “Survey of benchmarking in the UK 1994” identified that 78% of The Times top 1000
companies claimed to be benchmarking. In 1992, the American Productivity and Quality Centre
(APQC) established the International Benchmarking Clearinghouse (IBC). The business models
that were developed throughout the 1990s and 2000s such as the Baldridge Award and the
European Foundation for Quality Management (EFQM) Excellence Award imply the need for
organizations to be involved in benchmarking activities.7
It is clear that those companies using the benchmarking tool do not wish to run around in circles
and adopt a more proactive modus operandi. Since these companies move with the perspective of
there being no need to reinvent the wheel, each time the matter of benchmarking is taken at hand,
they can use their time and efforts in the right direction. They are foreign market-oriented, and
they understand customer needs by attending to them closely.
The biggest change brought about by benchmarking is that companies focus on the external
environment. Benchmarking carries the management approach from an internal focus towards a
competitive one and from evolutional changes to revolutionary ones. It may bring about new and
striking ideas such as an airline that refuels with a rally automobile maintenance crew and pizza
distribution companies examining a hospital’s emergency squad. The matters of strategic planning,
total quality management and organizational learning can easily be incorporated into
benchmarking.8
Companies utilize benchmarking in the following cases:9
a) Competing at a high level and being able to sustain it,
b) As a measurement tool of work performance through constant reviewing of processes,
practices, and methods,
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c) As a process which can be defined by standard (an excellence point obtained) and
variables (expectations, performance, and measurements),
d) As a constant process for measuring our products, services, and business practices against
the most formidable competitors and companies known to be sector leaders,
e) Trying to approximate the best by constantly practicing change and measurement
performance.
Benchmarking refers to the comparison of the efficiency of two or more companies within the
sector. Since results of benchmarking will depend on the companies chosen to a great extent, they
need to be carefully chosen in order for them to represent more efficient practices. If two inefficient
companies are benchmarked, this can be considered a gradual amelioration, yet it cannot exactly
provide the value of the benchmarking approach.10
Benchmarking needs to be practiced as a configured, systematic process in order to be successful.
As will be iterated as advance is made on this subject, various processes are designed according to
various needs with regard to the process of benchmarking. The common denominator for all of
them is that they are generalizable and systematic as well as moving within the logic of “plan, do,
check, and act”.
Benchmarking requires critical success factors, namely what is important for the organization,
and later the measurement of performance of these factors. The difference between the actual
performance and preferred success factors are typically analyzed in order to determine the
opportunities for amelioration. Root cause analysis is generally monitored in order to evaluate the
cause of inadequate performance and can be used in the research of best practices in order to help
dissipate performance issues.11
Benchmarking is an important part of the learning organization conception which is a process of
learning and teaching, understanding and adapting, sharing and development. It is an improvement
process necessary for enhancing customer satisfaction, meeting possible expectations beyond
customer demands, ensuring leadership in the market, and permanent competitive advantage.12
Benchmarking is a management technique, the importance of which is gradually increasing. It is
an effective tool that can be used to identify the complicated work processes and multidimensional
complex structures and make enhancements in the relevant areas. If we consider that
benchmarking is practiced in order to find a solution for a problem identified, we can say that
organizations need to analyze themselves prior to imitating the process of benchmarking. SWOT
analysis, balanced score card, and self-assessment are the methods that can be used to this end.
A successful benchmarking process relies on :13
a)
b)
c)
d)
e)
f)

Commitment from the managers of the organization,
Acceptance of the need for improvement,
Willingness to accept others’ perspectives,
A supportive community,
Continuous development of competence,
A constructive vision, mission, and clear objectives.
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3. Why Should Benchmarking Be Practiced?
There are many reasons why organizations practice benchmarking. For instance, in the 1970s,
American companies had to carry out benchmarking exercises in order to remain standing against
the competition and compare their production skills and processes with their Japanese rivals. That
it is the most effective and fast method for making progress renders benchmarking important.
Perhaps the most important reason is that it has an effect which will improve the total performance
of the country or sector in which benchmarking activities are being carried out. The most prevalent
reasons for benchmarking can be listed as follows:14
a) As Part of an Improvement Culture: Benchmarking should be carried out as part of an
improvement and enhancement culture. In this vein, the questions of “How competitive are
we?” and “What improvement activities should we focus on?” need to be considered.
Namely, if one of our product’s cost is higher in comparison to our competitors’, it means
we are not competitive enough. At the same time, this means that we need to focus on
improvement activities in areas where the investment return (namely, the ratio of
improvement practices to their utilization) is the biggest.
b) In Order to Shorten the Improvement Process: Benchmarking should be carried out in
order to shorten the improvement process. Some companies tackle the question of why
they cannot make progress although incurring the expenditures of analysis, re-designing
the processes, re-education, etc. It is better to determine the best practices available, adapt
them, improve them, and later make efforts in order to exhibit performance at least close
to that of the companies which are among the best.
c) Target/Budget Setting: It is necessary for businesses to set goals and determine adequate
performance levels according to what others achieved instead of doing so with
improvements compared to their existing or prior performance levels.
d) As a Driving Force for Improvement: If benchmarking is carried out against competitors,
the results obtained will prove quite significant for enhancement. This is because if an
organization does not exhibit performance that is at least approximate to that of key
competitors or to superior levels, the market will force them out of work.
e) In Order to Solve Problems: The participants will search for other participants in order
to see what kinds of problems they encounter and with what kind of qualifying factors they
solve problems.
f) Requirement of Business Excellence Models: Benchmarking is a key requirement for
business excellence models such as the Baldrige Award in the USA and the European
Foundation for Quality Management Excellence Award in Europe.
g) In Order to Build a Network of Like-minded People: They use this network to discuss
any matter of reciprocal interests, forming focus groups or merely to talk to people who
think similarly to them. Although this is rarely the fundamental reason for benchmarking,
it is generally a beneficial outcome consolidated by benchmarking activities such as
participant forums, websites, and meetings.
h) In Order to Justify a Proposal: Using benchmarking, organizations can test their draft
proposals with a benchmarking partner who practices or endeavors to practice the matter
of proposals. In this way, the offer is either revoked or accepted.
i) In Order to Target a Competitor’s Weak Points: Although it is not one of the
fundamental aims of benchmarking, a business can become more powerful in the market
by displaying better performance in areas that are the competitor’s Achilles heels.
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In addition to what is mentioned above, benchmarking needs to be carried out in line with the
following reasons:15,16
a) It sets reliable and achievable goals since it is a good strategic planning system.
b) Organizations, since they are introduced to the most modern practices, may help develop a
culture that is based on change and continuous improvement by starting a constant learning
process.
c) It is an utterly useful tool in the training, participation, strengthening, and bringing out the
creative potential in the area of innovation for human resources.
d) Executives can eliminate the trial-and-error process by virtue of benchmarking.
e) If the organizations have good production and total quality management skills, they will
achieve world-class standards through benchmarking.
What companies can do on their own is limited in this business environment characterized by
intense competition and rapid development. For this reason, it will be better to keep up with the
experiences of other companies. In this way, companies can speed up their own progress and
improvement.
4. Benefits and Criticisms of Benchmarking
Although benchmarking has many advantages, it cannot be considered a cure-all process that can
replace certain business endeavors. Accordingly, the advantages of benchmarking and the
criticisms that can be regarded as disadvantage are featured in the following sections.
4.1. Benefits of Benchmarking
Benchmarking is an important development factor for both quality and other processes within the
organization. The advantages of benchmarking can be listed as follows:17,18
a)
b)
c)
d)
e)
f)
g)
h)
i)
j)
k)
l)
m)
n)
o)
p)

Ensuring more effective strategic planning and control,
Reducing the costs of wrong business decisions,
Enabling the relative evaluation of the effectiveness of work performance,
Bringing forth a systematic approach for quality improvement,
Procuring an external focus to the internal activities,
Utilizing the available information regarding the effectiveness of certain processes,
Describing new ideas and technologies,
Putting forth the need for change,
Determining the necessary level of improvement,
Revealing and encouraging change,
Providing a framework for change,
Reducing subjectivity in decision making,
Legitimizing goals on the basis of hard data,
Ensuring the incorporation of ‘the best practices’ into the organization,
Encouraging a learning culture that is open to new ideas,
Encouraging the persons and networks connected with the sub-sector and other sectors.

Benchmarking helps approximate perfection. While avoiding uncorroborated or problematic
strategies, it ensures great developments in amelioration by borrowing organizations’ successful
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ideas and practices.19 One of the most important benefits of benchmarking is the discovery of
innovative approaches, whereas the improvement of available practices will rarely prove adequate
for approximating perfection.
4.2. Criticisms of Benchmarking
Procuring a lot of advantages when carried out well, the benchmarking process is also a practice
that is criticized due to certain reasons. The first criticism among these is that the emphasis on
available practices may limit the company in terms of being prepared for the future and place the
company into the role of follower rather than that of leader.20
Another one is that benchmarking is used as a way of goalsetting. Those who are responsible for
achieving certain goals already need to be well-versed in all the other processes required to fulfil
the objectives. Besides, benchmarking being considered espionage in certain cases also emerges
as a criticism. In fact, rather than spying on others in competition, benchmarking entails keeping
up with what others do within the sector.21
Another criticism contends that benchmarking is not informative when it is used to compare
fundamentally different processes or products. For instance, since the cost of serving a customer
buying apparel from a Walmart store is probably much lower than that of an Armani store, it is
likely that Armani will not benefit from examining the sales process of Walmart. The value offer
presented by two clothing retailers are as different as not to allow learning more than comparing
the total cost of serving customers in the two companies.22
5. What Is Not Benchmarking?
Another way of explaining the concept of benchmarking within the framework of various
definitions, benefits and criticisms is to explain what benchmarking is not.23
a) It is not solely a competitive analysis. It is a process for guiding the whole improvement
process.
b) It is not “number crunching”. Benchmarking transcends numbers in order to find out
weaknesses and strengths.
c) It is not industrial tourism. Hundreds of executives visit another’s facilities or offices, ask
questions, express their admiration and appreciation, and go home.
d) It is not merely “copying” or “capturing”. It is much more than that. It requires deep selfevaluation and the ability to transform practices that work in other contexts into ones that
are suitable to one’s own organization. This is the essence of creativity. It is not merely
catching up with any other organization. It utilises a criterion as a short-term goal and
aims to surpass it in the long-term.
e) It is not espionage. Rather, it is developing an information exchange relation with a
benchmarking partner. Effective benchmarking requires careful forming of the trust,
collaboration, and learning environment between organizations. The aim is to create a
win-win situation.
f) It is not a fast and easy solution. It takes time to do it well.
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6. Types of Benchmarking
Various classifications have been made regarding benchmarking by taking different criteria into
consideration. The most commonly encountered benchmarking types are as follows:24, 25, 26
a) Internal Benchmarking: It involves the measurement and comparison of activities and
processes within the same organization. It is more frequently used in large-scale and/or
international corporations. Through this benchmarking type, the organization also
exercises internal control. For example, firms in a holding company can benchmark with
each other on demand planning or order management.
b) External Benchmarking: It is the comparison of similar operations and processes with
external organizations. For example, it is seen that patient admission and counselling
procedures gain more importance in hospitals. Therefore, a hospital can be benchmarking
with a hotel about the admission and hospitality of patients.
c) Competitive Benchmarking: It is the benchmarking with the organization that is the
direct competitor. It is the type of benchmarking in which exchanging information and data
is the most difficult. Online channels and social media metrics are important tools that can
be used to compare oneself to one’s nearest competitor.
d) Industry Benchmarking: It is the benchmarking with a larger group that is not a direct
competitor of the organization (i.e., it includes other organizational players such as
suppliers, distributors, customers etc.). For example, a pharmaceutical company’s
announcement that they use less chemicals in their products allows customers to make
more demands on that company. In this case, a cosmetic company can benchmark with this
pharmaceutical company.
e) Generic Benchmarking: In this case, benchmarking is not limited to an industry or
market. Organizations may not be able to find a common working area with “the best”
within the sector they are in. Generic benchmarking refers to comparisons with the
organizations that practice the processes in the best way in order to improve the processes
involved in similar functions or working processes or activities. For example, in this day
and age it is very important to produce, use, and share information. In this case, an up-todate management information system developed by any company and considered the best
can be used for benchmarking by companies operating in different areas.
f) Process Benchmarking: In this case, how an organization representing the best in its
sector goes through a given process is examined and benchmarked. It focuses on different
business processes such as customer complaint process, billing process, order and delivery
process, recruitment process, or strategic planning process. For instance, if an organization
ameliorates a core process, its performance can rapidly improve. These performance
improvements can be calculated through increased efficiency, low costs, or advanced sales;
however, their net effects are frequently seen in short-term financial outcomes. Therefore,
American executives make performance improvements that will be shown on their
trimester score cards and embrace process benchmarking. For example, the Kanban System
used in the automobile manufacturing process can be used by food businesses for
benchmarking purposes.
g) Performance Benchmarking: Performance benchmarking helps executives evaluate their
competitive position through product or service comparisons. It involves the comparison
and examination of performance properties such as price, time needed to go on the market,
reliability, durability, technical quality, ancillary product or service properties, and speed.
10
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h) Strategic Benchmarking: In general, strategic benchmarking examines how companies
compete. It involves a higher level of comparison than that of the operational. It specifically
endeavors to tackle strategic issues or processes. It refers to the comparison of different
business strategies in order to determine the critical factors of a strategy, the success of
which is proven. It involves examining the fundamental competencies of companies,
product/service development, and innovation strategies. This type is generally not sectorspecific, namely, it is best to examine other sectors. For example, revenue growth and
profitability are important strategic benchmarking topics. Also, corporate strategies such
as market penetration, product development, vertical integration, market development,
diversification, and human resources strategy can be given as examples.27
Table 1. Classification Scheme for Benchmarking
Classification
The nature of benchmarking
partner

Type
Internal
Competitor
Industry
Generic
Global

Content of benchmarking

Process
Functional
Performance

Purpose for the relationship

Strategic
Competitive
Collaborative

Meaning
Comparing within one organization about the performance of
similar business units or processes
Comparing with direct competitors, catching up or even surpassing
their overall performance
Comparing with company in the same industry, including noncompetitors
Comparing with an organization which extends beyond industry
boundaries
Comparing with an organization where its geographical location
extends beyond country
Pertaining to discrete work processes and operating systems
Application of the process benchmarking that compares particular
business functions with two or more organizations
Concerning outcome characteristics, quantifiable in terms of price,
speed, reliability, etc.
Involving assessment of strategic rather than operational matters
Benchmarking for gaining superiority over others
Benchmarking for developing an atmosphere of learning and
information sharing

Source: Wind, A. and W. H. van Harten, H. (2017). Benchmarking specialty hospitals, a scoping review on theory
and practice, BMC Health Services Research, 17:245, p.4

These classifications (Table 1) have mostly been developed fundamentally by academics and
researchers based on their own research, knowledge and experience. Since every organization is
different in terms of their business scope, market, products, process, etc., it has the tendency of
proving rather divergent.28
The Table (Table 2) below guides which type of benchmarking is more appropriate than the
other.29
Table 2. Benchmarking Relevance Table
Category
Performance benchmarking
Process benchmarking
Strategic benchmarking

Internal
benchmarking
Medium
Medium
Low

Competitor
benchmarking
High
Low
High

Functional
benchmarking
Medium
High
Low

Generic
benchmarking
Low
High
Low

Source: Moriarty, J.P. and Smallman, C. (2009). En route to a theory of benchmarking, Benchmarking: An
International Journal Vol. 16 No. 4, p.490.
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7. The Benchmarking Process
The benchmarking process has been delineated in different ways by certain authors. However, the
fundamental approach is the same. So, the general model needs to be adapted to the specific
circumstances of an organization. Please see Exhibit 1 for the Xerox Benchmarking Process.
Exhibit 1. Benchmarking Process of Xerox’s
1. IDENTIFY WHAT IS TO BE
BENCHMARKED

Phase 1
PLANNING
2. IDENTIFY COMPARATIVE
COMPANIES

3. DETERMINE DATA
COLLECTION METHOD AND
COLLECT DATA

Phase 2
ANALYSIS
4. DETERMINE CURRENT PERFORMANCE
“GAP”

5. PROJECT FUTURE PERFORMANCE LEVELS

Phase 3
INTEGRATION
6. COMMUNICATE BENCHMARKING FINDINGS
7. ESTABLISH FUNCTIONAL GOALS
AND GAIN ACCEPTANCE

8. DEVELOP ACTION
PLANS

Phase 4
ACTION
9. IMPLEMENT SPECIFIC ACTIONS
AND MONITOR PROGRESS

10. RECALIBRATE
BENCHMARKS

Phase 5
MATURITY
*PRACTICES FULLY INTEGRATED INTO
*LEADERSHIP POSITION ATTAINED
PROCESSES

Source: https://www.oeconsulting.com.sg/benchmarking

In this process, the planning stage is the most important one which initiates benchmarking.
Deciding on what to benchmark, determining the criteria and selecting benchmarking partners are
the critical actions to be carried out during this stage. During the analysis stage, activities are
carried out regarding the competitors’ status quo and the businesses’ own status quo. During the
integration stage, findings are revealed, and realistic aims and goals are set. During the action
stage, activities are planned, developments are reflected by carrying out practices and
readjustments are made. Lastly, during the maturity stage, the leadership position will have been
achieved and practices will have been integrated into the procedures.30, 31, 32
As stated in all other definitions, benchmarking is a continuous process (Exhibit 2). It follows the
PDCA (plan, do, check, act) cycle. Please see Exhibit 2 for The Benchmarking Wheel.
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Exhibit 2. The Benchmarking Wheel

Take action

Determine
What to
Benchmark

Collect and
Analyse
Benchmarking
Information

Form a
Benchmarking
Team
Identify
Benchmarking
Partners

Source: Bhutta, K., and Huq, F. (1999). Benchmarking –
Best Practices: An Integrated Approach. Benchmarking for
Quality Management & Technology 6(3), p.258.

Considering the benchmarking wheel above, the fundamental content of the benchmarking
procedure can be defined as follows:33, 34, 35
Step 1: Planning the Procedure. It is generally the case that organizational or departmental team
leaders decide on what to benchmark, yet certain companies utilize working teams for
benchmarking. In both of the cases, the decision regarding what to take as criteria should be made
according to the critical success factors, which refers to “the benchmarking of processes
compatible with the company’s strategies”. Regarding the selection of the area in which to carry
out benchmarking, the decision is made in this way:
a) The customers are determined. These can be internal or external customers and partners.
b) The critical success factors are determined (i.e., product quality, order fulfilment cycle
time and accuracy, service responsiveness, and reliability).
c) The fundamental business processes that contribute to the critical success factors of the
organization are defined.
d) The processes which affect the aims of the organization to the greatest extent are
determined.
e) By reviewing the critical success factors and performance measurements of these
processes, those in which advancement/improvement is aimed to be made are
determined.
f) Regarding these processes, it is decided whether information exchange will be
effectuated with the prospective benchmarking partner within the framework of
information exchange rules.
g) The necessary resources for benchmarking are defined.
Step 2: Forming the Benchmarking Team. During this stage, the suitable training in the field of
benchmarking is provided for the team members. A plan is developed involving the specification
of the team’s duties and responsibilities, project milestones, and a deadline. The team subsequently
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defines the process or processes to be benchmarked. The definition of the process involves
specifying the customers, specifying the starting and ending points of the process, designing a
flowchart, determining the critical success factors, and deciding on the critical performance
countermeasures. According to the study of Turkish Quality Association, the successful
completion of the process depends to a great extent on the team members. For this reason, the team
needs to be composed of persons who (1) have the necessary information regarding the selected
process, organization, benchmarking procedure, and culture; (2) are creative and flexible; (3) have
communicative competence; (4) are willing; and (5) are good listeners. This is because the team
can be successful if it is composed of individuals who have the motivation and skills to help them
effectuate the change.
Step 3: Determining the Partners. The team selects the potential benchmarking partners among
the companies that are considered “world-class” by the business world. Although these companies
may compete, it is more commonly the case that they are not competitors within the same sector.
Many companies select those who received the Baldrige Award as criterion. The candidate
companies are invited to the endeavor and a consensus is reached regarding the information to be
shared and how it is to be used. It is normal that not all the companies contacted choose to
participate in the endeavor. This is why mutual advantages need to be emphasized. In general, that
benchmarking report is shared with the partners serves as a strong incentive for participation.
Organizations may do the following in order to determine the potential partners:
a) Reading the business publications for articles regarding organizations that have the
successful or innovative practices in the areas they desire to develop.
b) Meeting the organizations that have business networks in order to learn whether they are
aware of an organization which is perfect in the areas on which benchmarking will be
carried out.
c) Researching the organizations that are specialized in congregating organizations and
participating (e.g. APQC, Ernst and Young, GBN).
d) Participating in research endeavors with other organizations.
Step 4: Collecting and Analyzing Information. At this step, data is collected, analyzed, and
transformed into information to be compared with the company’s own data. A multidirectional
data collection approach is preferred, which ensures richer data and advanced validity. By
understanding the differences of organizations in terms of their processes and seeking for those
who ensure superior performance, improvement strategies can be determined.
For Your Interest
One of the answers given to the question why we need to benchmark is to reduce costs. It is rather
normal that the benchmarking practice starts with comparing costs since reducing costs is one of
the primary goals of companies. During benchmarking, the expenditures of companies or
departments of companies are compared to one another, assuming that the costs compared are
composed of the same cost components or made comparable. When the fact that companies will
seldom have the same cost structure or cost assignment method is taken into consideration, it is
necessary to analyze and normalize the unit costs. The ultimate goal is to measure the cost
difference between a company’s product and its competitors’/benchmarking partners’ product and
understand the reasons underlying it. Benchmarking matrix can be used to this end. Benchmarking
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matrix is a modern tool that helps decision-makers initiate the proper steps in order to determine
the high-potential areas and improve companies’ performance.36
Step 5: Adapting and Developing. The last benchmarking step involves adapting the best
practices of other companies and making specific improvements. Adapting the best practices
should not be confused with copying. The best practices learned from others should be adapted to
an organization’s culture, technology, and human resources. Action planning and goal adjustments
are suitable for this stage. Certain improvements will be made necessitating little to no additional
resources, either in an instant or within a short time span. The others will be long-term and will
require considerable resources.
Using the Analytical Hierarchy Process (AHP) in the strategic benchmarking process which is
partitioned into two as strategic analysis (during this stage, situation analysis and product feature
analysis are carried out) and benchmarking (process selection [determining what to benchmark,
form a benchmarking team, identify benchmarking partners, collecting and analysis of
benchmarking information and implementation]). In this process, customers’ desires regarding
certain product features are associated with the selection of value chain processes for
benchmarking. What comes to prominence here is determining what process is oriented towards
detailed evaluation of various important activities in the company and reaching higher competitive
advantage levels and customer satisfaction.37 As a result, it is contended that in most of the
benchmarking processes studied, the necessity of the organization to respond to all of its
stakeholders is neglected. This state of affairs can be a big mistake in the organizational
environment of our day and time which is much more stakeholder-oriented than ever. The aim of
the company should be reconsidered a social institution that needs to create value for the
stakeholders and benchmarking should be used as a tool in order to enhance the value generation
functionality of processes and assets. For this reason, the stakeholder-oriented benchmarking
process model was developed in addition to those.38 Please see Exhibit 3 for the stakeholderoriented benchmarking process model.
Exhibit 3. Stakeholder-Oriented Benchmarking Process Model
Planning

Anlaysis

Change

Identify
stakeholders

Assess
value needs

Assess own value
drivers

Identify
value drivers

Identify
improvement
priorities

Data
collection

Develop
metrics

Select benchmarking
partners

Compare and gap
analysis

Continuous
improvement
through
iteration

Improve own
value drivers

Source: Mohajeri, K., Nayeri, M.D. and Mashhadi, M.M. (2009)
A model for stakeholder-oriented benchmarking process, J. Applied Sci., 9 p. 238.
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The model was designed focusing on the organizational stakeholders and is based on certain
concepts derived from value matching as performance management solution. These concepts are
used as a performance measurement organ in order to define proper countermeasures and with this
reason determine what to be benchmarked, especially in the planning stage of the benchmarking
process. Due to the stakeholder-oriented nature of the proposed benchmarking process, it starts
with identifying stakeholders of specific organizational scope, aiming to boost performance
through benchmarking. Subsequently, the needs of the predefined stakeholder groups are elicited
through tools such as interviews and surveys and subsequently evaluated. The values that are to
yield the most benefit in meeting these needs are determined. Proper measurements are needed for
a realistic self-evaluation. At the stage of “develop metrics”, performance variables are developed
for evaluation. At the stage of “assess own value drivers”, a self-assessment is realized focusing
on the processes and assets that yield the greatest benefit in value creation. Hereby, the value
offered by the company can be evaluated according to the value needs determined by the
stakeholders and can later determine the value creation conditions. At the stage of “identify
improvement priorities”, the difficulties that can be faced in meeting the needs of the stakeholders
can be clarified by evaluating the organization’s own factors and thus organizational improvement
needs emerge which are based on a stakeholder-centered mentality. At the stage of “select
benchmarking partners”, partners can be selected among the other departments within the
organization, among the competitors in the same or different geographical markets, or among other
related or unrelated industries. The benchmarking partner can be selected so as to create similar
values for both the stakeholders and the organization. The stage of data collection involves the
process of collecting data and evaluating benchmarking partners’ performances taking into
consideration the specified improvement priorities. In this way, data will be collected in order to
measure performances using different tools such as pre-developed criteria and observation,
interview, survey, or Internet search. Through comparison and gap analysis, comparisons can be
carried out and gaps can be bridged. Analysing the gaps shows why others can employ specific
value drivers more efficiently than us and how they can do this. At the stage of improve own value
drivers, the lessons learned from the prior steps can help improve our weak sides. This
improvement can be made through setting goals, developing action plans, carrying out the actions,
and monitoring them.
It is assumed that a benchmarking process which is suitable for every organization and every
situation and will meet all the needs is impossible. Which steps need to be followed in the
benchmarking process will vary according to the content of the endeavor.
8. Steps to Follow for Successful Benchmarking
What needs to be done for a successful benchmarking practice are listed below:39, 40, 41
•
•

Before everything else, senior management should strongly support the benchmarking
practices.
An organizational culture should be formed in which creative ideas coming from outside
of the organization are accepted and are able to be adapted. This is because new ideas
cannot only come from within the organizations themselves but from the outside
environment, which is the basis of the benchmarking practice. Namely, the organization
should embody those teams that are able to adapt to changes. In the area studies conducted,
it is seen that most of the best practices emerge in organizational cultures that support
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•
•
•
•
•
•

values such as building the future together, forming the mission and strategies together,
and promoting/encouraging teamwork and organizational learning. In addition, values and
practices such as helping others, sharing information and resources, and working as a team
seem to be enhancing performance in these organizations.
Before putting benchmarking findings into practice, the organization needs to carry out
cost-benefit analysis within itself.
The operational and financial results of the benchmarking practice should be monitored. In
this way, senior executives will be informed about the suitability of the activities carried
out for the organization’s strategic goals.
A series of methods that are in compliance with the rules should be formed. Benchmarking
practice definitely needs to involve these three stages: comparative analysis, new process
design, and implementation.
In benchmarking practices, organizations need to develop internal codes of conduct. For
instance, APQC has developed its own code of conduct involving compliance with laws,
privacy, information use, and preparation.
In order for the organization to determine the benchmarking partner which is most suitable
for its own structure, processes, and culture; it first needs to analyze its own processes and
know itself.
Fundamental aims should be clearly specified such as those corresponding to the questions
of what the gaps are that need to be bridged in the organization, which issues need to be
tackled, and in which areas research should be conducted.

For Your Interest
American Productivity & Quality Centre (APQC) is one of the world’s leading authorities in
benchmarking. According to 2016 report titled “Value of Benchmarking: Common Practices and
Trends”, 47% of the participating organizations do not have a formal structure for benchmarking.
Only 30% of organizations indicate that benchmarking findings are widely reported across the
organization. 50% of the organizations have increased their investment in benchmarking. 3/4 of
the benchmarking projects are for process improvements. Only 12% of the respondents report
strategic planning efforts to be “extremely effective” or “very effective” in terms of meeting
original expectations. 43% report efforts to be “somewhat effective” or “not effective.” Evaluating
the “Effectiveness of Process Improvement Efforts”, only 18% of the respondents report process
improvement efforts to be “extremely effective” or “very effective” in terms of meeting original
expectations. 40% report efforts to be “somewhat effective” or “not effective.” Cost savings,
increased efficiency, and reduction in cycle time are the top three measures used to assess the
impact of benchmarking for budgeting.
9. Benchmarking Code of Conduct
For benchmarking practices to be carried out more professionally and more efficiently, a set of
principles are needed in order to guide these practices and contribute to the ethical values. APQC
has prepared and published these principles, taking into account the European Union Competition
Law. Below is the list of these principles:42
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a) Legality
• Do not expose or use a commercial secret that is obtained through unlawful methods
or revealed by another who oversees protecting its privacy or restrict its use.
• Do not extend benchmarking study findings to another company without ensuring
that the data is appropriately blinded and anonymous.
b) Exchange
• Be willing to obtain from your benchmarking partner information in the type you
want and at the same level.
• In order to clarify expectations and avoid misunderstandings, engage in complete
communication in the beginning of the relation.
• Be honest and do not send imperfect information.
• Provide information at the right time.
c) Confidentiality
• The information should not be transferred to other partner organizations without the
approval of the benchmarking partner sharing the information.
• The participation of the organizations needs to be kept private and nobody should be
informed without permit.
d) Use
• Use the information obtained only in the way you previously agreed to with your
partner.
• Do not use contact lists and other communication information for purposes other than
benchmarking and networking.
e) Contact
• In case that any other partner is given responsibility, share this with your partner.
• Do not add people to the contact list without their permission.
• Avoid sharing a person’s name in an open platform without getting their permission
first.
f) Preparation
• Help your partner by preparing a survey and agenda for the first benchmarking visit.
• Make good preparation in each exchange process in order to benefit from your
partner in the best way.
g) Completion
• Follow up with all your commitments made to your partner at the right time.
• Complete the benchmarking process in mutual satisfaction.
h) Understanding and Action
• Understand how your benchmarking partner wishes to be treated and treat them as
such.
• Your benchmarking partner will wish to know how the shared information is to be
used.
• Use them as you agreed and inform them in the process.
10. Benchmarking Overview
An overview of benchmarking is presented below:43
a) Define your benchmarking goals.
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b) Find a common way to measure processes.
c) Do your own analysis before comparing against others and remember that it will take
more time than you think.
d) Acknowledge the fact that others might prove better than you.
e) Assign a manager responsible for the benchmarking process.
f) Establish a balanced relationship between project goals, appropriate time, and resources
you want to invest.
g) Avoid the industrial tourism trap.
h) Benchmarking is not just a collection of information; you have to do something with your
data.
i) Bring together an aptly organized and trained project team.
j) Since benchmarking is a time-consuming process, make your arrangements early on with
your partners.
k) Keep your customers in mind.
l) Follow what you have learned.
Summary
Benchmarking is characterized as a process involving continuity. What needs to be done in this
process is to routinely gather data and analyze it, not when things go wrong or there is a
competitive state of affairs in question. This is because benchmarking helps decision-makers
understand to what extent they need to make enhancements in order to improve their performance.
Frequent and regular benchmarking helps form short-term plans that are based on reality rather
than past performance, able to support performance improvements over time, case-specific, and
measurable. The aim is to bridge a performance gap and achieve leadership position. Successful
benchmarking causes improvements as well as positive results in quality and efficiency; it also
encourages a “learning culture” which is the key of constant long-term quality improvement and
competitiveness. In this way, organizations constantly look for new ideas and exert efforts in order
to actualise them.
In our day and time, as long as the quality understanding which is indispensable in the production
sector prevails by developing and changing, benchmarking appears as a way to survive in the
process. What needs to be known in the benchmarking process in which the senior management’s
support is of paramount importance is that benchmarking practices need to reflect each
organization’s mission, characteristics, and resources, and decisions need to be made regarding the
steps to be taken in order to attain the desired levels. The studies carried out validate that
benchmarking both increases work success and ensures competitive advantage.
In this technology and communication age, there are organizations that are able to practice worldclass benchmarking in compliance with ethical principles. These organizations eliminate the
limitations that used to prevail in benchmarking practices to the extent that it is possible and
practice benchmarking with valid and reliable measurement tools, sharing how the practices’
outcomes are reflected on the business world through multifarious information. It appears that
benchmarking will continue to be used while growing ever popular in the whole world and prevail
as a tool for encouraging constant improvement.
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Case Study
Delicious Pizza is the third largest pizza chain in the country and is active with more than 2500
franchises. Delicious Pizza serves with “delivery and carryout”, unlike its competitors that are
higher up in the listing. It has a limited seating area. Delicious Pizza does not use frozen ingredients
in contrast with many of its competitors within the market. The pizza doughs are prepared daily.
In addition, the vegetable or herb pizza ingredients prepared for those who want to eat healthier
pizza are provided fresh in their seasons. Although this is negatively reflected on the costs, it is
positioned at the highest level in taste tests conducted on customers. Although it generally profits
from its franchises and keeps expanding, it has closed down its nonprofitable franchises from time
to time. The economic stagnation that occurred in 2019 has shown its effect on the food and
beverage sector as well as others. In this period, Delicious Pizza, having carried out cost
containment oriented towards reducing certain expenses in order to prevent unnecessary
expenditure without damaging the company in the long run and towards keeping certain
expenditures at the same level.
Another pizza chain operating in the country is Fast Pizza. Its concept is self-service for customers
in which there are other options such as salad and dessert. Customers can get take-outs but there
is no delivery. In contrast to others, this service continues all day and every day. The restaurants
are designed with family entertainment in mind. Fast Pizza keeps costs at the minimum, and this
is reflected on customer satisfaction. Although the pizza quality is low, the prices are lower than
the competitors. Fast Pizza is rapidly expanding and aims to double its franchise number from
1500 in the next 5 years.
It is known that the financial status quo of these two firms is good and that they make long-term
plans as part of strategic management. If we think that the economic conditions generally change
positively or negatively in the long-term, what competitive vulnerabilities do Delicious Pizza and
Fast Pizza face? Should Delicious Pizza develop eat-in restaurants? Can these two firms be
benchmarking partners or with what firms from the sector can they be benchmarking partners?
What kind of benchmarking can they practice? (Strategic benchmarking, performance
benchmarking, process benchmarking, etc.). Determine the critical success factors considering
the questions provided above and design a way of implementing benchmarking for this case.
Internet Tour
•
•
•

http://www.globalbenchmarking.org/benchmarking/
https://www.apqc.org/benchmarking
https://www.best-in-class.com

Definitions of Terms
•
•
•

Benchmarking: The search for the best industry practices which will lead to exceptional
performance through the adaptation and implementation of those.
Critical success factors: The variables or circumstances necessary in enabling a positive
outcome for a business program or strategy.
Strategic benchmarking: It analyses general approaches and long-term strategies that
facilitate high performers in achieving success.
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•
•

•

•

Just-in-time: This particular system of manufacturing is based on preventing waste by
producing only the amount of goods needed at a particular time, and not paying to
produce and store more goods than needed.
Performance gap: The difference between the current situation and the intended
situation. Performance gap analysis helps a business identify how far it has come toward
reaching its goals and how far it still needs to go in order to attain them, with the
objective of developing a concrete strategy to close any existing gaps.
The Analytic Hierarchy Process: By reducing complex decisions to a series of pairwise
comparisons and synthesizing the results, the AHP helps capture both subjective and
objective aspects of a decision. In addition, it incorporates a useful technique for
checking the consistency of the decision-maker’s evaluations, thus reducing the bias in
the decision-making process.
The Balanced Scorecard: It supplements traditional financial measures with criteria that
measure performance from three additional perspectives: Those of the customers, internal
business processes, and learning and growth.
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Decision Making
Assoc. Prof. Dr. Kemal VATANSEVER
Alanya Alaaddin Keykubat University
“The man who dies,” added Van Tricasse solemnly, “without ever having decided upon anything
during his life, has very nearly attained to perfection.”
-Jules Verne (Dr. Ox’s Experiment)
Case Study
Yagmur Inc. is a family business which began operating in Istanbul in 1994 with the aim of
producing long-lasting consumption goods. The founder Mehmet Yagmur decided to carry on his
activities under his own brand after having spent 20 years in various positions in the sector.
Throughout this journey they set out on with the vision of becoming the leading brand in the sector,
Mr. Yagmur attributed special significance to the R&D (Research and Development) department.
The company followed an innovation and R&D-oriented growth strategy. Today, the secondgeneration managers continue their activities with approximately 200 employees. Mr. Yagmur’s
daughter, Ayla Yagmur, currently oversees the company. Ms. Yagmur, just like her father,
attributes special importance to innovation and R&D and has increased the market share by 7% by
entering the market with three different deep freezers, following a product differentiation strategy
in the past six years that she has been in charge. The R&D team made technical research and
market research for years for these three new products and the outcome was positive. In particular,
the company’s superiority in the sector was underlined in the deep freezer group.
The R&D department of the company has been working on four new deep freezer models which
are focused on ergonomics and energy saving. The most convenient one among these four new
models which are being developed is to be launched. It is possible to say that the first among the
new models being developed is superior to the former models only with regards to energy saving.
The second model offers a different design as well as energy saving. The third model draws
attention in terms of ergonomics. Its user-friendliness and ease of use stand out. The fourth model
is a product which offers both ergonomics and energy saving at once. However, a specific
innovation included at the point of product development raises the product cost. It is the one that
has the highest cost.
The new features added to the products and the new technology used increases the costs; however,
it still makes them desirable products in the eyes of the customers in terms of ergonomics and
energy saving. Besides, the number of rivals in the market has increased in years and strong
companies rank in the market with their newly developed products. In the past three years, five
large-scale companies started to operate in the sector. High product prices determined in
accordance with the increase in costs may cause expectations in terms of demand to be unmet in a
market where strong companies are present. The demand is very unclear and difficult to speculate
in comparison to previous years. While the demand may be low or high when going out to the
market with a new product, it may also be too high or too low depending on the customer reaction.
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In this case, a difficult decision process awaits Ms. Yagmur. The company has a good reputation
within the sector now and is in the leading position in the field of deep freezers. In case one of the
newly developed products is launched and does not meet expectations, not only will the company
lose money but also it will also lose its leadership in the sector. The effects of such a state of affairs
could be devastating on the company. Should Ms. Yagmur launch a new product under these
circumstances? If the new product is going to be released, which one should it be among these four
products?
1. Introduction
Human beings have struggled to survive in changing conditions and geographies throughout
history and continue doing so. The concept of need has been the focal point of this struggle. Human
beings strive to gain maximum benefit with limited sources. Limitlessness of needs reveals itself
in different ways depending on the times, locations, and societies. Therefore, change and
transformation of conditions have led to differentiation of needs, increasing variety. As Heraclitus
said, “Everything flows, and nothing abides”. Human beings experiencing the progress of
agriculture, industry, and information society, are currently going through transformations with
revolutionary developments in information and communication owing to today’s Internet
technologies. However, the most significant and unignorable problem is that of there being limited
resources against unlimited needs. Indeed, resources are limited, and they should be used optimally
to meet the needs. Even though the needs of people do increase, become varied, or different; the
fact that people must make decisions under all conditions and situations does not change. The
decision about optimal combination of resources must be made for using the limited sources
efficiently. Decisions made for using the existing resources will affect today and future. Human
beings are creatures deciding and living with the results of decisions made.
People live in different societies and cultures with roles casted to them. A human being can be a
child, elder brother, elder sister, boy, student, civil servant, director, etc. Different decision
responsibilities and types of decisions arise depending on these roles. Whereas decisions made
may only affect the decision-maker in certain cases; it may also affect more than one person, a
family, a business, or a society, and even the whole planet. Each decision made will have a result
and this result will have additional consequences. Therefore, no matter who makes the decision,
the act of decision making should not be underestimated and should be contemplated with due care
and vigilance.
Businesses are organizations producing goods and services, offering them to the consumption of
people. They want to gain certain benefits as a result of activities that they carry out. These benefits
which can be specified as the objectives of businesses can be expressed as profitability, continuity,
contribution to social development, growth, and so on. Achieving the desired objectives of the
businesses is directly related to the results arising out of the decisions made. And so, answers to
the questions such as “Who oversees making a decision in businesses?” and “What is the effect of
those decisions?” are of vital importance.
When the historical development of business administration is analyzed with specific reference to
recent history, it is seen that it has evolved from mechanical organizational structures into organic
organizational structures. It is obvious that in the process of natural selection, mechanical
structures could not survive and have been replaced by the organic organizational structures.
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Decisions are made from a single center at mechanical organizations and implemented by the
whole organization. Today’s modern businesses are the organic organizations where the act of
decision making is an act undertaken by all employees of the organization. Employees are free to
decide and implement decisions that are related to the area of specialization and responsibility in
case it is not in conflict with the general objectives of the business. Every employee is authorized
to decide in proportion to his position in the organization. While senior executives make strategic
decisions concerning the organization at large, lower level managers make tactical or operational
decisions.
Accordingly, managers must be making the major decisions as it is their responsibility. Problems
are the difficulties that managers cannot ignore, and they are responsible for solving these
problems1.
The role and significance of decision making has increased further with globalization and the
launch of the information age. Today, the idea of making decisions in collaboration is
strengthening instead of the earlier approach in the manager making the decisions and other
employees merely following those. This trend, referred to as lean management, delayering and
empowerment, sometimes aims to approximate decision making to the points of actual work. This
trend entails a much more extensive approach than delegation of authority.1
2. The Concept of Decision Making
Decision making has been a subject that is often emphasized in the relevant literature and implies
strategic significance for the businesses. Decision, as defined by the Turkish Language
Association,2 is the definite judgment about a problem or decree about any case. As it can be
understood by this definition, the phenomenon of deciding is a case that should be considered
carefully and discussed in detail.
Decision making is a process involving selection among alternatives in determining the nature of
a certain problem or opportunity or solving a problem to make use of an opportunity. Aspects of
action and the process of decision making can be referred to by this definition. The process of
deciding involves two categories in formulation and solution. The category of formulation entails
identifying the problem or opportunities, collecting information or revealing factors affecting the
problem or opportunity; while the category of solution covers determining the alternatives,
choosing the preferred solution and implementing the decided course of action.3
Decision making is the process of choosing a course of action conforming to a specific situation
efficiently or selecting among alternatives for a proper solution following collecting and
processing information.4 Decision making is the primary task for all managers. In the management
literature, decision making is considered a key distinguishing activity for the managers.5 The most
significant, perhaps even the single task of those working at managerial positions is making
decisions.
Three conditions must be present to talk about decision making, namely, options we have, limited
resources preventing you from pursuing all options, and achievement of purpose. If we do not have
a purpose, which option we are to choose is not important. If we had unlimited resources, we would
be able to implement all options at least once.6 Therefore, decision making is about carefully
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considering the options for a specific purpose and choosing a course or courses of action.
Particularly, effective and productive use of resources is a subject of strategic significance
impacting the present and future.
Decisions made in organizations influence the behaviors of employees and affect business
processes with implications about what is performed in the organization through facilitating
activities.7 Two different ways of thinking are in question for the phenomenon of decision making
in businesses, namely, linear thinking and systematic thinking. The simplest approach adopted
for problem solving in businesses is the linear thinking approach. According to this approach, each
problem only has one solution and this solution affects the units related to the problem, rather than
the whole organisation.8 It popularizes the problems confronted by businesses. It is based on the
perception that problems in professional life are simple and they have only one optimal solution.
When the problem is popularized, proposals for the solution will affect only the unit where the
problem arises or the subject and it will not have any impact on the other units of the business or
the whole organization.
Systematic thinking is a more contemporary and inclusive problem-solving approach. Problems in
businesses are complex and the effect of solutions for a problem does not only correlate to that
specific problem but also the entire organization affected by it.9 Indeed, it is not possible that
problems confronted by businesses as a result of changing business styles, change of
environmental factors in the business, and changes of customer requests and expectations have
only a single best solution. Moreover, it is impossible that solution proposals to solve the problem
will affect only the relevant problem and will not have any effects on other departments of the
business.9
Decisions can be classified in terms of the purpose of the matter on which to make decisions, its
complexity, dependency degree, and effects on other decisions.10 Managerial decisions are
classified in two categories as scheduled and non-scheduled decisions. Scheduled decisions are
characterized by problems which can be understood very well, are highly structural and of a routine
nature, ever repeating, and can be solved with systematic procedures and rules. They refer to daily
decisions. On the other hand, unscheduled decisions are problems which cannot be understood
very well, are not structured as desired, do not resemble previous situations and cannot be solved
through routine or systematic procedures.11 Repetitive daily decisions may be regarded as
scheduled decisions. Scheduled decisions include problems which can be solved by linear
thinking. They have only one solution, are implemented immediately, and repeat continuously.
However, it should not be overlooked that the decision making in the systematic thinking approach
is carried out by considering the possible effects when we face such problems, and when we
encounter similar problems in the following processes, we carry on making the same decision in
the linear thinking way.
The types of decision making by the management can be analyzed under three headings. These are
strategic decision making, managerial decision making, and operational decision making.
Strategic decisions are those made by senior management and affect the whole organization in
line with the purposes of the business. Managerial decisions are those made by mid-level
managers for the operation of departments in line with the strategic purposes. Operational
decisions are the those made at the lowest management levels of the businesses and are related to
relevant daily tasks.12 The most important decisions made in businesses are the strategic decisions
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by senior management, and all decisions made at businesses serve to the strategic decisions
ultimately. Decisions with strategic significance have widespread effects on the employees,
processes, and structure throughout the organisation.13 Managerial decisions are those affecting
specific departments. Decisions made by department managers, foremen, or supervisors related to
daily tasks are the operational decisions. Effects of the operational decisions are related to the
department where the decision is made in the first place.13 Consequently, we can deem the
decision-making phenomenon at businesses two-dimensional. The first one is related to the
decision-makers and the other one is related to the effects of the decision made. Please see Exhibit
1 for Levels of Management Decision Making.
Exhibit 1. Levels of Management Decision Making

Source: O’Brien, J. A., and Marakas, G. M. (2011).
Management information systems. McGraw-Hill Irwin, pp. 3931

Effects of any kind of decision will ultimately be experienced throughout the business no matter
at which level the decision is made and who makes the decision. Therefore, all decisions made are
significant and should be considered carefully.14
3. The Decision Process
Decision making is a process composed of several steps following one another as mentioned in
the previous section. The decision process generally begins with identifying the problem or the
objective and ends with making the most correct decision and implementing it. Accordingly,
certain steps should be followed to make the most correct decision. These steps begin with
identifying the problem or purpose. Then, information about the problem or the purpose is
collected, and alternative courses of action are set forth. At the end, an option is selected among
other alternatives and implemented.
A rational decision-making process involves six steps. The decision-makers define the problem
perfectly and identify all criteria, weigh them by their relative importance, know all the relevant
alternatives, assess the alternatives completely in line with each criterion and implement the
criterion with the highest value perceived.15
Koçel defines the process of decision making in 5 steps:
a) Setting an objective, or problem description,
b) Studying and prioritizing the objective and problems,
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c) Identifying alternatives,
d) Studying and assessing alternatives,
e) Determining the selection criterion and making a choice.16
Although the decision-making process varies from business to business, it has a general format.
This process begins with situation analysis which can be expressed as the determining of the
problem, and ends with determining the performance standards, showing the alternatives,
analyzing the results and pilot scheme, and the assessment process.17
In another study, steps related to the decision-making process are described as follows:
a)
b)
c)
d)
e)
f)

Identification of the problems to be solved,
Setting forth the reasons behind the problems,
Looking for solutions of the problem,
Limiting the set of alternative options,
Deciding,
Implementing the decision.18

Decision processes are limited by and under the influence of factors such as organizational culture,
intentions, and area of interest of the decision-maker as well as the current action plan. Heraclius
expressed the steps of decision process as follows: identification of the problem, identification of
the objectives related to the problem, doing extensive research for alternative action plans,
assessing alternatives objectively, choosing the most probable alternative that will accomplish the
objectives, implementation of decision, following the results in line with the objectives and if the
results are not satisfying, repeating the process.18
The best decision-makers focus on three critical points. These are objectives, alternatives and risks.
The order of these three points does not change. A good decision-making process never begins
with alternatives, it begins with objectives. The decision-maker group asks this question
continuously: “What do we want to achieve?”18 Then we should determine the decision objectives
in line with certain purposes. As a conclusion, we should not forget that each decision made bears
a risk. Please see Exhibit 2 for the managerial decision-making process.
Exhibit 2. Managerial Decision-Making Process

Source: Harrison, E. F. A., “Process perspective on strategic decision making”,
Management decision, 34(1), (1996), pp.482.

We have provided information from the literature related to the steps constituting the decision
making we address as a process insofar. Considering the relevant literature, it can be said that it is
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a four-step process. These are identification of the problem, identification of the criteria,
identification of the alternatives and deciding and implementing it.19
3.1. Identification of the Problem
It is the first and most important step of the decision-making process. Businesses face numerous
problems on a daily basis as well as those that are expected in the future. While some of these
problems are clear, some of them are not. Similarly, while some problems are related to the daily
activities of the business, some of them are mid- and long-term and some are policy- oriented.
Accordingly, making the most correct decision depends on identifying the problem correctly.
First, managers should be aware of the problems at the step of identifying the problem. Low sales
rate is a problem for businesses. Low profitability is also an issue. Should we work with a single
supplier or more than one supplier? How should production efficiency be increased? What should
we do to increase the motivation of the staff? Advertisement and promotional activities might be
incorporated more in order to increase the sales. Sales and cost data may be reviewed, increasing
the profitability.20 A business relation may be established with a reliable supplier based on a longterm agreement. The quality of machine and equipment used for production can be enhanced or
replaced so as to increase the efficiency of production. Reward mechanisms can be used for
motivation. Still, can we say that these are real problems? Managers should consider the problems
in all aspects, subdivide them, and reveal the fundamental one. Low sales are a problem. However,
focusing on the underlying reasons will enable understanding the real problem. The real problem
may be related to the product quality, insufficient advertisement and promotion activities, capacity
planning errors, wrong marketing policies, etc. Consequently, the real problem may be wrong
marketing policies rather than low sales rates.
Managers should clearly and concisely define the problem they have found out by focus group
interviews, brainstorming, or in-depth interviews. By determining and identifying the problem, a
major part of the decision-making process can be completed.
3.2. Determination of the Criteria
The step following the identification of the problem is determination of the criteria. To make the
most correct decision in order to solve the problem, factors impacting the problem must be set
forth in detail. There may be more than one criterion affecting a problem. However, the degree of
impact of these criteria may not be the same all the time. While some criteria do affect the solution
of the problem, some of them may not be remarkably effective. After the problem is determined
clearly at the prior step, the next step will be determination of the criteria affecting the problem in
question.21,22 Managers’ past experiences are important for determining the criteria. However, in
addition to the past experiences, it should be noted that other businesses might have confronted
similar problems before. Therefore, academic and/or professional journals should be reviewed
during the process of determining the criteria.
Every business has its specific nature, corporate culture, and intra-organizational relationship
network. Each problem may require different processes for each business. Problems that are
significant for some businesses may be insignificant and even not prove a problem at all for some
others. For this reason, the step of determining the criteria may be conducted in a different way by
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businesses and may differ depending on the type of the business. While the most important
criterion for deciding to purchase a new machine may be the cost for a particular business, it may
be after-sales services for another business. Managers should think carefully at this step and
determine the relevant criteria.
3.3. Determination of Alternatives
The third step is determination of the alternatives. The problem and the factors affecting the
problem have been determined. Now, alternative courses of action should be put forth. Alternatives
are a set of options assumed to be the solution for the problem in the decision-making process.
Machinery alternatives are the alternatives for the problem of choosing a machine while suppliers
are the alternative for the problem of selecting a supplier and course of action is the alternative for
the problem of low sales.
The principle of minimum cost is valid for selecting after the alternatives have been determined
for the decisions of purchasing goods and services in the public area.17 Technical specification for
the products or services to be purchased is prepared, qualifications that the product or service
should have are determined, price quotations to be considered alternatives are presented, and the
alternative offering the lowest price is selected. Companies in the private sector do not have to
adhere to the principle of minimum cost. However, it is impossible to think that the principle of
minimum cost is ignored for an organization with the primary objective of profitability.23 The more
the alternatives are, the more difficult making a choice is. On the other hand, it has some
advantages for making the most correct decision. While determining the set of alternatives, the
number of alternatives should not be too many to render decision making difficult and too few so
as to exclude the most proper alternative.
3.4. Deciding and Implementing
At the final step, the most proper alternative for solving the problem should be selected. In other
words, the decision should be made. Following the decision-making process, outcomes of the
decision are followed continuously, and corrective actions are taken if or when necessary. This is
a state of affairs that entails continuous improvement. Future decisions always constitute a risk
resulting from uncertainty.
4. Decision Environment
The concept of decision environment represents the conditions under which decisions are made
and the volume of information we have. If we have any kind of information about the results of
the decision made, it is called decision making in an environment of certainty. If there is more
than one natural condition and decision-makers do not know the possibility of actualization, it is
called decision making in an environment of uncertainty. Every alternative has several possible
consequences, and if the decision-maker can overcome hesitations, it is called decision making
in an environment of risk. In the following section, we study the decision environments mention
above in detail.
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4.1. Decision Making in the Environment of Certainty
As the title implies, decision making does not constitute a real problem in the event that decision
is made in an environment of certainty. Alternatives and all consequences of implementing the
alternatives have a deterministic quality.24 The decision is made in favor of the option among the
consequences related to the problem so as to provide the highest benefit. This option may yield
maximum profit, maximum sales revenue, and minimum cost.
For example, Mr. Ahmet wants to put his savings in time deposit account. For this reason, he has
examined annual deposit interests of four banks and has the table below for expected returns.
Table 1. Four Banks’ Annual Returns
Alternatives
Bank A
Bank B
Bank C
Bank D

Annual Return
1000 TL
1020 TL
918 TL
1210 TL

Since Mr. Ahmet wants the highest return, the alternative he will choose will be Bank D (1210
TL) for the highest interest yield.
Example: Aydinlar A.S. is a company producing ventilators. The company produces rubber
components of the fan and supplies the other components from different suppliers. They received
price quotations from three foreign companies with the same characteristics (meeting the
requirements of the company similarly) for the fan motor.
Table 2. Three Firms’ Price Quotations
Alternatives
Firm X
Firm Y
Firm Z

Price
17$
16$
19$

Fans intended to be supplied have the similar characteristics and thus, the most significant factor
for the company is minimum cost. Accordingly, Aydinlar A.S should work with Firm Y (16$)
offering a lower price quotation than others.
4.2. Decision Making in an Environment of Uncertainty
In the event of there being more than one possible natural condition, if the possibility of
actualization is not known by the decision-maker, decision making in an environment of
uncertainty will be in question. Uncertainty of the future affects the possibility of realization of
natural conditions and creates uncertainty. The term of natural conditions can be defined as the
environmental factors affecting businesses at the micro or macro level.20 Micro level factors
include high or low profit, losses or earnings, and high or low demand; whereas macro level factors
include wars, natural disasters, inflation rates, interest rates, and so on. Five types of decisionmaking approaches are applicable for such environments. These are optimism (maximax) criterion,
pessimism (maximin) criterion, reality (hurwicz) criterion, equal probability (laplace) criterion,
and regret (minimax) criterion.
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4.2.1. The Optimism Criterion (Maximax)
It is called the Maximax criterion. It is the decision criterion where the decision-maker focuses on
maximum gain and has an optimistic point of view about it. Several factors such as expectations
of decision-makers, past experiences, and ability to evaluate the events from an analytical point of
view affect this criterion. The highest of the returns (the lowest for the costs) for each option in
the decision matrix (or costs) are selected and a new column is prepared and the decision is made
as a result of choosing the one with the highest score in the new column (the lowest score for the
costs).
Example: Yagmur A.S is a company producing durable consumer products. General manager Mr.
Ilhan is thinking about adding 4 new products to the product segment. The return matrix against
different cases for the demand is shown below.
Table 3. The Return Matrix of Yagmur A.S.
Product
Product A
Product B
Product C
Product D

Very Low Demand
-5
0
-10
5

Low Demand
0
-5
-5
10

High Demand
50
60
50
40

Very High Demand
100
80
40
50

Which product should be added to the product segment by Yagmur A.S based on the decision
matrix comprising the above-mentioned return values?
To find a proper solution according to the optimism criterion, a new column comprising the
maximum values in each line should be prepared as stated above, and the option in the line with
the highest value in this column should be designated.
Table 4. The Return Matrix Optimism Criterion of Yagmur A.S.
Product
Product A
Product B
Product C
Product D

Very Low Demand
-5
0
-10
5

Low Demand
0
-5
-5
10

High Demand
50
60
50
40

Very High Demand
100
80
40
50

Maximax
100
80
50
50

Yagmur A.S should add Product A to its product segment for higher return, according to the
optimism decision criteria.
4.2.2. The Pessimism Criterion (Maximin)
It is called the Maximin criterion. It represents the pessimistic point of view. The decision-makers
try to select the best one out of the worst options. It is the decision criterion applied when especially
decision-makers want to overcome possible adverse effects by considering the worst scenario in
cyclical contraction periods in the best way.
According to this criterion, in order to find a solution, a new column comprising the lowest values
in each line is prepared. The decision option is the biggest one among the values in the new column.
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If we look at the example of Yagmur A.S. from the perspective of pessimism criterion, Yagmur
A.S. should add Product D to its product segment for higher return.
Table 5. Yagmur A.S Pessimistic Point of View
Product
Product A
Product B
Product C
Product D

Very Low Demand
-5
0
-10
5

Low Demand
0
-5
-5
10

High Demand
50
60
50
40

Very High Demand
100
80
40
50

Maximin
-5
-5
-10
5

4.2.3. The Reality Criterion (Hurwicz)
It has been mentioned in the earlier decision criteria that decision-makers are optimistic or
pessimistic depending on factors such as future expectation, experience, and point of view.
However, in real life, decision-makers are neither entirely optimistic nor pessimistic. The reality
criterion is a consensus model between the optimism and pessimism criteria.
The reality criterion is called ‘weighted average’ or ‘Hurwicz’s criterion’. A

a coefficient called

the optimism coefficient is determined in this decision criterion. a is the measurement of the
level of optimism of the decision-maker. The coefficient is a value between 0 and 1. Coefficient 1
indicates that the decision-maker is completely optimistic about the future and coefficient 0
indicates that the decision-maker is completely pessimistic about the future. An advantage of this
approach is that the decision-maker relies on his personal feelings with regard to optimism and
pessimism. The decision criterion is found using the formula below:21,22
Weighted Average (WA) =

a *(best in row) + (1- a )*(worst in row)

The important point related to the reality criterion is that: if

a = 0, the reality criterion transforms

into the pessimism criterion and if a =1, the reality criterion transforms into the optimism
criterion. The most significant constraint of the reality criterion is that a coefficient is determined
by the decision-maker. Determining the degree of optimism clearly is difficult for the decisionmaker. Therefore, the reality criterion is a subjective decision-making criterion that depends on
the conviction of the decision-maker completely.23,24
First, the highest and the lowest values in each line are found. The highest value in the line is
multiplied by a . The lowest value in the line is multiplied by (1- a ) and added to the
multiplication result. It is applied to all lines separately. The highest one of the mean values is
chosen as the decision-making criteria. In the context of the example of Yagmur A.S, if a =0.6,
the reality criterion will be as follows:
Table 6. The reality criterion of Yagmur A.S.
Product
Product A
Product B
Product C
Product D

Very Low Demand
-5
0
-10
5

Low Demand
0
-5
-5
10

High Demand
50
60
50
40

Very High Demand
100
80
40
50
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WAA= (0,6*100) + (0,4*-5) = 58
WAB= (0,6*80) + (0,4*-5) = 46
WAC= (0,6*50) + (0,4*-10) = 26
WAD= (0,6*50) + (0,4*5) = 32
Yagmur A.S. should add Product A to its product segment for higher return.
4.2.4. The Equal Probability Criterion (Laplace)
It is called the Laplace criterion. According to this criterion, emergence of natural conditions
within the bounds of a possibility and these possibilities are equal. Briefly, all-natural conditions
are weighted with equal possibilities. Figures of equal possibility figures determined by the
number of criteria are multiplied by gaining values in the line of decision matrix and added. In this
way, expected values for each alternative are found. The maximum value among the values
calculated is the decision criteria. Consider Yagmur A.S example by the equal possibility criterion
in the table below:
Table 7. Equal Probability Criterion of Yagmur A.S.
Product
Product A
Product B
Product C
Product D
Probability

Very Low Demand
-5
0
-10
5
%25

Low Demand
0
-5
-5
10
%25

High Demand
50
60
50
40
%25

Very High Demand
100
80
40
50
%25

EVA= (0,25*-5) + (0,25*0) + (0,25*50) + (0,25*100) = 36,25
EVB= (0,25*0) + (0,25*-5) + (0,25*60) + (0,25*80) = 33,75
EVC= (0,25*-10) + (0,25*-5) + (0,25*50) + (0,25*40) = 18,75
EVD= (0,25*5) + (0,25*10) + (0,25*40) + (0,25*50) = 26,25
Yagmur A.S should add Product A to its product segment for higher return, according to the equal
probability criterion.
4.2.5. The Regret Criterion
It is called the minimax decision criterion. It is the decision criterion based on loss of opportunity
or regret. Loss of opportunity is the difference between the optimum profit or loss for a certain
natural condition and loss arising from a decision made. In other words, it is the amount lost by
not choosing the best alternative under certain natural conditions.25, 26
Operation steps of the method are as follows. First, the highest values in the column of decision
matrix are determined. Then, all other values in the column are subtracted from the highest values
designated by the columns. This new matrix is called the regret matrix. Lines in the regret matrix
are examined and a new column with the highest values is prepared. At the step of decision making,
the smallest value among the values in the decision column is chosen. In this way, the decisionmaker chooses the option that he will regret the least. Considering the example of Yagmur A.S by
the regret criterion:
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Table 8. Opportunity Loss Table
Product
Product A
Product B
Product C
Product D

Very Low Demand
-5
0
-10
5

Low Demand
0
-5
-5
10

High Demand
50
60
50
40

Very High Demand
100
80
40
50

Table 9. Regret Table
Product
Product A
Product B
Product C
Product D

Very Low Demand
10
5
15
0

Low Demand
10
15
15
0

High Demand
10
0
10
20

Very High Demand
0
20
60
50

Regret
10
20
60
50

Yagmur A.S. should add Product A to the product segment for higher return, according to the
regret criterion.
4.3. Decision Making in an Environment of Risk
While each alternative has a few possible consequences resulting from making decisions in a risky
environment, the decision-maker knows about the possibility of various output consequences.3 In
an environment of certainty, the decision-maker makes the optimal choice knowing the
consequence of each alternative or option at the beginning. For decision making in the environment
of uncertainty, decision-makers have a more active role in the process. Future expectations of the
decision-makers and the degree of optimism or pessimism for these expectations are more
influential on the option of decision. The possibility of realization of the natural conditions is not
known clearly and when a certain possibility cannot be assigned to the case of actualization, the
decision criterion to be applied is called criteria of decision making in an environment of
uncertainty.
In the risk environment, the decision-makers predict the possibilities of actualizing natural
conditions and assign a certain possibility score to each natural condition. When the possibility
scores related to the possibility of actualizing the natural conditions are assigned, factors such as
economic, political, and cultural aspects, etc. affecting the business activities are taken into account
and expert opinions are used. Assigning a probability score to each natural condition is similar to
the equal probability criterion. The most significant difference is that while the possibility of
emergence for natural conditions are accepted as equal in the equal possibility criterion, the abovementioned factors are taken into consideration in deciding in risk environment and different
possibility scores may be assigned to the natural conditions. Considering the example of Yagmur
A.S, the company produces durable consumable goods, and it is known that it has a number of
strong competitors in the market. Yagmur A.S is a company recognized by the sector and the
leading company. The budget allocated for R&D investments are above the sector average and
customers have product perceptions of high-quality and innovative. Positive results have been
revealed by the studies carried out on customer loyalty. Owing to its position in the sector, low
demand and negative customer perception are not expected when it launches a new product. In
addition, the new products in short- and mid-term, the intensity of competition, and relatively long
economic life of products in the sector are indicators that high demand may not be in question.
Under these circumstances, as a result of meetings held with senior executives of the company,
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possibilities related to the natural conditions are as follows: the possibility of the lowest demand
is 15%, possibility of low demand is 45%, possibility of high demand is 30% and possibility of
very high demand is 10%. The expected returns for the 4 products within the bounds of foreseen
possibilities of Yagmur A.S. are as follows:
Table 10. The Expected Returns of Yagmur A.S.
Product
Product A
Product B
Product C
Product D
Probability

Very Low Demand
-5
0
-10
5
%15

Low Demand
0
-5
-5
10
%45

High Demand
50
60
50
40
%30

Very High Demand
100
80
40
50
%10

EVA= (0,15*-5) + (0,45*0) + (0,30*50) + (0,10*100) = 24,25
EVB= (0,15*0) + (0,45*-5) + (0,30*60) + (0,10*80)
= 23,75
EVC= (0,15*-10) + (0,45*-5) + (0,30*50) + (0,10*40) = 15,25
EVD= (0,15*5) + (0,45*10) + (0,30*40) + (0,10*50) = 22,25
Yagmur A.S. should add Product A to its product segment for higher return, according to the
criteria of decision making in an environment of risk.
For Your Interest
The Decision Analysis of Du Pont
Du Pont has been using the decision analysis to reveal, evaluate problems, and implement strategic
alternatives at 10 businesses around the world since the mid-1960s. For instance, one of the
businesses of Du Pont experienced low financial performance due to the dissolution of prices and
losing the market to the European and Japanese competitors. The business determined three
possible strategies by means of three alternatives. These strategies were as follows:
(1)
continuation of the present strategy; (2) re-establishment of the product leadership by
concentrating on works of new product development and product differentiation; (3) closing the
plant to increase the production efficiency; and (4) to arrange the production line, establishing
market position based on low-cost. Uncertainties of the evaluation process arise from competitor
strategies, market size, market share, and prices. The decision criterion for the three strategies was
net current value and the Super Tree Spreadsheet model was used for calculation. The final
decision was empowering the product development and product differentiation. As a result of the
strategy selected, about 175 million dollars of value increase was achieved.1
5. Multi-Criteria Decision Making
Decision making can be defined as the process of choice made among alternatives. While the result
is obtained, several criteria affecting this result are strained. For some decision-making problems,
criteria do not have much effect on the process and while the process progresses fast, criteria
affecting the alternatives to be selected for some decision-making problems are very significant
and they should be considered very carefully.
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The area of activity and related environment of the businesses have expanded, and the number of
decisions made on a daily basis has increased significantly. Managers oversee making decisions
and the results of decisions made by the managers are undertaken by the whole organization. The
process of decision making, the effects of which are experienced by the whole organization, is one
of the leading actions to be taken into account.
Multi-criterion decision making techniques provide advantages for the evaluators for assessing
various options based on a wide range of criteria at different units. It is a significant advantage if
we compare it to conventional decision support methods where only one unit is used. In addition,
multi-criterion decision making technique uses quantitative and qualitative evaluation criteria
together and provides advantage27.
5.1. Analytic Hierarchy Process (AHP)
Perhaps the most well-known approach among the multi-criteria decision-making approaches is
the analytic hierarchy process (AHP). Analytic hierarchy process is a general measurement theory.
It is the most extensive practice used for multi-criterion decision making, planning, resource
allocation, and settlement of disputes.28 Analytic hierarchy process was put forth by Myres and
Alpert in 1968 for the first time, developed as a model by Saaty in 1977 and began to be used to
solve complex decision problems. AHP enables the decision-maker to establish the hierarchical
structure composed of target, main criterion, sub criterion and alternatives and evaluates several
alternatives together in terms of a number of qualitative/quantitative criteria and helps them
determine the best alternative.29
AHP is a basic approach for decision making. It is designed for rationally choosing the best among
different alternatives evaluated by a few criteria. In this process, the decision-maker reveals simple
binary comparison judgments. These judgments are used to develop all priorities for ordering the
alternatives. It is used simply in the hierarchical structure of decision problem, which comprises
three levels. The objective of the decision problem is at the first level. At the second level, we see
decision criteria, and decision alternatives to be evaluated at the third.30
The AHP method enables the decision-maker to determine the relative importance of pre-defined
criteria for the problems and make a choice among decision alternatives based on each
criterion.31,32,33
AHP has a four-step structure. These are establishing the hierarchical structure, decision matrix
based on binary comparison, calculating the weights of criteria, and testing the consistency.
Establishing the Hierarchical Structure: It is the first step of AHP. This step shows the
hierarchical structure of the multi-criteria decision problem. Hierarchical structures are highly
effective in terms of problem identification, factors affecting the problem and sub-factors as well
as the presentation of solution alternatives. Hierarchical structure in AHP is composed of minimum
3 levels. The objective of the decision problem is at the top level. We see criteria affecting the
decision problem at the mid-level. Decision alternatives are at the lowest level. Please see Exhibit
3 for sample hierarchical structure.
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Exhibit 3. Sample Hierarchical Structure

Establishing Decision Matrix Based on Binary Comparison: Decision-makers use 1-9
importance scale developed by Saaty and compare the alternatives in line with each criterion and
create the decision matrix. 1-9 importance scale and example comparison chart are shown below.4
Please see Exhibit 5 for Saaty’s 1-9 importance scale and sample pairwise comparison table.
Table 11. Saaty’s 1-9 Importance Scale
#
1
2
3

Scale
Equal Importance
Weak or Slight
Moderate Importance

Criteria
Two activities contribute equally to the objective

4
5

Moderate Plus
Strong Importance

6
7

Strong Plus
Very Strong or Demonstrated Importance

8
9

Very very Strong
Extreme Importance

Experience and judgment slightly favor one activity
over another
Experience and judgment strongly favor one activity
over another
An activity is favoured very strongly over another; its
dominance demonstrated in practice
The evidence favouring one activity over another is
of the highest possible order of affirmation.

Table 12. Sample Pairwise Comparison Table
Criteria
9
C1
C1
C2

8

7
X

6

5

4

Importance
3 2 1

Criteria
2

3

X

4

5

6

7

8

9
C2
C3
C3

A square matrix in nxn size is found as a result of binary comparison. Values on diagonal of this
matrix have value 1 and its reason is that relevant criteria are compared to it. While decisionmakers compare the criteria, they will assign importance value to the criteria in line with their
personal opinions. For instance, if it is thought that criterion 1 is of stronger significance compared
to Criterion 2, its value will be 7. Similarly, when we compare Criterion 1 and Criterion 3, if both
have equal importance, they will take the value 1.
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Values on diagonal are compared, all of which are 1 of the binary comparison matrix. The below
formula is used for the components below the diagonal:33

1
aij

a ji =

In the above example, when Criterion 1 is compared to Criterion 2, it has the value of 7 since it
has great importance, in that case, the value of Criterion 2 will be 1/7 compared to Criterion 1.
Binary comparison-based decision matrix will be as follows:

1

a12

a13

1 / a12

1

a 23

1 / a13

1 / a 23

1

Calculation of criteria weights: Decision matrix created based on binary comparison is
normalized and B normalized decision matrix is prepared. The formula to be used for
normalization is shown below:
bij =

aij
n

åa
i =1

ij

Arithmetic mean of the line elements of B normalized decision matrix found by the above formula
is calculated and W weight vector is found.
n

W=

åb
i =1

ij

n

Consistency Test: It is the most significant step of AHP. It is a measure of consistency for binary
comparison. It shows the extent of being consistent and realistic of decision-makers while
performing binary comparison. For instance, when Criterion 1 has the value of 3 compared to
Criterion 2 (in other words, if Criterion 1 is more significant than criterion 2) and Criterion 2 is
compared to Criterion 3 and its value is 3 (Criterion 2 is more significant than Criterion 3), if we
compare Criterion 1 to Criterion 3, the minimum value should be 7 or 9. Otherwise, the consistency
of binary comparison will not be present.
There are two parameters to test the consistency. These is Consistency Index – CI and Consistency
Ratio-CR. Formulas to be used to calculate these parameters are as follows:34
CI =

CR =

l max - n
n -1

CI
RI
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To find lmax value, binary comparison-based decision matrix is multiplied by weight vector and a
column vector is obtained. Column vector elements found are divided by W weight vector
elements vice versa and arithmetic mean of the values is calculated to obtain

lmax value.

CI values found by the formula of ( lmax -n)/ (n-1) is the variance of the errors made in the
estimation of a ij . CR is found by comparing CI to proper number by the number of criteria in the
consistency index (Random Index-RI) chart. Please see Chart 1 for the random indexes for n
values.
Chart 1. Random Index
n
RI

1
0

2
0

3
0.85

4
0.9

5
1.12

6
1.24

7
1.32

8
1.41

9
1.45

10
1.49

RI values are the random numbers derived from the example by using the scale of 1/9, 1/8, 1, 8, 9.
CR value should be lower than 0.10. If it is not lower than 0.10, the problem of binary comparison
matrix is in question and the decision-makers should review the judgments.35, 36
Example: Ersoylar A.S. is a medium-scale company producing shoes. The company works with
three suppliers to supply the rubber components it needs. Suppliers have not been evaluated so far,
and purchase policies have not been updated. The company wants to evaluate the suppliers for
purchase policies planned to be updated. The team composed of the president of the board, general
manager, purchasing manager, and production manager agrees on quality, cost, speed, and
flexibility as the most significant criteria to evaluate the three supplies and decides to determine
the best supplier through the AHP method. Please see steps for the selection of the best supplier.
Process steps for the problem are as follows:
1. Step: Binary comparison decision matrix: Binary comparison matrix of criteria and
alternatives for each criterion is shown below:
Table 13. Binary Comparison Matrix of Criteria
Comparison
Quality
Cost
Speed
Flexibility

Quality
1,0000
3,0000
0,2000
0,1429

Cost
0,3333
1,0000
0,1429
0,1111

Speed
5,0000
7,0000
1,0000
0,3333

Flexibility
7,0000
9,0000
3,0000
1,0000

Table 14. Binary Comparison Matrixes of Alternatives in Terms of Criteria
Quality
S1
S2

S1
1,0000
7,0000

S2
0,1429
1,0000

S3
3,0000
9,0000

Cost
S1
S2

S1
1,0000
0,3333
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3,0000
1,0000

S3
7,0000
3,0000
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S3
Speed
S1
S2
S3

0,3333
S1
1,0000
7,0000
3,0000

0,1111
S2
0,1429
1,0000
1,0000

1,0000
S3
0,3333
1,0000
1,0000

S3

0,1429

Flexibility
S1
S2
S3

0,3333

S1
1,0000
3,0000
9,0000

1,0000

S2
3333
1,0000
5,0000

S3
0,1111
0,2000
1,0000

2. Step: Determination of weight vectors and consistency tests
Table 15. Table of Comparison
Comparison
Quality
Cost
Speed
Flexibility

Quality
Cost
Speed
0,2303
0,2100
0,3750
0,6908
0,6300
0,5250
0,0461
0,0900
0,0750
0,0329
0,0700
0,0250
Normalized Decision Matrix

Flexibility
0,3500
0,4500
0,1500
0,0500

W
0,2913
0,5739
0,0903
0,0445

A*W
1,2453
2,4800
0,3639
0,1799

(A*W)/W
4,2746
4,3210
4,0320
4,0462

lmax = 4,1684

CI

CR

0,0561

0,0624

CI

CR

0,0411

0,0708

Table 16. Table of Quality
Quality
S1
S2
S3

S1
S2
S3
0,1200
0,1139
0,2308
0,8400
0,7975
0,6923
0,0400
0,0886
0,0769
Normalized Decision Matrix

W
0,1549
0,7766
0,0685

A*W
0,4714
2,4775
0,2064

(A*W)/W
3,0431
3,1902
3,0131

lmax = 3,0821

Table 17. Table of Cost
Cost
S1
S2
S3

S1
S2
S3
0,6774
0,6923
0,6364
0,2258
0,2308
0,2727
0,0968
0,0769
0,0909
Normalized Decision Matrix

W
0,6687
0,2431
0,0882

A*W
2,0154
0,7306
0,2648

(A*W)/W
3,0139
3,0054
3,0018

CI

CR

0,0035

0,0061

CI

CR

0,0405

0,0698

lmax = 3,0070

Table 18. Table of Speed
Speed
S1
S2
S3

S1
S2
S3
0,0909
0,0667
0,1429
0,6364
0,4667
0,4286
0,2727
0,4667
0,4286
Normalized Decision Matrix

W
0,1001
0,5105
0,3893

A*W
0,3029
1,6009
1,2003

(A*W)/W
3,0242
3,1357
3,0830

lmax = 3,0809

Table 19. Table of Flexibility
Flexibility
S1
S2
S3

S1
S2
S3
0,0769
0,0526
0,0847
0,2308
0,1579
0,1525
0,6923
0,7895
0,7627
Normalized Decision Matrix

W
0,0714
0,1804
0,7482

A*W
0,2147
0,5443
2,2931

(A*W)/W
3,0056
3,0173
3,0649

CI

CR

0,0146

0,0252

lmax = 3,0293

3. Step: Decision
At the final step, the weights of criteria and alternatives are multiplied and added. The company
having the highest significance is considered the best company.
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Table 20. Criteria Weights
Comparasion
Criteria Weights
S1
S2
S3

Quality
0,2913
0,1549
0,7766
0,0685

Cost
0,5739
0,6687
0,2431
0,0882

Speed
0,0903
0,1001
0,5105
0,3893

Flexibility
0,0445
0,0714
0,1804
0,7482

Importance Weights
0,4411
0,4199
0,1390

Among the suppliers of Ersoylar A.S, the company with the highest performance in terms of the
criteria determined by the decision-maker is Supplier 1, followed by Supplier, 2 and Supplier 3. It
is seen that the most important criterion for Ersoylar A.S is the cost with the weight of 0,5739.
Today, businesses sign contracts with few suppliers with high performance based on long-term
strategic cooperation rather than working with several suppliers. In today’s markets where
customer loyalty and engagement are exceptionally low, the only way to make customer
satisfaction constant is to meet the demand fast and at the desired level in the most economical
way. Trade relations based on long-term agreements with few suppliers enables a company to meet
the demand in the fastest way and at desirable quality levels.
5.2. Topsis
TOPSIS is the most well-known conventional multi-criteria decision-making method developed
by Hwang and Yoon for the first time and used for multi-criteria decision-making problems. The
TOPSIS method is based on the idea of selecting the alternative closest to the positive ideal
solution and farthest from the negative ideal alternative.37 The TOPSIS method reveals the distance
not only to the alternative selected to positive and negative ideal solution but also to ideal and nonideal solutions. It is used in several fields such as performance assessment and optimal material
selection for aircrafts.37
TOPSIS is widely used in a wide range of fields to solve multi-criteria group decision making
problems. One of the reasons underlying the common use of TOPSIS widely is that it is based on
a logical way of thinking suggesting the proximity to the positive ideal solution and furthest to the
negative ideal solution. The second one is that it is an intuitive method easy to understand and
implement. The third one is that TOPSIS has several positive characteristics compared to other
multi-criteria decision-making methods.38 These are as follows:
•
•

Performance of the method is affected by the number of alternatives partly and it is
reinforced against the increase in the number of alternatives and criteria for ordering
differences.
The order of alternatives changes if there is a non-optimal alternative. TOPSIS is the best
method for order change. This consistency characteristic is acknowledged in practice.39

The TOPSIS method is applied by comparing alternative options in line with certain criteria and
maximum and minimum values of the criteria by the ideal one. Firstly, the decision matrix is
prepared. Calculation steps of the method are as follows: square root of total of square of features
or point of criteria in the decision matrix is taken and the matrix is normalized.
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rij =

xij
m

i = 1,......... ..m; j = 1,......... ..., n

åx
i =1

2
ij

Elements of normalized decision matrix are weighted by the significance of criteria.

vij = wij × rij i = 1,..........m; j = 1,..............., n
Maximum and minimum values in each column in weighted matrix are determined and defined as
the ideal points.

[
]
= [v , v ,......v ,......v ]

A* = v1* , v2* ,...., v*j ,......vn*
A-

1

2

j

n

Distance to the maximum and minimum ideal point is calculated.

S i* =

n
j =1

(v

S i- =

n
j =1

(v

)

2

ij

ij

- v *j , i = 1,...., m
- v -j

)

2

i = 1,....., m

Finally, relative ordering and point of each alternative is found.

Ci* =

S iS i- + S i*

Example: Dream World is a 5-star hotel operating in Antalya. The company is going to employ a
female employee to work at the human resources department. The hotel managers designated 4
criteria for the personnel to be employed. These are age, language score, interview score, and
physical appearance and experience. The age criterion is not significant for the company and a
middle-aged person is considered. The most important criteria for the company are language score
and experience. At the interview stage, questions about the sector and future of the sector were
asked to the candidates and analytical thinking skills and knowledge level were measured. Physical
appearance is not particularly important for the company and it is one of the criteria as an indicator
of the extent of taking the job serious of the candidates at the interview step. Managers determined
the criteria weight as follows based on this information: age 10%, language score 30%, interview
score 20%, physical appearance 10%, and experience 30%.

Table 21. Decision Matrix
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Criteria

Age

Cand. 1
Cand. 2
Cand. 3
Cand. 4
Cand. 5

24
27
28
36
35

Language
Score
80
92
68
74
86

Interview
Score
90
70
60
80
70

Physical
Appearance
80
60
90
90
70

Experience
2
6
4
10
9

Table 22. Normalized Decision Matrix
Criteria

Age

Cand. 1
Cand. 2
Cand. 3
Cand. 4
Cand. 5
Weights (W)

0,3535
0,3977
0,4124
0,5302
0,5155
0,10

Language
Score
0,4447
0,5114
0,3780
0,4114
0,4781
0,30

Interview
Score
0,5388
0,4191
0,3592
0,4789
0,4191
0,20

Physical
Appearance
0,4536
0,3402
0,5103
0,5103
0,3969
0,10

Experience

Interview
Score
0,1078
0,0838
0,0718
0,0958
0,0838

Physical
Appearance
0,0454
0,0340
0,0510
0,0510
0,0397

Experience

0,1299
0,3897
0,2598
0,6496
0,5846
0,30

Table 23. Weighted Normalized Decision Matrix
Criteria

Age

Cand. 1
Cand. 2
Cand. 3
Cand. 4
Cand. 5

0,0353
0,0398
0,0412
0,0530
0,0515

Language
Score
0,1334
0,1534
0,1134
0,1234
0,1434

0,0390
0,1169
0,0779
0,1949
0,1754

4. Step: Ideal Points Comprising the Maximum and Minimum Values
Table 24. Ideal Points
A*
A-

0,0530
0,0353

0,1534
0,1134

0,1078
0,0718

0,0510
0,0340

0,1949
0,0390

Table 25. Distance to Maximum and Minimum Ideal Points
S1*
S2*
S3*
S4*
S5*

0,1583
0,0843
0,1292
0,0323
0,0344

S1S2S3S4S5-

0,0427
0,0885
0,0429
0,1599
0,1412

Table 26. Relative Importance Order and Decision
Candidate
C1
C2
C3
C4
C5

Importance
0,2123
0,5121
0,2494
0,8319
0,8041

Dream World employs the Candidate number 4 with the importance weight compared to the other
candidates by the relative importance order.
Summary
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Throughout history, human needs have shown unlimited characteristics while the resources to meet
these needs have been finite and always created a dilemma. Needs have developed and varied by
the time, space, and cultural or geographical characteristics of the society. It can be purported that
the term describing today’s societies best is “consumer society”. People keep consuming resources
on a constant basis. They consume nature, sources, time, properties, and even dream amazingly
fast. The world experiences such a fast consumption age; however, the process is double-sided,
and the other side is called production. Everything produced and consumed, whether tangible or
intangible, can be marketed. The presence of businesses selling fresh air is a striking example of
this. Businesses are the most important organizations establishing the necessary connections
between consumption and production. Businesses are organizations of people in capital societies
gathering for certain purposes and trying to survive by responding to the phenomenon of
consumption faster and more efficiently than competitors do. Regardless of their positions,
employees have individual and corporate goals. While individual objectives/goals render them a
consumer, corporate objectives bring the producer identity to the forefront. Human beings are
creatures who must decide and live with the consequences of their decisions throughout their lives
by individual or corporate objectives.
In the markets dominated by challenging competition conditions and uncertainty driven by
globalization today, businesses fight to meet the constantly changing demands and expectations of
customers. Therefore, there is a strong relation between the operational survival of the business
and decisions made by the employees at managing positions. The single most important task of a
manager is making decisions. Questions such as what will be produced, how it will be produced,
when, for whom, and where it will be produced entail decisions that managers are to make.
Managers should make the most correct decision at the most correct time by using the resources
optimally. Wrong business decisions may generate consequences on a large scale ranging from
impacting employees and customers to the state, and so on.
In the simplest form, decision making can be defined as a process of selecting among alternatives.
Decision making is a process composed of a few steps following one another. The process begins
with the identification of the problem and ends with considering alternatives and implementing
the decision in the literature. The problem represents a case which is not desired and is disrupting.
Our objective can be solving a problem or ensuring the sustainability of a no-problem situation.
After the objective is set, criteria will be determined. Criteria are the factors affecting our objective
from different aspects. While the weight of some criteria may be remarkably high, that of others
may be very low. The third step is the determination of alternatives. At this step, decision
alternatives to achieve our objective and their relationship to the criteria are suggested. The fourth
and final step is implementing and following the outcomes of the decision. The objective, criteria,
and alternatives have been set and a choice has been made among the alternatives. Subsequently,
the decision made is implemented. Corrective actions are taken if the results do not meet the
expectations.
In the process of decision making, reaching the result is made relatively easier by comparing
quantitative data related to the criteria and alternatives. However, we may not have quantitative
data all the time. In some cases, we may have to use qualitative data. Especially considering the
past experiences of the decision-makers, qualitative assessments such as better, worse, and quite
good are significant. When there is more than one criterion and alternative affecting the decisionmaking process and we have related qualitative and quantitative data, the most proper approach is
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to utilize the multi-criteria decision-making methods. The most frequently used of these methods
are the Analytic Hierarchy Process (AHP), TOPSIS, VIKOR, etc. Multi-methods are quite
effective within the context of decisions to be made under uncertain conditions.
Case Study
The Decision of Mr. Faruk
A tiring weekend finished finally. Tomorrow is a significant day because candidates applying for
a vacancy at the finance department of the business are going to be interviewed and the final
decision will be made. An exceptionally good career awaits someone. Mr. Faruk thinks about this
matter over the weekend and imagines the most proper portrait for the company. Maybe the biggest
difficulty of being the manager of the human resources department is to make such decisions.
While one person is going to be granted a good career opportunity, other candidates will be
disappointed.
Mr. Faruk has been working at the company for twenty years. He still remembers the first day of
work very clearly. He had started at accounting department, but he dealt with personnel affairs
more. The company has been through a growth process within twenty years, the market share has
been expanded, and new departments have been established by the necessities of time and it has
become a leading company in the sector. The human resources department was established six
years ago to conduct personnel policies more efficiently and Mr. Faruk is the head of the
department.
XYX Company is a 40-year company being involved in the activity with third generation managers
in the sector of durable consumer products. The company starting the activity with a small store
carries on its activities with about 1500 employees and 180 stores in 25 provinces and the head
office is in Istanbul. It is a leading, respected company in the sector owing to the career
opportunities it provides for the employees. A finance manager with good educational background,
teamwork, and analytical thinking skills is necessary for making investment decisions optimally
and Mr. Faruk is going to interview three candidates for this position tomorrow.
Mr. Faruk examines the resumes of three candidates and is impressed. However, there is a problem.
He knows one of the candidates very well. Nihat Turker, son of his neighbor who has been living
in the same place for years. Mr. Faruk knows Nihat since his childhood and has a close relationship
with his family. Nihat graduated from the university 4 years ago and started his master’s degree in
the field of finance back then. He is younger and less experienced compared to the other
candidates; however, he is a young, dynamic, smart, and persevering person according to Mr.
Faruk. The second candidate Necla Kurt is the niece of Mr. Mithat, the president of the board of
the company. Mr. Mithat is a manager attaching great importance to competence and adopting the
principle of the delegation of authority and responsibility, considering opinions of employees and
making his decision professionally. He suggested Mr. Faruk that he should not be influenced by
the acquaintance factor and he should make a competence-based decision. Mrs. Necla completed
her undergraduate and graduate study abroad and returned back after finalizing her studies. Her
fluent foreign language and prestigious educational background have a strong impression on
people. The third candidate Mehmet Senol is the oldest candidate. Following his university
education, he worked at various companies and has been working at the finance department of a
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big company for the last 7 years. He is very experienced about financial markets and instruments.
He applied to this position since he believed that the XYZ Company would be suitable for his
career objectives.
A difficult decision is in question for Mr. Faruk. On one side, Mr. Nihat, smart, persevering,
dynamic and reliable person whom he knows since his childhood; on the other side, Mrs. Necla,
the well-educated niece of the president of the board of the company and Mr. Mehmet being the
monument of experience. Which candidate should Mr. Faruk choose? How will he explain his
decision to the board of directors?
Internet Tour
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

https://www.skillsyouneed.com/ips/decision-making.html
https://www.forbes.com/sites/alexmcclafferty/2015/02/05/decisionmaking/#c125ef66d5ac
http://www.businessnewsdaily.com/71-how-to-make-effective-business-decisions.html
https://hbr.org/2006/01/who-has-the-d-how-clear-decision-roles-enhance-organisationalperformance
https://www.mindtools.com/pages/article/newTED_00.htm
https://www.cnbc.com/2017/08/29/11-steps-to-improve-your-decision-making.html
http://www.fuzzytech.com/
http://www.fuzzysystemsassociation.org/

Definitions of Terms
•
•
•
•

•
•
•

Decision: The final judgment about a task or problem through detailed consideration; the
final judgment and/or decree reached on any case through discussion.
Deciding: A process involving selecting an option among proper alternatives to
determine the nature of a certain problem or opportunity and solve the problem or make
use of the opportunity.
Linear thinking: It is the approach of thinking that each problem has only one solution
and this solution does not affect the whole organization but affects the units related to the
problem.
Systematic thinking: It is the approach of thinking that problems at businesses are
complex and related to the situation confronted and the effect of solutions is not limited
to the solution of the problem but also concerns the whole organization affected by this
problem.
Scheduled decision: It is the decision made for the problems understood very well,
highly structural, routine, and repeating constantly and which can be resolved by
systemic procedure and rules.
Unscheduled decision: It is the decision made for the problems which cannot be
understood very well, are not structured as desired, do not resemble the previous cases,
and cannot be solved with routine or systematic procedures.
Strategic decision: It is the decision made by the senior management, affecting the
whole organization in line with the objectives of the business.
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•
•
•
•
•
•

Managerial decision: It is the decision made by the mid-level managers for the
functioning of departments in line with the strategic objectives.
Operational decision: It is the decision made by the lowest management units in the
business and related to the daily tasks.
Process of decision: It is the overall process beginning with determination of the
problem or objective, making the most correct decision and ending with implementation
of the decision.
Decision making in an environment of certainty: It is the decision environment where
we have any kind of information about the consequences of the decision made at the
beginning.
Decision making in tan environment of uncertainty: It is the decision made under
natural conditions, more than one possibility of actualization of which is not known by
the decision-makers.
Decision making in an environment of risk: It is the decision environment where each
alternative has several possible consequences.
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Stress and Ways of Coping With It
Asst. Prof. Oğuz NEBİOĞLU
Alanya Alaaddin Keykubat University
“Stress is not necessarily something bad; it all depends on how you take it”.
-Hans Selye
Thinking About Stress Management
John was a young person who had recently graduated from Gastronomy and Culinary Arts. By the
time he graduated, he started working as a chef at the kitchen of the five-star hotel he had formerly
done internship at. No matter how exhausting and challenging it was, he thoroughly enjoyed being
a chef. When he completed his first year at work, he realized that he more clearly understood the
topic his professor had taught at the university. His professor told them that a profession is
composed of three different expertise levels. The initial one is the fundamental awareness. This is
the time when the basic knowledge of the beginner level of that profession is acquired. The second
one is the time when technical knowledge and skills are gained. The individual aspires to reach
mastery at his job. For this reason, this is the phase when he could skilfully demonstrate what he
has learned without making mistakes. The final stage is the management level. The aim here is not
only learning about work or performing the tasks in the best way possible. It is to make sure that
others work well.
Bearing in mind his professor’s words, John realized that his job was not only about cooking and
if he wished to move forward in his profession, he had to improve himself in the third level of his
profession, which was management. Although it looked like a pleasant job from a distance, John
had to adapt himself to long working hours and work for extra hours on special days like New
Year’s Eve or Eid when everyone else was making celebrations. Moreover, his job was way more
exhausting than a desk job. He needed to stand on his feet during work hours and his job was quite
stressful as guests could get poisoned from the food they consumed unless it was prepared well.
First of all, he struggled with the stress caused by his work on his own. As he proceeded in his job,
he realized that the personnel he worked with also suffered from similar problems. For this reason,
in order to create a more effective work environment, the prior topic he needed to get better at in
the area was stress management. According to him, the path which led him to be a successful
manager in the future ran through a peaceful work environment. Herewith, John began to
contemplate on the causes of stress and the meaning of it. This situation taught him that problems
with obvious causes could be solved easily and stress management could be carried out
successfully. With this, John started taking firm steps towards the management level of his job,
which was the third level, by focusing on stress management.
1. Introduction
Throughout thousands of years of development, human beings have tried to move forward by
adapting to the conditions of the environment. In the ancient times this adaptation was against the
tough natural conditions. After the Industrial Revolution, the fight between humans and nature
gave its place to human vs. human fight.1 This situation brought more important and difficult issues
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than trying to adapt to the natural conditions. Especially in professional life, the fact that people
with diverse lifestyles, beliefs, and personalities need to work together effectively for common
goals has turned into a significant issue. The continuation of the organizations, which are formed
by people with different personalities and characteristics, is dependent on managing certain factors
well. Stress is also one of the issues which should be managed well. Although it may seem
negative, a specific amount of stress is necessary for the success of organizations and therefore,
what stress is, the causes of stress, the consequences of stress, and how to deal with stress should
be known well. In this regard, we can see that various studies are conducted about the causes of
stress, the organizational consequences of stress, and stress management.2, 3, 4, 5, 6 The findings of
many studies also reveal the effects of stress, presenting statistical information. It can be estimated
that 100 million workforces are lost because of stress, and it is related with %50-%75 of diseases
in today’s world. European Agency for Safety and Health at Work points out that stress is the most
common factor which affects %28 percent of the employees.7 It is known that in the UK, stress is
the greatest occupational health hazard caused by the work environment.8 These statistics reveal
how important stress is and why organizations should approach this phenomenon more carefully
so as to reach their aims.
This chapter discussing stress management is mainly made up of five parts. Initially, the meaning
of stress is discussed within the context of “What is and what is not stress?” The second part of
the study revolves around what causes stress. At this stage, what type of attributes stress displays
and what may be the causes of stress are discussed. Here, especially the possible causes are stated
within two groups as internal and external causes with the help of findings in the literature. The
third part of the study examines how stress emerges. Subsequently, the fourth part is on the
outcomes of stress. This part discusses what type of individual or organizational outcomes stress
can lead to. And the last part is on stress management. Executive stress management practices are
mentioned again by presenting relevant findings from the literature.
2. What Is and What Is Not Stress?
Many studies in the literature approach stress from different perspectives. In these studies, stress
is explained with the changes it leads to on human health and the effects it has on human
psychology, behaviors, and attitudes. Within these explanations, it is underlined that stress may
have hundreds of different definitions.9, 10 In this part where the concept of stress is examined, it
is defined as an answer to two separate questions. “What is stress?” and “What is not stress?” From
this point onwards, trying to answer the former with a dialectical method may help creating a
clearer definition of stress. Thus, different points of view regarding what stress can be will be
provided here.
The studies which search for an answer to the question “What is stress?” try to emphasise the
etymological roots of the word ‘stress’ and features of the phenomenon of stress so as to make the
concept more palpable. We may have a clearer understanding of what stress is by presenting some
of those studies. Although historically speaking, stress was defined only in the previous century,
it is a deep-rooted concept. It is so old that even the troubled situations that hunter-gatherer groups
used to get into can set an example to stress.11 From this perspective, stress can be defined as the
situation one experiences when s/he encounters a condition, a demand, or a restriction and sees it
as a threat risk that may harm her/himself. It is indicated that when a group which survives by
hunting and gathering is unable to find adequate amount of food and the consequent threats that
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may occur such as starvation, diseases, or death; they experience stress. From the ancient times up
until today, especially with modernization, this phenomenon has turned into a fact which we
frequently encounter in our daily lives.7 People are more ambitious today and despite the fact that
they have a longer life span thanks to modernization, stress has turned into an issue which leaves
negative effects on their immune systems.12
In order to comprehend the concept of stress better, it would be useful to take a look at up-to-date
definitions of it. First of all, ‘stress’ is a terminology used in physics and it is used to define an
external pressure, tension, or force on an object.7 It is defined as “physical or mental tension or
physical/emotional deformation as a result of a fact or a perceived threat.”13 Stress is seen as a
negative situation which affects a person’s psychological condition depending on their coping
skills and arises from a combination of internal and external forces.14 Hence, we can understand
that stress is a phenomenon which emerges due to such causes that pose a threat against people,
which can lead to physical or psychological harm on people and shows a wide range of effects
with regard to the person’s coping skills. Therefore, stress is considered to be a negative
phenomenon.15
“What is not stress?” is the other question which help define stress. Luthans (2011) gives us much
information about what stress is not. In this respect, stress is not a simple worry. The difference of
stress from worry is that it shows itself not only in the psychological and emotional but also in the
physical area. Similarly, we can say the same thing for tension. Like worry, tension can be a result
of stress, yet they do not have the same meaning. Stress is not the consequence of internal or
external threats but how they are perceived by the individual.16 When stress is perceived at the
preferred amount, it is not a negative thing to avoid.15 Hence, it can be stated that stress is not
necessarily an entirely negative phenomenon.
The answers to both questions give clear ideas about what stress can be and what it is not.
Considering these, stress may be defined as a phenomenon which develops by the effects of
several factors and affects a person’s physiology or psychology, either in the positive or negative
direction. We can encounter this phenomenon, which is explained above, in every area of life. It
is also very common in work life, which makes up a very important part of people’s lives within
or without organisations.3 As work has a big place in people’s lives, the consequences of
organization stress is very significant for both individuals and organisations.17 Thus, stress is
regarded as an inevitable reality of the business world,3 and a widespread problem of modern life.18
From this point forth, in the following parts of the study, primarily what can be the causes of stress
are analyzed in a detailed way.
3. The Causes of Stress
The factors which may cause stress in organizations vary.19, 20 These factors have in-depth
explanations in various studies, and they are classified differently. For instance, while a study
conducted in an area analyses the factors that cause stress under a single major title as ‘causes of
stress due to work environment’,20 another study classifies them by two aspects as ‘individual
factors’ and ‘group factors’.12 Moreover, some studies classify the factors that cause stress
hierarchically as those of individual, group, organization, and environment.15, 21 Whereas another
source discusses them in the light of five aspects as individual, work-related, group organization
related, work-life balance, and environmental uncertainty.22 Yet, in another study, these factors are
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presented without any grouping.23 As a matter of fact, all the classifications mentioned above
analyze stress factors in a similar way. In other words, even though these factors are explained
under varied classifications, they indicate quite similar matters. For this reason, in this study, the
factors that cause stress are analyzed under two main headings with the intent of finding a niche
in readers’ minds more easily, and to have similar classification charts in the upcoming parts, the
consequences of stress, and stress management. According to this classification, the factors which
are caused by the individual are analyzed as internal factors while those that result from the
organization are examined as external factors.
Table 1. Factors That Cause Stress
Internal Factors

Individual Causes

External Factors

Organizational Causes

Environmental Causes

Biological Features
Personality Types
Personality Traits
The Different Roles of the Individual
Factors Resulting from Strategy and the Policy
of the Organization
Factors Resulting from Work Quality and Job
Definition
Sociological Causes
Economical Causes
Political Causes
Technological Causes

Table 1 shows the factors which cause stress. Hence, it can be understood that internal stressors
stem from biological features, personality types, personality traits, and different roles embodied
by individuals. In some resources, these factors are accepted as determinative intermediary factors
which make stress occur. 21, 22 On the other hand, external factors are analyzed under two headings
as organization and environmental causes. Organizational causes are in a micro form compared to
environmental causes. These causes are divided into two categories as factors resulting from
strategy and the policy of the organization and factors resulting from work quality and job
definition. Environmental causes are, on the other hand, are macro causes. These factors are
influential in the development of the phenomenon of stress by affecting the environment the
organizations are in, with the influence of sociological, economic, political, and technological
developments. All these factors are discussed below in a detailed way.
3.1. Internal Factors That Cause Stress
Named as internal factors that cause stress, this part explains the reasons of stress stemming from
the individual. Some characteristics of the individual may be determinative for the stress
phenomenon to occur. The first one is the biological features of the individual. Factors such as
hormonal disorders, physical disabilities, heart diseases, and high blood pressure risk may cause
the individual to be more prone to stress.24
Personality types is the other factor which may cause stress and it determines how the individual
reacts to the situation perceived as a threat. The individuals who work in the same place may react
to stress differently depending on the personality traits they have.25 A wide range of studies can be
found in literature regarding the relationship between personality types and stress.15, 26, 27 When
personality types are considered, there are two types of personality which are commonly accepted,
namely, Type A personality which is mostly related with stress and Type B personality. Individuals
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who show the characteristics of Type A personality are impatient people who race against time,
want to do many things at a time, and unable to make effective use of their free times. On the other
side, individuals who have Type B personality are contrary to them. Type Bs do not behave
impatiently, they are organization, and manage their free time well. In this respect, it can be said
that individuals who show features of Type B personality are more likely to be successful in work
life.23 The evidence of the study made on the area reveal that personality types have significant
effects on stress.28
Personality traits are discussed in five different dimensions in the related studies as follows:
Extraversion, openness to experience, conscientiousness, agreeableness, and neuroticism. Every
aspect has different effects on an individual’s stress-related attitudes and behaviors. For instance,
people who have more extroverted behavioral patterns tend to show social, positive, cheerful, and
assertive behaviors. People with agreeable behavioral patterns show trustworthy, cooperative,
outright, and self-giving behaviors. People who have high conscientious behavioral patterns are
more organization self-disciplined, and goal-driven. On the other hand, people with neurotic
behavioral patterns have the tendency to be more aggressive, unhappy, and to have negative
emotions such as fear and guilt. Lastly, people who embrace openness are mostly imaginative,
adventurous, creative, and initiative.29 In the literature, there are various studies focusing on the
relationship between personality traits and stress. One of those studies show that people who have
low agreeableness scores experience high orrganizational stress.30 In other words, individuals who
have difficulty in adjusting to their workplace suffer from stress.
Another topic that comes to the forefront is the different roles of the individual.21 The employees
do not have worker identities only. They also have varied other roles such as being a spouse,
mother, or father at home. Each role has its own responsibilities and these responsibilities can clash
from time to time. To illustrate, a person who has a manager role at work can also undertake a
father role at home. If the time when an important meeting overlaps with his child’s school show,
the manager may feel stressed because of not being able to meet the responsibilities of his role as
a father.31
The physical, psychological, and social characteristics of an individual which are mentioned above
in a detailed way are determinants of the stress phenomenon. Together with the factors caused by
the individual herself, there are also factors which do not arise from the individual. These factors
are explained below.
3.2. External Factors That Cause Stress
External factors that cause stress are the factors that do not result from the individual; however,
with the changes they cause, they affect individuals. Within the scope of this study, these causes
may be analyzed under two headings as micro and macro causes. The micro aspect covers the
stress causes that appear in the organizational area whereas macro aspect focuses on the stress
factors caused by the environment which also involves the organization.
3.2.1. Organizational Stress Factors
There are various factors that cause stress in organizations. This study will focus on the most
common stress factors observed in organizations. In order to clarify the topic, organizational
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stressors are divided into two groups as factors resulting from strategy and organizational policy
and factors resulting from work quality and job definition.
Factors resulting from strategy and organizational policy center upon the environmental conditions
the organization is involved in and some stress factors that may emerge on the employees while
trying to reach the goals set by the organization. Organizations develop some survival strategies
according to the environment they belong to. For instance, in an environment dominated by fierce
competition, the organization may set high objectives. In this situation, these high objectives may
turn into stressors among employees.12, 22 The employees thinking that they would not be able to
reach the objectives set by the organization may feel anxiety for their future in the organization if
they do not succeed. This situation may become a stress source for employees. Besides the increase
in competition, high objectives set by the organization and the expansion of the organizations also
entail that people with different characteristics will be employed. The organizational culture is
formed by these individuals. This situation gives rise to problems such as difficulty in working
harmoniously and problems in managing teamwork in the best way among a great number of
employees with diverse characteristics.22, 23 In addition to the expansion of the organization,
downsizing due to a wide range of conditions could also be seen as a similar stress factor.23 In this
situation, the fear that employees feel for losing their job could be regarded as one of the most
important stressors.12
Another stress source derives from job quality and job descriptions in the organization.
Organizational stress may occur as a result of varied factors such as work conditions, duties,
individual’s roles, and responsibility area. On this matter, the initial aspect to analyze is work
conditions. The studies aspiring to design the work conditions and thus increasing the performance
of the organization date back to Taylor. While designing the work areas of the employees, Taylor
first considers productivity. Furthermore, stress should be the other topic which should be
considered along with productivity.31 The reason for this is that the studies carried out on this topic
show that inappropriate work conditions are very influential on individuals to get stressed. The
findings of a study conducted on the employees of 520 travel agencies reveal that inappropriate
work conditions are one of the most important stress factors in organisations.32
Unclear roles are about employees not knowing their job definition clearly.20 When individuals
are not adequately informed about the responsibilities at work, they cannot be fully aware of the
tasks they need to perform. This is why they may not be able to fulfil the expectations of the
organization and this may turn into a stress source. Role conflict, on the other hand, occurs when
employees confront inconsistent or opposite expectations or demands.31 To illustrate, an individual
may feel stuck in the middle of different expectations of the two managers s/he works with.
Moreover, s/he can experience an inner conflict about which decision to make. A study which
examined the effects of unclear roles and role conflict on job satisfaction concluded that both stress
factors have adverse effects on work stress. Besides, the findings of the study show that employees
who suffer from a great deal of work stress also have a low level of job satisfaction.32
The lack of possibilities for job development is another important trigger for stress. Individuals
may feel anxious when they are not provided with professional development opportunities and fear
that they may not have the chance to climb the carrier steps they want.21 Therefore, employees
should be provided with all kinds of self-development opportunities which otherwise may turn into
occupational stress.
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The financial worries of the individual are also an important cause of stress.24 The main reason
why people are involved in work life is the desire to maintain their life standards. In this respect,
when individuals feel underpaid or they are unable to afford the desired life standards, it is likely
for them to experience stress due to financial difficulties. In addition to that, the exhaustion caused
by overworking for the individuals working in multiple jobs in order to meet these standards might
be another source of stress.33 Financial troubles may be a fundamental source of stress not only in
work life but in every part of life. The results of the research carried out in Thailand on 686 medical
students put forth financial troubles as an important stressor.34
Moreover, the relationships within the work team can also be associated with sources of stress.
For instance, a culture of excluding people from the decision making process, weak relationships
within and among groups, and not having enough managerial feedback on employee performance
can all be considered stress factors.21 The exact opposite of a weak communication network within
the organization and not receiving enough feedback is information overload.
Information overload refers to the density of information we receive throughout the day.
Individuals may receive many different oral or written messages from or outside the organization.
A project prepared or the conversations we have with our colleagues are included in this. Such an
information overload may make people’s work processes more difficult and turn into a stressor for
employees.20
3.2.2. Environmental Causes of Stress
Another external factor that causes stress is environmental causes of stress. As mentioned before,
environmental stress factors refer to the causes resulting from the environment the organization is
also included in. It would be safe to point out that these factors are too many and there may be
countless environmental stress sources.12 For this reason, this study classifies such stressors in four
main categories as sociological, financial, cultural, and technological developments that happen in
the surrounding environment of an individual.31
The first one of the environmental stress sources is sociological. Individuals may suffer from stress
for their lives because of the factors such as war, famine, diseases, or organization that the society
they live in goes through. For instance, a civil war which outbreaks in the country an individual
lives in may not only shake many balances but also may result in adverse effects on the individual’s
future life, psychology, or physiology.24, 31
Financial reasons are another environmental source. The economic crisis that takes place where
individual lives and the problems occurring afterwards could lead to stress. The downsizing of the
companies, job cuts, or going out of business as a result of economic crisis show that individuals,
especially those who worry that they might lose their jobs, would feel stressed. Many studies which
analyze the effects of the financial crisis on human health would stand for this situation. One of
the studies which measure the impact of the economic crisis on mental health concluded that the
employees’ fear of financial crisis triggers stress and it has adverse effects on mental health.35
The subsequent environmental source of stress is political. Should the environmental reflections
of political affairs become threatening for individuals, it will be highly influential on displaying
stressful behaviour.24 To illustrate, it would be safe to say that the terrorist attacks which took
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place in the United States on September 11, 2001 has adversely affected the whole world, not only
in the USA.22 The final cause of stress resulting from the environment is technology. We live in a
world which constantly develops and demands adaptation.7 The remarkable speed of technological
changes in the past two centuries and the subsequent adaptation efforts could be named as another
stress source. For example, the fact that technology is highly effective on every area of life from
communication to transportation forces people to adapt themselves to technological changes. Most
of the time, organizations expect their employees to keep up with current technologies with some
training.23 Unless the individuals can attune themselves enough, stress is inevitable for them. After
discussing the factors causing stress in a detailed way in this first part, the next part will study how
stress occurs. How does stress occur as a result of all the above-mentioned factors? The answer
could be found below.
4. How Does Stress Occur?
To start with, for the stress to occur, there should be some initiators. Along with the individual and
environmental factors, the general occupational life and work environment in organizations are
factors, yet stress depends on employee expectations and the reactions they develop against these
factors.36 In other words, stress does not come into existence as a result of a factor but as a result
of the perception the individual develops of that factor.16 Below, this study discusses how stress
occurs on the basis of findings from the literature.
Within this scope, we can first talk about a study which categorizes stress and stress sources
according to the changes they provoke in the human body. The model suggested by well-known
psychologist Selye (1946) is also known as General Adaptation Syndrome and the chart below is
related to that. Considering this model, stress and the individuals’ reaction to stress occur in three
stages as alarm, resistance, and exhaustion. During the initial phase of the body’s reaction to stress,
namely alarm, the body is confronted with the stress factor for the first time, which could be named
as a threat. The second stage, resistance, occurs if the stress continues. In this phase, the individual
feels emotions such as anxiety, nervousness, or tiredness. Finally, the exhaustion phase occurs
only when exposed to the stressor for a long time.23 Please see Exhibit 1 for general adaptation
syndrome.
Exhibit 1. General Adaptation Syndrome

Source: David Johnson, (1995)
“Stress and stress management among owner‐managers of
small and medium‐sized enterprises”,
Employee Counseling Today, Vol. 7 Issue: 5, pp.14-19.
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In addition to this research, how stress occurs can be better understood by analyzing the underlined
expressions used in the definition of stress. When such definitions are analyzed, it can be stated
that there are three main stages to the phenomenon of stress. The first one of these stages is that
there are internal or external factors that bring out stress. Those resulting from the environment or
the individuals’ interpretations regarding the incidents in their environment are included in this
stage.
Accordingly, the incidents happening in the work environment, the ones that take place in the
organization, and the effects of these incidents on individuals compromise the first stage. The
second stage is the perception stage. It is about perceiving internal or external factors as a threat.
When individuals recognize that the changes that take place in their environment contradict with
their interests, they consider them as a threat. The third and the last stage, on the other hand, is
related with the reaction the individual will show towards the threat s/he perceives. The
physiological and psychological changes an individual goes through are generally deemed to be
negative and defined as stress. Therefore, the concept of ‘stress’ shows up in three stages as threat,
perception, and reaction.
Notwithstanding the fact that the occurrence and the effects on humans are mostly seen negative,
stress should not necessarily be approached to see only the adverse sides.15 Although even the
name of stress disturbs people, it can be stated that for thousands of years, it has been constituting
a huge place for reaching success.37 That is why it is an inseparable part of life. We may not run
away from it, but we can learn how to approach it. Studies also show that a certain amount of stress
has a significant role in success and the performance of organisations.20 Please see Exhibit 2 for
the relationship between stress and performance.
Exhibit 2. The Relationship between Stress and Performance

Source: Jennifer R. Bradley and Valerie Sutherland, (1994)
“Stress Management in the Workplace: Taking Employees′ Views into Account”
Employee Counseling Today, Vol. 6 Issue: 1, p.4.

The relationship between stress and performance is shown in Exhibit 2. Accordingly, we can
understand that a fair amount of stress lifts individuals’ performance to higher levels. This is also
proven and supported by various study findings in the literature. For instance, the outcomes of a
study conducted on nurses put forth remarkable findings about the relationship between stress and
work performance. It shows that the nurses feeling a medium level of stress have better work
performance compared to those with low or high levels of stress.37 To further explain, not only
low but also high levels of stress have negative effects on the performance of individuals and
organizations. High performance is mainly seen when people feel a medium level of stress. Hence,
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it could be said that stress is an important factor which should be managed and made use of by the
organizations. Herein, the studies analyze the causes of stress in order to take advantage of it more
effectively.
5. The Consequences of Stress
Like the grouping made above about the factors that cause stress, in this part, consequences are
organization as individual and organizational ones. The individual consequences are the outputs
of the effect that stress creates on individuals. Because organizations are the mechanisms the
individuals form in line with varied objectives, the effects of stress are firstly seen on individuals.
Moreover, organizational consequences refer to the effects stress leaves on organizations through
its employees. Actually, even though these consequences are endeavored to be clarified by
grouping, it can be said that all the individual consequences are somehow related with the
organizational ones.21 This connection points out that stress may affect both the individuals’ health
and organizations in a negative way.38 Below, this study concentrates on the possible consequences
of stress.
5.1. Individual Consequences of Stress
The first one of the individual consequences of stress is related with the changes it causes on human
physiology. In the time of stress human beings experience various biochemical changes like heart
rate speeding up or heightened senses.12 On the people suffering from high levels of stress, it shows
itself in the form of physical problems like headaches, exhaustion, tension, nervousness, and
anger.20 This type of physical changes, as a result, may affect individual’s health negatively.
Although it may not be right to associate all the diseases like heart attack with stress, we might
sensibly say that stress could trigger them.15
Some other individual consequences of stress along with the physical ones are psychological. At
this point especially not being pleased with work can be deemed the most important consequence.23
Besides, depression and anxiety are among the outcomes. People suffering from intense stress may
feel anxious for their private lives and their future within the organization. Should this anxiety last
for a long time, it may cause the individual to feel depressed. Obviously, maintaining mental health
is as important as the risks of heart diseases, high tension, and strokes.20 In the recent years, the
studies carried out on organizational stress and health give important information about the
physical and psychological effects of stress on people. The outcomes of a research on 330 human
resources personnel underline the relationship between stress and health. The findings point out
that there is a relationship between workplace stress and health. To further explain, the increase of
the stress a person feels means deterioration of health and an increase at complaining from work,
anxiety, sleeplessness, and depression symptoms.39
Bearing in mind the explanations above, it can be stated that the physiological and psychological
outcomes of stress are a kind of manifestation of the stress the individual has been through. When
under intense stress, the individual’s accelerated heartbeat and anxiety and depressed psychology
are the physiological and psychological results of the stress experienced. However, these are the
physical or mental changes the individual goes through in his inner world. In addition to that, stress
has behavioral consequences. Behavioral consequences can be explained as individual’s
displaying of stress s/he feels by means of behaviors. The changes in the individual’s eating habits,
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increasing smoking, and alcohol consumption, speaking fast, and even tendency towards
aggression and violence can all be addressed as the behavioral consequences of stress.23
If individuals continue these behaviors caused by stress in the workplace, this situation can trigger
the organizational consequences of stress. As mentioned above, it would be safe to point out that
the individual consequences of stress are related with the organizational ones. In this respect, it
will be beneficial to discuss the organizational consequences of stress.
5.2. Organizational Consequences of Stress
The individual problems analyzed above in a detailed way result in various other consequences by
creating a butterfly effect within organizations. The individuals who are displeased with their work
may exhibit negative attitudes. The results of varied studies on work stress and job satisfaction
support this. For instance, a research conducted with employees in the health sector regarding work
stress, job satisfaction, and exhaustion show significant results. According to this research, stress
has a negative correlation with job satisfaction and the individuals feeling intense stress have low
levels of work satisfaction.40
Another consequence stress leads to is related with employee performance. Stress may affect
employees’ performances in an adverse way. Various studies prove that workers with low job
satisfaction display low work performance.41, 42, 43 Due to stress, people may have difficulty in
committing themselves to work and showing the expected performance. A study in the literature
on managers and blue-collar workers also points out the negative effects of work stress on work
performance. The research shows that high stress levels may result in low work performance.44
Low work performance is highly likely to affect the quality adversely. Therefore, employees may
not be willing to work in a place where they are unhappy, or the employers would not want to
employ people with low performance. In the recent years, many researchers have been focusing
on the relationship between stress and the turnover rate.45, 46 The findings of a research applied to
183 nurses show that the intention to leave work is associated with work stress.47
Along with the employee turnover rate, stress and quality are also studied and analyzed together.
Clearly, the employees who perform poorly and are willing to leave their job owing to the stress
they feel would not be able to contribute to work quality. Customer dissatisfaction resulting from
low quality products or services can lead to serious effects on the growth of organisations.21
In this part where 62rganizational consequences of stress are observed, the incidents organizations
have to deal with when stress is not well controlled are presented referring to various findings from
the literature. Concisely, stress can reduce the job satisfaction or performances of employees, cause
a high turnover rate in the organizations, and negatively affect the quality of 62rganizational
outputs. For these reasons, using stress management applications actively is very significant for
the continuation and success of organizations. In this respect, the rest of the study provides
information about how to deal with stress.
6. Ways of Coping With Stress
The previous sections which analyzed the concept of stress in detail basically focused on topics
such as the meaning of stress, what factors cause stress, how it occurs, and what consequences it
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can lead to. Moreover, this part will lay emphasis on the ways of coping with stress. Stress
management has been an important issue for both practitioners and researchers in this area.2 For
this reason, the practices for coping with stress have been seen as a process composed of analysis,
diagnosis, and prevention of the stressors affecting the whole 63rganization, starting with the
employees.48
Various methods are used for coping with stress.49 Studies in the literature examine these practices
within different scopes. For instance, while one of these studies analyses stress management
practices in two dimensions as individual and 63rganizational,50 the other one analyses those in a
problem- and emotion-oriented manner.51 On the other hand, another study explains stress
management in terms of individual, individual and/or organizational practices.
Although studies in the literature categorise stress management practices in different ways, it
would be convenient to analyze them generally within two main aspects in terms of individual and
organizational practices. This part will discuss stress management practices in two dimensions as
individual and organizational practices similar to causes and consequences of stress.
6.1. Individual Practices in Coping With Stress
Individual practices in coping with stress can be seen as relieving precautions against the
individual’s perception of stress. The studies made on this area offer suggestions to individuals in
order to prevent them from suffering from stress. The suggestions offered in this respect are
composed of activities which are introduced with the intention of lowering their stress levels or
entirely eliminating stress. The first suggestion for individuals with regard to the maintaining of
their physical health is being involved in activities such as sports or yoga. In this way, individuals
would be able to have healthier bodies and resist against the negative effects of stress in a stronger
manner. Besides, having a balanced diet and regular sleep, avoiding habits like smoking which
will affect their health negatively, and actions which can force their limits are also seen as
individual practices towards maintaining physical health against stress.
In addition to maintaining physical health, we can also talk about individual practices for helping
psychological relaxation. According to this, it is suggested that individuals do better work in a job
they enjoy. They should also choose their co-workers well and maintain good relationships with
other colleagues and superiors. Moreover, they should do efficient planning and should not have
more workload than they can safely undertake.24 At this point, time management comes to the
forefront as a significant practice. Time management can be defined as efforts made in order to
complete tasks in an organization in the most effective way. The increase of tasks in the
organization depends on the individual’s using her/his time more effectively in order to complete
them. At this stage, the tasks should be listed in order of importance and planned in due time, and
time should be used as effectively as possible.49
Social support refers to the satisfaction of a person’s basic social needs by interacting with other
individuals.49 Sparing time for family and friends, giving up getting worried for incidents that
cannot be controlled, and maintaining a positive attitude are regarded as individual practices in
coping with stress.50 That social support reduces employees’ stress levels is mentioned in many
studies in the literature. For example, findings of a study on this matter indicates that seeking for
social support is one of the most common practices in coping with stress.51 Along with social
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support, employees may also need professional support while dealing with stress. Hence, trained
psychologists and psychiatrists might also be helpful for individuals who are trying to cope with
stress.22
Time management is also an important part of stress management. Although this practice appears
to be an area in which an individual needs to improve, organizations should assist employees in
effective time management. 22
6.2. Organizational Practices in Coping With Stress
Organizational strategies are mostly applied in accordance with the initiatives of managers
although they can also be used by individuals. The first one of these strategies is participatory
management strategy. This strategy has been identified in the literature as a technique to alleviate
job related stress by involving the employees in the decision-making process. Sharing information
in the organization, taking employees’ ideas in decision making processes, and creating a positive
work climate by applying teamwork are regarded as important strategies in coping with
organizational stress.24, 50
Another practice is setting up goals. Frequently, employees experience stress, as they are not sure
how to fulfil a duty they are responsible for.22 It is considered that informing employees about
their duties and providing social support have a boosting effect on organizational performance.
This approach has two dimensions in terms of setting up goals and then having feedback sessions
aiming to inform about the outcomes of a duty.50
Another organizational practice is role analysis. Role analysis refers to redesigning organizational
policy bearing in mind the employee profiles (training and development, promotion, holidays,
salary management, discipline, perks, etc.).12 In this way, rather than suffering from stress under
the pressure of duties they are not competent for, employees contribute more to the organizational
performance by having to deal with less stress.51 In addition to role analysis, some situations may
require redesigning the work in the organization. In this case, redesign reduces stress. If this is not
enough, work rotation is deemed to be another beneficial application.22
Job security is also another practice for handling stress. Providing job security for the employees
helps eliminating the stress sources.22 Individuals who constantly fear losing their job may leave
adverse effects on the performance of their organizations. To illustrate, negative effects on the
productive work conditions in organizations can also lead to other adverse situations which harm
the positive work environment such as deterioration of the inter-employee relationships. In this
respect, we can say that job safety is another very important practice to help solve such problems.
Employee support programs for the employees are the programs which aim to ensure the
physical and mental improvement of the employees.23 In addition to employee support programs,
there are employee assistance programs. These programs are developed to prevent stress at work
or outside work. They adopt a medical approach in the prevention of stress. In this respect, they
monitor the assistance steps such as diagnosis, treatment, screening, and prevention. 21 Based on
the belief that a successful organization consists of healthy workers, it can be said that such
programs are of vital importance.
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Finally, providing a safe care area for employees’ young children is also a very effective way to
manage employee stress. Employees may be more helpful to the organization if their children are
well cared for.22 Thanks to these programs, employees learn how to deal with stress in a
professional way and feel the negative effects of stress less.
Summary
The continuation of the organizations in a successful way is only possible if they can make use of
their human resources in the most effective way. Stress is an undeniable fact of occupational life
which perpetually increases its effect along with aspects such as industrialization, technological
developments, and globalization. Consequently, it is seen as one of the biggest obstacles against
the productivity of organizations. Even though we mostly focus on the negative sides of it, various
research indicate that a certain amount of stress is a significant asset for organizations. For this
reason, stress management can be regarded as a substantial pathfinder for using stress in a way to
respond to organizational needs.
In order to perform stress management effectively, initially, the causes of stress should be known.
In this chapter which focuses on stress management, a dual grouping technique is used as
individual and organizational while analyzing stress factors, their consequences, and stress
management methods. Within this scope, stress sources are categorised into two groups as internal
and external, and with a similar approach, the possible consequences of stress are divided into two
as individual and organizational ones. With the help of relevant literature, a similar approach is
used in the stress management part. This type of classification is significant for the topic to be
perceived clearly. Obviously, being aware of the causes and possible consequences of stress
becomes a determinant for identifying the stress management practices.
As a result, we can analyze stress management practices within two main categories as individual
and organizational groups. Individual practices are rather about turning an individual’s situation
to her advantage whereas organizational practices are about attempts which aspire to reach
organizational objectives and show managers which paths they can follow. Effective use of either
practices has significantly positive contributions to organizations. For this reason, it is better for
managers and employers to accept that stress is an inevitable phenomenon in daily or work life
and to become more qualified in stress management.
Case Study: The Environmental Conditions at A Hotel in Thailand
Neil was the general human resources manager of a five-star hotel in Thailand. The hotel provided
service eight months of the year, in a destination which was mostly preferred for sea tourism. The
hotel continued to give salary to the executive team and some other mid-level managers even
during the season when it was closed. This was how the new season’s organization was made
without dismissing the main staff. Philip was a mid-level manager in the food and beverage
department. He was also a very good friend of Neil’s, the hotel’s human resources manager from
university. Two friends had always been together since college years and they started their work
life in the same hotel. Neil had excelled in his career more quickly and became an executive
whereas Philip was still holding a mid-level position. Two friends had always been pleased
working together. They also spent time outside work with their families. Philip took on a mortgage
trusting the permanency of his position. Moreover, his wife did not have a professional life and he
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had two kids going to primary school. Under these conditions, Philip seemed to be quite satisfied
with his life and his 10-year job.
However, environmental conditions would cause unease in Philip’s work life. Especially the
earthquake and the following tsunami that took place in the region affected Thailand’s tourism and
thus, the hotel Philip worked was also affected in a negative way. The hotel worked with a 20%
occupancy rate even at the highest season and some of his co-workers were discharged due to this
reason. The employees who were not discharged, on the other hand, could not receive their
payments on time. The uncertainty of Philip’s employment damaged the peace in his family and
all these uncertainties were reflected upon Philip’s spouse and his children. At this point, Philip
could not show the expected performance at work either. As a human resources manager, Neil had
been both intending to make the best decisions for his business and trying to find a solution to the
situation which his friend Philip was dealing with. If you were in Neil’s shoes, how would you
define the stressors your employee was facing, and which practices would you prefer to use?
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Stress: Stress is a phenomenon which occurs as a result of reasons that pose a threat on
individuals, which can harm people physically or emotionally and which may show
differences according to an individual’s coping ability.
General adaptation syndrome: General Adaptation Syndrome refers to the process
which takes place in an individual’s reaction to stress in three stages as alarm, resistance,
and exhaustion.
Individual stress factors: These are the factors that result from the individuals
themselves and lead to stress.
Organizational stress factors: These are the stressors that result from organizations.
Environmental stress factors: These are the factors that result from the environment the
individual and the organization is involved in and lead to stress.
Uncertain roles: These refer to the uncertainties about by whom, how, and when the
organizational tasks will be performed.
Role conflict: It refers to the conflict individuals face due to their varied roles within
family, friends, and the workplace.
Information overload: It refers to the redundancy of messages received in the
organization throughout the day.
Physical consequences: These are the consequences of the stress on the individual such
as heart diseases, tension risk, exhaustion, tiredness.
Psychological consequences: These are the consequences of stress on the individual
such as anxiety, sleeplessness, and depression.
Behavioral consequences: These are the consequences of stress on the individual such
as changes in the individual’s eating habits, increasing smoking and alcohol consumption,
speaking fast, and tendency towards aggression and violence.
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•
•
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•

Ways of coping with stress: These refer to the individual or organizational practices
applied in order to manage stress more effectively.
Participatory management: It is an organizational stress management practice which
aspires to alleviate or get rid of job-related stress by taking all the employees’ ideas about
the organizational operations.
Setting up goals: It is an organizational stress management practice by which employees
are informed about their duties and organizational demands.
Social support: It is a stress management practice which alleviates the stress level with
the help of spending time with friends and family.
Role analysis: It is planning the duties according to the employee profiles in the
organization.
Employee help programs: These are the programs aiming to decrease or get rid of
negative physical or psychological effects of stress on employees.
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Organizational Learning and Learning Organizations
Assoc. Prof. Dr. Oğuz DİKER
Çanakkale Onsekiz Mart University
“Being aware of your own strengths, learning how to improve them and knowing your
capabilities is the key to continuous learning.”
-Peter Drucker
Case Study
Destructive effects of the World War II had a negative impact on economy on a global scale,
production capacities of the organizations weakened, and many companies ceased to exist. At the
same time, nations including sovereign powers were in dire straits. One of the countries heavily
affected by this situation was Japan. In 1945, Japan’s two big industrial cites Hiroshima and
Nagasaki were destroyed by the impact of the atomic bombs, over 225 thousand citizens were lost,
and almost all the factories were destroyed. Its armies being disbanded due to treaties following
the end of the war, the nation was ripe with social interaction and a search for ways to develop the
country began. At this very point, “total quality management” which was defined as a new
management style by Henry Ford who is the owner of the words “Coming together is a beginning;
keeping together is progress; working together is success.” was embraced as a saviour for the
national economy and industry. This had a revolutionary influence on the Japanese culture which
was conservative about change. However, learning that change and transformation is a must was
a milestone for the Japanese economy and industry. However, it was not easy. In 1925, knowledge
existing for centuries underwent a change by the adoption a new management system that was
suggested in a book written miles away from Japan. A new organizational system came into
existence where continuous improvement, development, and communication were aimed for;
individuals and groups participated in all processes; and teamwork was considered important.
After the dust settled, the Japanese miracle revealed itself; an exhausted nation rose again from its
ashes and became a giant economy. As Nehru said, learning is essential for improvement.
1. Introduction
Organization is generally defined as a group of people, which has a definable membership, who
come together in order to carry out collective actions for achieving a common goal. Here,
organization is explained as a social structure. Organizations’ being social structures is an
incontrovertible fact. However, organizations in the modern industry and post-industrial societies
changed their formations and the act of organizing in all fields or the organization concept began
to be mentioned.1 As part of the Modern Organization Theory, organizations are examined as
systems with a holistic view. Within the context of this view, the system is defined as “the
integration of the whole body of interconnected components aiming to serve certain functions”.2
According to this view called the General Systems Theory, organizations are considered living
organisms that are bound to birth and death. Therefore, like all other living organisms, they pursue
their lives within a system, and are all subject to different upper systems.
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Organizations maintain their existence by multiple components forming systems and interactions
between these components. This represents the organizational structure. “Referring to the general
systems theory, areas where organizational activities took place are defined and the dependence
between these two concepts is revealed.”3 From this point of view, outward bounds for
organizations in the system modelling are drawn and organizational systems for upper systems are
defined. Here, we encounter the factor of environment. Environment is an intangible setting where
either people or organizations contribute to the formation by becoming a part of it and performing
their activities. The environment can directly affect the activities of all stakeholders within.
Especially, people and organizations operating in fast-paced environments where there are intense
technological developments and many situational changes should be able to effectively respond to
the resulting changes and developments in the environment.
Structurally, while the sociological environment is more prominent than the organizational or
business environment, organizational environments have rather complex structures. This structural
situation arouses more interest towards relations between the organizational environment and
factors comprising the environment. The concept of organizational environment mentioned in
publications since mid-1970s came to existence by the idea of organizations adapting to change.4
According to this idea, organizations need to adapt to the environment and constantly changing
environmental conditions.4 Yet, it is again the environment where organizational activities are
performed, inputs are provided, and outputs are evaluated. A study, related to the organizationenvironment relationship, mentions “a need for a system which will provide input that
organizations require from their environment and evaluate the outputs obtained from processing
these inputs”.5 The importance of adapting to the mentioned system with all the internal actors is
emphasized for organizations’ survival.5 It is stated that, even though organizations have ideals
towards autonomy, they are forced to be dependent on external factors. This dependency to
external factors emphasizes deterministic effects of the environment over organizations which are
situational factors (conditions).
Effects of the environment on organizations can be examined under two main classifications: (1)
the environment and the need for information about environmental factors; and (2) the need for
resources that are obtained from the environment. Organizations’ collecting information on the
mentioned factors depending on the environmental complexity and the necessity of responding to
environmental changes based on this information is the main reason of these institutions’ need for
information. In addition, the organization requires information regarding limited physical
materials and financial resources and how to reach them.6 How to classify, process, and use
environmental acquisitions that are the source of such information are explained within the concept
of learning. The aim of this section is to present how the act of learning actualized particularly at
individual and group levels in organizations that are permanent parts of both social life and
business life. In this section, the emergence of the concept of organizational learning is primarily
examined by defining the phenomenon of learning. Following this, organizational learning and
learning organizations will be addressed.
2. The Concept of Learning
Hereditary innate instinctive behaviors of humans are almost non-existing.7 Learning is an act that
defines the change in one’s behaviors and actualized through forming relationships with their
environment.8 Learning starts by one’s matching the messages received from their environment
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with the images in their mind and the images’ becoming stereotypes by strengthening.9 From this
point forth, learning is a process beyond a momentary act.10 Many basic facts such as language
used, attitudes and behaviors, world views, and values of judgment are gained through learning.
Learning is the key to survival. Primarily, biological development of the individual is actualized
through learning. First one is related to the immune system. In the most basic definition, learning
for the immune system, which is the body’s resistance to biological factors, can be expressed as
“biological learning”.11 On the other hand, the sufficient intake of all the elements needed for
biological growth of an individual and avoiding of hazards are also achieved through learning.
Satisfaction of all innate impulses such as hunger and thirst is achieved through learning and
internalizing the knowledge acquired in the individual’s life cycle. Access to food as well as
obtaining and consuming it under favorable circumstances are the habits acquired through
continuous learning.
Learning is a required element for proper functioning of the social system. Daily lives of the
societies and many factors regulating their lives are dependent on learning. Regulators of
communal living such as manners, rituals, customs, and traditions are formed from what societies
have learned from their experiences, and they represent a basis of learning for upcoming
generations. Different daily practices at daytime and night, different impacts of the seasons and
changing conditions on human life, and the development of procedures for protection from these
effects along with all the methods of fighting diseases, etc., are actualized through learning.
Even today, all the rules and laws as the mainstay of societies, are the result of experiences
acquired through continuous learning and are the source elements that help the learning processes
of upcoming generations. Since almost everything we do and think arises from learning, it is a key
to understand the behaviors of individuals, groups, communities and societies. This state of affairs
makes learning an immense subject to delve into; in fact, some psychologists consider learning
synonymous to psychology.12 From this point of view, the conceptualization of learning is essential
for understanding individual and communal behaviors.
2.1. Definition of Learning
The concept of learning is addressed with different approaches by many different fields of
sciences. In this vein, the most common approach is “behavioral learning”. There is a consensus
among studies that define learning from a behavioral point of view. Accordingly, in the most basic
sense, learning is a continuous change in behaviors as a result of living and interacting with the
environment at the individual and community level.13 In this respect, two basic factors are
mentioned in the definition of learning. The first one is considerable change in the individual’s
behaviors based on learning. This change is the result of the individual’s interaction and experience
with the environment.14 In other words, for a case to be considered a case of learning from a
behavioral perspective: (1) There should be a change in behaviors; (2) this change should be a
result of repetition or experience; and (3) this change should be continuous.15
Behavioral learning is the adaptation of the individual to her/his environment. If there is
insufficient or incorrect learning on a specific subject, it is inevitable to have an adaptation issue.16
Therefore, it is a must for an individual to adapt to a behavioral change and appropriate change in
behaviors appears as a result of learning. Learning can be achieved not only through existing
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behaviors but also through “potential behaviors”. As a matter of fact, in some instances, the effects
of learning only appear after providing proper conditions instead of being observed instantly on a
behavioral level.17
In some cases, learning arises not only as momentary or periodic changes in behaviors but also as
gaining new behaviors as a result of new experiences.18 In the definitions of behavioral learning,
there is a general tendency to reduce the definition to acquisition of positive behaviors or positive
change in behaviors as a result of learning. However, behaviors acquired through learning may not
always be positive. Learning can also be associated with drug addiction, social and ethical biases,
fear, and pathological behaviors. What is learned here is misbehaviour.19
The Behavioral Learning Theory, encompassing various approaches to define behavioral learning,
is also focused on the change in behaviors as a result of the individual’s interactions with her/his
environment.20 Behavioral models of learning suggest simplicity, supervision, a method to directly
approach learning of complex behaviors, a method to evaluate the success of this learning, and
scientific accuracy.21
Table 1. Behavioral Learning Theories
Theory
Classical
Conditioning

Survey of Learning
Researcher
Act of learning occurs in behaviors as a result of responses given to the Pavlov
stimulus, and similar behaviors are exhibited in all repetitions of the
(1849-1936).
stimulus.
Watson’s
Depends on the idea of frequency and recency being significant factors Watson
Behaviorism
for learning. Learning occurs when a stimulus is provided recently, and (1989-1958).
it is reinforced by increased frequency.
Contiguous
Stimulus and response are contiguous. A combination of stimulus that
Guthrie
Conditioning
creates a response upon its recurrence tend to be followed by the same
(1886-1959).
response again. Stimulus patterns that are active during a response,
when recurred, leads to the same response.
Operant
Learning consisting of behaviors occurs as a result of classical and
Skinner
Conditioning
operant conditioning. Classical conditioning occurs as a response to
(1904-1990).
stimulus. However, operant conditioning occurs depending on desired
or undesired consequences of effects.
Source: Schunk, H. Dale (2011) Öğrenme Teorileri Eğitimsel Bir Bakışla Çev. Demir, Mahmut, Yasin, Ed. Şahin
Muzaffer, Nobel Pub., Ankara. Transcribed from the pages 35-38.

The primary theory among the well-known behavioral theories is Pavlov’s classical conditioning
approach.21 This approach defines the act of learning as a fact of conditioning due to responses
given to conditional or unconditional stimuli.22 Developing his point of view through inspiring
from Pavlov’s approach, Watson emphasizes that learning occurs as a result of recency, frequency,
and reinforcement; and pioneers the Contiguous Conditioning Theory.23 The Operant
Conditioning Theory has the widest perspective among behavioral learning theories. According to
the theory, learning occurs as a result of behaviors acquired through classical and operant
conditioning. The key in operant conditioning is the perception towards the result of the behaviors.
Consequently, the perception of “pleasant” or “unpleasant” behaviors is gained. The individual
exhibits a tendency to repeat the behaviors if s/he perceives the behaviors as pleasant, otherwise
s/he avoids it.24
Another perspective used to define the concept of learning is the Social Cognitive Theory.
According to one of the most well-known definitions of this perspective, learning is “the process
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of creating and acquiring knowledge by transforming experiences gained through the lives of
individuals or groups”.25 In another definition, learning is expressed as “acquiring existing or
shared knowledge based on experiences”.26 Defined as a process where “new understanding is
gained as well as new information and skills acquired”, learning is expressed as a process”.27
Table 2. Social Cognitive Learning Theories
Theory
Observational
Learning

Survey of Learning
Researcher
This is the theory Albert Bandura dwells on, and it comprises
Bandura
observational learning. According to the Theory, the learning process
(1925-)
is defined as adopting new behaviors or expanding existing behavioral
patterns by observing other individuals’ behaviors.
Learning
by This movement is inspired from Gestalt psychology. According to the
Köhler
Insight
theory, it is asserted that all parts forming the unity should be
(1887-1967) and
considered and understood separately in order to understand what is
Wertheimer
perceived.
(1880-1943)
Cognitive
The development of active cognitive actions which enables the
Piaget
Development
individual to understand and learn the world around is called
(1896-1980)
Model
“cognitive development”. Cognitive development is the process of
individual’s ways of understanding the environment and the world
becoming more complex and efficient.
Source: Avcı, Umut (2005) İşletmelerde Örgütsel Öğrenme. Örgütsel Performans İlişkisi: Konaklama İşletmelerinde
Örgütsel Öğrenme-Örgütsel Performans İlişkisine Yönelik İnceleme, Unpublished Master Thesis, Süleyman Demirel
University Graduate School of Social Sciences, Isparta. Transcribed from the pages 33-38.

Explaining learning with social-cognitive behaviors facilitated the development of social cognitive
learning theories in the literature. The theory rejects the model where learning is considered only
as a change in observable behaviors. Instead, changes in the cognitive structure and process are
considered to increase the complexity and development of cognitive maps and schemata that
represent the world.28 According to the Social-Cognitive Theory, learning occurs by direct
experience or observing others’ experiences.29 Direct learning is learning through individual’s own
experiences. Successful and accepted behaviors are committed to the memory and unsuccessful
ones are not repeated. In observational learning, this is achieved indirectly. No acts are performed
during learning. Indirect learning saves the individual from making a mistake.30
As is seen, when the concept of learning is addressed from different angles, different meanings are
attributed to the definitions. This situation explains under which circumstances learning will occur
and makes sense of the processes. For the phenomenon of learning to be better understood, some
related concepts should be mentioned. The first one of these concepts is the maturity level.
Maturity level refers to the individual reaching to a capacity or sufficiency of “learning” or “being
able to do” any subject.31 Learning for the individual is only possible by him/her being
physiologically competent. In a manner of speaking, maturity level sets up an infrastructure for
the act of learning. Time of maturation being early or late affects the effectiveness of learning. In
other words, learning is directly linked to the maturity level of the individual.32
Another concept about the conditions of learning is the environment. There is a great relation
between learning and environment. Environmental conditions where the individual or the group is
present directly affects the quality and sufficiency of learning. Learning is a dynamic process. It
requires dynamic relations with the environment. Supportive and supplementary approach by the
environment is one of the essential conditions for learning.33 Individuals with different abilities
and talents will have differing experiences in different environments34.
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The act of learning has a complex structure. First studies on the subject were about defining the
concept and determining the conditions and patterns of its occurrence. In the following years, the
levels at which the phenomenon of learning occurs were studied. The concept of organizational
learning appeared as a result of the studies performed over the subject. From this point on, the
relevant classifications and concepts will be explained.
2.2. Levels of Learning
The theories on learning focus on the environment where learning occurs and ways of learning.
Regardless of the conditions or the method, the act of learning should be at the same level. Even
though learning seems to occur as an individual-level act in theory, it actually occurs in different
environments and at different levels. Within the context of the studies in the literature, levels of
learning are classified as: (1) individual learning; (2) group level learning; and (3) organization
level learning (organizational learning).35
Table 3. Levels of Learning
Level of Learning
Individual Learning

Process

Inputs/Outputs
Instincts
Image
Metaphors
Cognitive
Language
Cognitive Map
Communication/Dialogue
Group Level Learning
Integration
Shared Values
Mutual Interaction
Interaction Systems
Organizational Learning
Institutionalization
Routines
Diagnostic Systems
Rules and procedures
Source: Crossan, M. Mary; Lane, W. Henry; White, E Roderick (1999) Academy of Management Review, Vol. 24,
No. 3, p. 525
Instinctive

The classification of learning levels is carried out in due regard to the methods and processes of
acquiring knowledge or behaviour.36 While behavioral changes or learning through acquired
behaviors using cognitive or instinctive methods directly is called individual learning, learning
occurring through interactions of more than one individual and requiring integration is referred to
as group level learning. On the other hand, the fact that learning occurs in an institutionalized way
with the effects and contributions of cultural values, routines, rules, and procedures has also
contributed to introducing the concept of organizational learning.
2.2.1. Individual Learning
Looking from a behavioral perspective, individual learning can be defined as changing existing
behaviors, gaining new behaviors, or developing potential behaviors as a result of the individual’s
interactions with her/his environment.37 On the other side, when it is approached from a cognitive
and operant perspective, individual learning is attributing meaning to situations emerging as a
result of individuals’ interactions with their environment.38 In another definition, individual
learning is described as a process of gaining, sharing, and benefiting from knowledge.39
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What makes learning individual depends on how the process resulting in the act of learning is
realized. Accordingly, if the act of learning occurs within the scope of individual factors either as
part of the cognitive or operant process, it is called individual learning. There are three methods of
individual learning.40
1. Verbal transfer of knowledge: Ideas expressed by others, books, reports, and research
results,
2. Direct experience: Reaching and using information by sense organs and other methods of
perception,
3. Updating existing knowledge by creating new information.
All the mentioned processes occur with regard to individuals’ interactions with the environment.
For this reason, it is called individual learning. Factors affecting individual learning differentiates
among individuals. As mentioned before, the most important factor regarding individual learning
is maturation.
Table 4. Factors Affecting Individual Learning and Their Patterns
Factors Affecting Individual Learning
Biological and Physiological Factors
Motives

Pattern of Occurrence
State of health, body development, etc.
Physiological Motives: Hunger, thirst, etc.
Psychological and Social Motives: Need for
socialising, love and respect, etc.
Anxiety
Personal problems
Demographic Factors
Age, sex, marital status, etc.
Sociological Factors
Social status, social environment
Psychological Factors
Maturation, mental health, etc.
Educational Background
Level of Education
Source: Binbaşıoğlu, C. (1995) Eğitim Psikolojisi, Yargıcı Pub., Ankara. p. 23.

Maturation can be defined as the level of minimum requirements for the act of learning to be
realized. The concept corresponds to either the individual having physiological and biological
competence or reaching to psychological maturity for the need of learning. Other important factors
in terms of learning are motives and the strength of these motives. The individual should focus on
learning depending on the motive and strength of the motive. Individual learning is dependent on
the social and psychological environment in which one has been raised, as well as her/his age and
gender. Also, in learning, processing of information differs according to the educational
background of the individual. As is seen, individual learning is a cognitive process directly
dependent on individual circumstances in the triangle of individual-environment, individualcommunity, and individual-world.
2.2.2. Group Level Learning
One of the situations in which learning occurs apart from the individual level is group level
learning. Group level learning is a process that comes into existence by the socialization of the
individual. From this point of view, group level learning appears to be another dimension of social
learning. Social learning is realized through mutual interactions in a group where the individual
achieves her/his social integration and values shared that are transformed by interaction systems.41
Group level learning is also a method of learning carried out through the individual’s social
interactions within a group as social learning.42 Group level learning is quite affected by
https://digitalcommons.usf.edu/m3publishing/vol13/iss9781732127562/1
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cooperation, communication, and interaction processes as in other social learning methods. The
effectiveness of cooperation, interaction, and communication directly affects the efficiency of the
learning process. Especially, when members of the group support each other, everyone will, by
nature, improve their skills and level of knowledge.43
Group level learning has various advantages compared to individual learning. These are (a)
problem-solving efficiency, (b) gaining the habit of working together, (c) approaching problems
from a collective perspective, (d) being responsible for one’s own learning process, (e) clear
determination of the role within the process of learning.44 There are various factors influential in
group learning as in individual learning. These can be listed as the structure of the group, shared
values, and purposes. Structure of the group is shaped by factors such as the aim of forming the
group, socio-cultural structure of the individuals forming the group, and level of group formality.
On the other hand, as mentioned before, interaction of the group is important by means of the
effectiveness of learning. And this is measured by the level of these shared values and unity of
purpose. Increase in shared values within the group will increase interaction, thus forming a unity
of purpose. The unity of purpose will result in the interlocking of all members of the group and
their effective learning.
As is seen, the act of learning can occur apart from direct individual effort. Group level learning
called social or collective learning that starts by social integration of individuals is one of these
methods. This level of learning which develops according to the interactions between individuals,
has a different hierarchy than the individual learning. Especially in the late 1970s, research about
levels of learning were focused on organizations each being a social system, and organization level
learning began to be mentioned.
2.2.3. Organization Level Learning
As it was mentioned before, organization is generally defined as a group of people that come
together to realise collective actions for achieving a common goal, which has a definable
membership.44 In other words, organization corresponds to social structures formed by social
integration and group interactions to the fullest extent. Organizations survive on the effectiveness
of their relations with social and technical environments.45 This requires continuous learning in
organizations.
Organization level learning is affected by the total of both the individual and group level learning.
According to the results of various studies, organization level learning is composed of the
interactions of the capabilities, approaches, and commitments of the individuals forming the
organisation.45 Besides, in many studies, organization level learning among social learning
methods is defined as group learning as a whole.46
Organization level learning, when approached from this point of view, is a process starting with
individuals or groups transferring information and mutual interactions of these transfers and
continues with the environment and interactions of the organization. Studies about organization
level learning have concluded that learning has a complex structure and the processes are versatile.
This resulted in a completely different method of learning in organizational learning.
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3. The Concept of Organizational Learning
The number of studies regarding organizational learning has increased when the importance of the
connection between the environment and organization has been realized. “The only valid purpose
of the organizational activities is to attract customers”.47 This state of affairs designates two main
functions in marketing and innovation to the corporation and organizations emerge as specific
organs of growth, enlargement, and transformation. It is emphasized that companies’ growth is not
necessary, but progress is a must.48 This requires continuous adaptation to the environment and
environmental factors. There are many theories explaining relations between the environment and
organization. The most important of these is the contingency approach. According to this
approach, organizations must adapt to both the environment and environmental conditions in order
to survive.49 Organizations which are not able to adapt to environmental conditions will not attract
customers and are destined to fail.
Another theory about the environment-organization relationship is the Population Ecology Theory.
The theory states that organizations are selected by their environments in accordance with the
conditions. While the organizations that are not “selected” or specified as “negative selections”
fail, “positive selections” survive.50 For organizations to be selected by their environments, they
need to continuously fulfil environmental conditions and become favorable. Otherwise, it is
inevitable for organizations to fail. On the other hand, organizational environments have a
constantly shifting and varying structure.
Rapid change and developments in the global economy and rapid progress of technological
innovations oblige improvement of learning in organizations on all levels of stakeholders.51
Learning and information gained through learning are vital in order to provide sustainable
competitive advantage.52 Effects of the environment on organizations can be examined under two
main headings: (1) the need for information about the environment; and (2) the need for resources
that are obtained from the environment. The main reason for organizations’ collecting information
on the mentioned factors depending on the environmental complexity and the necessity of
responding to environmental changes is their need for information.53
The concept of organizational learning, which is vital for organizations, is a process consisting of
activities such as acquiring knowledge, distribution and sharing of knowledge, making knowledge
practical, and forming corporate memory.54 Organizations need organizational learning in order to
gather, evaluate, use, share, and replace knowledge when necessary. Organizations that succeed in
organizational learning can easily adapt to the changes they want to make and implement since
they can renew themselves and succeed in adapting to the changes occurring.55 In this sense, it is
particularly important to define organizational learning.
3.1. The Definition and Scope of Organizational Learning
Concept of organizational learning covers organization level learning, which is a method of social
learning. There are many definitions of the concept that can be explained in different statements
when approached from different angles. Even though organizational learning does not increase the
performance directly, it is the change of cognitive structure and behaviour.56 According to another
definition, organizational learning expresses the rate of change in potential behaviors during the
process of gathering and using knowledge.57 In another study, scientists express organizational
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learning as “a cognitive process intended to organizations’ activities and relations with their
environments”.58 In a similar study, organizational learning is defined as “structures that have the
ability to reach and transfer knowledge and transform behaviors into new knowledge and skills,
when realised”.59
Table 5. Definitions of Organizational Learning
Researcher
Argyris and Schön
(1978)
Cavaleri and Fearon
(1996)
Day
(1994)
Fiol and Lyles
(1985)
Kim
(1993)
Lee et al.
(1992)
Levinthal and March
(1993)
Levitt and March
(1988)
Marquard
(1996)

Definition of Organizational Learning
Organizational learning is a process of detecting and correcting of errors at
organization level
Organizational learning is the total of shared values derived from shared
experiences of the people in the organization.
Organizational learning is a total of open-minded questioning, structural
comments, and addressable memory.
Organizational learning is the realization of activities within the scope of cognitive
knowledge and understanding.
Organizational learning can be stated as the increase in capacity of organizations’
ability to perform effective activities.
Organizational learning is a cyclical process of interactions where environmental
reactions occurred are interpreted in terms of cause and effect relationships.
Organizational learning is about the balance between existing competition tools
and new knowledge and competitive goals against dynamic tendencies.
Organizations perceive learning as an illative behavioral guide processing from the
past to routines.
Organizations that are capable of self-transformation along with strong and
collective learning are more successful in terms of collecting, managing, and
utilising knowledge.
Meyer-Dohm
Organizational learning is the continuous testing and transforming of experience
(1992)
into shared knowledge that the organization accesses and uses to achieve its core
purpose.
Miller
Learning is to be distinguished from decision making. The former increases
(1996)
organizational knowledge, while the latter not necessarily. Learning may in fact
occur long before or long after an action carried out.
Mills and Friesen
A learning organization sustains internal innovation with the immediate goals of
(1992)
improving quality, enhancing customer or supplier relationships, or more
effectively executing business strategy, and the ultimate objective of sustaining
profitability
Nadler et al.
Learning requires an environment in which the results of experiments are sought
(1992)
after, examined and disseminated throughout the organization.
Senge
Learning organizations are organizations where people continually expand their
(1990)
capacity to create the results they truly desire, where new and expansive patterns of
thinking are nurtured, where collective aspirations are set free, and where people
are continually learning how to learn together.
Slater and Narver
At its most basic definition, organizational learning is the development of new
(1995)
knowledge or insights that have the potential to influence behaviors.
Schwandt and Marquardt
Organizational learning represents a complex interrelationship between people,
(2000)
their actions, symbols, and processes within the organization.
Stata
Organizational learning is the principal process by which innovation occurs. In
(1989)
fact, I would argue that the rate at which individuals and organizations learn may
become the only sustainable competitive advantage, especially in knowledgeintensive industries.
Source: Bontis, Nick; Crossan, M. Mary; Hulland, John (2002) Managing an Organizational Learning System by
Aligning Stocks and Flows, Journal of Management Studies, 39:4, pp. 439.
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Organizational learning is defined as “a procedure of processing and using knowledge which is
gained on an individual or organizational level from the organization’s environment or as a result
of strategies”.59, 60 In another study, organizational learning is considered “a key to communication
and problem solving” and is defined as “developing behaviors, solving problems, and restoring
relations through the knowledge acquired from the organization’s environment in short or long
term by going through processes”.61
Three common subjects are emphasized among the definitions of organizational learning. The first
one is the analysis group. Organizational learning occurs at the relational level among individuals,
groups, organizations, and environment. Another point widely mentioned is that organizational
learning consists of cognitive and behavioral processes. Within this context, organizational
learning focuses on gaining knowledge, understanding, exhibiting behaviors, acting and these
directly affect cognition and behaviors. Lastly, most definitions emphasise the relation between
learning and performance.62
Organizational learning can be achieved by five methodologies: (1) learning in the light of
knowledge during the birth of organizations; (2) learning through practice and experience; (3)
learning by observing other organizations; (4) learning through the knowledge generated by the
organization’s own components but which the organization itself does not own; and (5) learning
through the knowledge that emerges as a result of investigating the organization’s environment
and/or performance and noticed by the organisation.63
Occurrence of organizational learning depends on many individual and organizational factors.
Cognitive and behavioral properties of individuals that are at the manager or employee level are
the foremost individual factors.64 Organizational structure is the most important of organizational
factors.65 The purpose of establishment of the organization, methods of performing activity,
number of staffs, bureaucratic and administrative structure, and means of communication can be
listed in the scope of organizational structure. For organizational learning to be realized,
organizations should clearly define their aims and should be structured with open means of
communication to allow learning as a bureaucratic and managerial habit in interaction with their
environment. To put a finer point on it, open systems should be present.
Another effective factor in organizational learning is culture.66 The dominant culture in an
organization must be open and encouraging towards learning and innovation. It is stated that
dimensions of democratic and relational organizational culture directly affect the development of
learning. Notwithstanding, bureaucratic and authoritarian dimensions of organizational structure
obstruct learning by leading to the formation of rather static structures. Dominant management
and leadership styles relate to organizational learning as well.67 Whereas open leadership and
management styles such as transformational, strategic, transactional, and visionary leadership
affect learning positively; bureaucratic and authoritarian leadership styles have a negative impact
on learning.
3.2. Organizational Learning Approaches
There are many approaches regarding the methods of organizational learning process in the
literature. Most of these are complementary or repetitive. Some define learning in specific contexts
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and disregard the rest. Three studies that define all levels of learning in the literature are discussed
within this study.
3.2.1. The 4I Approach to Learning by Crossan et al.
This approach defines learning as a social and psychological process occurring by means of
intuiting, interpreting, integrating, and institutionalizing activities at all levels of the organisation.68
According to researchers, in the context of 4I, learning occurs at the individual, group, and
organizational levels. It is emphasized that learning occurs at the individual level by intuition and
interpretation, at the group level by integration, and at the organizational level by
institutionalization.
“Intuiting learning process occurring at the individual level consists of the individual interpreting
her/his gains in accordance to her/his talents and experiences and learning by transferring these to
her/his behaviour”.69 The intuitive learning process is defined as the connection between
experience, knowledge, and understanding. Intuitive learning occurs based on the degree of
intuitive awareness of the individual from similarities and differences and possibilities and
probabilities. Another process of learning occurring at the individual level is defined as learning
through interpretation. What is essential in this process is to understand the cognitive components
that are extracted from the process of learning. That is to say, individual level environmental and
mutual interactions create different messages and these messages are recoded according to
cognitive map of the individual, and learning occurs. The most important two factors here are
language and communication. The individual acquires the messages clearly as a result of effective
communication through the medium of language. Learning through interpretation is expressed as
the individual seeing and learning what s/he believes in, instead of believing what s/he sees.
In this approach, group level learning occurs through integration.70 Integration is characterized as
the involvement of individuals with those who have different cognitive and behavioral structures.
Integration as a method of social learning is actualized through integration of common senses and
shared values occurring in group interaction. Mutual interaction and presence of interaction
systems have a reinforcing effect on learning. The key point here is sharing knowledge and
learning by improving collective thinking and questioning. According to this approach, the
combination of individual and group level learning is at the basis of organization level learning.
Group level learning is realized through institutionalization. Institutionalization expressed as the
basis of organizational learning is formed by processing knowledge acquired from the environment
by individuals and groups. In the context of this approach, learning in organizations starts at the
individual level first. Next, structures, systems, rules, and procedures are established. In time,
individual and group learning become mutual and institutionalized. Institutionalized learning
brings along organizational learning. This behaviors dominates the whole organization by guiding
all other behaviors.
4. The Approach of Exploration and Exploitation by March
This approach defines learning as “a balance between the processes of exploration and exploitation
of knowledge”.71 The process of exploration is about variety, risk taking, experiencing, action
taking, flexibility, and innovation. The process of exploitation is about development, selection,
productivity, effectiveness, implementation and execution.72 Within this context, organizational
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learning can be defined as innovating by exploring and experiencing new knowledge with variety
and at the same time can be defined as selection, development, and implementation of existing
knowledge.
Learning by exploitation is less expensive than learning by exploration on an organizational basis.
It requires less time, certainty, systematicity, and practice compared to learning by exploration.
Learning by exploration is a method of learning that will be beneficial in long run and provide
competitive advantage. Learning by exploitation can be applicable in the short run but detractive
in the long run.
5. The Approach of High Impact Learning by Ulrich et al.
In this approach, organizational learning is defined as “efficiently building and diffusing ideas to
the organisation”.73 It emphasizes that effective learning in organizations occurs at the
organizational level rather than individual or group level. Researchers state that effective learning
is beneficial in various aspects when developed within the borders of organizations. These aspects
can be listed as follows: (1) opportunity to learn collectively; (2) distribution of learning at the
individual level; and (3) achieving desired results and learning from others.74 Effective learning
increases learning capacity as well as the rightful acquisition and use of knowledge. In a study
conducted within the framework of this approach, four methods are suggested for effective
learning.75
•

•

•

•

Learning Through Continuous Improvement: Learning through continuous improvement
requires efforts to learn existing situation better before learning further. Tools predicted to
be used in this method of learning are suggestion systems, process development task forces,
tool design engineering, and flow charts. This method of learning is defined to be more
bureaucratic. Organizations adopting this method of learning are estimated to have lower
capacities than others and it being more suitable for Asian companies is emphasized.
Learning Through Competence Acquisition: Learning through competence acquisition
adopts learning as a new method and requires overall commitment to and acceptance
towards learning as an essential part of business strategy. This method of learning occurs
through acquiring new competencies at the individual and group level. Organizations
adopting this method are known to have less of a bureaucratic structure. Since learning
through competence acquisition requires continuous improvement and development,
organizational structure needs to adapt to it. Within the context of this method of learning,
development of human resources is more important.
Learning Through Experimentation: Learning through experimentation comprises
development of new ideas and their transfers to the work. Organizations adopting this
method of learning aim to gain competitive advantage in the market and in their field of
studies with new methods adopted and products acquired by experimenting with new ideas.
This method of learning requires fast thinking and decision making. It has the highest
capacity of competition and change. It is more suitable for organizations focusing on
change strategies rather than cost strategies.
Learning Through Boundary Spanning: Learning through boundary spanning is achieved
through the ideas formed by the fact that organizations continuously extend their
boundaries and learn from the activities of other organizations. Within the scope of this
method of learning, organizations analyze the activities and strategies of the surrounding
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organizations and their competitors and benchmark them with their own activities through
the knowledge acquired from secondary and external sources. Even though organizations’
learning through boundary spanning would not face any difficulty in finding alternative
ways to realise organizational activities, they will be lacking development and
implementation of new concepts. According to the research, this method of learning has
the lowest capacity of change and values human resources the least.
5.1. Types of Organizational Learning
There are also multiple approaches to the types of organizational learning as well as the
organizational learning approaches. The most well-known of these are the “single loop” and
“double loop” approaches developed by Argyris and Schon and “adaptive learning” and
“generative learning” approaches developed by Peter Senge. These two approaches,
supplementary to each other, focus on organizations’ adaptability to the environment and
development of creative capacities in learning.
6. Argyris and Schon’s Model
The model defines organizational learning as the detection and correction of mistakes. In the
relevant model, researchers attribute the key role in organizational learning to the individuals in
the organisation.76 The model they have developed within this context addresses the learning in
two types as “single loop” and “double loop” according to the acquisition and use of information.
Single loop learning is stated as a one-dimensional answer to a one-dimensional question as a
reactive approach.77 The key to adapting to organizational problems and environmentally evolving
situations is the development of behavioral strategies. Behavioral strategies make it possible to
keep pace with changes by controlling the environment, correcting mistakes, and detecting
innovations and changes78. Within this context, the single loop learning approach foresees the
development of good quality human resources as a basis for developing behavioral strategies.
Double loop learning is more proactive than single loop learning. The biggest difference embodied
by the single loop learning is that it involves one or more additional stages. Double loop learning
involves the identification and correction of organizational errors by altering and transforming
existing norms, policies, and objectives.79 Double loop learning aims at the development and
enrichment of creative capacity by increasing decision-making and policy-making efficiency of
the organisation.80
7. Senge’s Model
Senge (1997) refers to the subject model organizational learning as “the way to solve existing
problems and to develop new strategies for the future by increasing the competitive power of the
organisation”.81 Within this context, the author expresses five disciplines of learning as follows:82
(1) system thinking; (2) personal expertise; (3) intelligence models; (4) shared vision; and (5) team
learning. Senge mentions two ways of learning, namely, adaptive learning and generative
learning. Adaptive learning is a reactive learning type. It is emphasized that this learning type,
also referred to as survival learning, is practiced through experience. It has been fictionalized based
on taking precautions and estimating the changes and possible problems by developing an
optimum reaction to the incidents.
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According to the model, creative learning aims to develop creative capacity as it is in the double
loop learning.83 Creative learning focuses on the creative capacities of organizations. An
organization is obliged to be able to control the environment and view situations with the necessary
perspective. With creative learning, organizations have the opportunity to recognize their
environment and organizations in their environment, identify probable intra-organizational and
non-organizational problems, and examine the processes.
7.1. Organizational Learning Process
The realization of the organizational learning process depends on many elements in the
organisation.84 Some of those are (1) organizational structure; (2) organizational culture; (3)
research behaviors; and (4) the level of interaction with the environment.84 The learning process
involves the acquisition of information as well as the exposal, dissemination, and use of
knowledge. There are two types of knowledge, namely, implicit knowledge and explicit
knowledge, and the way in which organizations acquire and use knowledge differs according to
the type of information.85 In this process, the effects of the factors affecting the learning process
are predominantly perceived. Even though there are many opinions about and approaches on the
organizational learning process, most of them complement one another. In one of these
approaches, it is emphasized that the organizational learning process takes place in four stages:
namely,86 (1) knowledge acquisition; (2) information distribution; (3) information interpretation;
and (4) organizational memory.
According to the relevant approach, the acquisition process of information can be carried out in
formal and non-formal ways by the organizations. Formal methods can be sorted as client surveys,
research and development activities, performance evaluations and competition analysis. Acquiring
information directly from secondary sources or by unofficial ways may be an example of nonformal methods. In organizations, the acquisition process of information can be conducted in
various ways. First of them is congenital learning. The information that runs from the past or is
already in the organization is congenital and may be transferred to all organs in new forms. The
second is experiential learning. Organizations can acquire knowledge by learning the effects of
individual, group and organizational experiences. Apart from these, they acquire knowledge
through vicarious learning, newly participating individuals or groups (grafting), or searching for
information from the environment and other circles.
According to the related research, the second stage of the learning process is the distribution of
information. This process is the main determinant of the states of occurrence and breadth of
organizational learning. Sometimes organizations are not aware of what they know, even if they
acquire exact information. The correct distribution of information will promote the acquisition of
knowledge within the organization and contribute to the emergence of new knowledge and the
acquisition of new behaviors. On the other hand, the correct distribution of information and the
removal of obstacles will accelerate decision-making in organizations. The process in which the
distributed and acquired information has a meaning by reaching the goal is the interpretation
period of the information. The correct interpretation of the information will ensure that the
message is clear and the learning takes place effectively. In addition, it will promote learning and
an increase in quality and quantity will be ensured. The common interpretation of information will
ensure the development and integration of the same behaviors. The last stage of the learning
process is the formation of organizational memory. The organizational memory is the use of
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acquired information, i.e., realized information, when necessary. Organizational memory
promotes the formation of an effective learning culture. Therefore, learning gains continuity in
organizations. In addition, the formation of organizational memory makes the transfer and
dissemination of information permanent. Learning is disseminated by transferring information to
each new member participating in the organisation.87
According to another approach to the learning process, the source of information in organizational
learning is individual.88 According to the approach, learning is actualized in a five-step process.
First of them is the enlargement of individual information. In organizations, information that
individuals have is acquired by being pulled along to the organization through effective study, i.e.,
through obtaining. The second stage is the dissemination and conceptualization of implicit
knowledge. The individual information acquired is implicit because it is not directly transferred to
the learning process. In order to integrate this information into the learning process, it is necessary
to be disseminated first into the organization and then to be materialized by being conceptualised
in order to become understandable. The dissemination and adoption of knowledge among
employees is another stage called crystallisation. A kind of social integration process,
crystallisation is stated as a process of dynamic cooperative relations and synergy. At this stage,
information is accepted and spread. Verification and identification of information quality
constitutes another stage of the learning process. All parts of information disseminated in the
organization will not be accurate and have high quality. Verification and identification of
information quality is essential for the actualization of effective learning. The last stage of learning
is the creation of information network. It is compulsory that the obtained information is stored in
the organization and used when necessary and transferred to all stakeholders. The information
acquired by learning via knowledge networks that will be created within this context will be
disseminated to every new participating stakeholder and learning will gain continuity.89
In another approach to the learning process, learning is assessed as a five-step process.90 The first
of these stages is the construction process that expresses the acquisition process of the knowledge.
This stage is followed by the organization process which expresses the collection and
classification of information within the organization. Institutionalized information is stored by the
organizations at the storage stage, spreads through the distribution stage, and the use of
information is actualized through the application stage.91 As is seen, all approaches that define the
learning process refer to similar processes with different expressions and concepts.
7.2. The Results of Organizational Learning
Organizational learning is one of the main elements that provide organizations with sustainable
competitive advantage.92 Organizational learning enables the organizations to have the opportunity
to control the environment. Thus, the sustainability of organizational life is ensured by meeting
the conditions of it and obtaining advantages in harmony with the environment. Organizational
learning enables increasing the shared vision and values in the organisations.93 Increased shared
vision and values will positively impact organizational commitment and enable the gathering
around common goals. Organizational learning is influential on the formation and adoption of
organizational culture.94 Organizational learning will develop positive organizational culture and
climate and enable its proliferation in the organization. This will result in an increase in the
common values adopted by the organization. Organizational learning improves the performance
at the individual level, at the group level, and at the organization level.95 Organizational learning
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enables innovation and the use of innovation at the individual and group level, as well as adaptation
to change.96
Table 6 illustrates examples of research results on the organizational outcomes of organizational
learning. One of the most important results of organizational learning is on the performance of the
business and the employee. This is because not only the environmental conditions are well
analyzed and applied, but also effective development of the human resources and performance is
ensured. Another consequence of organizational learning is related to the intention to leave the
current employment and the behaviors to stay in the organization. Organizational learning
negatively affects the intention to leave the current employment while having a positive effect on
the behaviors of staying in the organization. Besides, organizational learning has consequences in
the context of marketing and competition. Organizational learning creates a proactive approach
that leads to quality and customer loyalty in production as well as bringing a risk-reducing effect.
Thanks to organizational learning, organizations gain innovative advantage, thus the competitive
advantage is ensured.
Table 6. Research on the Results of Organizational Learning
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Organizational learning has effects on the learning culture and learning focus,
employees’ career satisfaction, organizational commitment, and intentions to
leave the current employment.97
Organizational learning has an impact on employees’ organizational commitment,
professional satisfaction, and work performance.98
Organizational learning and the culture of organizational learning has effects on
employees’ organizational commitment and intentions to leave the current
employment.99
Organizational learning culture has a positive effect on professional satisfaction
and motivation but a negative effect on the intention to leave current
employment.100
Organizational learning is effective in increasing innovation and creativity in
organisations.101
Organizational learning has a positive and strong influence on business
performance.102
Organizational learning is important for reduction of risk in proactive approach,
acquiring customer loyalty, and for ensuring competitive advantage.103
Organizational learning has regulatory impact on the effect of corporate
competence on business performance104.
Organizational learning has a positive, mediating effect between employees’
learning orientation and intention to leave the current employment.105

8. Learning Organizations
The concept of learning organization refers to the fact that an organization is constantly drawing
conclusions, using it in keeping pace with changing environmental conditions, creating a staff
development system, and thus being a dynamic organization that evolves, improves, and renews
itself.106 In another definition, learning organizations are the organizations where learning
behaviors are developed and adaptive, the organizations’ climate and cultures are developed in
accordance with individuals and groups’ learning, and the administrators have approaches such as
coach/mentor instead of managing in the traditional sense.107 The concept of learning organization
is linked to the culture of learning the organization has. Organizations become learning
organizations by making the learning phenomenon permanent and thus integrating it with the
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culture. In other words, the term learning organizations refers to the organizations where
organizational learning has become positive cultural values that guide behaviors. With these
characteristics, learning organizations are the environments where people are constantly expanding
their capacities to create the results they want to achieve, the formation of new mindscapes is
promoted, obtaining results is supported by working together, and people constantly learn how to
learn together better.108 Learning organizations are those that constantly experience the
consequences of organizational learning. This distinguishes learning organizations from others by
giving them different characteristics.
In a study on the characteristics of learning organizations, these characteristics are sorted under
six headings. These are:109 (1) to constantly create learning opportunities; (2) to continuously
create an environment of inquiry and dialogue; (3) to continuously develop business associations
and team learning; (4) to constantly establish systems for the acquisition of knowledge and sharing
of learning; (5) encouragement for collective vision and perspective at the individual and group
level; and (6) continuous interaction with the organization.
The characteristics of learning organizations in a similar study are sorted in five titles. According
to the author, learning organizations are those which (1) have the ability to solve systematic
problems; (2) try new approaches; (3) have the ability to learn from past experiences; (4) learn
from the experiences of others who do a job best and others; and (5) have the ability to use the
information in a quick and effective way.
As is seen, learning activities are not always sufficient for organizations, but organizations need
to be learning organizations. Learning organizations, unlike the traditional organizations, have
different characteristics in terms of both structural and functional aspects. Learning organizations
are those which believe that they can alter and develop the organization while developing groups
and believe in the creativity of its human resources within this context. For organizational learning
to be continuous, the acquisition of the learning organization form requires the belief that learning
is an inseparable part of every work and that it is not a momentary but a long term, systematic
process.110
On the other hand, some structural and managerial situations prevent institutions from becoming
learning organizations. First, ineffective use of organizational performance is the biggest obstacle
for learning organizations. Weaknesses in the identification and use of original ideas along with a
short-term point of view are other obstacles. Moreover, extremely strategic behaviors and thus
limited ability to act prevent the formation of learning organizations through giving rise to
problems of adaptation and quick decision-making. For this reason, the ability of organizations to
become learning organizations can be formed by long-term, strategic, and balanced organizational
policies.
Summary
Learning is a permanent part of the lives of people, groups, and organizations, which explains the
interest of various sciences on the subject matter. The great majority of research in the literature
focus on the individual level. Learning at the individual level is the change that occurs in the
behaviors of a person with the effect of environment. This definition brings the relationship
between learning and environment to the forefront. The individual begins to live in an
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environment, grows up, develops, and dies. This period causes many elements to be shaped up to
the individual’s behaviors in personality. Learning also corresponds to the embodiment and
transformation of the effects and behaviors of the environment on the individual during this period.
Subsequent studies have revealed that learning is an activity not only at the individual level but
also at the group level. It is possible for the individual to influence the environment as well as be
influenced by it. The ability of the individual to influence the behaviors of groups/communities to
which the individual is related in the social environment, refers to the group level learning.
Learning at the group level has been a reason for introducing the concept of organizational learning
in management literature. Organizational learning emerges as a dimension of the actualized
learning with the shared values conveyed by the interactions and interaction systems in the group
which is called social learning and the social integration of the individual. Organizations are social
systems and interact with one another as in every social system. The common values and aims
adopted by individuals and their contributions constitute the learning in organizations.
Organizational learning with its simplest definition is all the shared values arising from the
common experiences of people in the organization.
The most fundamental common goal of organizations is to survive. For this purpose, organizations
should be able to respond directly to changes and developments in their environment. For this
reason, the information to be acquired with the interaction of all resources should be processed
and used where necessary. Organizations should also be able to adapt their current behaviors and
structures as well as the way they deal with learning. For this reason, learning is vital for
organizations. Therefore, organizations need to acquire and process information, form a common
memory, and record information with effective methods. Organizational learning should be a
structural necessity for organizations. This structural necessity integrates with the culture of an
organization, and thus generates the concept of learning organization. Learning organizations are
those where the behaviors of learning is improved and adapted as well as those in which the
organizational climate and culture are developed in a way to encourage the learning of individuals
and groups. In view of today’s competitive conditions, the necessity of transformation and change
for organizations and adoption of them as a culture are essential in terms of organizational
sustainability.
Case Study
The Aston Company was a multinational company with many investments. They had purchased
the HolyDay hotel as a tourism investment with the aim of introducing new business lines to the
company. Mr. Johnstone had been recently appointed to the hotel, which had a capacity of 100
beds on the edge of Salt Lake, as general manager with no prior hotel management experience.
This was a first in the history of the company. The company, the general policy of which is to work
with expert managers in all investments, had appointed for the first time a person who was
unfamiliar with the sector. In merely a period of three months, however, Mr. Johnstone had turned
the company’s loss-incurring investments in Africa into a profitable venture by increasing the sales
by more than 100%. One could say that it would be unfair to trust a person who accomplished such
a great job in such a short time. Nevertheless, the company investors had appointed Mr. Jameson,
who had studied tourism management and had prior hotel management experience, as an aide for
Mr. Johnstone.
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HolyDay generated great profits in its first season thanks to a massive advertising campaign but
the most important factor in this success was the fact that it was the only hotel in its immediate
area, and that it was owned by the Aston Group of Companies. Having realized the potential in
making investments in the area, the following year Paradise Hotels Co. invested in a bigger hotel
than HolyDay on the opposite bank of Salt Lake. Mr. Johnstone, meanwhile, decided to part ways
with the promising members of his team that had secured him a great victory in hotel investments.
Mr. Jameson was the first victim. It could very well be possible that Mr. Jameson might have
challenged Mr. Johnstone’s throne, should he had risen to prominence for his operational knowhow. Taking advantage of the situation, Paradise Hotels Co. appointed Mr. Jameson as the
manager of their new business. To start with, Jameson introduced many innovations in the service
field by taking into account the needs and wishes of the target customer base. Furthermore, he
extended the change to the bottom-level by training the human resources on the innovations.
Although Jameson had previously suggested these changes to Johnstone, his superior in HolyDay,
he encountered rejection. Because Johnstone was used to considering himself a legend, he thought
he did not need any ideas that would introduce new costs from someone who had never managed
any major operations. Besides, HolyDay was already generating the desired profits.
The beginning of the next season witnessed a fierce competition between the two companies. The
growing popularity of the Paradise brand had weakened the HolyDay brand. Paradise ensured
profitability not only through its accommodation services, but through many different hospitality
services as well. The result was a total disaster for HolyDay. They failed to make even half of the
earnings they did in the previous season, could not reach any of their goals, and the business
suffered heavy losses. All parameters were indicating that Johnstone had lost. As the season ended,
the Aston executive board made a sudden decision to put the HolyDay investment up for sale, and
a contract was signed with Paradise Hotels Co. for the purchase of the facility. Mr. Jameson was
appointed as the general director for both investments. Explain the case in question within the
context of organizational learning.
Internet Tour
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

http://www.emeraldinsight.com/loi/tlo
http://www.leadingtoday.org/weleadinlearning/
http://www.inderscience.com/jhome.php?jcode=IJLC
https://cambridge-leadership.com/
http://i-lead.com/
http://leadershipassociates.org/
http://innovationassoc.com/

Definitions
•
•
•
•
•

Innovation: The use of a new idea or method.
Information: The truth acquired through learning, research, or observation.
Environment: The surroundings or conditions within which the individual lives.
Organizational environment: Interactive environment in which organizations operate.
Organization: A system consisting of people and groups with specific objectives.
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

System: A totality consisting of all of the interconnected and related parts.
Change: Bringing something from one form to another.
Explicit system: Transformist systems interacting with the environment.
R&D: Research and Development.
HR: Human Resources.
Social integration: Acquisition integration of social stakeholders.
Cognitive map: Cognitive signs that help decode, encode, hide, and use codes where
necessary.
Behavior: The attitude and actions of a person in the face of events.
Behaviorism: A viewpoint to explain one’s approach in terms of behaviors.
Institutionalization: Conformance to corporate norms.
Learning commitment: The value that organizations attribute to learning.
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Diversity Management in Organization
Asst. Prof. Mustafa YILDIRIM
Alanya Alaaddin Keykubat University
“Diversity, or the state of being different, isn’t the same as inclusion. One is a description of
what is, while the other describes a style of interaction essential to effective teams and
organizations.”
-Bill Crawford
Case Study
Thomas worked as an assistant director in the operations directorship of an international tour
company in Spain and achieved significant success. During this process, he had ensured the
branches established in five different cities are working in coordination and in accordance with the
business objectives. The tour operator was a great company. Every year it brought around five
million tourists to Spain and organized daily tours. As a German, Thomas was accustomed to Spain
and quickly learned about the local dynamics while adapting to the country’s working culture.
Now he is excited because he has a new mission. He has been appointed as the company’s director
of operations carried out in Turkey. Although the job is the same, the country is different. The
thing that first comes to Thomas’ mind is the characteristics of the culture, hence work culture in
Turkey. Are people disciplined? Are they open to innovation? Is there active participation in
teamwork? Are they successful in time management? Are the relations between superior and
subordinate hierarchical? How do people get motivated? How do they approach different
management styles? Are they skilled in adapting to changes? Thomas began to think about these
questions from the moment he learned about his new assignment. An important element of his
success was that he was an expert in his business, but he was aware that this would not be enough
alone. According to him, being successful in Turkey depended on the management of people of
different cultures, beliefs, languages, habits, and skills in harmony in the creation of a collective
synergy. In the company’s branch in Turkey, a large team was waiting for him consisting of those
from Germany, the Poles, the Dutch and Czechs together with Turks. Therefore, the management
of differences stands out as the most important priority for the success and Thomas’ experience in
Turkey. This section provides information that will contribute to help answer the questions in
Thomas’ mind. Thus, it was sought to answer the questions about what the differences are, how
they should be managed, and what the positive outcomes of well-managed differences are for
individuals and organizations. Lastly, a field study was carried out in a travel agency operating in
Alanya. In this study, the contributions ensured by differences and problems caused by them while
people from different nationalities and cultures are working together, and the techniques to solve
these problems were investigated within the scope of individual and organizational results. It is
thought that this study will make important contributions especially for the management of
national and cultural differences.
1. Introduction
The structure and functioning performances of organizations have had an important place in
management research since the predecessor research of classical management conception. While
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psycho-social characteristics of the personnel came to the forefront with the neo-classical
management paradigm, it is known that the literature of management and organizations made
progress from a macro viewpoint in the following years.
However, globalization movement having gathered momentum as of 1970s affected the business
life and while businesses became international within this period, businesses emerging on a global
scale were established. These changes and transformation processes made the characteristics of
the job and personnel, being the main subject in classical and neo-classical management
approaches, focus of the relevant research again. Diversity management is one of the management
approaches that emerged within this period. Carrying on a business based on different purposes of
the businesses, growing structurally even if at the national scale, making investments in different
sectors, different styles of working, different characteristics of the personnel, and consumer
behaviors made diversity management important. The reason is that achieving coordination being
one of the basic management functions is possible by recognizing, understanding diversities in the
said levels, and acting in accordance with proper management strategies. In this part, diversity
management was discussed within the scope of management and organization. The content of the
concept of diversity and the social reasons bringing it up to the agenda were emphasized.
Information about intra-organizational reasons requiring diversity management and environmental
variables was provided and benefits of an efficient diversity management at the organizational
level were discussed. In conclusion, discrimination preventing diversity management and also
making universal values such as equality disappear in the organization and making organizational
confidence lower was elaborated on and information about possible types of discrimination was
provided.
2. The Concept of Diversity
The literature on diversity management began with political and philosophical discussions arising
from the anti-discrimination actions starting in the USA in the 1960s.1 As of the end of the 1970s,
the concept of diversity management became more recognizable by means of anti-discrimination
laws. Within the process, some consulting companies began to offer training programs to enable
businesses to develop diversity management.2 In the following years, professional characteristics
arising out of sex, age, ethnicity, or competence and hierarchy that lead to negative outcomes such
as discrimination in the labor market of the USA3 made the subject of diversity management more
important. The fact that diversity management was at the forefront based on this and similar
reasons in the business life made diversity management incorporated into the academic literature
and popular business books.4
The concept of diversity is used to specify the characteristics of the individual or groups as “the
other” or differentiate them from the majority.5 The essential point here is the similarity or common
characteristics of the individual or group with the character or social structure. If the variety of
characteristics is in question, it will be possible to talk about diversity.6
According to an opinion, diversity management is not a concept only related to the control of
diverse characteristics. While controlling and directing diversities for organizational success and
performance, individual competences should be taken into consideration. In other words, potential
of the individuals may vary and also should be managed.7 In this sense, diversity is a multidirectional concept. This versatility arises from concrete reasons such as age, sex, and ethnicity;
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and abstract diversities such as education, personality, values, style of working, sense of life,
opinions, and ideas.8, 9 The report called the Strategy of Diversity at the Workplace prepared by
the Australian Government, department of immigration and citizenship (DIC) between the years
of 2011-2013 shows these dimensions and reveals that the concept of diversity is inherent.
According to the report, in addition to the above-mentioned diversities, factors such as different
lifestyles, socio-economic class, education, personality, marital status, religious beliefs, and family
structure/responsibilities were expressed as the origin of workplace diversities.10 Moreover, the
position of individuals in the social relations and way of being perceived by the others is shown as
the other origin of the diversities. In this regard, it can be said that diversities at the workplace can
be explained with a number of directly or indirectly interrelated different variables.
3. Types of Diversity
Labour-based diversities have different types. Classifications were made in the literature related
to these diversities within the context of categorical similarities. Loden and Rosener11
conceptualised diversity as the differentiation of a group of people from another group of people
in the primary and secondary dimensions. The primary dimension points to the personality and
worldview of the individual. According to the authors, primary dimensions have the biggest effect
on groups. In other words, individual differences are referred to as the main determinant for the
formation of attitude and norms or values of the group. It is expressed that the secondary dimension
of the diversity is seen and perceived less. Diversities in this dimension include educational
background of the individual, geographical belonging, religion, language, family status, working
style, work experience, military service experience, organizational role, seniority and grade,
income, and communication style. According to Loden and Rosener, secondary dimensions are
influential on self-respect and identifying oneself of the individual.12
Harrison, Price and Bell13 classified the concept of diversity in two dimensions and conceptualised
them as surface-level diversity and deep-level diversity. Surface-level diversities are age, sex,
and ethnicity. Deep-level diversities, being the secondary dimension, cover the differences
between attitudes, beliefs, and values of the members. Information about these factors is conveyed
by verbal or non-verbal attitude and behaviors and learnt by means of interaction or relations
established with the others. Rijamampinina and Carmichael explained diversities with a
classification categorised in three dimensions but covering the said variables.14 The primary
dimension in this model is similar to the study of Harrison, Price and Bell.15 Diversity sources in
the primary dimension include race, ethnicity, sex, and disability status. The secondary dimension
includes variables parallel to the classification of Loden and Rosener16 such as religion, culture,
sexual identity, way of thinking, family, lifestyle, political orientation, education, and language.
The tertiary dimension of diversities comprises socio-psychological factors such as beliefs,
assumptions, perceptions, attitudes, emotions, values, and group norms. Rijamampinina and
Carmichael metaphorized this diversity classification in three dimensions with an iceberg.
According to this approach, the primary dimension is the exposed face of the iceberg and the
tertiary dimension is in the deep part. Within this context, diversities noticed at first in
organizational structure, functioning, and relations are relatively more concrete characteristics than
ethnicity, age, sex, or disability. Moreover, it is pointed out that characteristics explained in the
three dimensions mark diversities and might ensure the harmony and possible inter-personal
similarities. Another point emphasized is whether these factors change or not, in other words,
whether they result in diversity at the organizational level all the time or not. According to
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Rijamampinina and Carmichael, the said variables are not static but dynamic. For instance, while
race or ethnicity may lead to deeper and more dominant diversity in some societies, it may not
have the same importance in other social structures.17
4. Diversity Management
There are several reasons leading to the emergence of the concept of diversity management. These
reasons include intra-business knowledge and also macro-environmental factors of the business.
In a report prepared by the Centre of Strategy and Evaluation Services in 2003, reasons requiring
diversity management were classified in six dimensions. According to the research, these reasons
revealed efforts of change and transformation necessary to establish and maintain the structure and
functioning of the organizations healthily and therefore, the activities of diversity management
progressed. These factors are listed below:18
a) The Changes in Product Markets: A number of significant changes were in question in
the markets being the activity area of the organizations and it increased value of
investments made in people and organizational capital.
b) The Increase of Competition Tendencies: Competitive markets introduced by
globalization and increasing demand promoted efforts of productivity and innovation of
businesses. Efforts of productivity and innovation depend on quality of the intellectual
capital and variety of labor. Within this process, human resources policies have the primary
role. Business organizations, in order to increase the loyalty, confidence, and performance
of the personnel, facilitate adaptation to this competition structure and accelerate
innovation. Moreover, one of the factors to make difference in the market in the
organizational sense is reputation. The greatest success of the businesses which can gather
diversities and manage them by sustainable harmony is recognition.
c) The Emergence of New Market Segments: Technological changes, increasing welfare,
liberal policies, and increasing demand led to the emergence of new markets. Within this
period that the structure of current market changes, transforms, and breaks down
continuously, achieving and managing diversity of labor provides advantage to the
organizations in penetrating certain markets easily. These are markets with a high level of
social and environmental sensitivity, markets constituted by socially excluded groups, and
markets regulated and directed by the government or information society movements.
Achieving necessary labor diversities at the businesses makes information, opinion, and
innovation to facilitate the adaptation to the said markets possible.
d) Increasing Emphasis of Knowledge: Increasing competition increased the significance
of research and development activities for production sectors. Quality of human capital is
referred to as the main determinant of creativity necessary for R&D activities and therefore,
different skills and competences become more and more important.
e) The Increase in the Significance of Service: Important developments were witnessed in
the service sector, affecting business life as well as consumer markets. Within this process,
the level and quality of service provided by businesses depend on the capacity of the human
capital and necessary knowledge service production in meeting the market demands.
Therefore, businesses with different labor force are more advantageous.
f) Labour Market Changes: Various changes witnessed in the labor market led to updates
in the human resources policies of businesses. Principles related to diversity management
have an important place in this change.
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g) Change of Labor Demography: While the young labor rate fell in a number of OECD
countries, the number of female employees increased significantly. Within this period in
which the rate of ethnic minorities increases, it is seen that the educational level of
minorities rises as well. Finding qualified personnel in the current labor market became
more difficult because of such changes. Diversity management contributes to the
businesses in solving the said problems especially. For instance, decreasing the number of
young personnel in some sectors resulted in an increase in employment of older personnel
and developing proper working conditions.
h) Changing Personnel Attitudes: Values and expectations of the personnel have changed.
Continuous emphasis on openness, participation in the management, and concepts such as
equality or equality of opportunities have changed the traditional employee-employer
relationships. For instance, the main reason of choosing a business for some employees
may be the value and vision of the business. Human resources practices are renewed and
planned to meet these expectations.
i) Capital Market Change: Capital market change promoted business investments
necessary to develop and manage any kind of intangible assets.
j) Rising Importance of ‘Intangibles’ in Market Valuations: Intangible assets became as
important as tangible assets in determining the market valuation of businesses. According
to studies, human capital is accepted as the most valuable intangible asset by investment
specialists. In this regard, diversity of labor is considered an important intangible asset for
the market value of businesses.
k) Increasing Investor Interest in the Management of Risk: Corporate failures in the USA
and Europe prompted the managers to follow any kinds of possible risk sources and
efficiency of current risk management. Adaptation to the anti-discrimination laws is
included in it. Anti-discrimination competence and recognition as intangible assets are
important for corporate success. Diversity management practices have an important role in
the actualization of recognition management for the businesses and mitigate the possible
risks.
l) Growing Importance of Ethical Investments: It is known that ethical investment is of
increasing importance for businesses in Europe and the USA. These businesses are the
organizations meeting economic, social and environmental practices as well as predetermined standards. According to Global Reporting Initiative Standard, these include
labor diversity policies and practices.
m) Changes in the Role of Government: It is known that governments affect structure and
functioning of businesses by means of legislation and tax practices along with direct policy
and practices. In recent years, some new mechanisms were added to these traditional
instruments. For instance, in addition to following quality and price criteria of the
businesses, presence of projects such as social responsibility affects choosing businesses
for privatisation decision and implementations. In this regard, recognition that is brought
about by efficient diversity management affects the decisions of governments about
privatisation.
n) Changes in the Wider Values Within the Society: Changes of attitudes and values of the
individuals transformed the social life and some regulative activities of the state as a result.
For instance, these attitudes and values became influential on conditions necessary to
protect the operational licenses of businesses. It made important contribution to the
diversity management. The first one of them is the issue of equality and justice. For
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example, conducting business administration activities in accordance with antidiscrimination legislation became a significant criterion to assess the businesses active in
markets in which the regulative role was dominant or were funded by government public
administrators. Another point within the scope of changes in attitudes and values is the
rising consumer interest in business administration activities. Consumers are interested in
conditions the product is produced under and what type of organization produces it as well
as information use and symbolic value of the product. On the other hand, transparency of
businesses in terms of business processes; concerns about environmental and social
problems; and direct management policy, decisions, and practices.
Diversity management is considered an organizational skill. Accordingly, objectives should be set
for diversity management. These objectives constitute the main elements of the three-leg strategy.
These are creating diverse labor, improvement of quality relations in all dimensions of
demographical diversities, creating administrative systems to evaluate skills that are diverse in
terms of behaviors, and authorising them. The first objective entails implementation, having a skill
source free of integration. It will not be beneficial for achieving organizational objectives. On the
other hand, achieving the first and second objective will be possible by human resources exhibiting
diversity with regard to skills and integrated as much as possible. However, not evaluating the
skills in the administrative dimension will prevent the increase of management capacity in parallel
with diversities. Therefore, evaluating diversities, utilising them efficiently, and rendering them
compatible with organizational objectives is possible by practically actualizing the three
dimensions simultaneously.19
On the other hand, recognizing diversities as a value means that diversities are functional
instruments for organizational objectives. Therefore, meeting eight preconditions is necessary for
learning via diversities, development, and organizational renewal. In other words, becoming a
proactive management approach for diversity management depends on meeting eight conditions.
These conditions are as follows:20
•

•

•

•

Approach to diverse labor and the value attributed to it will be different. Leaders should
acknowledge this, displaying a management approach respecting the diversity of labor
characteristics. Therefore, development of a management strategy by the leaders by
considering personal or informal group characteristics of the personnel is a prerequisite for
diversity management.
New and different point of views are significant for organizational learning and
development; however, it may result in some difficulties. In this sense, considering any
kinds of working approach and making them compatible for leaders is a necessary but
challenging action for diversity management.
Organizational culture should focus on delivering high standard performance for everyone.
There may be personnel showing different characteristics than each other at every
organization; however, performances should be kept at a standard level to achieve common
objectives instead of being flexible for these diversities. At this point, organizational
culture has a significant function.
Organizational culture should also regard individual characteristics, skills, and diversities
as well as directing to achieve this standard. Jobs should allow personal development of
the employees and training and similar programs to support it should be executed.
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•
•
•

•

Organizational culture should allow transparent functioning and organizational structure.
This transparency will promote different opinions, suggestions, and approaches, and
conflicts to occur will be relatively more beneficial.
Organizational culture should make the employees feel valuable. Employees feeling as
such will work with higher performance and display more positive behaviors in business
processes as well as taking initiative for organizational objectives.
Being open in terms of the objectives, targets, mission, and vision of the organization,
providing information to the individuals about these subjects will enable individual
motivations to be integrated with organizational objectives. Otherwise, the internal
consistency of policy and practices of the organization will be criticized due to a lack of
information. Also, it will become more difficult to utilize diverse skills and values.
The bureaucratic structure should not be implemented. The non-bureaucratic
organizational structure will create a working environment suitable for diverse skills, point
of views, and approaches. Efficient evaluation and management of diversities will become
easier at such an organization. Even if meeting these conditions is difficult, efficient
diversity management of the organization depends on the capability of meeting these
conditions.

5. Models of Diversity Management
Some models were developed in the literature to explain approaches to diversity management in
organizational life or ignoring it. In this section, information about the models of Taylor Cox, Gary
Powell, and Robert Golembiewski was provided.
5.1. Taylor Cox’s Model
Cox21 suggested that businesses display the diversity management approach in three different
dimensions. These are monolithic, plural, and multi-cultural organizations. In monolithic
organizations, integration in the structural sense is not observed. The structure and functioning of
the organization are quite homogenous. For instance, the number of male and white employees is
dominant in such organizations in the United States. We see female and minority male employees
in the management staff. Moreover, profession discrimination is high at monolithic organizations.
Females or males in the minority group for race and culture are employed in so-called low status
occupations such as secretary and basic maintenance worker. Function, level, and working
conditions of the personnel in the minority group show irregularity. Female or minority employees
are forced to accept the organizational norms and values created by the dominant majority culture
of white males in the organisation.21
Diversity management approaches of plural organizations are different from monolithic
organizations in a number of ways. Such organizations are of heterogeneous structure. In such
structures, steps are taken to employ persons with different cultures rather than the organization
characterized by a dominant group. Moreover, in-service trainings about civil rights, sexual abuse,
bias, and establishing efficient compensation systems to struggle with discrimination against
minorities are examples of diversity management policies of plural organizations. It enables plural
organizations to have a more integrated structure.22
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The last organization type in the model is multi-cultural organization structures. Main
characteristics of these organizations implementing diversity management in the most efficient
way include making pluralism dominant, achieving structural integration completely, being free
of bias and discrimination, elimination of gaps based on cultural elements in organizational
identity, and low level of intra-group conflicts. The functioning of multi-cultural organizations,
administrative system, and social structure are considered a value with regard to sustaining
diversities and integrating organizational and individual objectives.23
5.2. Gary Powell’s Model
Another model is Powell’s approach. In this model, diversity management of organizations is
analyzed in three different types. Accordingly, diversity management is actualized by proactive,
reactive, or neutral approaches. Proactive approach is accepted as the excepted management level
for diversity management. Organizations embodying the proactive management approach value
any types and levels of diversities such as female or minorities without need for any statutory audit
and sanction and regulate working conditions with the understanding of valuing multi-cultural
labor. Reactive management shows tendency to regulate administrative attitudes related to the
diversities in accordance with current laws and sanctions. Such organizations do not see diversities
as a value; they take necessary actions to follow legal regulations and consider it sufficient.
Realisation of regulations in reactive organizations is the main barrier for not recognizing
diversities as a value and not using them as an organization policy. Neutral approach is the
approach of the organizations being negligent and without management competence and
consciousness to develop necessary policies. Organizations with this approach may confront cases
along with product boycotts and related loss of reputation due to negligent attitudes about diversity
management.24
5.3. Robert Golembiewski’s Model
Another model of diversity management is Golembiewski’s model. In this model considering
businesses within the framework of environmental conditions, five different approaches related to
diversity management were suggested and factors influential in choosing these approaches were
defined. According to Golembiewski’s model, these approaches are diversity under duress, equal
opportunity, augmented affirmative action, valuing differences, and managing diversity.25
Diversity under duress is used to find a solution to a problem. Equal opportunity and augmented
affirmative actions are taken to obey the laws of efficient management for diversities. Valuing
differences is to understand differences in the organization, value them, and harmonise them within
the scope of their own characteristics. Managing diversity is related to updating organizational
policy, strategy, and management approaches. Employees are considered a value in diversity
management and different characteristics are promoted to have a role in making organizational
efficiency more functional.26
5.4. Organizational Outcomes of Diversity Management
Diversity management is not only important for protecting the rights and interests of the individual
but also for organizational success.27 Protecting and developing diversities composed of any types
and levels of individual characteristics, skills and competences as well as creating an equal
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working area can increase the benefits of employees within the organisation.28 Especially,
regarding individual differences and making specific qualities sustainable are very significant for
competitive advantage at multinational businesses.29 This significance of diversity management
for organization success requires that education provided at business administration schools should
be regulated in such a way that it will develop the skill of adaptation to different cultures, values,
and variety in the business life of the students.30
Cox and Blake classified possible benefits of cultural diversity management in terms of
competitive advantage in their study. According to the researchers, these dimensions are cost
management, resource acquisition skill, marketing efficiency, creativity, problem solving skills,
and system flexibility:31
a) Cost Management: As the organizations expand their activity areas in various geographies
and cultures, they work with personnel from different cultural backgrounds. This case may
make collective harmony of the employees necessary for organizational objectives difficult
and increase transaction costs. Therefore, organizations managing this variety well will
have cost advantages compared to others.
b) Resource Acquisition Competence: Females or ethnic minorities may be
disadvantageous in some cultures for being stakeholders of business acquisitions.
Regarding and protecting the rights and interests of the said groups, considering individual
characteristics and competences, and achieving organizational harmony are important for
building the business. Organizations that achieve this will gain a positive reputation for
managing human resources. In this way, the business will become an organization preferred
by individuals with developed building competence. This case has become more and more
important in business building as labor diversity is increasing more and more.
c) Marketing Efficiency: Multi-national organizations should consider differences of
consumer behaviors due to culture, perspective, and cultural sensitivity in the marketing
efforts of partner businesses for their marketing activities in other countries. This
requirement is applicable and important for the efficiency of activities in local markets.
d) Creativity: Heterogeneous structure of the working team increases creativity and
innovation. According to this view, various perspectives and suggestions for solving any
problem as well as encouraging participation of all stakeholders in the decision process
yield more functional and better results. Moreover, it is expressed that innovative business
policies are implemented at organizations without race, sex, or class discrimination and
these organizations employ more female employees and employees from different
ethnicities than those with low levels of innovation.
e) Problem-Solving Skill: Skill of diversity management of the organizations is important
for problem solving as well as for creativity and innovation. Different opinions, ideas, and
understanding in the decision and problem-solving process lead to more extensive analysis.
Decisions made and final solution recommendations are developed by choosing the best
one among alternative opinions.
f) System Flexibility: Diversity management provides a basis for building multi-cultural
organizational model. For instance, while this feature decreases the standardisation of
organizational structure and functioning, it will render it more organic. This organic
structure allows faster adaptation to the environmental changes at lower costs.
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In their study, Robinson and Dechant32 delineated negative outcomes to occur in the event of not
managing diversities well. According to this study, one of the problems faced if diversities at the
organizational level are not managed well is the increase of employee turnover rates. In the work
environment that individual differences are not regarded and directed to common efforts necessary
for organizational objectives, employees might have a stronger tendency to leave the job and it
will result in cost increases of recruitment, orientation, training, and similar issues for enterprises.
The second result is the absenteeism. According to researchers, rates of absenteeism of female
employees may be higher than those of male employees because of more dominant family roles
and responsibilities. It will result in the increase of transaction costs such as the employee turnover
rate. Therefore, it is recommended that gender-based differences be understood, non-ignorable
aspects be regarded, and proper working conditions be created. In the study of Robinson and
Dechant, another point included in the issue of absenteeism is the level of harmony and
identification of the individuals with the organizational structure. For instance, it is expected that
performances of employees thinking that they are important and valuable for the organization will
be higher. These expectations of the individuals working at lower status may not be satisfied
sometimes and problems related to status differences may occur. If the individuals associate it to
the ethnicity, gender, religion, and similar deeper diversities; withdrawing from organizational
objectives and absenteeism will increase. Another subject of the study is the lawsuits related to
gender, race, and age discriminations. Not conducting an efficient and functional diversity
management will result in lawsuits and possibly, high compensation for businesses.33
Robinson and Dechant34 explained in their study that organizations with successful diversity
management are considered to have competitive advantage, sustainable growth, the ability of
adaptation to new markets, and superior problem-solving capabilities. These contributions of
diversity management, showing parallelism with the approach of Cox and Blake,35 can be achieved
by analyzing internal and external diversities correctly and displaying proper management
approaches according to Robinson and Dechant.36
Milliken and Martins37 studied possible advantages or disadvantages of diversities at the
organizations in four different dimensions. According to the researchers, the first possible outcome
of the diversity may occur in the “emotional” sense. It is expressed that individuals with similar
characteristics can accommodate more easily. Otherwise, displaying expected attitudes such as
organizational commitment and identification will be difficult. Moreover, transaction costs may
be higher at organizations with more skill-based diversities than more homogenous organizations
and employee turnover rate may increase because of diversity-based integration difficulties. The
second dimension in the model of Milliken and Martins38 is the “cognitive” outcomes. It is
suggested that diversity provides a basis for creativity and innovation, and it arises from advanced
skills of information gathering and processing via different persons or groups at the organization.
The third dimension of the model points out “symbolic” outcomes. According to the researchers,
building the organizational structure with the understanding of fair and equal management by
regarding diversities as significant for corporate reputation. Such reputation contributes to the
“resource acquisition competence” defined by Cox and Blake39 and renders the organization
preferred by qualified individuals. Lastly, it is expressed that diversities enable a more functional
communication network in the relationships of individuals and groups.
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6. A Problem for Diversity Management: Discrimination
One of the most important problems of social life, especially in underdeveloped societies, is
discrimination. Discrimination causing outcomes which should be considered in terms of the
individual and society may arise from economic, social, or other reasons.40 Discrimination for
these and similar reasons constitutes a significant problem source for businesses. In this regard,
discrimination in the labor market is the subject of studies performed by economists and social
psychologists.41
While it is difficult to define discrimination clearly, it can be defined as different and unjust
treatment against individuals because of certain personal characteristics or being a member of a
group.42 According to another definition, discrimination is defined as a negative attitude,
judgment, or unfair treatment against the members of a group.43 The point emphasized here is that
the dominant group has power on others and this power is validated since persons discriminated
are different and therefore a minority. According to another approach, discrimination is different
treatment against the individuals because of age, race, gender, sexual orientation, disability,
political membership, and national or social origin in such a way that it will damage the equality
of opportunity at the workplace.44 In addition to it, discrimination is not observed in management
approaches and preferences in intra-organization decision and practices; yet it is observed in the
hiring process. For instance, some employers consider sex, race, national origin, or similar
characteristics as a criterion and make recruitment decisions based on these criteria.45 It results in
discrimination in the recruitment process by ignoring necessary, sufficient, and objective
characteristics for the work. Prevention of access to the employment because of reasons other than
the qualities required by the job means the prevention of opportunity to access the income to meet
the personal requirements and a valuable social role.46
Those in power can engage in discrimination in employment decisions without considering the
productivity of the employee as the basis. This shows that discrimination arises from bias and lack
of information in the labor market. If the employer does not have enough information to determine
the productivity of the person applying, s/he will assess her/him by race, gender, and average
productivity of the group s/he belongs to.47 This intra-organizational discrimination results in not
only economic and social losses for the organization but also extensive social problems. Hiring,
promotion, or managerial decisions made depending on categorical diversities may trigger social
disintegration, natural bias, and conflicts.
According to Aigner and Gain,48 intra-group or individual discrimination is inevitable. All
employees with the same qualifications in a group will not receive the same wage. However, group
discrimination should be considered different from individual discrimination. For instance, while
race and sex discrimination are an outcome of group discrimination, assumption of race or sex
discrimination for the discrimination among individuals in a group is not in question. Group
discrimination in the labor market is observed clearly when the average wage of a group is not
proportional to its average productivity. In other words, productivity is not equally rewarded.49
Workplace discrimination may cover a number of behaviors types. Snyder et al. classified
discrimination as explicit and implicit. According to this approach, explicit discrimination is the
visible inequalities and maltreatment such as sexual abuse or making someone deprived of
promotion opportunities. Implicit discrimination covers acceptable and accustomed behaviors, and
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for this reason, it is not considered discrimination explicitly. For instance, ignoring comments of
a person at a meeting or not inviting her/him to a meeting with are instances of implicit
discrimination.50
Tomei classified it as direct and indirect discrimination. If rules and practices exclude
memberships of a certain group only clearly or prefer some of them, direct discrimination is in
question. For example, the fact that individuals are not able to apply for a job due to marital status
or age is direct discrimination. It is more difficult to prove indirect discrimination than direct
discrimination. Norms and procedures appear objective and not all members of a certain group are
excluded. Rather, they are excluded non-proportionally.51 Baybora addressed the classification of
direct and indirect discrimination. Direct discrimination refers to different treatment against some
individuals publicly via laws, codes, etc., and exclusion of these individuals. Not giving the
opportunity of applying for a job to people of certain age is an example of it.52 Indirect
discrimination seems as an objective condition, but members of a group can be affected by some
practices and procedures unjustly.53
Discrimination at the workplace may occur at different levels and in different types, and it is a
matter of human rights and social justice. Moreover, it is negatively related to the employment
outcomes. In addition, it has negative effects on physical and psychological health.54 Increase of
perceived level of discrimination leads to negative outcomes for mental and physical health.55
Discrimination may lead to some unfavourable conditions for meeting economic and social
expectations of the individuals in the organization. Discrimination experienced perceptibly or felt
abstractly raises doubts in the employees as to whether they will achieve the economic targets or
not. Similarly, discrimination is negatively related to meeting interpersonal relationship-based
requirements. Regardless of its type and level, discrimination shows that everyone is not evaluated
similarly in an organization; decisions and practices arise from more or less demographical or
similar categorical differences or characteristics.56 Discrimination will lead to decrease in
organizational justice, confidence, and job satisfaction among the employees as long as it
continues.57 In the end, predictable problems such as intra-organizational conflicts and disputes
will occur.
Being exposed to discrimination in the organization will bring moral or ethical breakdown for
many employees. More importantly, this discrimination affects normative assumptions, values,
and impressions about the organizational culture.58 In this respect, discrimination is not a condition
having negative outcomes for only individuals. Structure and functioning of the organization based
on concrete/abstract cultural characteristics and set of values may be deteriorated by the
infringement on the principle of equality.
Studies on workplace discrimination are focused on the reasons not observed empirically to
explain inherent inequalities related to class, gender, and race.59 The most common types of
discrimination at the workplace are race- religion- and ethnicity-based discrimination, age-based
discrimination, gender-based discrimination, and disability-based discrimination.60, 61
6.1. Race/Ethnicity-Based Discrimination
Ethnicity describes grouping of persons based on race or culture.62 Ethnic discrimination is the
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unfair treatment of persons because of the ethnicity of the person.63 Skin colour is a simple
information source for the employer. The employer may make the employee exposed to
discrimination because of their skin colour without having information about qualities of the
employee priorly.64 For example, it is known that people considered to be white in terms of race
get higher wages than the so-called “black” people and males get higher wage than females. This
inequality of wage will lead to inequality of income distribution.65 Some differences in wage may
arise from objective reasons such as education and work experience as well as discrimination of
white-black and male-female.66 Here, the employer supposes that the black and female ones are
less qualified, less reliable, and less stable than the white and male ones and engages in
discrimination.67 In other words, ethnicity-based discrimination arises from identifying the
individual with some negative characteristics on the basis of stereotypes related to her/his
ethnicity, related bias, and ignoring these qualities even if s/he has the adequate qualification and
competence required for the job. Ethnicity-based discrimination has negative social results. As is
stated before, when the individual is exposed to discrimination, this will have individual outcomes.
Examples include psychological problems, feelings of inadequacy, and depersonalisation.
However, ethnicity-based discrimination will cause deeper and more extensive social problems.
The individual will know that the reason of discrimination s/he experiences is the ethnic origin and
it will result in social alienation. Those who are exposed to discrimination and those doing the
discrimination represent certain social segments. Discrimination experienced will lead to
disintegration and cause deeper problems, ultimately leading to conflict. It will damage the social
structure on the basis of categorical differences.
6.2. Gender Discrimination
Gender discrimination is the distinct treatment against two individuals only because of their
genders. The employer assumes that a woman will be less efficient and stable than a man.68 It is
seen that even if the productivity of the female worker is the same as the male worker, the employer
proposes a lower wage to the female worker, as labor market analyses show.69 On the other hand,
differentiating jobs as female or male jobs is accepted as the most important indicator of sex
discrimination in business life.70 Gender-based discrimination is more widespread in patriarchal
societies. In such societies, men being one step ahead in social life is reflected on business life
with the presupposition of being more adequate, productive, and skilled and male employees are
considered more valuable than female employees. Such discrimination arises from traditional
family roles attributed to women because of certain characteristics that make up a stereotype. For
example, the perceived natural responsibilities of women against their children, housework, and
similar work lead managers to prefer male employees for jobs requiring high responsibility. This
approach that is deprived of objective criteria may lead to passive skills for a number of female
employees and not making use of their potential sufficiently. In fact, it means that potential
competence and skills in a society cannot be made use of adequately.
6.3. Discrimination Against the Disabled
One of the problems faced by disabled people is the discrimination they are exposed to at the
workplace. Therefore, opinions are suggested that studies on discrimination should focus on social
and political presence of the disabled people.71 When the employment conditions are analyzed, it
is seen that disabled people are hired less than non-disabled ones or if they are hired, they receive
lower wages.72
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In his study, Balser analyzed the factors affecting the perception of the disabled personnel on
workplace discrimination. According to Balser, individual and organizational variables should be
addressed together in order to better understand the discrimination perceived. In the previous
studies, mostly wage discrimination was analyzed; however, this study of Balser showed that
disabled employees were exposed to discrimination more in terms of working conditions.73 On the
other hand, a striking result was attained in this study. According to the study, as the educational
level rises, difference of earning between the disabled and non-disabled person decreases.74 Within
the context of this result, it would be safe to say that wage discrimination between the disabled
and non-disabled individuals decreases as the educational level rises. It was revealed in other
studies that discrimination and similar negative cases were in question among disabled individuals.
For instance, according to a study, individuals without physical disability have more negative
experiences than those that are physically disabled.75
It is known that some organizations were established to improve employment conditions and
elimination of problems for the disabled individuals. These organizations pursue goals such as
increasing the self-confidence of the disabled people and improving the quality of their lives. It is
thought that fair treatment against the disabled will be encouraged by such work and the efforts of
similar non-governmental organizations will lead to less discrimination in organisations.76
6.4. Age Discrimination
Individuals may be exposed to age discrimination in their work life. All age groups may experience
age discrimination; however, it is possible to say that older employees are exposed to
discrimination more frequently than younger employees.77 Workplace is one of the places where
discrimination is experienced the most. In spite of the fact that participation in the labor of old
people increases, workplace discrimination experienced by old people is limitedly pointed out in
the literature.78
Discrimination experienced by old people varies. It is seen that age-based discrimination is in
question for hiring and professional training.79, 80 Individuals are eliminated in job applications
because of being relatively old and they cannot benefit from organizational activities significant
for career development such as professional training since they are not considered to be promising
involvement in the organization in the long term. Moreover, they might work with the fear of
dismissal in various organizational crises. However, age-based discrimination experienced by
employees is not limited to such areas. Age-based discrimination is observed in practices such as
sexual abuse, unfair employment, and being monitored more frequently than others.81 On the other
hand, it can be indicated that young employees are also exposed to discrimination. Some
employees may not be preferred for promotion and assignments because of being relatively young
even if they have the necessary competencies for the position. It may lead to the alienation of
individuals who are skilled and open to professional development in the organization and decrease
organizational performance.
6.5. Religious Discrimination
One of the types of discrimination is religious discrimination. Religious discrimination is the
exclusion of individuals by the dominant groups in the organization because of their religious
beliefs or negative attitudes of the management towards the individual openly or systematically.
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Tendencies causing religious discrimination at the workplace include legal uncertainties,
increasing religious differences of the labor, increasing religious belief discourses, and specific
nature of the religion. Individuals express that they experience religious discrimination when they
encounter conditions such as unfair treatment, religious abuse, and non-reconciliation of religious
beliefs.82
6.6. Weight Discrimination
It is stated that overweight individuals experience discrimination more than individuals with
normal weight do. It varies by sex and socio-economic status. For instance, overweight females
are assessed more negatively than overweight ones.82, 83 Moreover, socio-economic status and
weight of the individual may change the dynamics, and highly educated overweight people may
experience equal discrimination as those who are poorly educated.84 Studies show that overweight
people were less welcome as employees. Moreover, the effect of weight discrimination may be
greater than other characteristics such as race or gender.85 On the other hand, not all diversities
related to personal characteristics are accepted as discrimination. Different treatment by the nature
of the job is considered fair and effective. For example, being female or male is considered a
legitimate quality for some jobs. Moreover, special actions taken to help certain groups for the
sake of equality of opportunities are not considered discrimination. Examples of these actions
include providing language classes and education on-site for immigrant employees.86
Summary
Diversity management is one of the important subjects of today’s management view. Harmony,
coordination, and managing business processes in accordance with the organizational objectives
of diverse employees depend on the utilization of these characteristics, being different but also
complementing one another. Diversities may arise from certain demographical characteristics and
also reasons such as lifestyle, world view, and personal characteristics. For efficient
administration, provided that basic values are protected and principles of the business are not
compensated for, if these characteristics are accepted by the management and managed, it is
expected that organizational performance will increase. While laws allow individuals to live,
display, or show their specific characteristics in business life without feeling under pressure,
advancement of educational level has raised relevant expectations. At the organizations that
diversities are not managed effectively, negative outcomes such as low level of commitment by
professional individuals, low performance, and intention of leaving the job may arise. It will lead
to organizational, individual, and social problems.
Diversity management contributes to the interests of businesses positively. Efficient cost
management, maximum utilization of human resources, encouraging creativity skills, and
adaptation to the changing environmental conditions fast and correctly are only possible by
managing diverse skills compatibly and ensuring cooperation. Changes in labor demographics
increase this requirement. As stated before, the rise of educational level may lead to different
expectations from the individuals. These expectations become the most important needs in time as
proper legal conditions are met. Therefore, employees thinking that their personal characteristics
are respected can work with higher levels of performance. The increase in competitive tendencies
and seeing that a more flexible organization structure provides advantage within this process have
prompted organizations to be more careful about diversity management. There are certain
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suggestions for an efficient diversity management. Accordingly, lead managers have important
roles. Strengthening inter-group relations to be present at each organization, preventing conflicts,
and solving present or presumable problems is possible by efficient leadership perception. The
leader’s being open to new and different ideas, taking different approaches on the basis of
incidents, and explaining them to their subordinates by filtering them analytically will facilitate
inter-group harmony and ensure collective acceptance of common purposes. Moreover, if the
managers are open-minded, transparent, reliable, and fair for policy and strategies, decisions, and
practices; biases of different group or persons will be eliminated. On the other hand, organizational
culture is significant for diversity management. If organizational structure, business processes,
administrative mentality, values and principles protect individual characteristics and promote
specific skills and endeavors; diversity management will be performed by accurate methods with
an accurate background. At this point, organizational values are of vital importance. Principles and
values strengthening the concept of association and ensuring equal acknowledgement of everyone
at the organization will shape the mission and vision of organizations and facilitate the harmony
of individuals for these common purposes. In other words, it will develop the concept of
cooperation.
One of the most sensitive subjects for diversity management is discrimination. It is obvious that
every business cannot provide working conditions necessary for any type of diversities for some
reasons. However, if it leads to damage, the ignoring of fundamental human rights and interests,
and damage of universal values such as equality; discrimination will be in question at these
organizations. Discrimination arising from a number of diverse characteristics including gender,
age, political opinions, and religious beliefs may lead to individual, organizational, and social
problems as stated before and damage social and intellectual capital of that country significantly.
Case Study: Foreign Employees at Travel Agencies
The interactions of the local and foreign employees at the travel agencies were preferred for the
case study. The fact that hotel guides from different countries of Europe work together with
Turkish employees at the same offices especially in summer was a determinant in this preference.
Within this scope, interviews were conducted with 7 people working in three different travel
agencies operating in Alanya between 27.02.2019-04.03.2019. The participants were between 32
and 45 years of age. Two of them were high school graduates and five of them were university
graduates. Two participants were travel agency managers, four participants were operation
directors, and one participant was an accounting manager. In the qualitative field research, one of
the methods used to ensure credibility, transferability, dependability, and confirmability is
participant verification.87, 88 Please see Table 1 for educational background and position of foreign
employees at travel agencies.
Table 1. Case Study: Foreign Employees at Travel Agencies
Interviewees
Interviewee 1
Interviewee 2
Interviewee 3
Interviewee 4
Interviewee 5
Interviewee 6
Interviewee 7

Age
42
39
38
35
45
32
41

Education
high school graduate
bachelor’s degree
bachelor’s degree
bachelor’s degree
bachelor’s degree
bachelor’s degree
bachelor’s degree

Position
operation director
office manager
operation director
operation director
accounting manager
operation director
office manager
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First, the question “What do the differences at the workplace mean?” was asked in the interviews.
The aim was to determine the employees’ general attitudes towards the concept of difference.
Within this context, the questions “Are there any differences between your working approaches?”,
“How do problems happen although these differences solved?”, and “What are the positive
contributions of these differences to the work?” were asked in the semi-structured interviews. With
the help of these questions, the differences in subjects such as time management, hierarchy, sense
of discipline, conflict, and conflict management were determined. In addition, the positive and
negative effects of differences to business processes and the approaches shown by the managers
and other employees in solving problems were researched.
Categories of the Participants Related to the Differences in the Workplace
In Table 2, participant perceptions on the reasons of the differences in the workplace are presented.
The demographic differences constitute the first of these categories sorted from one to six. The
participants stated that basic differences in the workplace result from demographic reasons such
as gender, age, education, and nationality. In the listing, personal differences were ranked at the
second. Personality and mood were demonstrated as important differences. The socio-economic
and cultural differences such as lifestyle, beliefs, world view, language, and income status were
ranked at the third. The differences that happen due to the sense of work was the fourth category.
Reasons such as time management, discipline, and hierarchy came to the forefront. Ideological
and gender differences were ranked at the last. Please see Table 2 for the perception of participants
related to differences at the workplace.
Table 2. Perception of Participants Related to Differences at the Workplace
Differences
1. Demographic differences
2. Personal differences
3. Socio-economic and cultural differences
4. The differences on the sense of work
5. Ideological differences
6. Gender differences

Categories
Gender, age, education, nationality
Personality, mood
Lifestyle, beliefs, world view, language, income status
Time management, discipline, hierarchy
Different political views
Sexual orientations

Differences on the Working Approach
The participants were asked to consider the foreign employees and name the differences resulting
from working approaches in the workplace. The main differences based on the answers were
observed in the categories of time management, discipline, and problem-solving approaches.
“The European hotel guides are more meticulous in time management compared to us. For
example, there is a rule of not making a sale after a certain time at the end of the day. They obey
this rule. Their being meticulous about time management also provided an advantage to us.”
(Interviewee 1)
“We are more excited and emotional. They are more rational. They accommodate themselves to
the rules and they want clear rules related to the business. We also have rules, but they may be
flexible, as the occasion requires. I think both are required. The reason is that our job is very
dynamic. Spontaneous new situations may happen. Sometimes, you should take initiative as well
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as obeying the rules. Therefore, I can say that our flexibility and their discipline complement one
another.” (Interviewee 2)
“I work with individuals from different nations of Europe as part of my job. These differences
caused some problems in the first years of the job. Even the jokes between us were misunderstood.
But we got accustomed to each other in time. For example, I can say that they taught me how to
have fun while working. Because they have a kind of holiday while working. Their sense of work
includes joy, which sets an example for us to cope with the stress in our job.” (Interviewee 3)
“Our European colleagues are rather more disciplined and meticulous compared to us.
Sometimes, their being meticulous may be very striking. But this is also an advantageous situation
for us. This is because defensiveness and errors can be easily determined. The problems can be
solved before they get bigger.” (Interviewee 4)
“Most of the people I work with are young people. They are dynamic as they are young. Their
energy is reflected on their co-workers. I can say that this is the most important contribution for
me. Of course, young employees may play around sometimes. But our experience works in such
cases. These two complement one another.” (Interviewee 5)
“When I worked with foreign employees, I learned many things. As we are more emotional, we
may take the problems personally. They are more professional. They only focus on the problems
related to the work and try to solve it at that moment. That is, the work-related problems are not
taken home, they are not reflected to inter-personal relationships. Sometimes, we may overrate
problems. However, they also have a negative side; they can sometimes ignore problems, they can
say “I did not even recognize it.” A balance should be established between the two. I do not know,
maybe we have different approaches towards problem solving.” (Interviewee 6)
“Our job is dynamic. We may carry out different operations at the same time during the day. And
this requires maximum attention and care. That people from different nations work in harmony is
difficult but it is also necessary. We can achieve this. It feels like everybody cancels each other’s
deficiencies. That everybody is different make people behave more tolerant to each other. I think
there is tolerance behind this harmony. I think if everyone were identical, this harmony could not
be established.” (Interviewee 7)
Problems Resulting From Difference and Solutions
Second, the participants were asked about the problems they face with due to differences and how
these are solved:
“We are more tolerant to problems. However, there is no minor or major mistake. A mistake is a
mistake. For this reason, quarrels may happen. And the solution comes automatically. For
example, we may say “They are just Europeans.” And they may say “They are just Turks.”. That
is everybody knows that these problems are mostly caused by cultural differences and we do not
exaggerate the problems.” (Interviewee 1)
“We are emotional, and we like sincerity. They are more distant and serious. This difference may
cause problems in relationships. But the problem may be solved in a short time by mutual learning.
In time, people get accustomed to one another. You learn not to be biased. I have experienced this
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much. And this makes you an expert in human relations. I mean it works. Because our job is highly
related to people. The better you communicate, the more efficient you become.” (Interviewee 2)
“Things they consider significant may not be significant to us, or vice versa. For example, if they
skip an important detail which is under my responsibility, I may be stuck in a difficult position. If
the foreigner I talked to is my co-worker, s/he may say “Oh, I’m so sorry.” When I remind this
mistake. But when you know that the person you talk to is not ill-intentioned and this is caused
due to cultural differences, these problems are not exaggerated. And they do not repeat the same
mistake. We are more sensitive in such cases. For example, if we make the same mistake, we may
be a bit more thoughtful. We cannot simply pass it over. I do not know, maybe, this is why we are
more emotional. However, what is interesting is that we may repeat the same mistake. We
apologize more but we also repeat the same mistake. I think this is the difference in the sense of
discipline.” (Interviewee 3)
“Discipline is one of the most important aspects in a business. Everybody knows it. However,
differences in the sense of discipline may cause problems. These problems are not important ones,
but they may happen anyway. For example, they are more meticulous. They may ask “Why?” even
for the minimum change. I mean, of course we must obey the rules. But our job is flexible. There
may be spontaneous changes. It may be exhausting to be asked “Why?” in all cases.
“People I work with are mostly young. They come here in the summer to both have fun and earn
money. In fact, they are disciplined but they may act in an excessively relaxed way when
entertainment and work are done together. However, whatever happens, they are very open to any
warning and advice and they are very serious about that.” (Interviewee 5)
“Personally, I have not experienced a significant problem with my foreign co-workers. Of course,
there are minor issues, but this is normal. These are the things about which we say, “No problem.”
And the managers have important tasks. A manager should encourage everyone to organization.
S/he cannot ensure this if s/he does not treat the staff fairly. The manager should understand
everyone and behave using a management style suitable to them. Otherwise, s/he cannot be
successful.” (Interviewee 6)
“Problems are expected in human relations in every business. If you do not have problems, I think
you do not care enough about your job. The most important things in problem-solving are
communication, mutual respect, and understanding. If these three exist, problems are solved before
they get bigger. The foreign employees are good at this matter. And as the difference problems
are solved before growing the advantages but not its disadvantages, gain more importance. In other
words, the first step is important. When everybody gets accustomed to each other, the rest is easy.
If you give importance to communication and if you work in a workplace where employees respect
each other, working with people from different cultures brings you advantage.” (Interviewee 7)
Positive Contributions of Differences to the Business
Finally, the participants were asked what positive contributions the differences may bring to the
business:
“I think working with people from different cultures improves the tolerance culture. We mostly
work with young people. At first glance, you may think there will be a conflict of generations. But
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that is not the case. People are affected by each other’s experience and dynamism. The young ones
behave in a mature way and the mature ones behave as the young do. I think this is an opportunity
for everybody.” (Interviewee 1)
“We also have the opportunity to work with different people from different nations in our business.
This is an opportunity for us. For example, I made up for many of my deficiencies while observing
my co-workers that I newly met. (Interviewee 2)
“We are busy in our work. This busy schedule may sometimes become unbearable. To say nothing
of the stress. I think, the most important benefit of working with different people is that it converts
the routine and stressful work into an enjoyable experience. Our foreign employee is very fun.
Every meeting gives excitement. But as I said before, they are disciplined as much as they are
enjoyable. When these two are combined, stress is reduced a bit.” (Interviewee 3)
“The most visible benefit is that the works are on the rails. The Europeans are disciplined and
careful. These characteristics affect the working rhythm in the office positively. When someone
does not care enough about the work, we always cite the most disciplined ones. Or this person
oneself takes them as an example. This has such a benefit. (Interviewee 4)
“I think the first benefit of the differences is to provide the social adaptation of the cultures. The
social adaptation enables learning new things. For example, if there are some foreign employees,
Turkish employees work in a more disciplined and an attentive way. As a result, everybody
observes the others. More or less, everybody represents their own nation. I mean, I think there is
such a psychological situation. Its second benefit is tolerance. Everybody is moderate, affectionate,
sympathetic. There is a mutual understanding. Therefore, this kind of workplace is more peaceful.”
(Interviewee 5)
“The differences in a workplace bring advantage firstly to the employees. In a place where
everybody is the same, there is no competition and no new knowledge. If there are lots of
differences, employees have an opportunity. Think that you are together with four people from
four different nations and you do the same work. This improves many of your skills. Its second
benefit is for the business. The differences make synergy, and this reflects on the work tempo.”
(Interviewee 6)
“People may think just the opposite but, in my opinion, the more there are different employees,
the more there is motivation in that workplace. Because the distinctness of each person completes
the deficiency of another person in some way. But sure, they should be well-educated people. If
this is ensured, both tolerance and performance will be high in that workplace.” (Interviewee 7)
Summary
The data collected from the participants were coded in three themes. Accordingly, the differences
related to working approaches were determined as time management, discipline,
logicality/rationality, stress management, approaches to problems, and interpersonal relations.
Please see Table 3 for verification of participants.
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Table 3. Participant Verification
The Differences on the
Business Approach
Time Management
Discipline
Logicality/rationality
Stress management
Approach to problems
Interpersonal relations

Problems Due to Differences
Approaches to problems
Sense of work
Time management
Value differences
Sense of discipline
Solutions
Tolerance
Mutual understanding and
learning
Effective communication
Respect
Taking initiative
Management activity

The positive contributions of the
difference to business
Improvement of tolerance culture
Being open to new knowledge and skills
Active learning
Enjoyable working environment
Effective stress management
Development of the sense of discipline
Synergy
Enjoying work
Dynamism
High performance

Generally, it is expected that these differences be reflected on the working design in the workplace
and be influential in establishing mutual harmony. However, the participants stated that these
problems, which were considered to be important at first sight, were solved before they got serious.
At this point, the main problem-solving instruments are tolerance, mutual understanding, effective
communication, and respect. Providing these instruments allow solving possible problems that
may be caused by differences efficiently. And the positive contribution of these differences to the
work is that they reveal a code scheme with a wide range. These have a structure that may be stated
as interpersonal relations, performance, and workplace psychology. Differences provide not only
the development of tolerance culture but also outcomes such as high performance, synergy, and
discipline that affect the work directly. Also, they affect workplace psychology positively by
providing an enjoyable work environment and effective stress management.
As a result, the sources of differences and the problems caused by them are similar to one another
and the main solution is to improve mutual respect and encourage the tolerance culture. When
these two are ensured, problems that are likely to be caused by differences are solved automatically
and only the advantages for the workplace remain. Within this context, it can be indicated that
managers have the most significant task and role. First, it is required that differences in a workplace
are determined correctly and a sense of management is developed in accordance with these
differences. The fact that managers promote establishing the interpersonal relations within the
scope of tolerance, understanding and respect as well as developing a sense of management
accordingly will be effective in solving the problems caused by differences.
Internet Tour
•
•
•

https://smallbusiness.chron.com/importance-diversity-management-24857.html
https://www.servicefutures.com/best-implement-diversity-strategies-workplace
https://www.ricoh.com/sustainability/society/diversity/

Definitions
•

Diversity at the workplace: The features of individuals such as age, gender, ethnicity,
beliefs, values, attitudes, and ability that significantly distinguish them from others.
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•
•

•
•
•

•

•

Surface-level diversity: They are the differences stemming from characteristics such as
age, gender, and ethnicity.
Deep-level diversity: They are the differences resulting from attitudes, beliefs, and
values of individuals in the workplace. Knowledge of these differences is communicated
through verbal or non-verbal attitudes and behaviors and learned through various social
relationships.
Managing diversity: It is the ability to manage all types of diversity, surface or deep, in
harmony with the characteristics and expectations of people. It is also considered an
organizational ability.
Monolithic organizations: There is no structural integration here. The structure and
functioning of the organization are homogeneous. The level of diversity is low or limited.
Plural Organizations: These organizations have a heterogeneous structure. They differ
from monolithic organizations. In such structures, organization is not unipolar and does
not consist of a dominant group of cultures and attempts are made to employ people with
different cultures.
Multi-cultural organizations: These are the organizations in which the management of
differences is performed in the most effective way. Its main features are the dominance of
pluralism, the establishment of structural integration, the absence of prejudice and
discrimination, the removal of gaps based on cultural elements in organizational identity,
and the reduction of inter-group conflict.
Discrimination: This entails that individuals are not treated in a fair and equal manner,
their rights and interests are ignored, and they are excluded from the social structure due
to certain categorical characteristics and differences.
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Crisis Management
Assoc. Prof. Dr. Fatih TÜKMEN
Karabük University
“During the period of crisis, dynamism within humans is doubled. In other words, individuals do
not fully realise their capacity until they are being held by the short hairs”.
-Paul AUSTER
Signals of Crisis Are Important
The events that took place in a three-star hotel were the warnings of a looming crisis. Although
technicians warned hotel managers about the problems on windows and walls of the building, the
managers did not allocate the time and budget necessary for reparation. Furthermore, the hotel
management did not take out a policy for natural disasters. Rainfalls at the end of the tourism
season signalled the looming problems.
Chaos started early in a morning after a heavy rainfall. Water leaked from windows first into the
hotel and then the rooms. Preliminary damage adjustment showed that some of the documents in
the archive became unusable, wall-to-wall carpets were wet and furniture and electronic devices
were partly damaged. Since urgent action was required, the hotel, which did not have any crisis
team to cope with the problem, called a professional cleaning company. The company first
removed the unusable documents in the archive and later dealt with the rooms.
Loss adjustment report after the cleaning stated that wall-to-wall carpets had to be changed in order
to prevent unpleasant smell that could negatively influence visitors’ health. Besides, some of the
furniture and electronic devices had to be renewed. Hotel management was also advised to check
the electrical installation in order to prevent possible fire hazards. Finally, the measures to repair
and maintain the archive were announced.
Despite the high costs, the general director ordered for the realization of suggestions made by the
experts. In three months, the rooms and exterior appearance of the hotel was modernized. In order
to cope with similar crises, a team to check technical problems was formed. In addition, the hotel
created a system in order to backup digital copies of archived files. In order to turn the crisis into
opportunity, former customers were informed about the renovations and a marketing strategy that
adopted a new concept for the new tourism season was developed. In this sense, although the
events first resulted in a chaotic situation, the hotel increased its number of customers in the new
tourism season with its new and modern concept. But more importantly, the lessons derived from
the crisis was priceless.
1. Introduction
With global developments, the concept of crisis became widespread and its negative effects have
been felt by various enterprises under unexpected circumstances. It is certain that crises are
unwanted events that should be avoided. However, they are unavoidable and may occur anytime.
For this reason, enterprises should watch for the signals of crisis in order take necessary
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precautions in advance and derive lessons from crises in case they occur. Forecasting possible
crises and taking precautions accordingly are among the most important duties of managers.
Actually, crises may be considered exams in which managers demonstrate their skills. Enterprises
may successfully cope with crises if the managers use their skills and experiences before, during,
and after crises. Otherwise, they may negatively affect not only the managers but also the whole
enterprise.
Tourism enterprises, which are a part of the service sector, are highly prone to harmful effects of
even the minor crises as they serve at national and international levels. Unfortunately, this delicate
structure may pose a serious threat to the functions of tourism enterprises and leave managers in
the lurch. To the extent that managers are ready to cope with crises, they may limit the harmful
effects of crises and maintain the functioning of tourism enterprises. The extent to which tourism
enterprises are ready to cope with crises depends on the correct utilization of managerial skills and
decisions in line with the interests of enterprises. This is related with the fact that the type and
intensity of crises and their effects on enterprises may vary in different contexts.
This chapter deals with the possible crises for tourism enterprises, precautions to be taken in order
to cope with crises, responsibilities of managers during a given crisis, and lessons to be learned
from them. The chapter ends with a discussion that relates the scientific literature on tourism with
the structure of the tourism sector.
2. Characteristics of Crisis
Crisis is a critical process that starts long before the peak critical situation occurs and continues
far beyond its impacts. This process involves proactive, reactive, and reflective components.1
The concept of crisis refers to a situation that may either unexpectedly occur or may be perceived
inaccurately or late for some reasons despite the presence of prior signals.2 After all, crises are
related to changes that were not anticipated or perceived by enterprises. This forces the
organizational system to respond to the changing circumstances and propose new alternatives that
are beyond the existing experience, information, and functioning.3 Therefore, crisis is an
unanticipated situation of tension that needs urgent response as well as posing a threat to existing
values, aims, and order of the organization by rendering the prevention and adaptation mechanisms
ineffective.4
The word ‘Wei-Ji’, meaning ‘threat-opportunity’ in Chinese is the Chinese equivalent for the word
‘crisis’. Given that crises may be turned into opportunities if they are managed well, it would be
wrong to consider crises inherently negative or threatening events.5
The study of Keown-Mcmullan notes the circumstances under which crises may be considered
dangerous. Accordingly, crises should be considered negative events when they threaten the aims
and goals of states or organizations, when they are unanticipated, when there is limited time to
respond to crises, when crises result with negative public image or financial losses, and when crises
lead to a decrease in the motivations of employees.6
Definitions that have been made up to now also reveal the fundamental characteristics of crises.7
Main characteristics of crises that help distinguish them from regular conflicts are as follows:8
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A crisis involves changes that are generally hard to anticipate although various signals may be
evident before.
a) When a crisis occurs, enterprises should quickly respond to changing circumstances.
Otherwise, negative events and their impacts on enterprises will increase.
b) Standard and conventional decision-making methods fail to propose solutions to
overcome the problems created by a crisis. Therefore, new methods should be developed
which take the specifics of the crisis into consideration.
c) Given that urgent response is required in crisis situations, the tension among the decisionmakers may increase. With the unexpected changes that they may lead to, crises might
pose a serious threat to organizational integrity.
d) Since existing organizational values lose their importance during a period of crisis,
related problems that need to be urgently responded to by the organization may arise.
Consequently, changes may occur in the aims and activities of organizations.
e) In order to reduce the negative effects of a crisis, enterprises may have to use all of their
resources prior to or during the crisis. Expenses made to cope with the chaotic situation
may lead to a decrease in the resources of enterprises. For this reason, enterprises should
save their resources so that they may use them in case of a crisis.
Crises change the daily processes of enterprises and redirect their aims and interests to new areas.
This aspect of crises distinguishes them from financial problems or other conflicts within the
enterprises. Although crises may be considered accidents, they are impactful events that the
enterprises need to prepare for. However, from a natural selection point of view, a positive impact
of the crises is the elimination of ineffective enterprises which fail to adapt to new circumstances.9
We may conclude that crises are events that need urgent reaction, which challenge the functioning
of enterprises and threaten their very existence. Despite the view that crises may have positive
effects, the idea that crises are unwanted events is widespread. This is related with the potential
costs of crises for enterprises. An event may be considered a crisis in case it threatens the existence
of an enterprise. Consequently, from the perspective of enterprises, crises are unwanted events that
should never occur. However, crises should be considered a normal part of the development
process in enterprises. It is possible that enterprises may turn crises into opportunities and may
exploit the new circumstances. In fact, crises provide enterprises with the opportunity to learn.
Therefore, enterprises should consider crises as natural events that are to direct/redirect their acts.10
Although various factors have been noted, dangerous situations that may result in crises can be
listed as follows:11
a)
b)
c)
d)
e)
f)
g)
h)

Natural disasters such as fire hazards, floods, tornados, earthquakes, etc.,
Accidents in the sector or in a part of the industry,
Leakage of poisonous gases, natural gases, chemical materials, inflammables, etc.,
Violence committed by customers or employees such as murder, attempted murder, fights,
or similar events,
Arrest of personnel due to illegal acts,
Terrorist attacks against enterprises,
Sabotage against private data,
Patent or copyright infringement,
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i)
j)
k)
l)

Resignation, illness, or death of key personnel,
Robbery or fraud by personnel or others,
Negative news about the enterprise or goods and services supplied by the enterprise,
Cases or claims of damage against the enterprise.

Table 1 shows the possible types of crises and risks. Please see Table 1 for possible risks on the
basis of the types of crisis.
Table 1. Possible Risks Related to The Type of Crisis
Economic

Informational

Physical

Personal

Prestige

Strikes

Loss of secret
data

Loss of key
managers

Protests

Wrong
information
Damages to
computer data

Loss of
equipment and
facilities
Equipment
breakdown
Loss in
important
facilities
Stoppage in
facilities

Loss of key
personnel
Absenteeism
behaviors

Absence of
employees
Decrease in
prices

Loss of data
about customers,
suppliers, etc.

Natural

Slander

Psychopathologic
Spoiled products

Gossip

Kidnapping

Fire hazard

Inappropriate
jokes

Hostage-taking

Flood

Earthquake

Increase in
accidents

Damages against Terrorism
Explosion
the prestige of
the enterprise
Market crisis
Violence in
Damage against Violence in the
Tornado
the enterprise institutional
enterprise
Decrease in
Typhoon
identity
revenues
Source: Ian I. Mitroff and Anagros Gus. (2001). Managing Crises Before They Happen, New York: Amacom. p. 34-35.

Despite the fact that these dangerous situations which may suddenly occur or signal before they
occur might end up in a crisis; competition is the primary factor that leads to crisis for enterprises.
For this reason, in order to gain competitive advantage, managers should gain knowledge on the
steps of effective crisis management.
For Your Interest
If an event in your enterprise leads you to give a positive answer to one of the statements below,
you may worry about a possible crisis:12, 13
a)
b)
c)
d)
e)
f)
g)
h)
i)

Was anyone injured in your enterprise?
Is there any threat to anyone’s health or security in your enterprise?
Is there a serious threat to the environment in your enterprise?
Are there any obstacles that prevent service to customers?
Is there any threat to your institutional prestige?
Do you perceive any decrease in the motivations and/or well-being of your personnel?
Did you face any cases of loss of data?
Is there a serious revenue loss in your enterprise?
Are there any legal actions taken against anyone within your enterprise (employees,
suppliers, subcontractors, etc.)?
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3. Stages of Crisis Management
Crisis is not an extraordinary but a normal process in the 21st century.14 However, this process has
lasting effects on all enterprises, institutions, or individuals. Since words are more important than
actions during times of crisis, individuals may be more sensitive to what they hear during this
period. Consequently, they may overreact to inconsiderate expressions.15 At this point, before
solving a problem or crisis about the management or the enterprise, managers should conduct an
efficiency analysis that encompasses all components of the organization. In this way, managers
may define the crisis and the factors that may be internal or external to the organisation.16 Please
see Exhibit 1 for reasons of organizational crisis.
Exhibit 1. Reasons of Organizational Crisis

Source: Jacqueline, Kam. (2005). Making Sense of Organizational Failure:
The Marconi Debacle, Prometheus, 23(4), pp.399-420. p. 401.

Here, it should be noted that crises are situations that require the skills, leadership, and expertise
of the managers.17, 18, 19 Actually, managers with leadership skills come to the forefront during
times of crisis. On the other hand, weak managers show their incompetency for actual management
with their failure to cope with crises during these times. In this sense, times of crisis can be
considered managerial exams in organizational life during which the managers show their
competencies in managing the crisis.20 During this period, classical solutions proposed by some of
the managers result in a failure to deal with new circumstances. Furthermore, existing rules and
theories may be reinterpreted and reformulated in order to solve new problems by individuals that
arise during hard times.21 However, time is limited to solve these problems and instant decisionmaking is required during the crises.22 It is due to this fact that crisis management may be defined
as the processes and activities for anticipating possible crises, their evaluation and analysis, and
protection of enterprises from the negative effects of crises or finding ways to cope with them.23
Please see Exhibit 2 for the crisis management process.
Exhibit 2 shows the stages of crisis management. Accordingly, the first stage during which some
of the signals about the crisis are evident, is related with evaluation of the characteristics of the
oncoming crisis. Once the type of crisis is determined, the enterprise should prepare for the crisis
and take precautions. These processes are labelled as proactive crisis management. Besides,
appropriate measures taken during these processes are helpful to control the oncoming crisis in a
rapid manner. Since enterprises may return to normal operation once they control the crisis, they
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may evaluate the crisis and acquire data about possible crises in the future so that they get prepared
for them. These processes are labelled as reactive crisis management. This cycle, which is
demonstrated in the figure, will continue parallel to the increase in risks and negative
environmental factors.
Exhibit 2. Crisis Management Process

Source: Ian I. Mitroff and M. Person Christine, 1993.
Crisis Management: A Diagnostic Guide for Improving Your Organisation’s Crisis
Preparedness, California: Jessey-Boss Inc. p.21.

Whatever the source is, the important point for a competitive enterprise is the prediction and
management of crises. Unlike the normal processes, crisis management is a model that
emphasises:24, 25
a) Determination of signals of a possible crisis and prevention of the crisis,
b) Decreasing the possible damage to be caused by the crisis in line with the interests of the
enterprise,
c) Introduction of new practices and restructuring in line with the lessons to be learned from
the crisis.
Symptoms during the early stages of crises may be determined in order to manage the crises in an
easy way. However, these symptoms, which are hard to be detected at the early phases, may result
in financial losses. Actually, the signals of crises may not be perceived until the acute phase. In
case the pre-crisis period is not rigorously evaluated, the acute phase may seem as if it suddenly
occurred. At this point, instant intervention is required since the chronic phase is the period of “do
or leave”. During this phase, symptoms are more frequent and may become part of the
organization. The last phase is the post-crisis phase. During this phase, impacts of the crisis should
be evaluated and organizational performance should be revealed.26 Stages of crises and
responsibilities at each stage are shown in Table 2. Please see Table 2 for the stages of crisis
management.
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Table 2. Stages of Crisis Management
Stages of Crisis and
Responsibilities
Before Crisis

First Stage
Analysis of the type of
crisis should be
conducted

Second Stage
Signals of the crisis
should be correctly
interpreted

Third Stage

Fourth Stage

Works to be done
should be determined
in a systematic way

Risk areas should be
determined, controls
should be made
(Check-up)
During Crisis
Resources should be
Areas with high
Losses should be
Action plans should be
mobilized
priority should be
determined
prepared for recovery
determined
purposes
After Crisis
Controls should be
Lessons should be
Transformation of the
Reciprocal interaction
made (Check-up)
learned from mistakes organizational culture
with the environment
should be maintained
should be maintained
Source: M. Kemal Gültekin. (2002). Krizde Yönetim Krizde Check-Up Krizden Çıkış Yolları, Ankara: Alp yayınevi. p.56.

Correct determination of the phases of crisis are vital for the correct measures to be employed
during crises. Inspection, perception, and sensitivity are the three dimensions that organizations
may face as a result of the interaction of crises, which may occur due to internal or external factors.
These criteria are highly important for evaluating the intensity of crises and the ability of the
organizations to cope with crises. At this juncture:27, 28
a) Inspection is the ability of the organization to control the external environment. It is
evaluated as low or high inspection levels.
b) Perception is the evaluation of the crisis situation as positive (an opportunity for the
organization to achieve its goals) or negative (challenge for the organization to achieve its
goals).
c) Vulnerability is the sensitiveness of the organization to possible changes. If the
organization is highly vulnerable to the crisis, it will be difficult for them to deal with.
Therefore, the response rate of the organization to crisis will be low and the severity of
the crisis will be higher. Please see Exhibit 3 for the determinants of crisis.
Exhibit 3. Determinants of Crisis

Source: Melek Vegiliel Tüz (2014).
Kriz Yönetimi Uygulama İçin Temel Adımlar,
Ankara: Nobel Akademik Yayıncılık Eğitim Danışmanlık Tic. Ltd. Şti. p. 10.
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Exhibit 3 shows the eight possible crisis determinants as follows:29, 30
12345678-

High inspection, low vulnerability, positive perception.
High inspection, low vulnerability, negative perception.
High inspection, high vulnerability, positive perception.
High inspection, high vulnerability, negative perception.
Low inspection, low vulnerability, positive perception.
Low inspection, low vulnerability, negative perception.
Low inspection, high vulnerability, positive perception.
Low inspection, high vulnerability, negative perception.

This order regarding the crisis shows that proximity to the crisis increases from the first to the
eighth determinant. That is, the most severe crisis situation occurs in the eighth determinant, when
the organization cannot control its environment (inspection), crisis is negatively perceived
(perception), and the organization is highly vulnerable (vulnerability). On the other hand, as in the
case of the first determinant, if the extent to which the organization can control the external
environment is high (inspection), the organization is less vulnerable (vulnerability) and the crisis
is positively perceived (perception). In this case, the severity of the crisis decreases. This situation
also shows that control is the most important criterion and it is followed by vulnerability and
perception in terms of significance. Based on the three criteria and eight crisis determinants, the
following generalizations can be made:31
a) Concordance between the aims and needs of the enterprise and conditions supplied by the
external environment decrease the probability of crisis occurring.
b) Inadequate control of the external environment and lower vulnerability levels decrease
the need for concordance between the environment and the enterprise.
c) As the severity of the crisis increases, responses of the enterprise to the crisis situation
become more uncertain.
d) Organizational flexibility to cope with the crisis is possible as long as the organization
has an integrated decision-making ability.
e) Severity of crisis increases when the level of fear increases across the organization.
In this sense, the ability of enterprises to decrease the negative impacts of crises depends on the
effective use of internal and external resources, correct determination of the organizational aims
and needs, and them taking the necessary precautions in coping with the crises. Once they take the
steps regarding the stage of inspection, enterprises should focus on the criterion of vulnerability.
The criterion of vulnerability requires the formation of the crisis management team, taking
necessary measures, developing new policies, and implementation of these measures and policies
to cope with possible or actual crises. The last criterion, namely perception, includes the
communication of problems about possible or actual crises identified by the crisis management
team to other employees. Actions to be taken should be explained to the members of the
organization so that the feeling of collective responsibility can develop across the organization.
Once these three criteria are employed in their order of significance, organizations may gain
advantages against the crises.
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4. Exit Strategies for Crises
Strategies employed by the international companies during the crisis period helps them avoid
crisis and turn it into an opportunity. Briefly, exit strategies from crises are those developed in
order to minimize the negative effects of crises and maximise the benefits to be derived from the
new opportunities created by them. We may list the exit strategies from crises as follows.
4.1. Business Combinations
Business combinations are one of the ways to integrate with the global market during the
globalization process. Business combinations aim to increase production in sectors characterized
by economies of scales and decrease costs by using local advantages. One of the reasons for the
frequency of business combinations is the concentration of capital in developed countries. This
increases the advantages of enterprises in rich countries in terms of production and investment
while taking enterprises in less developed countries to the point of bankruptcy. Consequently,
enterprises are forced to cooperate with other enterprises in order to gain a better position in
national or international markets. Other factors that force the companies to the combination
strategy are technological developments and locations of markets. Even the largest companies
cannot meet their need for technology by using their research and development departments. In
this sense, the rapid pace of technological advancements forces companies to mergers and
alliances.32
4.2. The Austerity Strategy
The austerity strategy is usually preferred by organizations facing unanticipated changes in the
environment or that have managerial problems. Besides, the austerity strategy can be employed in
cases of economic or market saturation.33
Using the austerity strategy is difficult. However, this strategy might prove the best option under
certain circumstances. If the organizational situation is going worse, if other strategies have not
been successful in coping with the crisis, and if the organization fails to counter the dangerous
situation signalled by the external environment, the austerity strategy may turn into the only
possible option.34 The main aim of this strategy is to increase intra-organizational efficiency. If
this strategy is successfully employed, the managers may proceed with the restructuring and
growth stages.
4.3. Strategic Downsizing
Downsizing is one of the most employed strategies in increasing competitiveness and maintaining
survival.35 As a result of changes in the workforce structure, this strategy is also used to increase
financial resources and obtain operational results.36
Budros37 states that downsizing involves the conscious reduction of the number of personnel in
order to increase efficiency and effectiveness in the organization. In this sense, downsizing turns
out to be a widely used strategy by the enterprises, which aim to decrease bureaucratisation,
increase efficiency in the decision-making process, maintain flexibility, develop intraorganizational communication, and promote entrepreneurial spirit.38 By employing the downsizing
strategy, managers are expected to adjust their plans about tasks and duties and in order to achieve
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rapid economic benefits. This is due to the fact that personnel costs account for more than 40% of
the total costs in general.39 Therefore, this strategy should not be confused with liquidating. The
aim of downsizing is to remove the obstacles and lead the organization to become idle enough to
rapidly adjust itself to the conditions. Since the costs will decrease in parallel to the process of
downsizing, the liquidity problems of the enterprises will be minimised. The savings that are to
be made as a result of downsizing can be used for maintaining the survival or for transforming the
enterprise.40
4.4. Global Competition
Globalization is the process of integration of the world economies as a result of the increase in
international trade, freedom of foreign or short-term investment, change in the roles of
multinational companies, reorganisation of the production networks at the international level, and
the pace of technological developments and information technologies.41
On the other hand, globalization is closely related with the concept of “competitiveness”. This
concept, whose importance increases in parallel to the process of globalization, refers to the
reformulation of “national policies” so that the country may meet the demands of the global market
more effectively compared to its competitors and may gain the ability to maintain this competitive
advantage.42 At the level of enterprises, Porter43 states that the competitive capacity of an enterprise
is the main determinant of international competitiveness. Therefore, the most important factors
that determine the competitive power of enterprises are quality, cost, and price.44
4.5. The Balance (Persistence) Strategy
The main aim of the balance strategy is to maintain the survival of a company. The most important
characteristics of the balance strategy are stable growth of companies to achieve organizational
aims, specialization in maintaining functional development for strategic decisions, and supplying
similar goods to the environment.45 Although these characteristics signal that the enterprise is not
negatively influenced by the crisis, it may be interpreted as an evidence of the efforts of the
enterprise to overcome crisis without exaggerating its impacts.
Some of the reasons for the organizations to employ the balance strategy include the belief in the
success of the organization, reluctance of the managers to increase risk potential, a stable external
environment, lack of financial and human resources to maintain growth strategy, and lack of
awareness about the developments in the industry.46
4.6. Flattening Hierarchy
Flattening hierarchy is a strategy that aims to decrease the distance between lower and upper ranks
by reducing the number of hierarchical layers in between those. In this way, the organizational
structure will be flattened and the managerial area will be widened. By getting rid of the mid-level
hierarchical layers, tasks carried out by the personnel in this layer will be redistributed among the
personnel and the workload will possibly increase.47 It is widely accepted that excessive personnel
may bring serious organizational problems such as higher costs and decreasing efficiency.48 This
strategy aims to simplify the organizational structure and emphasizes simplicity.
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4.7. Using External Resources
Using external resources is a management technique based on emphasising the basic skills at which
the enterprise is better than its competitors while leaving other functions to experts through
agreements and contracts.49 In other words, in the case of using external resources, certain works
are outsourced from external firms or individual experts that have expertise on the subject.50 Using
this method, organizations will become simpler and may focus on their basic tasks in order to
improve the quality of products. In this way, the management focuses on what the enterprise does
best, and organizational financial resources are used in a better way in comparison to traditional
strategies.51
4.8. Strengthening Capital Structure
Capital for enterprises refers to tangible and intangible assets that are used in line with the aims
and production processes of the enterprises.52 Capital structures of most of the middle-income
countries that liberalized their foreign trade policies and financial sectors have been strengthened
by the use of foreign capital. Especially developing countries that suffer from the problems created
by lack of savings and investment try to overcome these problems by attracting short-term foreign
capital inflows. For this reason, enterprises may need to give more importance to borrowing,
especially during the times of crisis. On the other hand, the main advantage of borrowing is that
interest and commissions paid for borrowing may be deducted from taxes to be paid. As such, the
enterprise may save from taxes by paying for interest and commissions.53
The explanations made so far briefly summarise the measures to be employed by enterprises in
order to cope with existing or possible crises. Determination of the correct measures to be taken
during crises will become easier with the formation of a crisis management team. The crisis
management team may correctly interpret the signals of an oncoming crisis and may decrease the
responsibilities of managers by developing new strategies in order to minimize the negative
impacts of crises. Enterprises that have crisis management teams may also turn the negative
impacts of crisis into an opportunity by developing policies that are compatible with the changes
brought about by the crisis. In this way, crises turn from a chaotic situation into a normal event
that may occur anytime.
In conclusion, minimizing the negative impacts of crises or management of crises in a way to
maximise new opportunities depends on the correct interpretation of the concepts related to crisis,
presence of crisis management teams, and foreseeing possible crises before they occur so that
timely managerial decisions can be taken.
For Your Interest
If you are a part of the crisis management team, the pressure on you increases and the time available
for responding to the rapidly changing situation decreases. Activities made during the times of
crisis are vital for both the enterprise and you. Besides, anxiety about wrong decisions is highly
backbreaking. In fact, all the employees in an enterprise sharing such anxiety and short-tempered
behaviors influence everyone they work with. The things to reduce tension at this point include
the following:54
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a) Sleep enough and well.
b) In order to reduce your tension, you may give breaks, go for a walk, cycle, play a musical
instrument, etc.
c) Do not pay much attention to the question “What will go wrong?”. Rather, you can focus
on tasks correctly carried out whose risks were objectively evaluated.
d) Do not isolate yourself and spend time with people who have not been negatively affected
by the crisis.
e) Keep in mind that stress and anxiety may give you energy. However, you should also
keep in mind that excessive stress and anxiety may damage your decision-making ability.
5. Methods to Be Used by Tourism Enterprises in Crisis Management
Tourism enterprises are a part of the service sector. In this sense, there are various methods that
can be used by tourism enterprises during the process of crisis management. These methods may
aim to prevent crises or minimize their negative impacts.
5.1. The Early Warning System
The early warning system is an analysis technique that is used to predict the performance and
success levels of organizations in cases of unanticipated developments. By using this analysis
method, organizations conduct quantitative comparisons between their existing situation and their
ideal situation in times of crisis so that they may decide on the measures to be taken before a
possible crisis hits the enterprise. In helping the managers prepare crisis scenarios, the early
warning system increases the awareness about factors that lead to crises and prepares the ground
for the development of mechanisms that prevent crisis. The main aim of the early warning system
is to systematically analyze the internal and external factors that pave the way for crises so that the
organization can take measures to prevent their emergence.55
5.2. Continuous Monitoring of the Internal and External Environment
Another important point in preventing or managing crises is continuous monitoring of the
environment and resources of the enterprise. Economic change and crises may lead to a change in
the demands of the consumers. Consequently, enterprises should continuously monitor the
demands of their existing and potential customers and make the appropriate changes on time.
Additionally, SWOT analysis to determine the strong and weak points of the enterprises and
analysis of the internal and external environment in order to prevent, monitor, or manage crises
are among the other important tasks. Organizations that systematically conduct environmental
analyses are more efficient and effective than those which do not perceive the importance and
functions of these analyses. This is related to the fact that environmental analysis provides
strategists and planners with the chance of learning the opportunities and choosing the correct
strategies and policies.56
5.3. Planning Crisis Management
Crisis management planning is a two-sided process. The planners should take precautions in order
to avoid the recurrence of the crisis and determine the measures to be rapidly taken in case of an
unanticipated situation.57 There is no single solution suitable for all enterprises during the process
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of crisis management planning. Each enterprise has a different organizational culture and the
solutions naturally differ.58 However, crisis management plans have some common aims, which
include:59
a)
b)
c)
d)

Avoiding the severity of an unanticipated crisis,
Determining the developments that may prepare the ground for crises,
Gaining the chance to better cope with uncertainties caused by crises,
More efficient use of resources in times of crisis.

Crisis management plans involve the stages of communication, comprehension, action planning,
media evaluation, and coordination of vital decisions. The stages that should be given importance
to while preparing a crisis management plan are the following:60
a) Defining and listing the crisis situations (written plans should be prepared, keeping the
worst crisis scenario in mind),
b) In order to develop strategies and tactics to cope with each crisis, one should first
accurately determine the nature of the crisis,
c) Defining the individuals and groups that will be negatively affected by crises so that
necessary help can be provided,
d) Authorization of the crisis management team with members who are educated and
experienced in preparing crisis management plans,
e) Preparation of a crisis communication plan that will minimize the costs,
f) Pre-testing the plans. This is the most critical stage of preparing the crisis management
plan since there is no chance of receiving feedback until the plans are implemented.
The centralization of decision-making mechanisms during the time of crisis and lack of sufficient
information and/or time are among the reasons for inclusion of experts in the decision-making
process. The team, which will help the senior managers during the crisis, is labelled as the crisis
management team. The main task of this team is to routinely test the plans so that crisis
management plans can be updated and successfully implemented.61, 62
5.4. Conflict Management
Conflict is an unavoidable part of organizational life.62 Organizational conflicts may result in lack
of confidence, communication problems, and competition or interest conflicts between the
members of an organisation.63 If conflicts are not appropriately managed, they may negatively
influence organizational performance. This situation turns the theories on conflict management
into a complex and comprehensive set of ideas.64 In order to manage organizational conflicts
properly, the causes of conflict should be well-defined and processes that need intervention should
be properly identified. This is related to the fact that proper definition of the conflict is a
prerequisite for intervention.65
In case necessary measures are not taken, destructive conflicts might lead to organizational crises
and might intensify conflicts. The most important task of the managers at this point is to take the
necessary steps in order to overcome destructive conflicts when their signals are evident.
Foreseeing conflicts and solving them may contribute to the improvement of intra-organizational
relations and organizational attachment.
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For Your Interest
Managers spend about 20% of their time to manage conflicts.66
5.5. Public Relations Activities
The concept of public relations for an enterprise involve establishing and developing reciprocal,
healthy, and trustworthy relations between itself and the society, creating a positive impression
and integration with the society. On the other hand, public relations during the time of crisis
involves the planning of communication methods to reduce or control the negative effects of
possible problems (such as natural disasters, strikes, fire hazards, delay of services, unanticipated
damages caused by products, etc.) to be faced in times of crisis.67 In this sense, public relations is
closely related with communication, which contributes to positive image and customer
satisfaction. Besides, it is widely accepted that PR is more influential than advertising.68
The main contribution of public relations activities is that by using mass media, they inform the
employees, partners, consumers, trade unions, suppliers, and the public in general about the
impacts of crises on the enterprise, its possible outcomes, and the measures to be taken in order to
cope with them.69
Crises may come about and deeply affect enterprises at any given time. For this reason, enterprises
should give importance to the crisis management process and employ the measures to be taken
during this process. Unwanted developments that may occur internal and external to the
organization might turn into crises if the required measures are not employed and even result in
bankruptcy. What is important about crisis management is not the prevention of crises but
minimizing their negative impacts, increasing the response rate, maintaining quality, and preparing
against different types of crises. Consequently, the stage of preparation lies at the heart of the crisis
management process. It would not be plausible to argue that every organization will be fully
protected in this case but we may argue that enterprises may overcome crises if they are wellprepared before they occur.70 It is certain that the companies taking the necessary measures will
be in a better position to cope with crises compared to those that do not make any attempts in order
to prevent crisis. In fact, practicing crisis management plans is primarily the duty of well-tempered,
rational, and highly skilled managers who have prior experience with rapid decision-making
circumstances.
For Your Interest
Kodak, which produced photographic film, perceived that its competitors, primarily Fuji, posed
the greatest challenge to the company. Consequently, Kodak focused on its competitors’ products.
However, Kodak was not aware of its prime competitor that would challenge its very existence
until Sony, a leading producer of electronic devices, produced the first digital camera.71
Summary
The number of tourism enterprises increased in parallel to the increasing demand for tourism.
Managers of the smallest to the largest of tourism enterprises should closely watch and analyze
their national and international competitors. This is related to the fact that the survival of tourism
enterprises depends on the preparations for countering the negative developments internal and
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external to the organization. Otherwise, the inability to overcome difficulties may result in the
intensification of problems brought about by crises.
Crises may be caused by factors internal or external to the organization. External factors include
natural disasters, economic fluctuations in the domestic market, inability to keep up with
technological changes, socio-cultural perspective of the inhabitants, legal and political
amendments made by the national governments, wars, environmental pollution, and terrorist
attacks. On the other hand, internal factors that may lead to crises include problems created by the
hierarchical structure, inadequacy of senior managers, inability of the enterprise to collect data on
environmental changes, length of activity period, negative experiences of the enterprise,
assignment of inappropriate personnel, and other problems related to technical issues.
It is certain that managers find it hard to cope with crises. Despite her/his qualifications, a manager
may find his or her enterprise under threats posed by the crisis, which may not be avoided.
However, rather than thinking that each crisis will end up in organizational failure, managers
should derive lessons from negative events in order to turn the crisis into an opportunity and be
patient in order to maintain the functioning of the enterprise. In parallel to this way of thinking,
managers should prepare a crisis management plan in order to reduce the negative impacts of crisis
and form a crisis management team to implement this plan. Since this team will be authorized to
react to the crisis in the first place, it should be ready to communicate with customers and
stakeholders including media, formal and informal institutions, tourism organizations, and other
partners, and correctly reflect the situation as well as possible paths to be taken by the enterprise.
In this way, crises may be resolved in their early stages. In a similar vein, this crisis management
team which is to be engaged in coordinated action with the managers of all departments, should
develop policies to prevent possible intra-organizational crises. If the enterprise is in the middle of
a crisis, the crisis management team may help the enterprise to gain advantages by evaluating the
strategies of the enterprise and communication with the personnel, customers, and stakeholders.
Similarly, budget allocated to be used in times of crisis will help enterprises maintain their
functioning in case of a crisis so that they can have more resilience, which is vital during times of
crisis.
It is certain that enterprises should develop and implement strategies to counter crises. However,
practicing the strategies does not guarantee a solution to all problems. This is related to the fact
that teamwork and involvement of all participants of the organization are vital to cope with crises.
In order to achieve team spirit, employees should be trained, their ideas should be evaluated, and
they should feel that they are an integral part of the organization.
Case Study: Turning Crisis Into an Opportunity
A five-star hotel properly dealt with the rights of its employees relating to wages, social security,
overtime pay, and family allowance. Also, the employees could freely join trade unions. Despite
these, some of the employees expressed that they were not satisfied with the wage increase so that
they could go on strike. Senior managers, who learnt about the intentions of the employees, met in
order to discuss the measures to be taken in preventing a possible crisis. Actually, the wages of the
five-star hotel were around 20% more than the average wages in similar enterprises. So, why did
the employees oppose the wage increase proposed by the management? Senior managers only had
five weeks to determine the causes and intervene.
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After a number of meetings, it was decided that a crisis management team be formed in every hotel
of the tourism enterprise so that a possible crisis could be prevented. This team would follow
related developments and determine who the employees that would join the strike were. In case
these employees went on strike, the team would employ temporary personnel that would do the
tasks of the personnel on strike so that daily functioning of the enterprise could be maintained. In
a week, the team found out the employees that were members of trade unions and would possibly
go on strike. The rest of the employees were called to attend an in-service training program. The
management declared that the aim of the program was rotation training and that the participants
would have the chance to be promoted to upper levels. Most of the employees attended the rotation
training and learnt about the tasks and functions of the other departments.
The main aim of the management was to create a substitute personnel base in order to prevent the
possible damages of strikes to the daily functioning of the enterprise. Within four weeks, the
training program was completed. When the negotiations for wage increase started, the trade union
demanded a 40% increase in monthly wages. However, the management stated that personnel
wages were 20% higher than average wages and proposed a 15% wage increase. Since the
conflicting sides could not reach an agreement, the trade union decided to go on strike. In return,
the management temporarily assigned the participants of the rotation training to the positions of
the employees on strike and began to search for new personnel. Alarmed by the situation, the trade
union demanded a restart to the negotiations. In the end, the two sides agreed on a 15% wage
increase for a period of three years.
In this particular case, the managers of the enterprise evaluated the signals of the oncoming crisis
properly, formed a crisis management team, and turned the crisis into an opportunity. It seemed
that no crisis about wage increases would occur in the next three years. However, new plans would
be required to deal with wage increase problems after this three-year period.
Internet Tour
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•
•
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•
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www.managementstudyguide.com/crisis-management.htm
www.emergency-response-planning.com/blog/bid/35049/Emergency-Response-TeamRoles-and-Responsibilities
www.huffingtonpost.com/dr-dave-randle/the-tourism-crisis-impact_b_3900503.html
www.ilo.org/wcmsp5/groups/public/---ed_dialogue/--sector/documents/publication/wcms_214576.pdf
www.wow.com/wiki/Crisis_communication
www.huffingtonpost.com/stuart-robertson/avoiding-a-personal-retir_b_7228048.html
www.inc.com/bruce-condit/7-critical-steps-to-crisis-management.html
www.managementhelp.org/crisismanagement/#what

Definitions of Terms
•
•
•

Acute: Something that rapidly progresses.
Check-up: To check, control.
Tension: Anxious, troublesome situation, strain.
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•
•
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Strike: A situation in which employees refuse to work in the form of organized protest, in
order to obtain concessions from their employer within legal limits.
Wall-to-wall carpet: Fitted carpet used for covering the whole floor.
Slander: The crime of saying bad things about someone that are not true.
Chaos: Disorder, disturbance.
Concept: An idea or principle to help sell or publicize a commodity.
Criteria: A principle or standard by which something may be judged or decided.
Global: Relating to the whole world; worldwide.
Globalization: International integration process that stems from the exchange of goods,
ideas, cultural values, and perspectives.
Liquidity: Assets that can be easily converted to cash.
Minimize: To reduce.
Quantitative: Of or relating to the describing or measuring of quantity.
Operational: Relating to the routine functioning and activities of an organization.
Patent: The exclusive right granted by a government to an investor or manufacturer to use
or sell an invention for a certain number of years.
Proactive: Creating or controlling a situation rather than just responding to it after it has
happened.
Protest: A statement or action expressing disapproval of or objection to something.
Reactive: Showing a response to a stimulus.
Reflective: Providing a reflection; relating to or characterized by deep thought.
Risk: A situation involving exposure to danger.
Routine: A sequence of actions regularly followed.
Symptom: An indication of the existence of something.
Systematic: Done or acting accordingly to a fixed plan or system.
Strategy: A plan of action designed to achieve a long-term or overall aim.
Strategist: A person skilled in planning an action or policy, especially in war or politics.
Simplicity: The quality or condition of being easy to understand or do.
Trade union: An organized association of workers in a trade, group of trades, or
profession, formed in order to protect and further their rights and interests.
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Conflict Management
Prof. Dr. Muharrem TUNA & Asst. Prof. Ayşegül ACAR
Ankara Hacı Bayram Veli University & Karabük University
“Peace is not the absence of conflict but the presence of creative alternatives for responding to
conflict- the alternatives to passive or aggressive responses, alternatives to violence”.
-Dorothy Thompson
A Rift Between the Manager and an Employee
A company manufacturing and distributing pharmaceuticals had a team of six staff members with
one manager, John. John believed his team was great; they never failed to meet sales targets, gave
reports on time, and were intelligent, efficient, and motivated workers overall. Yet, there was an
employee whom John realized had a negative attitude. He started observing the man and concluded
that he was negative, behaved like he was not a part of the team, and was arrogant. John tried to
talk to this employee to try to encourage and inspire (he even documented the verbal warning).
However, after a brief period of time, the employee returned to his usual behaviors. John also
noticed that this employee frequently got into arguments with other team members. One day he
found the employee involved in a very public argument with another employee. John understood
that he had to step in again and stop the employee’s disruptive behaviors. John was aware that as
a leader he had to allow for some productive tension, but in case the conflict became detrimental,
he needed to act. One option to deal with conflict is to talk to the employee, and John did that by
calling both employees involved in the altercation. He called them separately into the office to
ensure he would not cause any embarrassment to any of them and gave the employee with the
terrible attitude a written warning, while the other one only got a verbal warning. The written
warning seemed to influence the employee, and even though his character and personality did not
change, his attitude towards others changed greatly.
1. Introduction
Conflict is unavoidable in workplace environments. Co-workers, subordinates, and supervisors
can become involved in disputes among themselves and between one another. Conflicts can arise
even between external stakeholders such as regulatory agencies, suppliers, customers, and
employees.1 Conflict management is an important management skill and all types of business
owners should learn and apply efficient skills of conflict management to manage a positive
environment in the workplace. The process of diminishing the negative factors of conflict is
conflict management. The objective of conflict management is to improve learning and group
results, including performance or effectiveness in an organizational context.
Conflict, when effectively managed, can enhance group outcomes. Resolving conflicts involves
termination, elimination or reduction of all types and forms of conflicts. However, creative tension
in businesses is beneficial. It inspires employees to come up with innovative ideas, therefore,
organizations do benefit from appropriate levels and types of conflict. This is the objective of
conflict management yet managing conflict does not necessarily mean conflict resolution.2
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Conflict management only reduces the negative results of conflicts and drives the positive conflict
outcomes with the aim of improving organizational learning.
Conflicts in the organization can happen between the employer and the employee or among
colleagues. This type of organizational conflict usually occurs at the interpersonal level.
Organizational conflict is triggered by a context of discord. Conflicts can take many shapes in an
organization. There is an unavoidable disagreement between formal power and authority, which
affects both individuals and groups. For instance, conflicts can arise over division of revenues, the
way the work is performed, and how hard and long people work.3 There are administrative
disagreements among departments and individuals as well as between management and labor
unions. There are more inconspicuous types of conflicts that involve rivalries, personality clashes,
jealousies, favor, power struggles, and role definitions. Moreover, conflicts can arise within
individuals, especially among competing demands and needs to which they will respond in various
ways.
Discrimination, performance reviews, customers, and leadership are some of the potential sources
of conflicts. Discriminatory conflicts can emerge from individual prejudices on an employee’s part
or from perceptions of employee mistreatment. No employee prefers receiving negative reviews
of their performance, even though the negative feedback could have been avoided by the employee.
However, employees still get frustrated over not obtaining anticipated pay raises or promotions.4
Customer and sales service employees usually experience conflicts with customers daily, which
depends on the sector. Dissatisfied customers are usually the main cause for conflicts between
employees and customers. Personality skirmish between subordinates and managers can lead to a
plethora of interpersonal conflicts to emerge, which are categorised under leadership conflicts.
Conflicts may arise due to various other causes as well. Some of the most common reasons
underlying conflicts include lack of information and resources, personal relationships, and
incompetent management within the organisation.5 Employees usually involve themselves in
conflicts if their communication is poor and if there are disparities between their values and values
of their organization. Various academics developed conflict models in order to help understand
and manage conflict. Among various models of conflict management, the models by Mouton and
Blake, Poole and Khun, Mark and DeChurch, and Rahim are the most popular.
Scholars studying organization theory became interested in studying conﬂict not long ago. In
recent years, there have been renewed interest and signiﬁcant changes in the study of conﬂict
within social and organizational contexts. The formation of the International Association for
Conﬂict Management and Conﬂict Management Division of the Academy of Management to
encourage research, teaching, training, and development on managing social and organizational
conﬂicts and the publication of the International Journal of Conﬂict Management attest to this
renewed interest.
2. The Concept of Conflict
The perception of threat, or actual occurrence of conflict, is necessary for the initiation of conflict
prevention or management measures, and hence it is essential to address the concept of conflict
before exploring how to prevent and manage such occurrences.
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2.1. Views of Conflict
Conflict in the organization increases with the increasing complexity level within the organization.
In order to achieve growth within the business, every organization is adopting the global business
culture. It is natural with global business that the number of employees within the organization
grow. Hence, the chances of conflict are increasing. Conflict is basically a process which arises
when one party claims that another party has a negative effect. There are various approaches to
conflict within the organization. Therefore, it is very much significant to evaluate or understand
approaches towards conflict. Looking at the type of conflict within an organization there is
basically three views on conflict. Those views are the traditional view, the human relations view,
and the interactions view.6
2.1.1. The Traditional View of Conflict
This view of conflict within the organization is the oldest concept of conflict. As per this concept,
any and every conflict has negative impact, hence, all conflicts should be avoided. The conflict is
considered negatively in this view. It includes dysfunctional outcomes resulting from poor
communication, lack of transparency and trust between people, and failure of managers to be
responsive to the necessities and aspirations of their employees. According to the traditional view,
conflict arises most of the time due to the negligence of managers towards the need of
organizational communication. In general, managers fail to communicate with their subordinates
when they need help. Eventually, this situation turns into conflict among managers and their
subordinates.
2.1.2. The Human Relations View
According to this approach, conflicts are unavoidable in organizations and they cannot be
eliminated completely. In human relations view, the term conflict is addressed as a positive aspect
of the organization. It is suggested in this view that conflict may lead to new ideas within the
organization, thus it is a positive phenomenon. Any conflict may influence the group performance
positively.
2.1.3. The Integrationist View
This is considered the most recent view of the conflict. As per this view, conflict is significant to
improve the performance of any group work. It is frequently revealed that an entirely harmonious
and collaborative group may fail to work in a dynamic way. Since there is no conflict among the
group, there might be lack of innovation. The group tends to work in a static way. In this situation,
the group turns inactive and unresponsive towards the need of innovation.6 The integrationist view
can be divided into two subheadings: Functional form of conflict and dysfunctional form of
conflict.
•
•

Functional Form of Conflict: This is the constructive form of conflict which helps with
the goals and objectives of the group. This helps innovation within the organization.
Dysfunctional Form of Conflict: This is the negative or destructive form of conflict
which directly impacts the performance of the group and indirectly impacts the entire
organization in lack of communication and lack of transparency and trust among people.7
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2.2. Levels of Conflict
The level of conflict varies according to the organization type and number of employees. It also
depends on how the organization manages the work culture. There are basically four important
levels of conflict, namely, interpersonal conflict, group level conflict, individual level conflict, and
organization level conflict.
2.2.1. Interpersonal Conflict
This is considered the most common level of conflict where two or more individuals are involved
in the conflict. It arises because most of the time two or more than two individuals get indulged in
a conflict when their personal needs are not satisfied. It might arise among two managers who
compete for limited capital and workforce resources in the organization. In fact, there are four
sources of conflict, namely, personal difference, information deficiency, role incompetency, and
stress from environment.
2.2.2. Group Level Conflict
Within an organization, there is involvement of more than one group, and they perform as a group
to meet the need of the organization. In a group, there is involvement of more than two individuals,
and everyone has pre-decided roles to play. However, during the group work communication,
many conflicts arise which can be divided into two subheadings, namely, intra-group conflict and
inter-group conflict.8 Intra-group conflict arises when group members face a new problem and
inter-group conflict arises when two different groups within the organization have problems with
each other. Some causes of intergroup conflicts in organizations are;
•
•
•

Presence of difference in goals
Presence of difference in perception
Inability to make decisions jointly

2.2.3. Individual Level Conflict
It is a fact that all individuals have conflict within themselves. So, this conflict type arises when
an individual faces impediment in her/his thought process and motivation, in which case the
individual employee faces individual conflict. Some sources of this type of conflict are disavowal,
incomparability, and uncertainty.
2.2.4. Organization Level Conflict
Organizational conflict often impacts the entire business structure. This type of conflict can happen
between two individual business organizations, between the buyer and seller organization, between
government agencies and the organization and between a union and the employee. Organizational
level conflict can be divided into two: inter-organization and intra –organization level conflict9.
•

Inter-Organization Conflict: This is one of the most common types of organizational
conflicts where two or more organizations have conflict due to the presence of high level
of competition.
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•

Intra-Organization Conflict: Intra-organizational conflict arises mostly in a bigger
organization where the business life cycle is vast and involves many employees. This
conflict often arises among employees and the management. The reasons of conflict
could be minor; however, its impact is often long term within the organization.

3. Impact of Conflict on Organizational Performance
It is of great importance to determine the level or causes of conflict within the organization to
ensure organizational growth. There are many negative and positive effects of conflict on the
organization. The positive impact of conflict is that it makes the work culture dynamic and
innovative. As a negative impact, it affects the overall growth of the organization and creates claim
and arbitration in an organisation.10 Therefore, it is particularly important for any management to
examine the reasons which might lead to organizational conflict. There are various methods which
are being adopted to reduce the conflict within an organization such as alternative dispute
resolution.11 Now, companies are building their own management teams which will only be
dealing with conflict situations within the organization. However, conflicts should not be
eliminated completely as this could reduce dynamic performance.12
4. Conflict Management
In conflict management, conflict discussion falls under three orientations: lose-lose, win-win, and
win-lose. The orientation of lose-lose is a kind of conflict that often ends negatively for the
involved parties. The win-win orientation results in both parties being satisfied with the results,
while the win-lose orientation, which seems more prevalent in Western societies, results in one
party becoming victorious at the expense of the other one.13 The first section of the chapter tells
the story about John and his employee, who ended in a win-win orientation, where John managed
to resolve the conflict and the employee managed to control his negative behaviors. In order to
arrive at any of the conclusions, several models of conflict management are perused, some of
which will be discussed in this chapter. Please see Exhibit 1 for conflict orientations.
Exhibit 1. Conflict Orientations

Source: M. T. M. Dijkstra, Bianca Beersma and A. Evers, (2011).
“Reducing conflict-related employee strain:
The benefits of an internal locus of control and a problem-solving conflict management strategy”,
Work and Stress. 25(2), p. 170.

4.1. Blake and Mouton’s Managerial Grid
Jane Mouton and Robert Blake were among the first researchers to develop a conceptual
framework for categorising the styles, or modes, of managing interpersonal conflicts between
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leaders and employees, which include forcing (task management), smoothing (country club),
withdrawing (impoverished management), problem-solving (team management), and
compromising (middle-of-the-ground). Mouton and Blake theorised a graphic portrayal of conflict
resolution with a managerial grid.14 This grid portrayed two dimensions of behaviors, concern for
production (maintaining tight schedules) on x-axis and concern for people (adjusting for the needs
of people and caring about them) on y-axis. Please see Exhibit 2 for Blake and Mouton Conflict
Grid.
Exhibit 2. Blake and Mouton Conflict Grid

Source: Muhammad Khan Riaz, Syed Zulkifal and Waseef Jamal
Conceptualising the relationship between individualism–collectivism
and conflict management styles at individual level, Research Journal of Economics
Business and ICT, 5(1), (2012), pp. 40.

From the grid, the resulting conflict resolution styles are:
a) (1, 1) Impoverished management: In this approach, both dimensions are low. There is
minimum concern for work deadlines and employee satisfaction, which results in
disorganisation and disharmony to be prominent in the company.15 Neutrality is preserved
however possible and withdrawing behind boundaries of insulation allays the need for
handling situations that would lead to conflicts.
b) (9, 1) Task management: This style is also called perish or dictatorial style, and here, the
concern is more focused on production and less on people. When employee needs are not
taken care of, conflicts are bound to arise. The conflict is repressed through the approach
of authority-obedience. The power of win-lose struggles is challenged and decided by the
top leader in the management or by third-party arbitration.15
c) (5, 5) Middle-of-the-road: In this style, when conflict arises, the first task is to keep a
balance between the company goals and employee needs.16 Conflicts in this grid are
resolved through bargaining and compromising to ensure no one loses or wins. Adjustment
and accommodation result in workable conditions and effective solutions.
d) (1, 9) Country club: People orientation and tasks are of low priority under this conflict
management style. Here, employee needs are taken into consideration more than
production. Every disagreement is alleviated or avoided so that harmony on the surface is
maintained with a background of peaceful conjunction.
e) (9, 9) Team management: The focus in this grid is highly and equally concentrated on both
people and production, and the creators themselves believe that this style is the most
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effective. The problem is solved through appropriate validations in accordance with
objectively analyzed facts, reservations, doubts, and emotions. Every aspect of the conflict
is evaluated and worked thoroughly in order to reach a conclusion.17 An example of the
application of this style can be seen in the way John in the conflict management story
handled the conflict in his team.
This model has helped leaders and managers for years to analyze and resolve conflicts.18 However,
this model does not address issues pertaining to internal and external restrictions.
4.2. Kozan’s Models of Conflict Management
The methods, styles, and ways of managing conflicts primarily depend on legal environments and
cultural norms in a society. M.K. Kozan in 1997 formulated three models of conflict management:
confrontational, regulative, and harmony. These models are practiced by societies from various
cultural backgrounds.
a) Confrontational Model: This model focuses on solving conflicts through values of mutual
compromises and concessions. It emphasizes fair play and is characterized by neoparticularistic cultures such as the United States. Ambitious pursuit of individual goals is
approved of, and conflict is regarded as natural, even desirable. The display of negative
emotions is allowed, and compromise and confrontation are both methods applied to ensure
outcomes. Interventions by third parties are generally done by people who undertake the
institutional responsibility of intervention.19 The conflict management story was from a
Western perspective and the confrontational model was used in John directly dealing with
the issue instead of depending on regulations.
b) Regulative Model: This model focuses on conflicts resolved mainly by universal
principles and rules. Rules assist in containing conflict and developing common meanings
as well as applying common principles. The responsibilities and rights of many roles help
extract feelings from conflicts.20 The main emphasis is on discovering the correct principles
to be used in a given situation. Authoritative command and/or avoidance are used to resolve
conflicts, and negotiation pursues strict processes. The UK, France, Spain and Russia are
some examples of countries that follow this model.
c) Harmony Model: This model is mostly applied in managing conflicts in countries such as
China and Japan. These countries are collectivist, or where groups are given more priority
over the individual. In this model, conflict is reduced to maintain relationships and preserve
moral and social order. Groups depend on normative logic and display positive emotion.21
With elevated collectivism and power distance, there is minimised understanding on
emotional intensity. Conflict styles stress on avoidance and accommodation, with reduced
competitiveness.
4.3. Khun and Poole’s Model
Poole and Khun in 2000 developed a framework of management of group conflict. They took
inspiration from Kozan’s Confrontational Model and split it into two sub-models: integrative and
distributive.
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a) Integrative: Groups using this model regard conflict as an opportunity to assimilate the
concerns and needs of the groups involved in conflicts to ensure the best possible outcome.
This model puts heavy emphasis on adjustment. They found that this model led to
continuous positive outcomes when associated with work performance.
b) Distributive: In this model, conflict is understood as the distribution of a decided amount
of positive resources or outcomes, where one party will win and the other will lose, even
if they do gain certain concessions.22
4.4. DeChurch and Marks’ Meta-taxonomy Model
Marks and DeChurch discovered that resolution of conflicts can be separated into two main
subtexts: activeness and agreeableness.23
a) Activeness: This involves the ways through which groups solve a problem; if they are
assertive and direct, or whether they are unpleasant and passive.
b) Agreeableness: This involves the evaluation of the group based on how relaxed and
pleasant they are. The researchers were not surprised when they found out that hostile
parties were least likely to come to an agreement.
After Marks and DeChurch finished their study, they discovered that despite positive activeness
and its effect on outcomes, parties that were more agreeable observed better outcomes.
4.5. Rahim’s Approach
Rahim categorised the styles of managing conflict under five categories: integrating, obliging,
dominating, avoiding, and compromising. The researcher extrapolated on the Blake and Mouton
Grid and developed his own system based on inter-personal and intra-personal conflicts. Please
see Exhibit 3 for Rahim’s Model.
Exhibit 3. Rahim’s Model

Source: Rahim, M. A. (2011). Managing conflict in organizations.
Third Edition. Transaction Publishers.

a) Integrating: In this style, there is elevated concern for others and the self. It involves
cooperation among parties that are ready to come to an acceptable and mutual solution
through information exchange, openness, exploring differences, and examination for
coming to a useful solution that exceeds limited and personal viewpoints of the problem.24
In the case story, John showed the integrating style, where he used his acumen to maintain
order and end the conflict.
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b) Obliging: In this style, the concern for the self is lower than the concern for others. The
person who obliges sacrifices and neglects personal concern in order to satisfy the other
party’s concern.
c) Dominating: This style is denoted by high competition and signifies more concern for self
than others. A dominating individual stands up for their rights and ignores the expectations
and needs of others. They try to protect personal positions that they believe are right and
correct.25 This is following the win-lose orientation of forcing behaviors to win their
position.
d) Avoiding: This style is alternatively called suppression and signifies low concern for both
others and self. Therefore, an avoiding personality fails to gratify the concerns of both the
self and group. It has been related to sidestepping and withdrawal situations. According to
Rahim, this style can take the shape of postponing a problem until the time is right, or just
withdrawing from the risky situation.
e) Compromising: This style indicates transitional concern for others and the self. The styles
reflect both parties in a sharing or give-and-take solutions, where both parties agree to give
something up to make commonly approved decisions. The compromising style potentially
involves splitting differences and seeking a rapid, middle-ground area or exchanging
concession.26
4.6. Thomas-Kilmann’s Model
This model was developed by the psychologists Ralph Kilmann and Kenneth Thomas to highlight
the options people have when managing conflicts. The model has two dimensions: vertical axis
and horizontal axis.27 The vertical axis deals with responses of conflicts denoted by personal
attempts to get what is desired and these options are called assertiveness options. The horizontal
axis comprises the responses dependent on assisting others to get what they need. Based on these
options, Kilmann and Thomas created five response types. Please see Exhibit 4 for ThomasKilmann’s Model.
a) Competing: This option is placed on the model’s top left, which implies that a person takes
a completely uncooperative and unassertive approach to resolve conflicts.
b) Accommodating: This option is at the model’s bottom right, which means that a person
takes a cooperative and unassertive approach. This may take the shape of selfless charity
or generosity, giving into other people’s orders despite being unwilling to, or adjusting to
another person’s viewpoint.
c) Avoiding: This option is at the model’s bottom left, which implies that a person, when
dealing with conflicts, takes an uncooperative and unassertive approach. Basically, the
person does not deal with the problem. Avoiding usually denotes sidestepping an issue
diplomatically, postponing it, or simply withdrawing oneself.
d) Compromising: This option is located on the model’s center since it is both cooperative
and assertive, even though the cooperation is limited. In this conflict response, both sides
benefit but not completely.28
e) Collaborating: This option lies at the model’s top right and placed at the other spectrum
of avoiding. It signifies the willingness to assume that when two groups are involved in a
conflict, both sides can end up with some benefits. Collaborating needs mature skills of
conflict resolution based on shared respect, an inclination to listen to people, and
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innovation to find answers. John engaged in a collaborating response and exhibited highly
developed skills in handling the conflict.
Exhibit 4. Thomas-Kilmann’s Model

Source: Adapted from “Conflict and Conflict Management”
by Kenneth Thomas in The Handbook of Industrial and
Organizational Psychology, edited by Marvin Dunnette
(Chicago: Rand McNally, 1976).
Another valuable contribution in this field is the work
by Robert Blake and Jane Mouton in The Managerial Grid
(Houston: Gulf Publishing, 1964, 1994).

5. Reasons of Conflict
When individuals work together, conflicts become a part of conducting business; in fact,
workplace conflicts are extremely commonplace. Conflicts can arise due to various reasons, and
from the instance of the story, it is not known what exactly caused the conflict between the two
employees. Some common reasons of conflict could include the following:
a) Differing Values: A workplace consists of people who have their personal perspectives
about the world. Some workers have strong values, which they are unwilling to
compromise. These values can clash with the values of their co-workers, which creates
conflict.29 For instance, if a person opposes diversity in the workplace, s/he may have
problems with other people working in the office.
b) Opposing Interests: When a worker decides to seek her/his own career objectives without
regarding the goals and well-being of the organization, it leads to strife among the coworkers. This happens when workers become extremely focused on accomplishing their
own goals and disregard how it impacts others within the organization and the organization
itself.30 They may ignore the fact that they are a member of a team where the goal is to
work cooperatively on a particular assignment. Subsequently, they may decide their own
schedule and work according to it, and they see fit in the manner. This can create resentment
in their co-workers.
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c) Personality Conflicts: It is obvious that not every individual will be alike. Thus,
personality conflicts in the office are inevitable. One employee might be shy and reserved,
while the other could be more forward and outgoing. Problems occur when these
employees do not respect or understand each other’s inherent nature. For example, the
extroverted employee (E1) may feel annoyed if the introverted employee (E2) does not
interact with him much. The outgoing employee may see it as an insult, rather than only
the personality of the other employee.31 Additionally, E1 may approach projects with an
analytical mind, while E2 may approach it intuitively. When both do not respect and
understand the approach of the other, conflict occurs.
d) Poor Communication: Poor communication results in strife and misunderstandings
between employees and between employers and employees. For instance,
misunderstandings can happen if the manager orders an employee to convey important
guides to other employees, but the employee is unable to communicate these guidelines
properly.32 Relaying incorrect information can cause projects to be incorrectly conducted
and to employees accusing each other for the outcomes.
e) Personal Problems: If employees have issues outside their workplace, such as parental or
marital issues, they may take it to work with them. Subsequently, if the employees are
withdrawn and brusque with their co-workers and if they have no idea about the cause of
their behaviors, they may assume that they have problems.33 This could ultimately lead to
problems between them and the managers.
f) Personal Relationships: A workplace can be a stressful environment, and it can become
worse when personal disagreements begin to formulate between employees. Personal
relationships are a major cause of workplace conflict and can be especially
counterproductive since the problems might be generated in the office or home.34 Personal
conflicts can also arise when employees fail to accept individual differences of race, ethnic
background, or religion.
g) Deficiency of Information: Conflicts can emerge when one group or individual feels that
they lack information. When employees are constantly dealing with changes that they are
not informed about, or if decisions are being made which the employees feel they must be
involved in, it can cause conflicts between managers and employees.35
h) Deficiency of Resources: Conflicts can emerge among employees and between
management and employees when resources are lacking. If employees realise that they lack
the resources to perform their tasks, competition will develop among the employees to
obtain available resources.36 Employees who cannot get what they require to perform their
responsibilities will start to blame the management for not providing the necessary
resources.
i) Incompetent Management: Incompetent management, as stated by the Free Management
Library, can create conflicts in a workplace. A manager who misunderstands or fails to
understand the job of her/his employees or lacks information about the duties of the job
that employee is going to perform, can be a cause for conflict and tension in the
workplace.37 Employees who end up losing their confidence in managers because of bad
planning or inconsistent decisions can also become a reason for conflict.
6. Consequences of Conflict in an Organization
Conflicts can impact organizational performance in various ways. The consequences of conflicts
are long term in most of the cases. Every conflict creates a situation, which has the two-way
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impact: one is negative and another is positive.38 Due to the changing nature of organizational
management, many organizations consider conflict as one of the easiest ways of innovation while
many others consider it as an obstacle towards organizational performance. Considering the
traditional and modern culture within an organization there are various outcomes of conflict,
nonetheless, every conflict has its own way of solution.39 Few conflict solutions work quickly,
where few works slow and steady. The following points are some of the results of conflict within
the organization.
a) Mental Health Concerns: Conflicts can impact the mind of the employees. There are
many instances in the organization where employees suffer mental illness due to conflict
within the organization. A conflict type could be anything, such as interpersonal,
individual, or group, but in each case, it impacts the mental health of the employee. Long
term or ongoing conflict directly impacts the lifestyle of the employee. The employee may
suffer from anxiety, loss of appetite, overeating, etc.
b) Decrease in Productivity: The organization spends a great amount of time to find out the
reason of conflict and its appropriate solution(s). For instance, the case of John and his
team of six workers where only one worker who was the reason for the conflict led to
decreased productivity. A single worker impacted the entire group performance, and this
reduced the entire productivity level of the organization. Also, it was found that many
conflicts create dispute within the organization. Disputes lead organizations to claims and
they lose financial resources on claim settlement. Claim settlement impacts the entire
productivity of the organisation.40
c) High-Level Attritions: It is very natural for any employee to leave an organization when
s/he suffers from continued frustration due to the increasing level of conflict. This may lead
to the employee leaving the organization. As an interesting fact, the most common reasons
underlying board of members leaving the organization is conflict.
d) Violence: Frequently, group level conflict increases the level of violence between
employees. Conflict among employees at the interpersonal level or group level may result
in legal problems among employees.41
e) Inspire Creativity: A group which works without conflict often becomes a non-responsive
and static group and the group members suffer from lack of innovativeness. However,
conflict within a team transforms the work patterns from static to dynamic and the group
members come up with new creative ideas resulting in innovation in products or services.42
f) Improve Communication: The most insignificant yet strong impact of conflict is
strengthening the communication of employees. A conflict during the initial stage can help
the employees know each other through sharing different opinions. It helps learning each
employee’s preferred communication style and opinion about the organizational growth,
resulting in future growth in communication.43 For example, if we consider John’s
example, the conflict between the employees might improve the communication in the
future.
g) Share and Respect an Opinion: When a team or group works together to resolve a conflict
in the organization, they tend to learn how to respect each other and share their own
opinions with other employees. This results in mutual respect among the employees.
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6.1. Three Best Solutions for Conflict Management
After evaluating the abovementioned conflict management strategies, the three most useful
conflict management strategies are listed as collaboration, compromise, and force.
6.1.1. Collaboration
This collaborative method is the best and the most used conflict solution within an organization.
Various results which arise due to conflict within the organization can be resolved by adopting the
collaboration technique.44 For example, let us assume that there is a conflict regarding the selection
of health policy. While a party is looking for a health policy with long term and low deduction,
another is looking for the policy which has the highest level of deduction with extra benefits. In
this situation, conflict can be avoided by adopting the collaborative technique where the employee
can choose health policy as per their interest. In the hypothetical scenario of John, this technique
of collaboration was not appropriate since the irate employee was not ready to adopt any solution
for the problem.
6.1.2. Compromising
This is one of the most complex conflict management solutions. This strategy requires compromise
where both parties must give something up in order to gain something better. For example, conflict
may arise when one group does hard work while the other group fails to complete their work. In
this situation, conflict can be managed by reconstructing the entire workflow and ensuring that
both parties work equally. This will lessen the burden of one group.45 Considering the hypothetical
scenario of John’s team, the compromising technique might not be suitable since it might impact
the entire group if John as a manager serves the concern of one team member.
6.1.3. Force
This technique is often adopted when a conflict is destructive in nature and the company could be
affected negatively. In such a situation, rules are implied where the organization finds the workers
involved in the conflict which has a negative impact on the performance of the organization. There
are few other conflict management techniques which are adopted by modern organizations such
as fight or flight. In this strategy, there are two ways to resolve a conflict: one is to impose the
point of view and end the conflicts which are considered fight and another is flight where
individuals opt out from the conflict in a strategic way as the conflict might have a high level of
impact on the organizational performance.46 Often, bigger organizations engage professionals to
help individuals who are suffering from individual conflicts. It helps individuals to understand
their GAO (goal, action, and outcome) and overcome internal organizational conflicts.47
This technique is frequently used in cases of interpersonal and organizational conflict.48 Litigation
is the final option to provide resolution to the conflict where each disputant engages an attorney to
represent his or her side and the negotiation happens among the attorneys. This process is adopted
to provide resolution where conflict might have a higher impact if it is taken to court.49
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Summary
These chapters have addressed various types of conflict and conflict management techniques
adopted by organizations. In the first chapter, a small hypothetical conflict scenario was provided
to give an overview to the reader about a conflict scenario that was experienced in an organization.
In the next section, a brief introduction was provided about the types of conflict and conflict
management techniques. Then, different views and conflict levels were discussed under the
concept of conflict management and it was found that organizational conflict has different
dimensions and all of them require different techniques or tools for management.
A brief discussion was provided in the research about few well-known techniques of conflict
management such as Rahim’s approach, Thomas-Kilmann’s model of conflict management,
Kozan’s model, Dechurch and Marks’ meta-taxonomy, Khun and Poole’s model, and Black and
Mouton conflict grid.50
In the research section, the result of the conflict is discussed under the negative and positive
phenomena along with possible resolutions for conflict. Also, the impact of that resolution is
evaluated using the conflict situation which is being depicted during the story of conflicts. At the
end of the section, various techniques of conflict management are used which can be taken as
alternative options of conflict resolution. According to research, fight or flight conflict
management can be considered one of the best strategies to manage conflict within an organization.
For Your Interest
•

Interesting Facts
• 85% of U.S. employees experience conflict and spend 2.8 hours a week dealing
with it.
• Significant loss of organizational productivity and resources – costs $359 billion in
paid hours a year.
• 31% of managers think they handle conflict effectively while 78% of employees
disagree.
• 27% of employees witnessed personal attacks.
• 25% say avoiding it results in sickness/absences.
• 75% of employees report positive outcomes from conflict that would not have been
realized without the conflict.
• 95% of those who receive training say it is the biggest driver for success - but
nearly 60% have never received training.

Internet Tour
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

http://www.crnhq.org/
http://conflict-resolution.org/
http://www.beyondintractability.org/
http://www.worldviewpub.com
http://www.emeraldinsight.com/journal/ijcma
http://journals.sagepub.com/home/jcr
https://ojpcr.org/
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Definitions
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Business life cycle: It represents the different phases that a business goes through as it
changes and evolves over time.
Competition: A situation in which someone is trying to win something or be more
successful than someone else.
Conflict: Friction or opposition resulting from actual or perceived differences or
incompatibilities.
Conflict management: The practice of recognizing and dealing with disputes in a
rational, balanced, and effective way.
Co-worker: A person with whom one works, typically someone in a similar role or at a
similar level within an organization.
Dysfunctional: Failure to achieve or sustain a behavioral norm or expected condition, as
in a social relationship.
Emotion: A strong feeling deriving from one’s circumstances, mood, or relationships
with others.
Employee satisfaction: It is the extent to which an individual is happy with their job and
the role it plays in their life.
Extroverted people: A person who finds energy in interacting with others. They prefer
to spend time with others.
Intergroup conflict: It occurs between groups regardless of the size of the groups.
Intra-group conflict: These conflicts occur between members of the same group.
Introverted employee: A person who tends to turn inward mentally. Introverts avoid
large groups of people, feeling more energized by time alone.
Norm: A principle of right action binding the members of a group and serving to guide,
control, or regulate proper and acceptable behaviors.
Rule: An accepted principle or instruction that states the way things are or should be
done and tells you what you are allowed or are not allowed to do.
Workflow: Progression of steps (tasks, events, interactions) that comprise a work
process, involve two or more persons, and create or add value to the organization’s
activities
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Time and Meeting Management
Asst. Prof. Tolga GÜL
Alanya Alaaddin Keykubat University
“Men talk of killing time, while time quietly kills them”
Dion Boucicault
A Story on Time and Meeting Management
One morning, as the father was about to leave the house in a hurry again, the children woke up
with the voices of discussion of their parents as they did every morning. The children immediately
got up from their beds and went to the hall to satisfy their curiosity. As usual, the father was angry
as he was about to leave the house for work. The children sat silently in the living room couch
with fearful eyes. This time, the man turned his anger towards the children and asked them why
they got up early. Then the man turned to the woman again, “I told you, didn’t I? I did! I have a
meeting today. I told you to iron my light blue shirt for the meeting!”. “Can’t you go to the meeting
with the brown shirt?” the woman said. “I’m going to make a presentation today, and if I wear a
brown shirt, I’ll have a pessimistic look, which will darken the audience. As a result of this, the
value to be given to the project will be reduced.” the man angrily said.
The woman said “Okay.” and handed the blue shirt to the husband, which she finished ironing.
However, as soon as the man got his shirt ironed, he took the shirt and said to his wife: “Do you
not understand? I am doing the presentation today. I should go to the hall before everyone else,
not to welcome future guests.” In response to her husband, woman said “You were out later
yesterday. So, there is time, you will catch up.” The man quickly left the house and drove away.
The woman was worried about her husband’s anger and him driving too fast. The woman went to
the kitchen to have breakfast with her children. After 15 minutes, the woman heard the news of
the last-minute car crash on the radio. There was news of a chain accident on radio. At the moment
the announcer stated the place of the collision, the woman fell into the chair.
The location of the crash was the intersection of her husband’s way to work every day. She worried
that her husband had complained every day whether he had an accident with the rush at the
intersection. The woman was concerned that something had happened to him after hearing the
news from the radio. Then she put on a cardigan, put some taxi money into her pocket, and went
to the outer door with trouble in her heart. Meanwhile, the woman could not control her tears over
the possibility that her husband might have died in the accident. When she opened the door to go
out, she saw a man’s shadow in front of the door and startled. However, as the door opened, the
man whose light hit the face of the house was her husband, who just looked worried. The man
stared at his wife’s wet cheeks for a moment and said, “Did you listen to the radio?”
The woman confirmed this with tearful eyes. The man said, “The accident happened very close to
me. At that moment, I realized that there was something more important than this meeting that I
was not prepared for. If it had been me who died in that accident, my children would have
remembered me as a father who could not manage his time well so that he would continuously
shout at his wife and themselves. That is when I realized I made a big mistake. I shared with you
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the responsibility of not being able to prepare well for both my work and the meeting that I am
responsible for due to not being able to manage the time well. Here is the lesson to be learned from
this story; know every day as your last and manage your time well.
1. Introduction
The most valuable source for people and organizations is time, especially in the competitive
environment of the 21st century. Due to the impossibility of turning it back, not measuring its value,
and lack of a substitute source for it, the efficiency of organizations and employees becomes a very
significant issue in terms of saving and making profits.1 Not being able to increase, store, buy,
transfer, and save the time allocated for a day and not increasing it from 24 hours to 25 hours is an
essential problem of the whole world.
Because of the fact that the only thing that people and organizations can manage within the time
relation or save is the actions and events planned to be performed or being performed, they can
only manage the time of events to be performed. It is defined as event management.2 The fact that
the requirement of developing skills of time management and efficient use of it has an important
place was influential for choosing the “Time Management and Meeting/Event Management” as a
topic of study.
The way to realise plans and targets as soon as possible for the organizations is to establish an
efficient time management structure in parallel with social and technological advancements,
continuous progress, and change. To enable the managers to carry out their managerial functions
and manage time accordingly, an active system should be present at the organization. For this
reason, meetings keep both the time and operation under control as a bi-directional operative
communication media. Because of these, meetings have a significant and essential place in the
lives of businesses in terms of time management.3, 4
2. Time
Throughout history, what the time means is associated with several events and phenomena. The
most important reason for this is that it has no existence in nature that we can show directly. Time
is a quality that people experience through indirect ways. The state of subjective reality that creates
time mostly is the movement in space.5 However, in the literature, time was derived from the
concept of Chronos, meaning chronological time in Greek. Chronos time is linear and successive.
No second is more critical than another second. In this sense, time determines the rhythm of our
lives. There are such significant cultures in the world that consider life based on the paradigm of
“quality time” or “the right moment”.6
As a feature, time has an unusual behavior: it flows non-stop. It cannot be collected, stored,
replicated, and expanded; people must use time effectively because they have a limited lifespan.
Many of those who suffer from a lack of time do not know how to use their time well. Like other
sources, time can also be effectively valued or wasted.7 According to another researcher, “time” is
the duration that an event happens. If these events were not present, time would not exist. In other
words, it would not be possible to talk about time in a stationary universe.8 Time presented to the
human as a celestial phenomenon is known as a fact, the significance of which cannot be perceived
sufficiently, and which cannot be managed efficiently. Time is one of the most dominant factors
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for humanity in this sense. Time has such a wide range of definitions that it cannot be explained
with a unifying description. For this reason, many scientists cannot agree on a common definition.9
In this respect, the questions of what time is and what it is not are scientifically discussed
fundamental topics in both philosophy and physics. Besides, all these times perceived as related
to the concepts of infinity and indefiniteness in terms of quality and quantity cannot be acquired
again. Time with an abstract structure enables understanding the universe better and make the
world more livable. For this reason, the number of studies conducted on time for long years is
incontrovertibly excessive.10
2.1. Types of Time
Individuals interpret time in different ways by the situation, condition, and atmosphere they are in.
Because the perception of time varies from individual to individual, time perceived and time
measured are different from each other. This difference led to the interpretation of time by different
types among itself.11 In this respect, to clearly understand the phenomenon of time, it should be
known that it is a physical reality independent of the human mind as well as a reality that takes
place in the human mind. Based on this distinction, first of all, objective and subjective time
difference can be mentioned for humans. In the context of objective time and subjective time, a
total of seven different time types can be mentioned. In this case, the objective time types are to
be examined under the subheadings of managerial, organizational, and economic time while
subjective time will be examined under the subheadings of biological, psychological, free, and
leisure time, as shown in Exhibit 1. Please see Exhibit 1 for the types of time.
Exhibit 1. Types of Time

2.1.1. Objective Time
Objective evaluation and actual measurements do not change according to the individual.
Therefore, science develops based on accurate measurements and assessments. When we enter
physics as a fourth dimension, time is what we call objective. This type of time, which is based on
the boiling or freezing of water, the distance travelled on the earth in an hour and the melting
process of iron is independent of the inner times of the people and has the same meaning all over
the world. When we speak of time in the century we live, the more objective type of time comes
to the mind.12 Objective time sees time as an actual element of the natural, physical world.
According to this, time is a phenomenon that is not directly experienced but is not different from
objects like other surfaces of nature.13 An example of this situation is the calculation of the motion
of the world around the sun and itself as a process. This type of time can be felt by all sense organs
of all people and be calculated. Considering it in terms of time management, the most fundamental
problem for human life is the real (objective) time.
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2.1.2. Managerial Time
Managerial time means the time spent by managers to carry out organizational activities. The time
allocated for the management works regardless of the position at the organization is called
“managerial time”. Managerial time brings organizational sources together to carry out business
activities and directs them in line with organizational objectives, aims, plans, policies, and
strategies in a certain time dimension.13 Time allocated by the managers for managerial works
regardless of their positions, is called Managerial Time.14 Managerial time is defined as the time
spent by managers with top and lower-level colleagues, officers of other departments, for
environmental events, visitors and their needs. Famous management scientist Peter Drucker15
gives the following advice related to the concept of managerial time:
a. A manager should not start from the duties s/he has undertaken for time use; s/he should
start from her/his time.
b. A manager should start her/his duties by finding where s/he consumes her/his time
instead of starting by planning.
c. A manager should sort the part that s/he cannot control the time, and s/he is not
productive. S/he should combine intermittent time parts in the form of the most extended
units as much as possible.
d. A manager should plan her/his works and foresee them, and s/he should not perform
unplanned tasks, and s/he should abstain from untidiness.
e. S/he should limit the time for agenda items of the meeting and should use the time source
efficiently and consciously for the management.16
The manager should consider the following points to manage the time better:17
a. The manager should give quick and decisive answers. It does not mean being quick all
the time. It points out the fact that 85% of the problems encountered are those not
requiring thinking for more than a few minutes.
b. Certainty is vital while designating a day. Order and appointments should be determined
with certain expressions. Expressions such as “I will take it a day in the next week.” or
“You can stop by whenever you want.” will not work.
c. The manager should not control all the phone calls. At some workplaces, the telephone is
almost a monster for managers. If there is an employee to answer the phone, s/he should
do it. Managers should call the ones calling her/himself if s/he has time.
d. Minor reminders should be written. The manager should not rely on her/his memory
about what should be done. S/he should not start off from the duties s/he has undertaken
for time use, manager should start off from her/his time.
e. The manager should start her/his duties by finding where s/he consumes her/his time
instead of starting by planning.
f. The manager should combine intermittent time parts in the form of the longest units as
much as possible.
g. The manager should plan her/his works and foresee them, not perform unplanned works,
and abstain from untidiness.
h. The manager should limit the time for agenda items of the meeting and should use the time
source in an efficient and conscious way for the management.18
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2.1.3. Organizational (Working) Time
Organizational time is the time created by individuals working at the organization in line with a
target set by the organization and by using physical tools of the organization in cooperation with
and under the structure of management.18 Time for achieving goals varies by the organization. In
this regard, organizational time cannot be standardized. Moreover, organizational time is crucial
and also a measure of productivity.19 Organizational time has different features than other scarce
sources. It cannot be bought, sold, leased, stored, saved, increased, produced, and changed.20, 21
Organizational time is the sum of time spent by the staff and machines within a certain period for
the organization to produce goods and services.22
Enterprises are living organisms due to the structure they have. Within this context, those who
oversee the management level are obliged to effectively manage their times and the employees’ in
order to render their activities continuous. Within this context, upper and lower level personnel
should develop their programs using their creativity in following the requirements of the
organization and increase their effectiveness in the use of individual and organizational time.23
The main factors determining and affecting efficient management of organizational time18, 22 can
be listed as follows:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

Identifying the priorities,
Planning,
Efficient communication,
Deciding,
Delegation,
Managing time of subordinates,
Managing the top manager,
Eliminating interruptions,
Working with the secretary.

Working time is the time spent by individuals in working life. Colleagues, managers, and
functioning structure of the organization as well as the person oneself are useful for managing
working time. Managers should take a guiding and supervisory role in managing the working time
of the employees. Employees should use their working time very well in order to be more efficient
at the work environment, increase job satisfaction, and motivation. In addition to this, identifying
the time traps slowing down the working rhythm of the employees and managers and taking
measures accordingly is particularly important for managing the working time.24
2.1.4. Economic Time
The concept of time is frequently used in the field of economics. Moreover, it is used as a unit of
measurement in economics. As an example, calculations are made by the hour, day, week, or
month to calculate the wage to be paid to the employees in the period of payment, and payments
are made based on this time concept. In addition, what is paid for natural resources is calculated
based on the concept of time.25
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2.1.5. Subjective Time
Time is not only a purely objective phenomenon that takes place outside of the human self. Time
is connected to our emotions as much as objective facts. All stages of life, such as birth, death,
health, and illness, begin and end within it. The physical environment of people living in and
around the place where people live can show effects that are not experienced by other living beings.
For example, speed can accelerate some of the rhythmic functions of our body. This may occur as
a result of increased heart rate and frequent breathing. This is the reason why some hormone
secretions and blood pressure increase with stress. For this reason, the excitement of the inner
hours accelerating, and the passing of time is subjective of our inner self, which affects the
objective time. Subjectivity, which is another expression of self, can be said to exist as much as
the number of people in the world. Since decisions and evaluations made depending on subjectivity
will be so different, it can be said that their features are not very much bound by rules.12
The subjective time, which is called the sensed time, is the difference in the duration of the work
or event, is made with the time, regardless of the time.26 Also, subjective time is an approach which
is interpreted as a way of seeing together, which is the basis of human consciousness. According
to this, time is a phenomenon which is based on human self-awareness and experience.27, 5 Within
this context, the types of time that can be evaluated within the concept of subjective time are listed
as biological, psychological, free, and leisure time.
2.1.6. Biological Time
Natural rhythm in the genetic codes of individuals that provide an internal balance to the person is
called biological time. Moreover, biological time is related to the daylight, temperature, moisture,
air pressure, and climate.28 Biological time has an essential place for all living beings, mainly for
people. For this reason, people should establish a relation between biological time and real-time
and they should manage the time on sound base with the balance they will have utilising this
relation.29 Within this context, the most fundamental element of good time management for
individuals is to know how to establish a good balance between time and work, as well as their
biological and physical needs, which they devote to work life, social life, and recreation.30
2.1.7. Psychological Time
Psychological time is the time felt or perceived depending on the mental state of people.23
According to other definitions, psychological time is part of a real-time perceived.11 Psychological
time is defining the perception of time passed against a condition by the individuals as short or
long other than the time shown by the mechanical clock. It is the perception of real-time by the
individuals as short or long other than actual reality, depending on the psychological state of the
individuals. Psychological time is perceived differently by each individual, society, culture, and
so on. Sometimes the time does not seem to pass, and sometimes people cannot notice how it
passes.
2.1.8. Free Time
Free time is the time that people use, apart from working hours, to meet the mandatory needs that
are mental and physical. Physiological needs of human beings are eating, drinking, sleeping,
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emptying, cleaning, etc. In addition, it is the time devoted to one day’s working time to meet free
time security requirements. Activities performed during this time period should not be confused
with leisure activities because there is a physical and mental necessity in the activities performed
within the free time period. That is, no free behaviors can be mentioned in practice in leisure time
activities.
2.1.9. Leisure Time
Since the first time that existence of human being in the world has been known, in addition to
having codes of working or having an occupation in genes by his nature, he has the codes of not
working and slacking. While aristocrats suggested that muscle-based works should be carried out
by those without freedom in the sites of Ancient Greece, some thought that working too much was
humiliating for people. Social and cultural life changing with the industrial revolution led to
individual and separate living spaces. As working gained mandatory, coordinated, authoritative,
organized, and routine set up, it made spending time out of working hours a specific lifestyle. 31,
32
According to definitions in the literature within this scope, leisure time is defined as “freedom”
remaining from limited time, an opportunity offered for choosing time out of work and time
remaining from social activities is mandatory.33
The concept of leisure time is defined as residual time. Leisure time is the time that people can do
anything by choosing freely as they wish other than daily activities they have to do every day
routinely34 according to Gul.9 Leisure time is the period allocated to meet all physiological needs
and out of mandatory time defined for business life and work.
2.2. Time Traps
The responsibilities that a manager or employees have are likened to an angry river. Employees
and managers can work efficiently when they are flowing at the normal flow of the river. However,
these days are rare. Because most of the time, responsibilities are like floods that threaten to
overwhelm employees. In this case, the river in it, the more it rains, the more mixed and out of
control it becomes. Even if you see obstacles, you may rarely have the time or energy to avoid
them. This is often a situation in which people must constantly be careful to avoid the obstacles of
time.35
The barriers to the effective use of time are called time traps in the literature. Time traps are caused
by various factors. These can be traps from work, traps from people, and traps arising from
organizational structure and management.36 In order to cope with time traps, firstly, the work to
be done should be planned. In this sense, the importance of the tasks to be done is evaluated
according to the results. Planning will create more opportunities for jobs that have priority and
significance. In this case, the prediction of time traps makes it essential.37 Within this context, it is
necessary to pre-determine and be aware of time traps which are required for the effective use of
time. These pitfalls, when ignored, cause managers to lose time in their work. In this case, the
administrator causes unnecessary stress. It is of great significance for the managers to use time
efficiently and avoid time-wasting activities called time traps.38 For this reason, one of the subjects
emphasized for time management is “time traps” or “time destroyers”. Time traps are the presence
of barriers or interruptions in terms of using time. They may arise from social relations as well as
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personal and cultural characteristics. Time traps can be listed as follows:39 Please see Table 1 for
determination of time traps.
Table 1. Determination of Time Traps
Personel Causes
1
Unplanned / Absence of Self Discipline
2
Postpone and Distraction
3
Unhealthy Working Environment
4
Delegation of Authority
5
Extreme Self-Confidence and Insecurity
6
No Do not Say
7
Irregularity and Clutter
8
Stress and Time Print
9
Uncertainty of Individual Targets and Priorities
10
Extreme Social Relations
11
Bureaucracy and stationery
12
Perfectionism
13
Open Door Policy
14
Instability
15
Impetuosity
Business Causes
1
Unexpected Visitors
2
Accidents at work
3
Natural Events
4
Frequent and Long Phone Calls
5
Unnecessary Meetings
6
Business trip
7
Bureaucratic Drudgeries
8
Crisis
Administrative Causes
1
Insufficient Communication
2
Open Door Policy
3
Uncertainty of Managerial Goals
4
Regarding Coordination
5
Insufficient Planning
6
Avoidance of Delegation
Insufficient Communication
Organizational Structure and Political Causes
1
Delegation of Authority
2
Instability
3
Inefficient Work and Meetings
4
Crisis and Stress Management
5
Organizational Conflicts
6
Healthy Working Environment Poverty
7
Bureaucratic Drudgeries
8
Inefficient Secretariat Services

Source: Uysal, N. (1999). Zaman Kullanımı, İnsan Kaynakları. İstanbul: Hürriyet Yayınları.

Determination of time traps making persons or managers lose time is very significant for efficient
time management. It may arise from personal, job, organizational structure, policies, and
managerial reasons.36
2.3. The Definition and Significance of Time Management
According to Peter Drucker, time is the leanest source, and it is quite gentle according to
Mackenzie, and it is the “primary source” according to Lakien. It is not possible to replace, buy,
or hire the time passing. Time cannot be collected like money or stored like raw material and used
as desired. A new area of research called “management of time” was emerged to use the time
which is a precious source owing to these characteristics proactively.40 Within this context,
humanity has not been able to manage time in a formulated way throughout written history. They
can only manage the perception of time. The only thing they can manage is actions and events
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performed or to be performed in relation to time. For this reason, people cannot expand the 24
hour-time zone to 25 hours by saving time in the time allocated for one day. They can manage
only the time of events to be carried out. We can define it as event management.2
Inter-enterprise competition has been at the top in the last century. Accordingly, efficient time
management is a crucial factor to enable businesses to become successful under the most
challenging conditions of a competition.38 Time management is to fit more tasks in a certain period
by spending time more efficiently. Spending time more efficiently means gaining the time
remaining for other things. In short, time management is to live the time passing beyond our control
to the fullest by eliminating time-wasting.41 Time management means doing the right things within
limited time and sparing time for ourselves.42
In summary, in modern organizations, time is considered to be one of the few scarce resources
used and evaluated to ensure the effectiveness and efficiency of the organization. For this reason,
no other source to replace the time could be found. In other words, time cannot be returned.43, 29
According to Schular, time management is the method of achieving the tasks and goals that make
it possible to be effective throughout one’s career.6 Time management is to use elements such as
organizing, controlling, and planning, which are the main functions of management science, in
time management in order to reach the goals and goals of individuals within their working and
social lives.44 Within this context, it is not about time management but rather about planning time
for individuals and saving time by using control mechanisms.36 Please see the Exhibit 2 for process
of time management.
Exhibit 2. Process of Time Management
Work-Induced Tension
Goals And Prioritieto Identify

Time
Management

Techniques:
Make A List And Schedule
Preference For Organization

Time
Management
Perception

Physical Tension
Job Satisfaction
Performance

Source: Macan, T.H. (1994). Time Management:Test of A Process Model.
Journal of Applied Psychology, 79(3), 381-391.

Using time efficiently and productively, time awareness should be developed, firstly. It will be
possible by working in a planned and programmed way, adopting techniques, implementing them,
and gain behaviors patterns that are to be useful for efficient use of time.45 For this reason, the
point to be emphasized is not managing the time for the individual, it is how s/he will handle
himself in time. There are different approaches (theories) related to time management.46 These
approaches are described in the following paragraphs.
2.4. Approaches (Theories) of Time Management
It is not possible for you to make and repair a tool which you do not know how to operate. If you
do not know the source of problems and how the time is spent, you cannot solve issues of time
management. Some theories were developed in the literature to explain the management of time
scientifically:47
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2.4.1. Organizing Approach
This approach suggests that most of the problems of time management are based on an irregularity
in our lives. Determining priorities may enable individuals to lead a planned life and increase the
level of control in their lives. Individuals work under the pressure of time and workload in specific
periods of life. Performing the tasks at the right time and place by spending enough sources is what
is desired by everyone in the professional life. As it is understood, it is crucial to implement
efficiency and productivity together to be successful.48 The manager desiring to use time
efficiently and productively should list the activities to be performed and determine the priorities
by the urgency nature of them. It was observed that managers carried out most of the tasks listed.
It was also observed that although they performed most of their works, the works were low priority
and easy. Every item in the task sheet prepared should be addressed and evaluated by the priority.
In addition to it, works which can be transferred should be transferred, and the list should be
completed based on preferences determined.49 According to Güçlü16 who explains the strengths
and weaknesses of the self-gathering and order approach:
•

•

Strengths: The powers of the organizing approach save time for the person throughout the
working life. In this case, it increases the efficiency obtained from work. The layout of the
worktable allows saving time in a filing, backup of a missing report, and so on. It prevents
extra effort for the work we have done or prepared.
Weaknesses: If the order management approach in time management turns into a weakness
of planning instead of doing business, people spend their time planning instead of doing
their real work and remain unaware of their work. While they want to use their time
efficiently, they will waste their time. As a result, planning should not become mechanic
and flexibility should be present.

2.4.2. Achievement (Goal) Approach
Achievement (goal) approach requires knowing what is desired and making an effort accordingly.
A fundamental philosophy of this approach is based on “know what you want and focus your
efforts in order to achieve it”. It includes long and short-term planning, goal setting, visualisation,
self-motivation, and creating a positive mental attitude. The goal approach is the approach of
olympic sports people who are successful all around the world. This approach is the strength of
exceeding the goal set by enabling the person to focus on the task and preventing distraction. It
includes long-, mid- and short-term planning, goal setting, visualisation, self-motivation, and
creating a positive mental attitude.16, 50 Güçlü (2001) explains the main framework of the strengths
and weaknesses of the target approach:
•

•

Strengths: The power of this approach enables employees or organizations to achieve
goals and success over a period. It is the approach of Olympic athletes who are performing
worldwide. It has been observed that even individuals who are not talented have a great
performance by taking all kinds of payment into consideration and individuals and
institutions that are trying to reach the determined targets are more successful.
Weaknesses: Employees make extraordinary efforts to achieve the goal and if they do not
achieve the goal or the achievement is not satisfying, employees will be disappointed. If it
is not based on goals, principles, and basic needs, focusing on only one goal enabling the
person to achieve it will make person feel discouraged.
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2.4.3. Warrior Approach
The warrior approach in time management is that the person protects her/his time and focuses only
on production. Every action is taken considering the future. The strategy focuses on protecting the
time to defend her/himself and work efficiently and independently.51 In terms of organizational
management, there are strengths and weaknesses to the warrior approach.
•

•

Strengths: The strong side of the warrior approach in time management is that it is a timerelated responsibility and entirely belongs to the ruler. Within this context, productivity is
increasing in environments where responsibility belongs altogether to the person.16 It is the
isolation of the individual from the working environment, closing the doors to direct
communication by using the power of attorney system and rejecting meaningless dialogue.
In other words, assigning the authority to others considering that it may provide additional
time for more effective jobs.52
Weaknesses: The main weakness of this approach is to see all those who oppose it as
enemies. In this sense, it has a philosophy of survival in a wild forest.
Isolate/insulate/suppress/limit/say no/remove people from your office/put down the
telephone in the middle of the conservation. 16 It is acting with the opinion of intervening
in their program before they intervene with your plan. As a result, this approach focuses
on seeing others as an enemy at the beginning.52

2.4.4. Pareto Approach
As time is the most valuable source for the human, the activities to be focused on should be
determined to reach efficient and productive results in a short time.53 One of the techniques to be
used to determine the priorities is the technique defined as the Pareto analysis.54 The Pareto
analysis was introduced by Vilfrodo Pareto, an Italian economist in the ninetieth century. Take
any sales team and subject them to the 80/20 Policy. It will undoubtedly be seen that there is an
unbalanced relationship between sales - clerks, customers - turnovers. When you look at it, 80%
of sales are made by 20% of clerks. When you sort your customer list from turnover-based to small
and report, you will see 80% of the bottom-total and 20% of your top-ranked customers. These
results are the same for each period you receive a report and never change.55 For instance, if there
are ten items in the list of daily works, two of them are effective for achieving 80% of the goals of
that day and are more useful than the other eight items. Prioritizing by evaluating the items in the
list to find out the most significant one will enable the person to get more results as soon as
possible.56
2.4.5. The ABC Approach
The ABC approach emphasizes the requirement of the goal approach. Within this context, the
importance and priority should be taken in the works that need to be done, and a way should be
followed.31 The ABC time management approach generally uses techniques such as clarifying
values and task sequencing. With this approach, “You can do whatever you want, but you cannot
do everything.” It bases its fundamentals on the Target approach but adds an important concept of
time management. “Your efforts should be focused primarily on your most important work”. “If
you know what you want to reach and focus your efforts on those things first, you will be
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successful and happy in your business.” It includes techniques such as clarifying values and task
ordering.22
It is possible to use the time most efficiently by performing item “A” tasks first and delay items
“B” and “C” tasks to the future.56 Item “A” tasks are those that are not to be delayed and require
being completed as soon as possible. Such tasks are crucial, and they need to be performed first.
Item “B” tasks are the tasks following item “A” by order of significance. These tasks should be
carried out if time remains after performing the item “A” tasks. Item “C” tasks are the last tasks
by order of importance, and these are unimportant tasks that do not require being carried out.49 It
is possible to use the time in the best way and save time by carrying out item “A” tasks first and
deferring item “B” and “C” tasks.54 The strengths and weaknesses of the ABC approach are
described by Güçlü16 as follows:
•
•

Strengths: This approach emphasizes that “important tasks should be prioritized”. It
ensures order and sequence. This approach offers some techniques distinguishing focusing
on the highest priority tasks and tasks to be performed in daily life.
Weaknesses: The main setback is related to clarifying the values and ignorance of the fact
that life quality is determined by principles and natural laws. This negligence causes people
to adopt values conflicting with natural laws and follow them frequently. These values only
bring the feeling of being hindered and failure.

2.4.6. Covey’s Time Management Approach
Time use matrix of Covey is an important instrument to know how much time should be spent for
which task, determine time requests, analyze activities, and determine delicate subjects.57 Events
are classified in four frames in the Time Management Matrix developed by Covey. Time of
individuals is described by four factors as shown in Table 2:58
Table 2. Time Management Matrix
Scale
SIGNIFICANT

INSIGNIFICANT

-

Urgent
Crises
Pending Issues
Projects to Be Completed in a Certain Period
Some Meetings
Immediate Work
Popular Events

-

Intentional Calls and Visits
Letters and Reports
Meetings
Other Jobs
Popular Events

-

Trivial
Preparation
Precaution
Determination of Values
Plan
Establish Relationship
Self-Renewal
Empowerment
The Ins and Outs
Junk phone conversations
Lark
Leisure
Irrelevant Correspondence
Fan the Breeze
Watching TV excessively

Source: Taner, B. (2005), Zaman Yönetimi, Marmara Üniversitesi Sosyal Bilimler Enstitüsü Öneri Dergisi, 6(23).
67-71.

“Important-urgent” activities in the first frame are those in which works are administered,
produced, and put in place to respond to a number of needs and barriers by experience and skill of
judgment. “Important-not urgent” in the second frame is the personal leadership field called
“Quality Frame” and these activities create systems eliminating the problems instead of dealing
with the problems.59
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“Unimportant-urgent” activities in the third frame are those resulting in the deviation of agenda of
the manager but meeting the needs of others.58 “Unimportant-non-urgent” that can be named
“waste frame” is included in the scope of consumer activities, and this frame is the activity
highlighting corrupting life rather than leading it.46
2.4.7. Technology (the Magic Tool) Approach
This approach is based on the assumption that the right tool, in other words, the right calendar,
planning, computer program, and right portable or laptop computer will give us the power to create
quality in our lives. These tools help plan the tasks and access information easily. The underlying
assumption is that systems and structures make us more productive. Even leather-coated, luxurious
diaries can be considered an indicator that people holding position progress fast in life and they
are clean and tidy.60 Güçlü16 states the Strengths and Weaknesses of Technology (Magic Tool)
approach as follows:
•

•

Strengths: Using the right tools it creates strong effects from setting up a home to set up
a life. An abundance of electronic instruments in the market makes us think that it is a very
modern approach. Tools are symbols of hope. Taking a note, marking the task completed
on the list, and following essential functions in our life creates a sense of satisfaction.
Weaknesses: It arises from the fact that external realities determining life quality are not
taken into consideration. The basic assumption that technology is the answer to everything
is wrong. Even the most perfect tool cannot substitute for vision, deliberating, creativity,
character, or qualification.

2.4.8. Skill (Time Management 101) Approach
Time management is essentially a skill, and this skill is essential for using time well. The Skill
Approach has techniques such as long and short-term plans, setting goals, visualisation, positive
thinking, and self-motivation. Moreover, efficient time management includes using time correctly
and adequately, like other productive sources.61 It is not enough to work hard to be successful;
efficient working is necessary. Efficient working is possible with knowledge and skills. Skills
enable performing tasks by spending less energy and time. Proper time management is nothing
short of “Time Management Skill”.36 The strengths and weaknesses of the skilled approach
according to Güçlü16 are as follows:
•

•

Strengths: The most important factor that benefit the organization is the Skill Approach.
Advances in the context of objectives are recorded by providing many benefits in terms of
the professional skills that the organizations’ value and the business and time management
of the enterprise.
Weaknesses: The weaknesses in the Skilled Approach are often those most crucial in the
depth and quality of education. What basic paradigms are taught to achieve the skills
required for the organization? Are they linked to the right principles? Or do they produce
invalid assumptions about the nature of life and being practical?
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2.4.9. Recovery (Rehabilitation) Approach
Problems of time management arise out of environmental, social, cultural, or psychological
reasons.46 Cultural and mental issues should be recovered. Time perceptions are different in every
culture. While time is perceived as a value to be utilized, it is perceived as a value to be experienced
by some cultures. While time is considered a quite scarce source for gaining the material value in
the Western cultures, it is the value that cultural and humanistic values live. Considering the
positive and negative aspects of two different perceptions for time management, the efficiency of
time management is increased by using positive elements of both concepts. 36. Güçlü 16 explains
the strengths and weaknesses of the improvement approach as follows:
•

•

Strengths: The path to improvement has a more practical aspect than other methods.
Because this approach focuses on the reasons that determine the behaviors of individuals.
As a result, it enables the individual to be more conscious and to provide the basic changes
that will occur in the future.
Weaknesses: This approach is not very much related to time management problems.
Although it helps to identify issues as a result of implications, it only identifies instead of
solving the problem. In other words, there is no claim to address the issues. Besides, the
diagnoses obtained are contradictory.

2.4.10. The “Go With the Flow” Approach (Harmony and Natural Rhythms)
This approach suggests a number of different assumptions about time and life compared to
traditional time management. Based on its paradigm, learning to go with the flow and getting back
to the natural rhythm of life will offer spontaneous and unexpected opportunities in our lives.16
We can get back to the natural rhythm of life by going with the flow. In other words, it argues that
individuals should integrate themselves with a natural course in time by getting back to the natural
rhythm of life and leaving life to an unexpected and spontaneous course. This approach does not
accord with the individual and humanistic responsibility in the form that the individual will transfer
life to the next level. Personal responsibility requires not going with the flow, and it requires
directing time and life. It is not the right approach for time management approaches.36 This
approach emphasizes the harmony with the flow of nature by the consistency of the ego. It
represents an idea objecting to traditional time management.31 This approach is an inimical
approach to time management. It points out that time management should not be applied. Güçlü16
explains the strengths and weaknesses of this approach as follows:
•

•

Strengths: By being alone with nature, away from the clocks, phones, and computers, the
individual is aware of the naturalness around and around her/himself and feels her/himself
with them. This is usually perceived when the individual deals with something s/he likes,
such as music, painting, literature, or gardening. It is desired that these particular “timeindependent” moments in life are increased. This approach removes the person from the
sovereignty of the emergency work, which the individuals face in life. It provides benefits
by creating internal and external harmony.
Weaknesses: This approach is a response to the addiction to hurry. Yet it causes an escape
rather than helping to improve the quality of life. Frequently, it leads to the loss of vital
elements such as vision, purpose, and balance. Also, achieving what is most important is
to swim against the waves by using free will instead of releasing it.
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3. Meeting Management
The obligation of using information and communication channels efficiently is in question to
achieve individual and organizational goals and objectives in life. While there are various
communication techniques, it is known in the doctrine that one of the most efficient
communication channels is “meeting”.62 Holding meetings for social, political, educational, and
business purposes is the easiest way of efficient communication among people, producing creative
ideas, indirect training, etc. achieving the goal in line with the purposes. For this reason, a meeting
is a useful tool to prevent losing time in life.63 Meeting has definitions such as gathering for certain
purposes of more than one person, joining, gathering by the participation of the relevant persons
to discuss the agenda, and coming together in the literature within this context.64 In summary, it is
the planned event held at a particular time and location determined for certain purposes by a
minimum of three participants.65 The event to be held should have various necessary functions for
a good meeting. These functions are as follows. Please see Exhibit 3 for functions of the meeting.
Exhibit 3. Functions of the Meeting

Source: Arıcı, E. (2011). İç Denetimde Toplanti ve Toplanti Yönetimi,
Denetişim Dergisi, 11(7), 61-69. Kartal, S. (2009).
Toplantı Yönetimi, Ankara; Maya Akademi Yayınları.

Meetings are considered a constructive way of finding solutions for problems and making
decisions by creating a good communication media at the organizations. “Meeting is the biggest
weapon of the managers and heart of the art of management”. Advantages to be introduced by a
well-organized meeting are as follows:66
a)
b)
c)
d)
e)
f)
g)
h)
i)
j)

Gathers people.
Prompts making a decision.
Helps people to undertake responsibilities.
Energizes participants.
Helps the team to mix with each other.
Participants will have broader information.
People have the opportunity to present their opinions.
Everyone has the opportunity to review and evaluate opinions of others.
An agreement is achieved.
Decisions are made (even if it is the decision of making a decision).
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3.1. Planning and Organization for The Meeting Management
Holding a meeting means great effort and time. Meetings will enable people to think about better
options. Moreover, holding a meeting is an excellent method to support making a decision or
avoiding taking personal responsibilities. However, it should not be forgotten that a meeting
without the required qualities will affect the feeling of confidence for the decisions made
adversely. Therefore, before holding a meeting, why the meeting is necessary should be analyzed
correctly.67 For this reason, meetings being a planned event should be conducted based on the
below criteria:
a)
b)
c)
d)
e)
f)
g)

Meeting should be based on an actual need.
Agenda of meeting should be prepared.
Participants should be designated.
Arrangement for the meeting should be made and participants should make preparations.
Place and time of the meeting should be determined.
Possible problems should be analyzed, and solutions should be worked out.
Roles necessary for the efficiency of the meeting and the persons to do it should be
determined.
h) Lay-out of the meeting hall.
i) Determination of time and duration of the meeting.
j) Preparing meeting records.

3.1.1. Meeting Organization
The next phase of the event the planning stage of which has been completed is the realization.
Now, actual organization of the event planned under the name of meeting should be performed.
As in the planning stage, there are a number of criteria for achievement at the organization stage.
They are as follows:
a) Opening: The best meetings start well, continue well, and end well. A good starting is the
responsibility of the chairman.68 For this reason, a productive meeting should be managed
correctly. The person to chair the meeting should exercise her/his authority as required. At
this stage, the meeting chairman should guide the participants in the light of agenda items.
Moreover, s/he should end the meeting properly by preventing getting off the point by
supporting various perspectives. Completion of actions and recording the meeting is very
significant.67.
b) Announcing the Time of Meeting: Meeting should start on time if there is no valid
reason.69; As cited in 70, 67 There are some rules applied to the meeting management to eliminate
the loss of time and to shorten the process of decision making. The meeting should be
opened on time, even if there are late people, the subject should not be repeated for the
participants coming late without an excuse for the time they are not present, and they should
be warned about compliance with the meeting participation time. Guion and Bolton71
suggest that starting the meeting on designated time will create the perception that the
meeting chairman takes it seriously and does her/his best for an effective meeting. It is very
important for effective meeting management. In summary, in order for a manager to carry
out productive meeting management, s/he should ensure that the meeting starts on time,
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covers the agenda properly, and goals are achieved. Such a manager uses the time of
participants efficiently.72
c) Preliminary Information Should Be Provided at the Moment of Meeting: Reminding
the agenda of the meeting at the beginning of the meeting will provide the opportunity for
participants to focus on the agenda. To this end, a present situation or problem should be
expressed clearly. Otherwise, the manager will face the problem of control at the meeting
all the time. To prevent the control problem, the purpose of the meeting should be reminded
and titles to be discussed should be advised again.63 In case of deviations, the meeting
should be put on the right track again.73 Moreover, title of the subject discussed should be
expressed again, and it should be directed adequately. Sometimes, it will be better to pause
the progress for presenting the feeling or discussion related to the study. If the participants
do not have questions in mind, the meeting will proceed as desired.74 As a conclusion, it is
particularly important for the meeting management to prevent getting off the agenda item,
define tasks and responsibilities of the participants, follow whether discussion and
explanation have been completed or not.75 Its purpose is to prevent long and unnecessary
speeches by some participants and manage the meeting.76
d) Starting: Productive meetings make more sense than the channel that participants share
only information, opinion, and experience. For this reason, a starting step is necessary for
the meeting as the agenda and objectives of the meeting are explained.77, 78 Hagerty77
suggested that a starting step is applicable for each meeting, and it might be implemented.
It will help to facilitate the interaction of participants by attending the meeting from the
beginning and reduce the formality. If there are people who do not know each other, an
opportunity to meet each other should be given to establish more humanistic relationships
and create a kind of sharing environment at meetings.79, 78 Allowing the socialization of the
people before the meeting is significant in terms of a good meeting group. By this means,
individual differences and opinions and ideas of the persons at the meetings will be
comprehended better. Doing a job when appropriate, sharing amusing work experiences,
and mutual understanding will increase the energy of the meeting.79 Kangasharju and
Nikko80 expressed that laughing, joking, and telling a joke had an important role in
developing good relationships among participants and maintaining this ambience.
Researchers also suggested that laughing and joking had positive effects on individual and
organizational performance. Berryman-Fink and Fink69, as cited in 70 stated that actions to
maintain good relationship among individuals should be taken at the meetings. As
important as the task performed and as important as morale is at the meeting. Focusing on
the task will only cause low performance and morale. If people are eager to contribute to
the meeting and enjoy the environment, the efficiency of the meeting will be great. As a
conclusion, the meeting moderator should provide a starting step allowing people to
socialise to reach a certain level of positive energy and dynamism for the meeting, to focus
on tasks in the agenda, and to encourage participants to present their opinions.81
e) Managing the Meeting and Time: Convening for any reason means that the meeting is
necessary. However, the most common opinion about the meetings is as follows: “It did
not work other than causing me to lose time.”73 Within this scope, all guiding principles
related to meeting management should be followed and even if preparations have been
made, there may be participants coming late, leaving early, whispering and hindering the
meeting quiescence, trying to dominate the meeting, insisting on their own opinions about
the same subject, keeping silent, running out of steam, being insistent on subjects outside
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the agenda, shouting, leaving the meeting room, and damaging the atmosphere. Therefore,
being prepared for them in advance, concentrating on such problems, and interfering if
necessary is mandatory.82 Not starting the meeting on time may give a clue about the course
of the meeting. If the meeting does not start at a given time, it can be considered the first
sign that the meeting will not be a good one.83 The meeting chairman should take the
initiative and start the meeting on time to prevent such an occurrence.84 It shows respect to
the participants coming on time and emphasizes the message “we are not waiting for you,
do not be late again”.61 It may be difficult at the beginning; however, the only way to solve
the discipline problem is to make it a habit and request respect.68 If the meeting manager
starts the meeting on time, participants will learn to come on time.85 Also, the course and
behaviors of the participants to prevent an effective meeting must be observed. Duties
should be assigned to the persons that do not obey the starting and ending time of a meeting,
it should be asked to everyone at the beginning whether they will obey the given ending
time or not. If there are people who require leaving early, the ending time should be
changed accordingly and the reason for coming late should be asked to the person coming
late and the underlying cause should be found out.82 The meeting agenda should be
explained shortly by the meeting manager to clarify the objectives and conclusions
demanded and changes should be made if necessary. Basic rules of the meeting and
decision-making process should be determined and understood by all participants by
repetition. A meeting leader should assume the responsibility of achieving the objectives
of the meeting. All of them require making the authority arising from the position of being
a manager, determining a clear point of view being continuous, careful, and integrated
definitions.75 A meeting manager will encounter the problem of control at the meeting all
the time. Control means being able to keep the discussions within the framework of the
agenda items efficiently, transfer the responsibilities to the participants, define and assign
duties, and check whether tasks promised have been completed or not.75 Also, determining
the way of making decisions, how much time will be spent for each subject, what will be
done if the time is not sufficient, policies to be considered in the decision-making process,
how the final decisions will be made, how the new ideas will be considered, listening to
each other, and no interruptions will allow for an effective meeting.82 As a conclusion, the
meeting leader should be aware of her/his responsibilities and duties all the time and enable
participants to speak about the subject matter and encourage these acts. The meeting leader
should pay attention to the level of attendance for domination and allow room for silent
and timid participants, refrain participants from interrupting and trying to dominate the
meeting, be constructive and encouraging in terms of presenting opinions, encourage the
ones to speak by means of motivating words, and prevent negative criticism and
interruptions among participants.81, 86
3.1.2. Recording
A record should be kept following the subjects discussed at the meeting to prevent forgetting the
opinions presented and who said what. It is called group memory. Tools used for recording include
Flip Chart, projection, interactive whiteboard, and big paper blocks. The important thing is that
they should have enough sizes and numbers to allow all participants to follow the course of the
meeting.87
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The group should decide what is to be recorded. Records should be short, easily read by everyone,
and they should indicate who will do what and when. Decisions made, plans related to the problems
unsolved, problems found as a result of discussions, and issues to be involved in the next agenda
along with appointments should be recorded.88
3.1.3. Closing the Meeting
Ending the meeting is an art.89 Regardless of the duration of the meeting, the way of closing it is
as significant as the way of opening it. It should not be said “Time is up; I am ending the meeting”
by breaking the discussion in the middle by waiting till the last moment. In other words, the
meeting should not be ended with excuse, such as time is up in the middle of the discussion. Time
should be allocated for closing the meeting as a critical issue of the agenda.
As the purpose and agenda are explained during the opening, the conclusion should be
summarised, and the extent of being about to achieve the goal should be expressed at the meeting
to be closed.90 Briefing at the end of the meeting is very important to emphasise the most
significant aspects of the meeting. It will show which decisions are made and which targets have
been achieved at the end of the meeting. In this way, participants will have the opportunity to see
the extent of reaching the meeting objectives.91 For this reason, the meeting should clearly
summarise what has been talked about, the decisions made, and conclusions before the meeting
ends.74 No one will have a question in mind by means of summarising and ending speech and
know who will do, what they will do, and which date they will be doing. No participant can claim
that they do not know the decisions made.73
As a conclusion, briefing things achieved is half of finishing. The other half is to determine what
will be done next. The participants need to know what they will be responsible for after the
meeting.87
Summary
As an inevitable consequence of living in a constantly changing dynamic environment, humanity
is constantly dynamic in its biological and mental state. As long as all these changes take place, it
is called “time”.92, 93, 94 In the twenty-first century, many managers and trainers realise that the
greatest capital for their organizations, schools, and institutions is time, eliminating time
constraints and encouraging people they work with to further increase individual and
organizational productivity and output. Therefore, time management is an important element for
effective and sustainable development.95 In summary, time is an irreplaceable and unprotected
asset. The value of this perception can only be increased by low-value activities and large-value
activities. Within this context, time management means making changes to discover new
possibilities in work and life. Good time management is the most effective way of organizing,
planning, setting priorities, effective transfer, and reducing stressful situations. As a requirement
of contemporary working life, organizations and individuals are required to organise and manage
various dates, pressures, working hours and meetings to perform their duties quickly.96 Meetings
are a vital tool in managing organizations and employees. Meetings are gatherings in which
participants share their ideas democratically for a common ground for decision-making,
communication, motivation, interpersonal relations, and resolution of disputes. The successful
conduct of the meetings depends on the knowledge and skills of the participants.97, 98, 99
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As a result, it is doubtful that the information given in the literature will remain valid forever.
Because, as mentioned above, all the people living in the world and continue living in a physical
movement are constantly developing and acquiring new knowledge, skills, and technologies in
this cycle. Within this context, the information given in the literature for effective time
management and meeting management needs to be reconsidered in the future. Within this context,
it can be considered that this study will be beneficial in terms of providing for time and meeting
management publications in the near future.100
Case Study
Time: The 1970s. Location: The waiting room of one of the most successful advertising agencies
of the United Kingdom. Some of the top executives of the British Railways, one of the UK’s oldest
companies, were waiting at the reception before a meeting with the creative agency. The agency
was making final preparations for the presentation of the conference. The secretary at the reception
reluctantly noted the name of the waiting customers and asked them to sit and wait with a rude
attitude. The reception was filthy. The trash can was full. The interior design of the reception was
as cold as the temperature of the room. There were no pictures on the walls, no hanging tables and
a creative job. The lighting was commuting. The phone was ringing, but nobody cared, and the
worst of all, no one cared about these “important” customers, even though the meeting time had
already passed. It was almost an hour passing the appointment time. There was no one around. The
managers of the British Railways were not at all pleased with this treatment. Discomfort,
inconvenience and the boredom turned into anger, and they rose from their seat in fury, heading
to the exit door. That’s when the head of the agency approached them with a big smile on his face
and addressed them: “Gentlemen. What you have experienced in the last hour, thousands of
customers have experienced at the terminals of the British Railways. If I can invite you in, I will
try to explain how we can change this image.” The managers entered the meeting room, and the
agency won the British Railways contour.93
Internet Tour
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

https://www.timeneye.com/
https://toggl.com/time-management-tips/
https://corporatefinanceinstitute.com/resources/careers/soft-skills/time-management-list-tips/
https://www.coachingpositiveperformance.com/17-essential-time-management-skills/
https://www.getminute.com/meeting-management/
https://www.briantracy.com/blog/leadership-success/improve-meeting-management-andmanagement-skills-for-effective-meetings/
https://managementhelp.org/misc/meeting-management.htm
https://www.thebalancecareers.com/meeting-management-to-improve-productivity-2275301

Definitions of Terms
•
•
•

Time: the part of existence that is measured in minutes, days, years, etc. or this process
considered
Time management: the practice of using the time that you have available in a useful and
effective way, especially in your work.
Time trap: It refers to any process step (activity) that inserts delay time into a process.
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•
•
•
•
•
•

Objective time: The time that is an objectively determinable order in which durations are
measured and an absolute present is indifferent - contrasted with subjective time.
Subjective time: The time that is subjectively experienced, the subjective feeling of
duration with its absolute give present
Free time: The time when you do not have to work, study, etc., and can do what you
want.
Leisure time: The time when you are not working or doing other duties.
Meeting: A meeting is an event in which a group of people come together to discuss
things or make decisions.
Meeting management: The ability to successfully organise and assemble a group of
people with shared interests, usually in a formal setting, for the purpose of discussion.
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Outsourcing
Asst. Prof. Aziz Gökhan ÖZKOÇ
Nevşehir Hacı Bektaş Veli University
“The common point of all successful entrepreneurs is not a specific personality but their
commitment to systemic innovation.”
Peter Drucker
The Housekeeping Test of a Hotel
Our holiday adventure, which we started with my family with great enthusiasm last year, turned
into disappointment when we entered the hotel room we had booked. There was a pervading odour
of cleaning detergent in the hotel room on entry which was disturbing. The cot that had been put
in our room for our child sagged in the middle and the pillowcases had traces of stains which could
not be removed completely. There was no toilet paper or foot towels in the bathrooms. A cleaning
detergent forgotten by the housekeeping staff in the bathroom contained quite high levels of
phosphate and chlorine. These negativities that we encountered were indications that cleaning and
hygiene services were not carried out professionally.
We shared all the negativities we had observed in the hotel room with the receptionists before we
settled into the room and asked to change our rooms. However, we were convinced that changing
room would not incur any benefit because the housekeeping department operated within the same
structure and logic in all the rooms. The receptionist noted that complaints about cleaning and
hygiene were made by most of the guests but that no administrative decision had been taken so
far. Shortly afterwards, the officer requested that we share these complaints on the complaint sites
over the Internet and that these sites were followed by the managers on a daily basis and jokingly
added that we should write a positive comment about the reception unit. We communicated that
they could rest assured that we would write realistic comments.
The friendly dialogue we had with the receptionists enabled us to discover a reality towards the
end of our holiday. A university graduate receptionist told us that all the managers and employees
in the housekeeping department were chosen from local residents living in rural areas to provide
affordable labor. We could not hide our surprise in this matter. In our opinion employing
individuals who have no expertise and are not trained in an important issue like human health was
a surprisingly upsetting practice.
As soon as our holiday was over, I shared all the negative aspects I had noted on the internet sites
of the agencies that market the hotel as well as the information that the receptionist had told us. I
saw many similar complaints about the same issues on the site. We made a reservation for a
different hotel for the following year hoping to avoid similar inconveniences. Just a week later I
made the reservation, I received an email from the manager of the hotel, involving a response to
our negative experience. The message indicated that we were absolutely right in our criticism and
complaints. The message also informed that during the next tourism season, they had agreed with
a service provider that trained specialists in the field and assigned them in hotels to reorganise the
housekeeping department. At the end of the season not a single complaint about the hotel’s
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housekeeping department was entered on the Internet. This means that in terms of quality it is an
important step to ask an expert and procure external service in areas that cannot be carried out
professionally.
1. Introduction
In the early 1990s, intense and fundamental changes took place in the field of management and
organization in order to enable companies that were influenced by rapid developments and
globalization in technology to survive in a competitive environment. As a reflection of this radical
process of change, the concept of outsourcing emerged as a new management technique. This
concept has been used by many sectors in a short time because it creates advantages in many
respects such as gaining competitive advantage with regard to enterprises, more efficient and
productive use of resources, and easier access to other sectors and regions.
The concept of outsourcing has been applied since the earliest periods that human beings practiced
agricultural activities in the history of the world. However, with the emergence of social sciences
and its development in various stages over time, just like many other issues, outsourcing has been
taken under the scrutiny of certain scientific rules.
The aim of this chapter is to examine the concept of outsourcing within the framework of
management knowledge and evaluate the multidimensional aspects of the concept. For this
purpose, the conceptual and historical dimension of the concept of outsourcing will be covered
first, followed by the theories that underlie the emergence of the concept. Once the motivations
for business outsourcing are examined, the types and processes of outsourcing of enterprises will
be included. The areas the outsourcing is implemented in, what potential benefits and obstacles it
generates and what it means in terms of restructuring will also be discussed in this chapter.
Towards the end of the chapter, the studies related to outsourcing in management literature will be
briefly summarised.
2. The Concept and Development of Outsourcing
Outsourcing is a term used as an abbreviation for “outside resourcing.”1 Outsourcing is provided
by specialists or external companies that are experts in a field.2
Benefiting from external sources is the efficient countering of a whole or part of a function with
the physical or human resources of external suppliers. It can also be expressed as the foundation
of production activities and other value-added activities on external sources.3
Outsourcing is used as a management strategy when enterprises focus on activities that provide
competitive advantage, while activities that are not directly related to their expertise are carried
out through enterprises outside the specialized organization. In the broadest sense, outsourcing
means that the parts and services that are produced by a company can be used by other companies
and this is included in the literature as “outsourcing”.4
Outsourcing can be traced to the Roman era. Outsourcing was implemented in the Roman era when
tax collection work was allocated to a source outside management in order to be executed
efficiently and systematically. The use of outsourcing has been initiated in many production areas
with industrialization. For example, metal production for firearms in the 18th and 19th centuries
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were given to outside enterprises. In the United Kingdom, prison administration, road works,
collection of waste materials, and public services were also outsourced. In the same period in
France, the construction of railways as well as water storage and distribution also benefited from
external sources.5
The trend of outsourcing has gained momentum with the signing of NAFTA (North American
Free Trade Agreement) in 1992. After World Trade Organization (WTO) was established in 1995,
a global outsourcing system was established and gained momentum. The most important reason
why such a system exists or emerged again is the downsizing and deceleration that took place,
especially in the US economy, in the 1990s. This slowdown also affected other countries.
Outsourcing increased tremendously in the early 2000s due to economic downswings.
The most common form of outsourcing is subcontracting. Subcontractors have emerged in order
to allow companies to focus on their core competencies, use external sources for other activities
that do not fall into their areas of expertise, and take advantage of enterprises with more
competence in this regard. Subcontractors are focused on helping enterprises steer their real energy
to their core competencies, while ensuring that the resources which the enterprises allocate to a
selected portion of activities are used in a more disciplined and planned manner.
Until now, the literature on subcontracting companies and outsourcing has suggested that there is
no significant difference between subcontracting and outsourcing, whereas there are many
differences between these two concepts. These differences can be listed as follows:6
a) Supply is a more comprehensive decision and involves outsourcing operations. That is,
each outsourcing is a supply, but each supply is not necessarily an outsourcing.
b) Outsourcing includes an alternative such as in-house production whereas supply
procedures have no alternative.
c) Cooperation in supply processes, although not legal, continues to operate with a
commercial trend. Whereas a written agreement is made for each outsourcing initiative.
d) Outsourcing is defined as giving out work. Supply is expressed as procurement from the
outside.
e) Supply procedure is done for production purposes, outsourcing is done for reasons such as
cost reduction, productivity increase.
During the first years that it was initiated, outsourcing was composed of small-scale activities
which were outside the main activities of enterprises (maintenance, repair, cleaning, distribution,
etc.). The first significant outsourcing applications emerged years ago in the American automotive
industry as spare parts production. Subsequently with its positive impact on cost reduction,
personnel savings, and freeing personnel to do other work, the use of outsourcing from external
companies became more widespread for various activities carried out in the organization in a more
conventional way. This prevalence has made so much progress that now enterprises whose sole
purpose is to perform outsourcing functions have emerged.7
By 2000, the global market capacity of outsourcing services reached quite high figures. The market
capacity, which was 45.6 billion dollars in 2000, reached the highest level in 2014 with 104.6
billion dollars. In 2016, total revenue from outsourcing services was 76.9 billion dollars (Exhibit
1).
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Exhibit 1. Global Market Capacity of Outsourcing Services During 2000-2016 (Billion Dollars)
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3. Theoretical Approaches to Outsourcing
There are several approaches that explain the reasons why outsourcing is preferred as a modern
management technique by enterprises and how strategic decisions can be made to achieve
efficiency in terms of enterprises. These approaches are structural and economy-based and play a
supporting role in explaining outsourcing.
3.1. Core (Self) Competency Approach
The determination of which functional units in the enterprise shall benefit from external sources
is just as important as the decision to outsource by enterprises. At this stage, the Basic (Self) Skill
approach has a guiding characteristic.
Core competency refers to the unique knowledge, skill and ability of an operator which
distinguishes it from other operators, plays an essential role in the actualization of an operator’s
activities, and cannot be easily imitated by competitors. Core competency is the source of
developing new business processes. It is also an incentive force to find new markets for
enterprises.8, 9
Capabilities describe the capacity of the resources that an operator possesses if it is appropriately
managed to run a business or achieve a goal. Capabilities explain how two operators can achieve
different successes although they have similar targets and absolutely the same resources; or on the
contrary, how two operators can achieve similar successes despite having different resources.10
Enterprises that want to gain competitive advantage by improving their core competencies will
transfer activities outside the core business to supplier companies. Therefore:11
a) They will downsize to a more efficient management.
b) They will use the cost advantage of the supplier company which focuses on the function
that is beyond the basic capabilities of the operator and that it does not want to do.
c) They will gain competitive advantage.
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Basic skills constitute the most strategic point when deciding which activities to outsource. In the
process of outsourcing, activities are classified as core and secondary skills, and outsourcing of
tasks is applicable to skills other than core competencies which are critical to the business. Within
this context, the identification of core competencies is a process within the context of
outsourcing.12
3.2. Transaction Cost Approach
According to Transaction Cost Approach, companies operating in a specific market structure are
formed as institutions that reduce transaction costs. Transaction costs are directly related to
production. Because transaction costs are monetary, they represent a cost burden in the
actualization of the change process, such as in information and contract costs.13
There are three critical factors in transaction costs. These are the authenticity of assets, uncertainty,
and frequency. The authenticity of assets refers to investments that enterprises have to undertake
when their operations are carried out. It affects the decision of whether these high investments will
be carried alone or by entering various partnerships. The transaction cost approach assumes that
with the increase of asset authenticity, countering procedures with internal resources (i.e., external
resources will not be used) will increase.14
Uncertainty concerns how an operator adapts itself to unpredictable conditions. Uncertainty can
be about the future price and quality of goods and services or about the amount of future supply
and demand in any combination of price and quality. Uncertainty and limited rationality lead to
increased costs for long-term contracts, negotiation, and implementation. Exchange costs are
increased because transactions cannot be done frequently enough. Infrequently done jobs face the
risk of outsourcing costs being high.15
3.3. Resource Dependence Approach/Resource-Based Approach
The Resource Dependence Theory is based on two fundamental hypotheses. The first one is that
in the context of the environment, there is the uncertainty of whether the organization has the
limited and valuable resources that it needs and whether the organization can obtain the resources
it needs.16 Therefore, organizations need to eliminate environmental uncertainties and remain in
contact with other companies in order to meet their internal resource needs, and this initiates the
establishment of a relationship.17, 18
Relations based on inter-organizational sources may eventually result in one party being more
dependent on the other. All organizations are dependent on their environment (or other
organizations) to various degrees.19 Interdependencies that have emerged due to the needs of
organizations for resources, and the sources that cause these dependencies are not only monetary.
They are elements which include staff, information, physical resources, customers, and new
markets. Possible interdependencies resulting from inter-organizational relations might lead to an
organization acquiring more power over time than the other.20
According to theorists of resource dependence, the possible asymmetric dependence and power
associations that may be generated in inter-organizational relations may result in exogenous
pressure of one organization over the other. Buchanan manifests how asymmetric dependence
relations pose a threat to a focal organization and how it transforms into a control instrument for
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the dominant party by examining the resource transactions in commercial relations.21 Nowadays
it is possible to find similar structures when examining the relationship of hotel operations with
travel agents.
When we look at the concept of outsourcing from the perspective of resource dependence, two
relational situations are at the forefront. The risk is that an outsourcing business becomes
dependent on the subcontractor. In this case, outsourcing will come to a point that threatens the
existence of the business. The second factor is the fact that the orientation of enterprises towards
jobs outside their core competency may create a risk of resource dependence on a market that is
not dominated by them. In this case, enterprises will go outsourcing to deal with a stronger
company in the related product market and try to eliminate the risk of dependency.
4. Reasons Why Enterprises Do Outsourcing
There are a number of qualitative and quantitative studies that determine the reasons that drive
business outsourcing. These reasons has been summarised generally as being able to benefit from
the expertise of specialists, follow technological developments, reach lower costs, reach more
accurate information faster, avoid dealing with legal complaints, focus on the main activity area
of the business, access better information management opportunities, and provide better service to
employees.22
According to the view that is common in academic circles, the main reason leading to outsourcing
practices is based on the desire to reduce costs. Undoubtedly, reducing costs for enterprises is an
important factor, but it is not correct to limit the enterprises’ willingness to take advantage of
external sources to a single reason. Cost is always an important factor for enterprises, but there is
more than one reason for enterprises to benefit from external sources. For example, the trend of
outsourcing in the business world is deeply affecting human resources departments that have
become one of the indispensable functions of firms and the fields of activity of this division.
Research shows that the most common area of outsourcing in human resources functions is the
fulfilment of occupational needs and related functions. This way, enterprises will not encounter
any problems in legal audits when they carry out functions other than their core competencies and
reduce their costs while executing this function.23
When the reasons for the management’s decision to turn to outsourcing are evaluated in a wider
context the existence of the following economic and managerial causes are striking.
•

•

Developing Core Competencies: An enterprise that wants to improve its core
competencies and gain competitive advantage can transfer the activities outside the core
business to the subcontractor, which provides competitive advantage by taking advantage
of the cost advantages of subcontractors.24
Reducing Costs: Reducing costs has a major impact on enterprises in the emergence of
outsourcing practices. The fact that supplier companies are experts in their work is
considered a more important factor for enterprises. Thus, the company acquires significant
advantage in terms of costs by having a supplier company carry out the activity which it
wishes to realise instead of undertaking a burden by making an investment. Moreover, in
enterprises, carrying out activities that can be actualized by outsourcing with own funds
leads to capital and operating costs. Since outsourcing expenditures are considered current
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•

•
•

•

•

•

•

•
•

expenditures, they can contribute to the decrease of fixed capital expenditures and the
resulting increase in profitability.25
Increasing Flexibility: Due to competition, enterprises have to concentrate on their core
competencies and become more flexible. Flexibility is an important factor in achieving
competitive advantage. Adapting to political, technological, economic, cultural, etc.
changes is vital for the continuity of a business.26 Outsourcing gives enterprises flexibility.
This enables enterprises to have a flexible structure that enable making decisions,
responding to changes in market conditions, and responding to the needs of customers and
employees more quickly.
Downsizing Needs: Enterprises are benefiting from external sources, saving resources,
becoming smaller and more concentrated, and able to focus on the job they know best.27
Gaining Speed: Enterprises that have the ability to procure the goods and services they
need in a short period of time due to outsourcing can save time and take the lead in time.
The difference between the time it takes to supply a product or service from a supplier and
the time it takes to produce the product and services using the entity’s own resources
constitutes savings.28
Keeping up With Technological Innovations: The way a company performs its core
business due to ever-evolving technology is becoming outdated. In this case, the earlier
core competencies become secondary and the enterprise faces adaptation or dissolution.
Under these circumstances, enterprises must either develop new skills or outsource their
assets in order to survive. Enterprises benefit from outsourcing functions such as new
product development, design, manufacturing, distribution, marketing, and promotion, and
they access new technologies in these fields. Thus, companies can avoid the cost of
pursuing technology by utilising the research and development departments of
subcontractors.29
Resource Transfer: A company benefiting from outsourcing can concentrate its limited
resources on its core competencies, as well as providing significant resource transfer by
eliminating the means of previously used production. Every investment has a certain risk
factor. Risk assessment plays an important role in outsourcing management.30
Reducing Investment Expenditures: Enterprises are able to spend their resources on their
business by outsourcing and are saved from unnecessary spending. This leads to a
reduction in investment expenditures and an increase in profitability. Risky investments
are transferred from the enterprise to an external source. In this way, the risk is reduced
and the way to rapid growth is opened without being burdened by additional costs. Thus,
enterprises can transfer their capital investments to their core competencies in the long
term.31
Transformation of Fixed Costs Into Variables: One of the most attractive and short-term
benefits of outsourcing is reaching a supplier with a very low-cost structure. The
opportunity to benefit from outsourcing is manifested if the inputs needed by the operator
can be obtained at a much lower cost outside.32
Increasing Quality: Enterprises can get better quality product or services when
outsourcing.33
Decrease Competition Pressure: Enterprises are concerned by outsourcing which
involves practically all sectors and competitive pressures. One of the other reasons through
which enterprises justify the use of outsourcing is eliminating or reducing competition.34
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5. Classification of Outsourcing
Outsourcing is classified through different variables depending on the types of outsourcing used
by enterprises, type of used source, place of supply, and applied sector.
For Your Interest
Nowadays, many fields of activity such as design, marketing, human resources, finance,
advertising, food, transportation, public relations, and R&D are being transferred to outsourcing.
For example, Chrysler has given 100% of half of its vehicles to subcontractors. Again, Chrysler
and Ford have produced less than half of their vehicles. Likewise, Boeing has begun to rely more
on subcontracting partners in the manufacture of aircraft. In the production of the Boeing 767,
Boeing’s third largest commercial aircraft, the work has been outsourced to a consortium of
Japanese manufacturers such as Fuji, Kawasaki, and Mitsubishi.35
5.1. Classification According to Scope
Outsourcing can be categorised in two groups within the context of activities and the supplier
involved. These have been classified and it is possible to distinguish three different phases in
benefiting from outsourcing within the context of applied activities. These are:36, 37
•

•

•

Individual Outsourcing Activities: It is the transfer of positions of strategic importance
related to human resources to external sources. Such a practice may be related to countering
qualified personnel needs or personnel supply for issues that require accumulation of
technical knowledge or operational activities.
Functional Outsourcing Activities: Enterprises usually opt for outsourcing when any one
of the operative functions carried out by the enterprise malfunctions. For example, an
enterprise having a problem with its distribution channel will outsource the operation to an
enterprise that is capable in this aspect.
Outsourcing Activities as a Process: Similar and interrelated activities to produce goods
or services that provide consumer satisfaction in organizations constitute the so-called
production process, passing through numerous stages on a given production band. Using
outsourcing as a process is to prefer the outsourcing route in case of a possible failure in
activities related to the relevant structure.

It is possible to classify outsourcing in four dimensions within the context of associations
established with the supplier. These are outsourcing in the form of secondary services, outsourcing
as an auxiliary network, outsourcing in the form of strategic cooperation with supplier enterprises,
and outsourcing in the form of cooperation with competitors.
Outsourcing in the form of secondary services refers to the fact that secondary services such as
personnel dining hall, housekeeping, cafeterias, etc. are outsourced to an external supplier while
the enterprise carries out the other activities within its own framework. Thus, enterprises do not
employ personnel for secondary jobs and can gain a flexible structure by focusing on their own
business.38
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Outsourcing as an auxiliary network is an application that enterprises use to have a more flexible
structure and to fight with their competitors in an increasingly competitive environment. Thus, by
moving from a complex structure to a simpler structure, the bureaucratic processes are reduced
and a community of networks which are lined with contracts is established.39
Outsourcing of supplier enterprises in the form of strategic cooperation foresees that the business
and the supplier have a close relationship and work together to reduce costs and increase quality.
Japan has successfully implemented the Keiretsu system in this regard. The Keiretsu is a business
model in Japan in which the main business operator trains the staff of the supplier and provides
them with technical support. In the model, the main business (sempai) means the parent and the
supplier business (kohai) means the child.40
Outsourcing in the form of cooperation with competitors consists of the establishment of alliances
with competitors in a strategically formed collaborative partnership in order to reduce costs,
maintain continuity, and increase customer satisfaction and quality in a competitive environment.41
5.2. Classification of Outsourcing According to Type
Outsourcing to be used can be classified as traditional outsourcing, provision of consulting
services, utilization of independent experts, and personnel leasing.
Bill Lattimer of Arthur Andersen Consulting, a company that supports companies to benefit from
outsourcing around the world explains traditional outsourcing as the transfer of personnel and
assets to a company and provision of services to the company in return for fees. The use of
information technology in data operations from external sources is an example of this. Lattimer
identified consulting services as office services covering centralised outsourcing activities and
emphasized that consulting services do not involve the transfer of personnel or assets.42
The activity of utilising independent experts is generated by the need of employers to use
independent experts in the fields they need. Scholars who have worked for many years as lecturers
in universities, scholars who have academic accumulation and management practice, and managers
who have gained important experience by specialising and working for long years in the fields of
the professional business life are examples in this area.43
Personnel leasing refers to employment in a “temporary status” for longer periods. Today’s
employees want to have more flexible working conditions. Working with a rental company helps
people have the flexibility they need by being active in business life and determine the working
times during periods of willingness to take part in various projects at various times. In personnel
leasing associations, the personnel leasing company undertakes the responsibilities of the
employees. This prevents the employer from having headaches because of employees and gives
him extra time to work which is what makes her/him earn money. Thus, in personnel leasing, the
employer will no longer pay salaries to the staff but will only make a payment to the leasing
company.44
For Your Interest
After the automotive and information technology sectors, the tourism sector is one of the sectors
where outsourcing is encountered the most nowadays. Travel agencies are supported by
https://digitalcommons.usf.edu/m3publishing/vol13/iss9781732127562/1
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subcontractors in the domestic transportation of tourists coming from different countries. The
products and services of companies that serve in the health sector are used in medical tourism
applications.45 Outsourcing has become an important aspect of modern hotel management
practices. Outsourcing practices are increasingly taking place in high income-generating units such
as the front office, food and beverage, human resources, entertainment-animation.46 Outsourcing
practices are utilized in the tourism sector especially in the supply of human resources.
5.3. Classification According to Place of Supply
Outsourcing practices are separated into three classifications according to place and region where
a supply classification is made, namely, offshore, onshore and nearshore outsourcing.
In offshore outsourcing the service provider is located in a country that is geographically remote
from the client’s country. This is also known as global acquisition. Organizations have discovered
that certain costs can be substantially reduced by manufacturing in third world countries.
Competition pressure has forced companies to outsource, especially with regard to offshore
outsourcing. Remote offshore outsourcing is a cost reduction method with short-term potential.
Canada, India, Ireland, and Israel are known as attractive offshore outsourcing countries in this
regard. 47
For Your Interest
During 1992-2002, 3.3 million jobs from the US went to overseas countries. That means 220,000
people per year were unemployed during this period. When we look at the number of overall
employees, this figure does not seem very high. However, an executed survey indicated that 1720% of workers in the USA had been affected by this change. Western Europe and Japan in
addition to the United States are at the forefront of countries that resort to the offshoring method.
In countries such as India, Malaysia, and China where labor is more affordable, the demand for
labor in the market is steadily increasing.
In onshore outsourcing the supplier company is in the same country as the outsourcing company.
The outsourcing takes place in the country where the activity is taking place and therefore the
social, cultural, and economic differences between the service provider and the serviced entity are
eliminated.48
In nearshore outsourcing the supplier company is rather close geographically to the outsourcing
company.49 For example, Teleperformance multi-language call center, which provides outsourcing
services with over 138,000 employees in 46 countries, is organizing nearshore activities in Istanbul
for Germany.
5.4. Sector-Based Classification
Outsourcing is categorised in two different forms, public sector and private sector, when it is
classified according to the sector in which it is implemented.
Outsourcing in the public domain can be defined as the transfer of some or a part of the services
to external specialized entities and enterprises for a number of reasons by countries, territories,
local authorities, and public service providers that are obliged to provide public services. These
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reasons include legal reasons, cost savings, management opportunities, lack of specialization, and
limited resources.50
Outsourcing in the private sector is a concept that only explains the applications regarding the
utilization of external sources by the private sector. In other words, it covers the outsourcing
relationships that the private sector makes outside the public sector.51
According to a survey of 3,700 participants in 8 European countries (Norway, Sweden, Finland,
Denmark, Spain, Germany, UK, and Netherlands) in 2013, the distribution of outsourcing by
industry is as follows: the government and public sector (41%); the service sector (20% );
production and industry (18%); trade and distribution (7%); other (14%).
For Your Interest
A review of the sector on an individual basis, the automotive sector is the sector that has the highest
rate of outsourcing. In recent years, the outsourcing rate for the automotive industry has increased
significantly (subcontractors counter 75% of the cost of a single vehicle). The most important
reasons for this increase are the low cost, low risk, and profitability in labor capital. The automotive
industry uses outsourcing in many areas, primarily electrics, as do many other enterprises in sectors
such as textile, insurance, mechanics, chemistry, and tourism.52
A review of the distribution of global income according to service type incurred by private sector
outsourcing between 2010-2016 reveals that information technology has benefited the most from
outsourcing, which is outstanding. While total revenues from outsourcing in information
technology were $67.8 billion in 2010, this figure was $52.9 billion in 2016. Total revenue
provided by outsourcing during business processes was $25.3 billion in 2010, while it remained at
$24 billion in 2016 (Exhibit 2).
Exhibit 2. Breakdown of Outsourcing Industry Income according to Service Type Between 20002016 (Billion Dollars)
Business Process Outsourcing
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6. Outsourcing Utilisation Process
The outsourcing process consists of nine steps. This process begins with the need of the operator
to benefit from outsourcing and ends when the operator undersigns a contract with a subcontractor
selected by the operator among alternative contractors. Successful continuation of the process after
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that depends on an effective communication network between the enterprise and the
subcontractor.53
6.1. Need for Outsourcing
Outsourcing practices start with the need for enterprises to benefit from external sources.
Enterprises need outsourcing for various reasons such as the need to reduce costs, develop basic
skills, downsize to the right size, increase flexibility, accelerate process innovation gains, and
resolve problems caused by uncontrolled functions. In addition, various reasons such as resource
transfer, reducing investment spending, increasing quality, and making the most effective use of
financial resources can also increase the need for outsourcing by enterprises.54
6.2. Evaluation of the Operator
When an enterprise feels the need to benefit from outsourcing, it needs to make a self-assessment
and determine which activities should be outsourced. The ability of an entity to gain by benefiting
from outsourcing depends on the initiative that the top management will demonstrate in this regard.
The senior management must determine which activities should be outsourced before the entity
decides to benefit from outsourcing. Two criteria are taken into consideration in this regard:55
a) The strategic significance of the function for the enterprise,
b) The capability of the enterprise personnel realising the function.
6.3. Decision to Outsource
Outsourcing practices are an important process that will affect the entire enterprise for a long time.
In this respect, the top management needs to think about this issue and make a decision. Senior
management must consider at length:56
a) Whether the enterprise needs to benefit from outsourcing,
b) Which activities should be outsourced by the enterprise,
c) Whether or not the organizational culture supports outsourcing applications.
The management’s decision to outsource is affected by the number and capabilities of suppliers
on the market, developments in technology, and the competition in the market. The decision to
outsource is a crucial factor for the success of the enterprise. This decision directly affects the
quality and costs of the entity’s products and services.
6.4. Determination of Outsourcing Strategy
It is important that the initiative to outsource by the top management is able to generate profits
from outsourcing. The top management must determine which activities should be transferred to
outsourcing before deciding to take advantage of them.
The following issues should be taken into consideration when determining the outsourcing
strategy:57
a) Resources owned by the operator
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b)
c)
d)
e)
f)
g)
h)
i)
j)
k)

The overall status of the economy
Outsourcing expert’s level of expertise
Short and long-term financial advantages
Ability to manage functions
Determination of activities related to core competencies
Supplier’s quality and cost reliability
Status of gains and losses in productivity and costs
Whether the latest expertise and technology will be acquired or not
How outsourcing will affect the gains and losses in performance quality
What the dependency level on suppliers will be.

6.5. Preparation of the Request for Proposal
Once an enterprise has prepared a supplier list, a request for proposal to be sent to all suppliers is
prepared. The proposal form is prepared to notify the suppliers about the enterprise’s outsourcing
application and inform them about the current transaction scale, expected performance level,
application deadline as well as industry- and enterprise-related matters. The proposal form is useful
for conducting an analysis of the enterprise and for identifying the specific needs of the
enterprise.58
The proposal form to be prepared by the enterprise must include the following information:59
a) Introduction: It explains features such as the history of the enterprise, type of company,
number of employees, location, etc.
b) Needs and Expectations: The type of activity to be outsourced along with the needs and
expectations of the enterprise are specified in detail.
c) Supplier’s Characteristics: Detailed information is requested about the supplier.
d) Records and administration: Detailed information in systems and reporting methods is
requested about the past references of the representatives of the supplier as well as service
information.
e) Communication and Training: Information is requested about the communication
capabilities of the supplier and personnel training meetings.
f) Technology: Information is requested about the level of technology used by the supplier.
g) Mutual Consultation and Implementation: If the agreement is signed, information will
be requested on how the negotiations will take place and who will be responsible for
communication and project execution.
h) Reporting: Information will be requested about periodical reporting.
i) Financial Details: Detailed information about fees and a sample of the supplier’s service
contract will be requested.
6.6. Consideration and Evaluation of Alternative Subcontractors
In the process of evaluating alternative subcontractors, there are two options that must be followed
in order for the enterprise to be successful: the outsourcing manager and the outsourcing
committee. After the enterprise has appointed one of these two options, the evaluation of the
proposals from the subcontractors is carried out. The proposals that are best suited to the enterprise
are selected and re-evaluated.59, 60
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Enterprises can allocate the duties and responsibilities to a single administrator during outsourcing
applications. This manager needs to have some qualities and features in order to be able to perform
the activities effectively and efficiently. The outsourcing manager will be responsible for planning,
implementing, and harmonising activities in line with the outsourcing strategy as projected by the
top management. Establishing a committee for benefiting from outsourcing will determine which
subcontractor can respond fully to the needs of the enterprise. Expert advisors will have an active
role in the selection of the most appropriate supplier from among alternative subcontractors,
technical experts will have a role in the process of supervising the tools and equipment that must
be supplied in order to achieve technological goals, and legal counsellors will have an operative
role in the process of discussing legal issues between the enterprise and the selected
subcontractor.61
6.7. Choosing Between Alternative Subcontractors
At this stage, the enterprise has approached the end of the process and will determine the contractor
who can provide the most appropriate service. The subcontracting company to be selected should
be in line with the objectives and goals of the enterprise. It should not be contrary to the structure
of the enterprise.
The most important criterion to be taken into account at this stage is the quality level of service to
be provided by the supplier. After all, the enterprise resorts to outsourcing for an activity because
it is believed that the supplier can do it better than the enterprise itself. Otherwise, outsourcing will
not be rational. Another important criterion to consider when choosing between alternative
suppliers is the prices. Likewise, the cost factor is at the core of the enterprise’s reasons for
outsourcing. A high price will have a negative impact on the operating costs. The quality and price
as well as flexibility to adapt to changes that may arise in the market, and on global terms,
adaptability to the enterprise culture, having a healthy financial structure, modern technology, and
innovation culture of the subcontractor should also be taken into consideration. 62
6.8. Negotiation and Signing of Contracts With the Subcontractor Company
A contract is a document that establishes a relationship between the service recipient and the
service provider and is signed by the parties. Contracts should ensure trust and cooperation
between parties in complex outsourcing issues. A single contract may not always be sufficient to
ensure this harmonisation. In this case, it will be necessary to apply several contracts such as
framework contracts, service contracts, and transfer contracts.63
The contracts must be carefully examined and signed as they are documents that set out mutual
obligations during the course of work. The success and duration of the contracts are related to the
quality of the preparations and the prepared processes prior to the contract. The contract content
should be consistent with the facts of the service provider and the service recipient. The duration,
scope, targeted service levels, critical success factors, and penalty-reward criteria must be specified
in the contract.64
After the selection of the supplier company, the contract is made and signed. Care should be taken
with the following issues during the signing of the contract:65
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a) It is necessary to make the contract clear, precise, and comprehensive so as to eliminate all
doubts and hesitations.
b) The parties have to understand and accept the terms of the contract.
c) The contract should contain all the relevant definitions.
d) Financial conditions such as payment, delay, and guarantees must be detailed in the
contract.
e) The duration of the supply relationship must be specified in the contract.
f) The contract must be flexible.
6.9. Establishment of an Effective Communication Network With the Subcontracting Company
At the end of the process, an effective communication network shall be established between the
enterprises. The basic function of this phase is to reduce uncertainty. The more open, honest and
reliable communication between enterprises is, the greater the harmony will emerge between the
parties.
Outsourcing is important for the continuity of contracts between related entities. It is possible to
make various changes over time to the contract made between the parties. Change of technology
and economic conditions as well as the introduction of new and strong opponents into the market
are main reasons for changes in a contract. This kind of change in contracts depends on the
association level and strategic alignment between the parties. If a healthy communication and
relationship cannot be established between the parties, cooperation is not possible.66
7. Benefits and Risks of Outsourcing
The decision to take advantage of outsourcing can have positive results in various ways and it also
has the potential of leaving enterprises face to face with various risks. Therefore, managers must
make detailed evaluations of the structural and economic aspects before making a decision to
benefit from outsourcing.
7.1. Benefits of Outsourcing
Key factors that keep enterprises up in the new world economy are speed, quality, competitive
advantage and low cost. Outsourcing is a strategic application that contributes to the positive
outcome of all these variables in terms of enterprises.
Outsourcing improves the yield of internal resources and facilitates access to external resources as
it allows companies to concentrate on their core competencies by transferring provisional services
to outsourcing providers.67
By outsourcing, production costs and investment costs for factories and equipment can be reduced.
Outsourcing companies gain the right to access the latest technology without making any
investment to this end.68 The impact of outsourcing on costs is not limited only to the operational
aspects of the business. At the same time, it can be financially beneficial to operate by reducing
the costs of investments during the establishment phase. This allows the enterprise to gain
competitive advantage by using less capital through outsourcing.69
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Enterprises want to make the most of their limited resources by reducing operating costs, compete
with other enterprises, and increase their profitability. Outsourcing offers an alternative
opportunity for efficiency in enterprises. With outsourcing, the building space used by the
enterprises, the savings in the order, labor costs in the production processes, and efficient use of
resources bring about an increase in productivity in the enterprises.70
The benefits gained by the main company in its own sector by exploiting the outsourcing practice
can lead to significant increases in the value of the company in the medium and long term. The
focus of the management’s attention can be more on strategic issues of the business and less on
daily operational problems and conflicts which will increase business value.71
The positive consequences of outsourcing enterprises can be summarised as follows:72
a)
b)
c)
d)
e)
f)
g)
h)
i)
j)
k)
l)

Improves the financial indicators of the companies,
The expertise of the supplier company is utilized,
Enables administrators to decrease audit areas to more efficient dimensions,
Improves the quality of the goods and services offered to customers and produce more
flexible solutions,
Provides effective use of time and resources,
Helps increase productivity,
Provides the ability to improve the quality of services and to benefit from advanced
technology,
Ensures the management of functions that are difficult to manage or uncontrollable,
Ensures enhanced differentiation, namely, the quality of activity performed by specialist
is greater than if activity were performed by the company,
Focuses on the core business,
Distractions are removed,
Company can allocate attention/resources on activities important for value
creation/competitive advantage.

Nowadays, increasingly complex and uncertain conditions, increasing globalization of the market,
and increasing competition necessitate enterprises to be more flexible and dynamic. Therefore,
many enterprises are in need of reorganisation. Reorganisation was discovered at the end of the
1980s and early 1990s and changed the structure of many American and international enterprises.
Reorganisation, a common strategy among the US enterprises during this period, subsequently
spread to countries such as Japan and Germany. Reorganisation refers to the amendment of various
business areas and/or the financial structure of an organisation.73 Reorganisation is generally
defined as organizational changes carried out within an organization in order to facilitate the
implementation of an organization’s downsizing or expansion policies.
Outsourcing is considered one of the management tools used in reorganisation. Enterprises have
the opportunity to make changes during this process by delegating activities outside of their core
competencies to external sources.74 In addition, the equipment and investments of the suppliers
that are successful in their areas of activity reduce the time required for the enterprise’s
reorganisation cycle.75
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If a business wants to be reorganised, it must be able to dispose of its internal resources, downsize,
and increase its flexibility. This may be possible by outsourcing processes that require highly
complex, costly, and advanced expertise such as maintenance.76 Reorganisation by downsizing
often aims to focus on the organization’s core business and enhance its flexibility. Outsourcing at
this stage is viewed as a means of ensuring efficiency and flexibility in management. Before going
into reorganisation with the intention of growth, it is useful to explain what is meant by horizontal
and vertical growing. While the concept of horizontal growing is used to operate and grow in
similar or different areas of the business, the concept of vertical growing is used to describe the
qualitative and quantitative development of the business in the same sector. Outsourcing in
growth-oriented reorganisation efforts is a tool to reduce the pressure on management on a number
of functions in parallel to the expansion of the enterprise and to increase competition among
departments within the enterprise.77
7.2. Possible Risks of Outsourcing
In terms of enterprises, the decision to benefit from outsourcing can provide all these positive
results as well as providing a basis for the formation of some potential risks. In general, outsourcing
can leave enterprises to be confronted with risks such as loss of intra-organizational flexibility,
loss of control over suppliers, selection of an unskilled supplier company, loss of business
capabilities, loss of control over personnel, hidden costs, and loss of information security.
7.2.1. Loss of Intra-Organization Flexibility
The main long-term problem that enterprises can face with outsourcing is over-reliance on the
supplier of the outsourcing application. Indeed, a close relationship in the sense of partnership can
ultimately make the business that makes use of outsourcing dependent on the supplier company.
As a result, contrary to the initial expectation, the outsourcing company can lose its flexibility and
control over the relationship. Thus, this application, which is expected to provide a competitive
advantage, can make the business disadvantageous.78
7.2.2. Loss of Control Over the Supplier Company
The efficiency level of enterprises benefiting from outsourcing will depend on those external
services. Therefore, the control over the services procured by the enterprise will be reduced. For
this reason, an enterprise benefiting from outsourcing must carefully monitor the activities of the
supplier company and communicate continuously.79
7.2.3. Selection of an Unskilled Supplier Company
The choice of supplier is critical to the success of outsourcing technology. Choosing a supplier
based only on cost calculations can cause enterprises to face certain problems in the future. Cost
calculations made without considering transaction costs can lead enterprises to the selection of
unskilled suppliers.80
7.2.4. Loss of Business Capabilities by the Business
Some enterprises benefit from outsourcing as a specific activity while others outsource the whole
function. The fact that certain operations, especially business-specific operations are carried out
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by supplier enterprises means that the suppliers are increasingly able to carry out the activities of
the original enterprise through experience and learning. In a way, benefiting from outsourcing
techniques weakens the important competencies which the enterprise needs to sustain itself in the
future.81 Outsourcing technology is hollowing out enterprises and creating competition for itself
and when the core competencies of a business are learned by suppliers, the business risks losing
its competitive advantage.82 Therefore, it is necessary for the management to develop relations
with the supplier company carefully to achieve success when benefiting from outsourcing.
7.2.5. Loss of Control Over Personnel
Outsourcing applications may cause stress, concern for the future, and distress in personnel which
may lead to low productivity. A system should be developed to respond to the needs of the staff
while developing the outsourcing strategy. Furthermore, inability of the managers in exercising
authority on the personnel of the subcontractor and the inability to communicate effectively with
these personnel may result in loss of control within the enterprise.83
7.2.6. Hidden Costs
Although reducing costs seems like an advantage of outsourcing, the desired benefits may not be
achieved if outsourcing is not planned properly and the wrong supplier is chosen. In an increasingly
competitive environment, managers cannot predict what benefits and losses the future may bring
to the enterprise and this uncertainty may be manifested as costs which must be borne.84
7.2.7. Loss of Information Security
If the determined subcontracting company is not selected well and is unreliable, there is a risk that
shared information reaches competitors.84 If confidential information falls into the hands of a
subcontractor, competitors can mimic the goals and objectives of that enterprise. In such a case,
the image of the enterprise will be damaged, and competitiveness will decrease, increasing risks.85
For Your Interest
The seven items that could lead to poor outcomes if they are not observed in outsourcing as
follows:86
a)
b)
c)
d)
e)
f)
g)

Outsourcing of activities that should not be outsourced,
Wrong choice of external supplier,
Inadequate contract,
Personnel-related problems are overlooked,
Loss of control and inspection over the outsourced activity,
Overlooking hidden costs in outsourcing,
Failure to make a plan for the cancellation of outsourcing.

In order for a company to manage the risks associated with outsourcing and make optimal use of
its potential, it is necessary to formulate a strategic vision and plan that highlight company goals
first. However, it is important to work with the right service providers (supplier) in order to provide
continuity in relationship management, prepare an appropriate contract, benefit from external
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experts, and determine the service level and performance criteria. If dismissing personnel is an
issue due to outsourcing, due diligence and regular feedback is important.87
Summary
In the late twentieth century, when modern management techniques began to have critical
importance in making strategic decisions, enterprises found themselves in a complex social and
economic environment that differed from what they had been accustomed to. This new and
different setup changed the market, management-organization, production, and resource
perception that these enterprises had. This shift in paradigm brought many new applications and
concepts to the agenda of enterprises and decision-makers. Over time, new concepts and
approaches were put on the agenda of enterprises. One of these management-organization concepts
that have emerged in recent years is the use of outsourcing applications.
In the New World Economy, the most important factors that can provide efficiency for
organizations are speed, flexibility, and adapting to environmental conditions. These three factors
transform organizations into high-mobility units, and they gain a highly functional structure on the
market. Outsourcing is a managerial strategy that helps organizations gain professional human
resources potential and build relationships with the environment on the basis of mutual
productivity.
Outsourcing activities are increasingly beginning to cover many business functions. Enterprises
outsource activities that have complex and critical functions that contribute to growth. Although it
has been mostly used in sectors such as automotive and information technology, outsourcing areas
are increasingly diversifying today and it is applied in areas such as support services, maintenance
and repair, logistics, communication, and human resources.
In addition to the automotive industry, information technology industry, and tourism industry
areas, outsourcing practices are frequently encountered in areas such as textile, household
appliances, banking, informatics, human resources, food, retail, cleaning, and personnel
transportation services.
Increasing outsourcing practices around the world, along with many positive aspects, can bring
about certain risks and adverse consequences if not implemented with an effective strategy. The
negative consequences of outsourcing are factors that can threaten the future assets of companies
such as loss of in-house flexibility, loss of control over suppliers, selection of an unqualified
supplier, loss of competence by an enterprise, loss of control over personnel, hidden costs, and loss
of information security. Therefore, the outsourcing decision must be made carefully and carried
out with a logical strategy.
Case Study
Resources From Humans: New Human Resources Term at Unilever
In recent years, especially large-scale enterprises have focused on their core business by
transferring all human resources processes together with their legal responsibilities to companies
that provide outsourcing services. These enterprises ensure efficiency by transferring the
management and applications of human resources to a company with professional consultants.
https://digitalcommons.usf.edu/m3publishing/vol13/iss9781732127562/1
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One of the companies that initiated outsourcing in the human resources department was “Unilever
Turkey” starting from 2009 when it conceived a new working period with the slogan “Resources
Human”. For the first time in 2009, a foreign manager was appointed as the head of human
resources at Unilever’s branch in Turkey, the headquarters of which is in the Netherlands. Lennard
Boogaard started a new change movement in the human resources department in 2009 as soon as
he started his duty. The change can be summarised as the human resources department providing
more boutique services within the company
As a first step in this process, they looked for a company that would carry out “paperwork” such
as payroll in human resources and outsourcing the recruitment of certain levels of staff, at which
point an agreement was reached with Accenture, a global company. “Accenture, our new business
partner in human resources, will undertake interviews and other paperwork.” explained Boogaard.
For this structuring, the human resources staff underwent a training process and preparations were
made for them to acquire consulting skills.
This change brought a different status to the human resources staff. There are now human resources
partners from the company called HRBP within Unilever. Now, with this title, dozens of people
give boutique consultancy service to department managers. Every business partner will be
responsible for counselling the relevant department’s officer. The incumbent is responsible for
guiding the manager about the profile of the staff that is necessary for the department to achieve
its goals. The incumbent will teach methods and show what needs to be looked for during an
interview and how to distinguish the personnel with that profile. In this way, young people who
are not clogs in a machine and who can manifest their individual creativity with independent
studies will be gained into the business world.
Internet Tour
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

www.invensis.net/
www.xotels.com/en/outsourcing
www.iaop.org/
www.accenture.com/tr-en
www.remotestaff.com.au/
www.statista.com/statistics/189788/global-outsourcing-market-size/
www.teknosergroup.com/en/
www.depthoffshore.com/
www.geotek.de/cms/home_en
www.agencyonnet.com/top-10-procurement-outsourcing-companies/

Definitions
•
•
•

Individual outsourcing: The transfer of positions of strategic importance related to
human resources to external sources.
Outsourcing: Procuring certain parts of the work from external companies or specialists
who are experts in the field with a contract.
Outsourcing strategy: Determining which activities should be outsourced to external
sources by the top management before deciding to outsource.
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•

Vertical growing: It is used to describe the qualitative and quantitative development of
enterprises in the same sector.
Flexibility: The ability of enterprises to adapt to political, technological, economic,
cultural, etc. changes.
Functional outsourcing: The procurement of a function which has become problematic
to execute in the enterprise from an external source.
Traditional outsourcing: It describes the transfer of personnel and assets to a company,
which in turn provides a fee-based service.
Trading cost approach: According to the approach, enterprises operating in a specific
market structure are formed as institutions that reduce transaction costs.
Keiretsu System: In this model the association of main enterprises with supply
enterprises in Japan involves the training of the supply enterprise staff by the main
enterprise and providing technical support.
Resource Dependence Theory: According to the theory possible dependencies which
are generated based on the dependencies of inter-organizational relations may result in
one organization having more power than the other organization over time.
Downsizing: Conscious decisions and implemented strategies by the enterprise
management to decrease the number of personnel, costs and work processes.
Personnel leasing: The employment of long-term personnel with a ‘temporary status’.
Outsourcing as a process: Outsourcing is preferred in case of a possible failure in
activities related to the production process.
Subcontractor: The individual, organization or company that has undertaken to execute
a part of the work done by the primary organization or individual.
Supplier: Wholesalers delivering a merchandise or service to companies as input, raw
material.
Proposal form: A form prepared by the enterprise for the activities to be outsourced
providing the current transaction scale, the expected performance level, the deadline for
application, information about matters related to the industry and enterprise to the
suppliers.
Core competency: The unique knowledge, skill and ability of an enterprise that
distinguish it from other enterprises, play an essential role in the realization of an
enterprise’s activities and which cannot be easily imitated by competitors.
Offshore outsourcing: The service provider is in a country that is geographically remote
from the client’s country. This is also known as global acquisitions.
Nearshore outsourcing: The geographical location of the supplier company is rather
close to the place where the outsourcing company is located.
Horizontal growing: It is used to describe activity and growth of enterprises in similar or
different areas.
Reorganisation: A structural change within the organization to make it easier for an
enterprise to implement its downsizing or expansion policies.
Local outsourcing (Onshore): The supplier is in the same country as the supplied
enterprise. The outsourcing takes place in the country of activity.
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Groups in Organizations and Team Management
Prof. Dr. Ebru İÇİGEN
Akdeniz University
“Two heads are better than one.”
- Turkish proverb
Being A Team
Canan had a job interview with one of the companies she applied to following her university
education. She was waiting for news about the job status. The enterprise she applied was a fivestar chain hotel business. It was one of the enterprises in the sector that everyone wanted to work,
owing to its corporate structure. It was known that the enterprise was very sensitive about
personnel selection. Canan was hopeful that she would get positive news about her job application
because she graduated from a faculty providing high-quality education in tourism, she knew two
foreign languages well, and had good communication skills. The interview was good, but an issue
attracted her attention. Manager of the human resources department and manager of the salesmarketing department she applied to started the interview by asking her “Do you prefer working
individually to achieve a task or as a team?” Obviously, Canan was quite surprised by such a
question at the beginning of the interview. She indicated that she would prefer working as a team.
A job was offered to Canan a week after the interview and she started to work. She was told that a
one-month orientation program would be implemented. She was very happy and excited about
working at the sales-marketing department of an international five-star chain hotel enterprise.
In the process of orientation, Canan began to learn about the organizational culture and business
manners as well as becoming accustomed to the job. She observed that teamwork was the focus of
the business as the manner of work and the hotel management worked as a team in order to achieve
the goals, and the management supported teamwork during this learning process. In the end, she
understood the reason for being asked those questions during the job interview.
1. Introduction
Changes in the competitive environment led to changes for businesses with globalization today.
Human resources became the production source in which businesses could make a difference in
this transformation process. Transformation towards organic organization structures instead of
mechanical organization structures in adapting to these changes became unavoidable.1 It also led
to more flexible structures for the organisations.2 As a result, organizations began to carry out
team-based activities.
The common opinion about the fact that it is possible for a team to reach the results that cannot be
achieved alone has led to an increase in the number of team-based organisations.3 “Pluralism”
became the foreground in contemporary management mentality. There are teams, teamwork, team
success, and independent conflict. As a result of reflecting on such an increase of interest in
teamwork at modern organizations, several theories and models examining teamwork were
addressed.4
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The success of an organization is directly related to the success of its teams. It can be said that the
success of the team depends on structure, communication and harmony among the individuals
constituting the team.5,6,7 Ensuring all of them for team success depends on managing teams
correctly. Team management allows the achievement of productivity growth, cost reduction, and
increase of personnel engagement at the organizations. Accordingly, organizations reorganise and
transform into teams where the skills of employees will be utilized effectively.8
Employees work in cooperation instead of working for individual success and competing at
organizations where teamwork is the focal point helps achieve common goals. A group of
employees at the organization does not mean a team. When groups transform into efficient
structures, they will play more active roles in achieving the goals of the organisation.9 Formation
of the team is considered a process, not an action alone.
2. The Concepts of Team and Group
It is seen that the concepts of team and group are used with similar meanings. In fact, although
these two concepts appear similar, they are different from each other. Knowing the difference
between these two concepts is very important for the efficiency of organizations.
2.1. The Concept of Team
The term ‘team’ refers to a group of people working together. Several definitions were suggested
in the relevant literature in describing the concept of team.
It is seen that there are many similarities and minor differences among these definitions. Different
types of team and definitions were developed not only in practice but also in theory.5 As a military
term, each of the groups constituting the company is named with this term. It is a group of
individuals becoming more functional when unified, in its most basic meaning.9, 10
The subject of team was addressed by clinical practices, studies of sports, businesses, and military
practices generally.11 Team is a small group of people coming together to achieve a certain goal
who are responsible for achieving it equally.8 According to another definition, it is a group of
energetic people coming together to produce high-quality outcomes and achieve certain goals by
working together.12 Also, a team is a functional unit in which members experience engagement for
a certain common goal.13, 14 They are small groups constituted by individuals focusing on a
common purpose and performance objectives, adopting a common approach towards
responsibilities, and complementing each other in doing so.15 It is seen that the number of people
and common goal is emphasized primarily considering the common denominators of these
definitions.
Some authors elaborated on the definitions covering interpersonal relations, personal
characteristics, coordination, and common purpose. One of them defines team as structuring
interpersonal relations to achieve a set of goals.16 Another one defines team as a group where tasks
and skills pertaining to each individual complement one another’s tasks and skills in working for
a common goal.17 Team is the structure composed of two or more individuals sharing the common
and definite task, goal, or target; affecting each other independently and dynamically.18 There is
team as the system in which members have common/varying levels of authority while fulfilling
their duties and are devoted to common goals.19, 20 According to another definition, team is a
https://digitalcommons.usf.edu/m3publishing/vol13/iss9781732127562/1
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formation that individuals working together participate in organizational decision-making
processes to achieve general/specific aims with the opportunity to develop themselves, apply
problem-solving, use communication skills, and achieve job satisfaction.21 Team is the structure
composed of individuals with skills supporting each other, focused on and devoted to a common
goal, and who feel responsible for achieving this goal.22
As a conclusion of analyzing all these definitions, teamwork can be conceptualised so as to prompt
a group of people to increase quality and productivity at the organizational level by sharing and
combining the skills, abilities, and knowledge. Fundamental components for teamwork are
common and shared purposes, engagement, norms and rules, working habits, mutual
responsibility, and cooperation.23
Teams are considered a combination of dynamic processes composed of persons who are
responsible for the organization equally and perceive the common goals at the organisations.24 It
is seen that the efficiency and productivity of organizations increase as a result of strengthening
the teams composed of members who work together actively to achieve the aims and targets of the
organisation.24, 25
2.1.1. Characteristics of Teams
In our day and time, teamwork is an obligation for businesses to be successful.26 However, teams
should have some characteristics to achieve the results desired.27 These characteristics can be
specified under five headings as: being aim-oriented; having the right members; having sufficient
time to work on a matter; management participation; and effective communication.
•

•

•

•

Being Aim-Oriented: Employees need to know the future vision, aims, and objectives of
their organisations.28 Employees of the organization have a specific level of consciousness
about determination of primary goals and organizational vision and what should be done
by the team to carry out this process by means of teamwork.29 Success of a team is affected
by the adaptation of goals and sharing by the members of the team.
Having the Right Members: The team should comprise individuals who have the right
skills and abilities to achieve the aims. Team members also carry out works based on the
perception of making a decision jointly and with joint responsibility. Teams are constituted
of members feeling the responsibility of working together actively to fulfil the tasks at the
organization and team members are jointly held responsible for the results. Even if the
concept of individual responsibility is eliminated, everyone in the team knows the duty and
area of responsibility very well.30 Making a decision jointly leads to joint responsibility
according to the principle of equivalence of authority and responsibility. Network of shared
responsibility makes the individual feel as a part of the organization more.
Having Sufficient Time to Work on the Subject: It is very important for the team to have
time to find a solution for a problem or perform a task. It is worth noting that the team
should not find any solution for a problem in a short time; rather, it should find the correct
solution even if it takes long.31
Management Participation: This participation is considered the support of the
management by the team members in teamwork. If the management follows, supports, and
develops what is performed by teamwork, motivation of all members of the team will
increase and improvement will be continuous. Valuing team and members, seeing the final
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•

outcomes of the efforts of team members, and rewarding these outcomes are very
significant in supporting effective teamwork.32
Effective Communication: Effective communication between the team as well as with the
management and other units can be considered an obligation. Presence of direct and open
communication among team members, listening to one another, respecting the opinions,
and sharing information at each step are important in achieving the common goals for the
team. Teams are expected to have all of these characteristics. It is thought that teams with
these characteristics will show high performance and achieve these goals more easily.
Another factor enabling the team to be successful is the informal roles. As long as the
members of the team understand their roles and others’ roles, they will contribute to
problem solving within the team. In other words, developing a high-performance team
depends on managers being well-informed on the roles of the members.27 These members
have to know their primary roles and fulfil these roles using their abilities. A study was
carried out with 115.000 people in 80 countries related to the characteristics that teams
should have. Nine roles that teams should have were determined as a result.33
• Advising: It means collecting information, forwarding the information to others or
giving an idea about the quality of service.
• Innovating: Being innovative for the organization in the competitive environment
is quite important. This entails creating new ideas or bringing new perspectives to
the problem.
• Promoting: Supporting and encouraging the team members developing and
expressing new ideas. Teams need to support team members continuously in terms
of utilising financial sources, accommodating new members, survival, and
improvement.
• Developing: It is the feature of trying new methods to evaluate and develop ideas
in increasing the efficiency of the organization. Ideas accepted by the management
are reviewed by the developers in the team in terms of production, distribution, and
marketing.
• Organizing: It is setting up a structure regulating and showing how the works
necessary for service or goods production will be conducted. It is the determination
of which work will be performed by whom.
• Producing: Fulfilling the duties assigned for service or goods production suitably.
• Inspecting: Controlling goods and services produced to keep the quality level of
operating systems high.
• Maintaining: Maintenance of the present condition by providing an environment
of confidence required for efficient work of the team.
• Linking: Coordination and integration of team members.

Employees of an organization may fulfil any of team roles; however, some employees can fulfil
some of these roles more efficiently and more easily. Work functions can be combined with the
preference of the employee and employees can fulfil these duties in a more motivated manner.27
In addition to the roles that teams should have for team efficiency, another important issue is
providing confidence. The most effective and efficient teamwork is possible by cooperation,
confidence, and association. All of them are possible when team members combine their activities
systematically to achieve a common goal.33 As the confidence of team members to one another
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increases, they will start to work more efficiently.34 A number of inter-control systems become
unnecessary and are removed as the confidence increases. The quality and strength of a team is
understood by the support they provide each other in difficult times.
2.1.2. Development Processes of Teams
Organizations concentrate on teamwork to increase their efficiency in the competitive
environment. When other reasons directing organizations to team formation are analyzed, they
include increase of organizational commitment, building mutual support of employees, developing
mutual trust to respect individual differences, and laying the foundation for work performance.
The level of contribution for individuals working separately is higher if they work as a team.
Forming a team increases quality, efficiency, and flexibility; ensures fast adaptation to changes in
the global competition environment and technological innovations. As a result of efficient
utilization of teamwork, the organization is preferred by qualified employees and employees’
commitment to the business increases.35 Teamwork considers the individual as part of the solution,
not the source of the problem. Teams should not be formed arbitrarily without devoting the
necessary time. Forming a well-coordinated team takes less time than bringing strangers to form a
so-called team.36 Teams become mature following certain stages. At the beginning, team members
need to know each other, determine the rules to be obeyed and their roles in the team, define the
tasks, and collaborate. In this way, people become part of the whole functioning.
We see classifications of various authors in the literature related to the stages of team formation
and development. These classifications are presented in Table 1.
Table 1. Models of Team Development
Authors
Tuckman (1977)37

Number of Stage
5

Bass and Ryterband (1979)38

4

Hackman (1987)39

4

Stages
- Forming
- Storming
- Norming
- Performing
- Adjourning
- Acceptance
- Communication and decision-making
- Group solidarity
- Group control
- Pre-work
- Creating performance conditions
- Forming and Building teams
- Providing ongoing assistance

Basically, five stages are addressed in the process of team formation classified by different
numbers of stages by different authors.36, 37, 38
•

Forming: It is considered the first step of teamwork. Team members try to get to know
each other and familiarise themselves with what is requested at this stage. Therefore, the
level of uncertainty pertaining to this stage is quite high.39, 40 At this stage, the organization
gives time to the team members to get to know each other. Members exchange views by
means of various discussions.42 Success at this stage is very important. If members
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accommodate themselves to the team, successful work will be performed. Otherwise,
commitment of the member to the job will decrease and performance will be poor.5
Storming: It is the stage that team members let their feelings show after they have accepted
each other. At this point, interpersonal conflicts and competition to get various team roles
begin. Team members commit to performance standards and proper behaviors to be
accepted by the other members.41 Members become more conscious about roles assigned
to them. Progress of the team can be achieved by means of discussions about mission,
goals, duties, roles, and responsibilities of the team. This stage is a difficult part of the
adaptation process.42 Relations start to get damaged since team members have not yet been
engaged with each other during this difficult stage.43 Unless teams go beyond this stage,
they will not be successful at showing high performance and completing effective
formation.44 Teams overcoming this stage with minimum damage can attain great
success.45 At this stage, the leader should have the skill of conflict management.
Accordingly, leaders try to solve uncertainties in the event of conflicts and
misunderstanding.
Norming: At this stage, expressed as the stage of the establishment of behaviors patterns,
conflicts and disputes experienced at the stage of complexity are solved. Team members
start to understand each other.45 Roles undertaken by the leader and members in line with
the team goals are created in agreement. Individual differences between the members
become smoothed and harmony is achieved. Team members develop similar mental
models.41
Performing: This stage is the synergy stage. Team develops and grows. The subject
emphasized most throughout this stage is solving problems and fulfilling the expected
duties.36 Team members exert efforts to fulfil the duties assigned.46
Adjourning: When the teams achieve the goals, in other words, when they fulfil their
duties, they will separate.47 If the duty of the team is continuous, separating will not be in
question. However, after temporary teams achieve their goals, they will do so. Success of
teamwork depends on the people at the organization as it is observed in the classification
of team formation.48 The most important objective of teams completing the above stages
is to integrate the goals of the individuals and the group with the goals of the organization.
A team represents a group of people relying on each other to achieve a common goal. Every
team has unique structures, norms, and values. Because of all these features, classification
of team formation is used to determine goals and priorities of the teams, decide and analyze
the communication and determine the effect of relationships between team members on the
production.49 Team members from different disciplines and functions will tend to think
differently. Discovering these differences early will make the interaction between the team
members well.

2.1.3. Types of Team
A standard classification on the types of team is not found in the literature. Teams can be classified
by different aspects. There are five groups of teams in terms of the authorities they have. These
groups are: problem solving teams; matrix teams; semi-autonomous teams; self-governing teams;
and self-forming teams.50, 51 Teams were classified in five groups as informal teams, leadership
teams, traditional work teams, problem-solving teams, and self-governing teams.52 Types of teams
are organizational policy maker teams, duty teams,53 department development teams, and self-
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governing teams. Teams are classified as duty teams, quality circles, cross-functional teams,
product development teams, and self-governing teams.54 There is also a definition of team by the
continuity and status of membership. In this classification, types of teams were determined relating
to goals as quality circles, reengineering, production development and research-development;
permanent and temporary teams by continuity and functionality; along with cross-functional and
self-governing teams by status of membership.55 Globalization of the organizations resulted in
changes to the working structures and elimination of time-space concept with technological
progresses led to the emergence of new types of teams such as cross-cultural teams and virtual
teams.56, 57 Employees may be a member of a team for various reasons. For instance, physical
intimacy may be a reason for becoming a member of a team. Persons working at the same
department or at the departments having close business relationships may form a team.36
As is seen, a number of team types are presented in the literature. Types of teams are classified
differently with different approaches in the literature. However, considering the content of these
types, there is not much difference among them. Main types of teams prominent in most
approaches are problem solving teams, self-governing teams, formal teams, cross-functional
teams, product development teams, management teams, and virtual teams.
•

•

•

Problem-Solving Teams: Problem-solving teams are those constituted by voluntary
persons. The number of people coming from different departments to solve obvious
problems varies between 5 and 12.58, 59 Since they are short-term, the level of authority is
very low. The most frequently used example is the quality circles.8 Team members share
their opinions about how the method and practices of working in order to solve a problem
determined will be improved and give suggestions. These teams do not have the authority
to implement their own suggestions. Members of the team exchange views about
developing practices and methods and share their opinions or give suggestions and develop
these suggestions. The team breaks up after the problem is solved by various techniques.27
Self-Governing Teams: Self-governing teams are composed of 10-12 persons and work
without a manager. Because they are responsible for self-governing and are committed to
each other by virtue of the corporation, they have important differences to other types of
teams. They set their own objectives with the management.60 They have extensive authority
of self-governing and decision-making. Several operational and strategic decisions such as
planning, organizing, control, preparing project calendar, and personnel selection is made
with the initiative of the team members. The role of management in the process of decisionmaking is more limited than other types of teams.50 For instance, quality circles give a
number of suggestions, but they do not have the necessary authority to implement them,
therefore they cannot make the relevant decisions. However, self-governing teams have the
authority to make the lower- and mid-level decisions within the framework of predetermined conditions. Team members can carry out most or all of functions performed by
the managers generally.61 As the business develops, problem-solving teams might
transform into self-governing teams after a certain period.
Formal Teams: Formal teams are a part of organizational structure and formed by the
organization. Formal teams are classified as vertical and horizontal extensively. Vertical
teams are those comprising a manager and subordinates within the framework of the chain
of command and are continuous. Generally, a vertical team is in a department at the
organization. Horizontal teams comprise individuals specialising at the same hierarchy
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step. Members of the horizontal team come together for a specific task and break up after
the task is complete.59
Cross-Functional Teams: It is the team composed of employees specialising in various
subjects at the organization. Especially, information technologies-based businesses have
increased their activities for these teams.62 Solving inter-departmental problems and other
problems such as production, estimations, and planning are carried out by people from
different departments. Cross-functional teams are formed with the participation of
personnel from different departments and have the same level for the completion of various
projects and solving of the problems in line with the objectives of the organisation.63 Every
department is aware of each other via these teams and they can act fast to solve problems
with the help of the interaction.64 These teams provide benefits such as speed, new points
of view, customer-oriented thinking, creativity, and increase of corporate learning.65 The
start-up phase of forming these teams is difficult. Processes of discovering the same and
different aspects by individuals and understanding each other may take longer than other
types of teams.
Product Development Teams: These teams focus on innovation and developing new
product cycles. The process of developing new products is a long and risky process for the
organization and this process is affected by external environmental factors and internal
factors.66, 67 Making the right decisions for the organization varies based on the extent of
considering factors affecting the success of new product development. In recent studies,
some factors to determine the success of new product development have been shown.68
Cross-functional team is the main factor among them. Use of these teams in the process of
product development will help the success of the process.69, 70
Management Teams: These teams are formed by the gathering of managers from different
positions. They come together to solve a specific problem and they break up after the
problem is solved. They are generally established to direct the low-level teams. The
presence and success of these teams depend on top management and the managers play a
significant role in motivating the low-level teams.71 On the other hand, they play an
important role in making strategic decisions about the organization. Combining different
expertise of managers is important for the efficiency of the organisation.72
Virtual Teams: Fast technological progresses in our day led to the emergence of virtual
teams as a new type of team. Virtual teams are those exceeding the borders geographically,
in other words, they are teams without limits. Use of computer and communication
technologies by the organization is the basis of these teams. As a result, organizations
became leaner.73 Virtual teams exceed the walls of organization and time-space limits.
They are considered a new method of working.74 Team members are aim-oriented and the
members are distributed in the country and among countries. Computer-based systems are
used for communication. It is not true to classify the teams as virtual and non-virtual
generally, because no team is completely virtual. The extent of being virtual of a team is
determined by the factors such as degree of joining the team from different time frame and
geographical areas, whether team members belong to the same organization or not, and the
extent of using communication technologies by the team while fulfilling their duties.75
Becoming widespread of virtual team practices all around the world, rapid growth of
globalization, and increase of cooperation among organizations may help a number of
organizations in acting as a single organization. Hewlett-Packard, IBM, Whirlpool,
Johnson & Johnson, Verifone, and Ford are a few examples of successful virtual teams.76
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2.1.4. Team Management in Organizational Settings
As the concept of team became important for the organizations, this change led to the emergence
of the subject of team management. Teams provide integrity for continuous progress to enable
organizations in achieving goals and facilitate solving organizational problems and profitability of
opportunities. Team is the tool of acting from opinion to operational and strategic starting and
provides practical meanings related to the multi-disciplinary nature of organizational change.77
Team dynamics, leadership, communication, heterogeneity, and adaptation should be considered
to manage the team effectively and efficiently.
•

•

Team Dynamics: Factors affecting teams are called team dynamics. These factors can be
examined as interpersonal relations activating the team members and affecting their
motivation, communication, and emotions.78 Understanding the team dynamics will help
the manager to form the correct style of leadership, attitudes, and behaviors towards the
employees. In other words, they can direct the team in the most appropriate way for the
efficiency of the organisation.79 The methods of observing activities of the team
continuously and personal reporting80 are used to understand the team dynamics.81
Effective and high-performance teams have people to do the right things at the right time
and they balance the duty dynamics by a process.
Leadership. The subject of leadership became important as the number of team-based
organizations increased.82, 83 The leadership is directing the efficiency of an individual or
a group of people to achieve a specific goal in the general sense.84 There are a number of
definitions of leadership. Leadership is the total of gathering a group of people for specific
goals and motivating them to achieve these goals and as knowledge and abilities necessary
for it.85 The leader is the person who reveals the common opinion and desires felt by the
group members and activates the potential powers of group members for this goal.86 As can
be understood by the definitions, criteria in the form of common ground are a specific goal,
presence of a group of people, and a leader to direct this group. Leadership is not having
power on affiliated person, it is affecting and directing them.87 Accordingly, leadership can
be defined as the total of gathering a group of people for specific goals and motivating
them to achieve these goals and as the knowledge and abilities necessary for it. Combining
and coordinating people’s efforts is necessary for team efficiency and productivity. At this
point, the need for a leader is observed. Researchers define leadership based on personal
points of view in cases that are more important for them.88 Significance of the leader in
teams arise from finding a solution to the problem in team dynamics and ensuring team
balance.89 Managing human resources and ensuring team efficiency at the organization
depends on the leader and that team integrity is achieved.83 Teams with a good leader
increase their performance and efficiency very fast since they deal with central subjects. It
is known that leaders are important for presenting new and successful products to the
market, developing relationships with personnel, and creating long-term values. Team
leaders act to provide the conditions for members to believe in and work to achieve these
goals. They strengthen the shared skills and approach of the team and make an effort to
turn obstacles into opportunities.90 The significance of team leaders in making the team a
high-performance team is apparent. Team leaders are interested in duty dynamics of the
team. They preside meetings, provide coordination of sources, initiate new actions, put
forward new ideas, exchange information, and determine progression based on the goals.
Basically, they share requirements, progress, decision, and activities of the group with
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others.81 To manage a group depends on the effectiveness of the leader. The effectiveness
of the leader depends on her/his personal characteristics, knowledge, skill, and prestige.86
Intelligence, social maturity, motivation, and human relations are the common
characteristics of the leaders.91
Communication: The basis and continuity of all relations in the social structure of
organizations is mostly based on communication. Communication is one of the most
important concepts creating interpersonal relations, organizations, and societies.92 It is the
passing of information from a person to the others93 clearly, exchange or transfer of
information, opinion, data, and emotion among individuals and organisations.94
Communication plays a significant role as a process of ensuring efficiency for
organizations. Since communication is the process of transfer of opinion and views from a
person to another,95 it is not possible for a team to be highly efficient without effective
communication among members of the team. A good communication discipline should be
established at the organization and team members should share their emotions, opinions,
knowledge, and skills with each other to achieve goals.96 Communication should be
conducted sensitively to ensure coordination in the team, carry out activities, increase
motivation, prepare team members for change, improve performance, and increase the
effectiveness of relationships of the team members. It is seen that sharing emotions,
opinions, information, desires, wishes, and complaints easily with everyone at the
organization and the involvement of employees have a significant effect on increasing the
performance of teams. This communication process is observed in different ways at each
stage of the team. The most important aspect of the social organizations is constituted by
the leader who is the principle of communication in allowing empathising. It is empathising
to show the consciousness of his presence.97, 98 This view is important because it shows
that interpersonal relation and communication do not cover only information sharing but
also goals of enabling individuals to understand each other better, ensuring cooperation
and coordination.75 The leader gathers essential information for the organization,
processes it, and provides it to the necessary authorities. This information is presented to
several areas; therefore, the leader should think about requirements of subordinates and
superiors and persons at her/his level carefully. Otherwise, teamwork will be affected
negatively.99 Success of a team is directly proportional to the effectiveness of team
communication. To ensure effective communication, skills of listening to the team
members, trying to understand them, and informing them about what occurs in the
organization should be adopted.
Team Heterogeneity: Another important subject for team management is heterogeneity.
Different characteristics and styles of team members lead to the heterogeneous structure.
This heterogeneous structure is considered to have an effect on teamwork. Heterogeneity
may reveal very different aspects of the team.99 These aspects are examined in two groups
as easily detectable aspects and underlying aspects. The first group has the aspect to be
shown by analyzing the person superficially and which can be determined fast. They
include terms of work at an organization or team, educational background, age, sex, race,
ethnic origin, and national origin and they can be determined easily. Underlying aspects
are less clear, provability is more difficult, and they are open-ended. While underlying
aspects related to the duty include physical skills and abilities, cognitive knowledge, skills,
abilities, work experience, and relationship-oriented underlying aspects include social
status, attitudes, values, and personality.100 Since similar characteristics of the members of
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a team will provide harmony among employees, it may increase the performance of the
team. Diversity in the team and creating synergy of the different characteristics of members
can have positive effects on team performance.5 Heterogeneity in the team increases
creativity and innovativeness.101 According to research results, it was seen that innovative
companies established heterogeneous working groups especially to see different opinions
and views together. Heterogeneous teams have the advantages for problem solving and
making decisions. Team members with different styles analyze problems from a broader
point of view and find several solutions.
Harmony: Teamwork involves differentiation among members and the joining of
members in a single working unit. It can be seen that differences of personality, knowledge,
skills, and experience level among members are natural.102 It would not be possible for the
team to fulfil the duty successfully without these differences. This duty involves combining
different skills or perceptions and integrating them to enable members to act in concord.
Paradox of the teamwork is necessary because there should be a factor balancing
differentiation and combining. Teamwork involves a significant extent of face-to-face
communication, habit of solving problems together, and making collective decisions. For
these reasons, teamwork requires expressing judgments openly, elimination of conflicting
judgment, and making an effort to provide mutual harmony. Harmony does not necessarily
mean no conflict. Opinions should be created by possible conflicts and different opinions
should contribute to each other positively. Harmony solves team conflicts without
deviating from results and disintegrating and it is the best contribution for the results. All
kinds of necessary efforts should be made to achieve harmony among members for high
performance. Each of the members should understand the significance of coordination and
act jointly in order to eliminate inconsistency. Team leaders have a great role in providing
a harmonious working environment for the members. Employees are motivated in
teamwork involving harmony and have strong communication, which increase
performance positively.101, 102

2.2. Group Concept
It is seen that the term of team is used to define groups as well.103 However, teams are different
from groups. For this reason, the difference of these concepts should be explained.
People used to form groups since they began social life and used to be involved in these groups.
Groups lie at the bottom of family life, protection, war, government, job, entertainment, etc. as an
aspect of the social structure. The communities that people are a member of in order to achieve
goals or perform socio-psychological, economic activities are called group (2). A group is
composed of minimum two persons who communicate regularly and share a common goal.104 It is
also defined as two or more persons’ having common interests and goals coming together.105 It is
the community of individuals who have mutual dependence in terms of achieving a specific
goal.106 According to another definition, it is a structure comprising two or more persons affected
by each other.107 Group according to this definition emphasizes group norms as the community of
individuals sharing common norms with different roles, communicating, and working for a
common purpose.108
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Considering the definitions of group, the prominent points are structure, interaction, and norms.109
Individuals with common motives and problems should interact with each other for a certain time
period in order for them to develop group norms.110
2.2.1. Types of Group
Organizations contain different groups as a result of interactions between individuals. Groups in
the organization may be classified with regard to different aspects. Groups can be classified as
formal and informal.111, 112 They are also classified as primary and secondary groups,113
membership groups, and reference groups.114
•

•

Formal-Informal Groups: Informal groups are those defined in the organization
structure. These groups have clear goals and pre-determined norms.115 In other words, they
are formed to carry out specific functions in accordance with the system created by an
organization. Relationships in the group are shaped by formal rules and regulations.116
Formal groups can be classified in two ways: a) temporary formal groups in those
separating when there is no formal activity in the group; b) permanent formal groups are
those formed to provide certain services to the organization continuously.118 Informal
groups are different from formal groups. The reason for this difference is that they emerge
spontaneously, not by conscious planning.112 Informal groups emerge as a result of
interactions of individuals with one another in the organisation.83 Individuals in the formal
groups are formed to achieve the goals of the organization, whereas informal groups by
developing relationships among themselves in accordance with their personal needs and
aspirations.119, 120 An organization could not be managed by only forming formal groups,
informal groups would have to emerge as well.121
Primary-Secondary Groups: Definitions for primary and secondary group was presented
by Cooley in 1909 for the first time.122 This distinction was made based on the level of
relations of the group members. Primary groups are the groups and members who know
each other, have face-to-face relations frequently and continue this relationship.44 Group
members establish reassuring relationships. Primary groups are classified in four
categories:123
1. Natural primary groups: Family, close settlement, neighbours, group friends
2. Unnatural primary groups: Holiday groups, tour group, training group
3. Sustained primary group: School group, school club
4. Spontanous primary group: Discussion groups

•

Every individual becomes a member of a primary group. In addition to strong solidarity in
the primary groups, severity of the level of conflict is also high.119 The level of interaction
of group members is low in the secondary group. Group members do not know each other
very closely personally. These groups are composed of more persons. It represents
association with less rationality and sharing value judgments to a smaller extent.124, 125
There are differences between primary and secondary groups in various aspects (see Table
4).
Membership Group-Reference Group: Membership groups are those that the individual
is active in the capacity of a member. Individuals may be a member of many groups in their
lives such as family, friend groups, and so on. Persons can acquire social identities by
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means of membership groups.126 It is the group that the person is a member of in real
terms.127 Reference groups are those in which the behaviors and characteristics of the
individual are evaluated in comparison to other groups.128 Behavior of the individuals are
shaped within the framework of behaviors selected by the reference groups generally. It is
the group in which the person is taken into consideration while making decisions.129
2.2.2. Importance of Groups for the Organization
Organizations have several groups because of them being socially structured. Persons in the
organization join various groups and shape their attitudes and behaviors on the basis of these
groups. Therefore, groups are a part of the organization. Groups should be managed by a manager
to achieve the goals of an organization. For a manager, in addition to understanding individual
behaviors at the organization, group behaviors should be understood as well. Unexpected
behaviors may be observed individually in a group.125 Dynamics of the group should be examined
by the managers to understand the group and provide efficiency for the organization. Group
dynamics include interactions emerging in time in and between groups, processes, and changes.130
It is emphasized that group dynamics had a great role in the growth of organizations, and behaviors
of individuals in the group generally vary within the range of tendency of the group.131, 132 In other
words, group dynamic is the analysis of powers in the group and effect of groups on the
individual.133 Managers should use the most suitable theories and methods to control and
understand groups better.134 Forming groups and understanding dynamics will allow the
organization to develop creativeness, positive feelings, make more effective decisions, and reduce
the problems at the organisation.9
3. Differences Between Team and Group
When each member of the group understands the common goal, it will become a team. On the
other hand, if group members work individually, groups will be unsuccessful.135 There are
differences between group work and teamwork. These differences were revealed based on
leadership, goals, responsibility, effect, trust, success, meetings, and discussion criteria.136
•
•
•
•
•
•

Leadership criteria; in groupwork, there is a strong leader; in teamwork, leadership roles
and responsibility are shared.137, 138, 139
Goals criteria; the goal of the group is to provide general organization in groupwork; goal
of the team is set by the team members in teamwork.
Responsibility criteria; in groupwork, there is personal responsibility and products are
created through personal efforts; in teamwork, there is both personal and team
responsibilities.
Effectiveness criteria; in group work, effectiveness is measured by the influence of the
group on the others indirectly; in teamwork, effectiveness is measured by evaluating
products of teamwork directly.
Trust criteria; only personal reliability in groupwork; both team and individual reliability
in teamwork.
Success criteria; in groupwork, personal success is distinguished and awarded; in
teamwork, the whole team is congratulated for successes. At the same time, individual
efforts contributing to team success are distinguished and congratulated.
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Meetings criteria; In group work, meetings are held effectively and take a short time; in
teamwork, meetings are open to discussion and involve active solutions. They reach the
result together.
Discussion criteria; in groupwork, members discuss issues at hand, make a decision, and
delegate the tasks; in teamwork, members discuss, think, make a decision, and cooperate.

Groups may cause great complexity in organizational life and also, they may achieve great success.
However, researches show that groups achieve the greatest success when they transform into
efficient structures called team.124Term of team means people coming together with the top level
of effectiveness to achieve the common goals beyond the term of group136
The concept of team involves a mission, joint responsibility, and goals shared by team members.
Goals are applicable to groups as well as teams. However, the presence of a common goal is not
mandatory for groups. Persons with different individual goals can achieve their goals by means of
information sharing.93
Summary
The necessity of accommodating to the rapid changes of environmental conditions for businesses
and increasing the level of internal and external customer satisfaction in the modern business life
led to some changes in organizational structures. Individual production was eventually replaced
by team-based work production. Being involved in the team formation of individuals with different
specialties creates synergy for the organization and it achieves success. For this reason,
accomplishing efficiency of teamwork for the organization is of utmost importance. In order for
the teams in an organization to be effective and efficient, they should be aim-oriented, work with
the right members, have sufficient time to work on a task, be directed by the management, and
have effective communication. In addition to these characteristics, teams should complete the
stages of formation, complexity, rulemaking, performing, and separating in order to be successful.
The most important objective of completing these stages and getting into act is to integrate the
goals of persons and groups with the goals of the organization.
Teams are classified by different criteria. These criteria include goals, authorities, continuity,
status of membership and technological advancements. In the light of these criteria, the prominent
types of team are problem solving teams, self-governing teams, formal teams, cross-functional
teams, product development teams, management teams, and virtual teams. The teams defined
based on various criteria resulted in the emergence of the subject of efficient and effective team
management. Team dynamics, leadership, communication, heterogeneity of the team, and
harmony should be considered by the management to manage the teams. There are groups as well
as teams at businesses. It is seen that the concepts of team and group are used with similar
connotations in business management. In fact, these two concepts appear similar. However, they
are different from each other. Individuals at a business participate in various groups at the
organization because their social characteristics, attitude, and behaviors in the organization are
shaped by these groups. Groups at an organization can be classified as formal and informal,
primary and secondary, membership, and reference groups. Managers should manage these
groups, have goals of the business adopted by the groups, render them common goals, and establish
an environment for teamwork.
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Case Study
The new workplace environment was quite different for Talha who began to work as a receptionist
at the front-office department of the hotel of an international five-star hotel chain located in
Istanbul. A total of 4 persons and 1 shift leader worked at the reception of the front-office
department in one shift. The shift leader worked for seven years and other employees worked for
four years at the reception, and all of them were graduates of tourism management. This hotel was
the second business Talha worked for and his total job experience was two years. In other words,
he was the most inexperienced person of the reception team. His colleagues were very friendly to
him as of the first business day and helped him learn about the job. He had not experienced it
before at the previous hotel. In addition, he saw that the method of working preferred by the hotel
management to achieve goals and objectives was teamwork. However, he had not had teamwork
experience and therefore, he had difficulty in his relationships with the colleagues. He showed the
tendency to solve the problems he confronts at the reception on his own instead of finding a
solution with his colleagues. However, he was not very experienced, and he could not find the
right solutions. As a result, problems became more and more serious and other employees were
affected negatively.
What can be done to make Talha a team member?
Internet Tour
•
•
•
•

https://uwaterloo.ca/centre-for-teaching-excellence/teaching-resources/teaching-tips/tipsstudents/being-part-team/teamwork-skills-being-effective-group-member
https://www.kent.ac.uk/careers/sk/teamwork.htm
http://www.rcgd.isr.umich.edu/
http://www.iaswg.org/

Definitions of Terms137, 138
•
•
•

•
•
•

Globalization: The worldwide movement towards economic, financial, trade, and
communications integration.
Mechanistic organization: Hierarchical, bureaucratic, organizational structure
characterized by (1) centralization of authority, (2) formalization of procedures and
practices, and (3) specialization of functions.
Organic organization: Organizational structure characterized by (1) Flatness:
Communications and interactions are horizontal, (2) Low specialization: Knowledge
resides wherever it is most useful, and (3) Decentralisation: Great deal of formal and
informal participation in decision making.
Vision: Mental process in which images of the desired future (goals, objectives,
outcomes) are made intensely real and compelling to act as motivators for the present
action. .
Mission: A written declaration of an organization’s core purpose and focus that normally
remains unchanged over time.
Conflict management: The practice of recognizing and dealing with disputes in a
rational, balanced and effective way.
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Synergy: A state in which two or more things work together in a particularly fruitful way
that produces an effect greater than the sum of their individual effects.
Social maturity: Showing behaviors that is in accord with standards and the norms for a
person of that age.
Leader: The activity of leading a group of people or an organization or the ability to do
this.
Paradox: Statement containing seemingly contradictory or absurd assertions which may
or may not be provable correct or incorrect.
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Paradoxical Leadership Behavior
Prof. Dr. Muharrem TUNA & Res. Asst. İbrahim AKÇA
Ankara Hacı Bayram Veli University & Kütahya Dumlupınar University
“The challenge of leadership is to be strong, but not rude; be kind, but not weak; be bold, but not
a bully; be thoughtful, but not lazy; be humble, but not timid; be proud, but not arrogant; have
humour, but without folly.”
– Jim Rohn
Inverting the Paradox of Excellence at Toyota
Toyota has defied the paradox of excellence by resorting to deliberate variations even in the proven
successful routines in all of its organizational aspects, including strategy, structure, shared values,
style, human resources, skills, and system; and generating value (sequence). There are a number
of radical contradictions at the heart of the Toyota system. Enterprises are under increasing
pressure to meet multiple, often inconsistent, demands. Increasing technological change, global
competition, and workforce diversity reveal and intensify the paradox; and these kinds of
disruptions expose tensions within enterprises. Also, Toyota’s phenomenal record in productivity
gains along with its impressive achievements in innovation cast doubts on earlier conventional
thinking—that there is a necessary trade-off between productivity and innovation. Toyota’s
unorthodox manufacturing system enabled it to make the world’s best automobiles at the lowest
cost and to develop new products quickly. The company creates contradictions and paradoxes in
all aspects of organizational life. In many areas, it deliberately fosters contradictory viewpoints
and challenges its managers and employees to find answers that transcend differences rather than
settle for compromises—they are simultaneous variations along the different dimensions
mentioned earlier, which are strategy, structure, shared values, style, staff, skills, systems, and
sequence.
Examples of its paradoxical nature include the following: it takes big leaps yet is patient; moves
slowly and grows steadily yet maintains a state of never being satisfied and indeed even a degree
of paranoia. To consider other examples of the contradictions; it thinks and acts both globally and
locally—it has a global knowledge center and yet goes to extraordinary lengths to learn from and
adapt to local cultures and settings. It combines hard and soft modes of management. It strives for
short-term efficiency and associated incremental gains while also striving for long-term stepchange gains. It cultivates frugality, yet it is willing to spend large sums on selected projects. It
cultivates stability, yet it also caters for a mindset of paranoia. It is characterized by bureaucracy
and hierarchy yet fosters a spirit of dissent. It maintains both simple and complex modes of
communication. It sets very hard-to-achieve goals, yet it emphasizes the need for a strong sense of
reality. It expects small-scale experimentation and occasional audacious leaps. The company is
constantly in a state of flux.
In order to foster these contradictions, Toyota combines both forces of disruption with
complementary forces of integration. Its forces of disruption include the setting of highly
stretching and near-impossible goals. Second, there is a huge emphasis on experimentation—most
notably, Toyota encourages all employees to search for improvements by highlighting mistakes
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and failures. Third, despite its huge emphasis on efficiency and a standardised system, it also
promotes and encourages local customization. These forces of disruption are complemented by
forces of integration: the values of the founders are held in high esteem; these values are inculcated;
the company loathes to make any layoffs even in times of economic downturn and even when this
policy costs money. Toyota also invests in communication across the board. Thus, the forces of
expansion are balanced by the forces of integration in a manner that allows a restless forward
momentum.
Above all, this system has been widely emulated not only by the world’s leading automobile
companies and manufacturing firms, but also by enterprises in service industries such as hospitals.1
1. Introduction
In the working environment which gains dynamism with the increasing competition in our day and
time in which the phenomenon of globalization is intensely felt, organizations need to keep their
employees within the organization and ensure their organizational commitment. Indeed,
employees’ organizational commitment and dedication to their work are of utmost importance for
organizational efficiency.1, 2 Along with factors3 such as organizational culture, employee
relations, wage policies, organizational climate, social rights and institutional structure,
particularly the leadership style is one of the most important factors affecting employees’ levels of
commitment and dedication.4 In our day and time, organizations face multiple competition. The
global environment which has become more dynamic and more complicated with the development
of technology has caused executives to encounter conflicting demands in the organization more
frequently.5 In the organizational environment becoming dynamic, competitive, and complex,
different approaches are being adopted instead of traditional leadership styles in accordance with
various needs that emerge. It has been endeavoured to define how and according to what factors
leaders are to act and move in their relations with their followers.
In parallel, leadership styles have been classified and various categories have been formed. Along
with these categories expressing a basic classification, new leadership styles different from the
existing ones are arising, as well. In addition, basic leadership styles affect new leadership
approaches that emerge. More importantly, the situations which the existing leadership styles
prove inadequate or are unable to deliver solutions for determine the direction of emergence for
the new leadership styles. “Leadership can be defined as the process of an individual having an
impact on others’ activities and directing them under certain conditions and in order to realise
certain personal or group aims. Leader is the one who incites others to behave in the direction of
a certain goal, inspires and influences them, and ensures that those people follow her/him by their
own volition.”6 In the complicated organizational environments of our day and time, the rational
and linear models towards problem-solving prove highly troublesome for leaders although they
also bring various benefits.7 Instead, new approaches are needed which allows for flexibility and
examines the reason why problems arise from different perspectives. The paradoxical leadership
behaviors which is discussed in this chapter emerged within this scope and is on its way to become
a new leadership style. It indicates considering opposing components simultaneously for coping
with the overall operation efficiently. However, the basic difference between an ordinary manager
and a paradoxical leader is about her/his approach to organizational contradictions. While some
leaders adjusting work practices to support opposing viewpoints have the paradoxical approach
(inclusive attitude), others adopt a defensive approach to those tensions and ignore one side of
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opponent demands. Paradoxical leadership behaviors refers to management in congruity with the
contrasting demands encountered within the organizational environment. For instance, while
administrative units in businesses demand that job requirements be fulfilled, employees want to
have a certain flexibility in fulfilling their duties. Paradoxical leadership focuses on the
simultaneous management of two states of affairs which seem or are contradictory. Studies have
shown that, as distinct from a conventional manager, leaders with the paradoxical leadership
behaviors have complex capabilities such as developing management flexibility, maintaining
short-term efficiency, and achieving long term sustainability. For instance, paradoxical leaders can
achieve efficiency by immediately fulfilling the demands of sales and profit returns which are
essential for short term survival of their businesses by job designs and applications. On the other
hand, they can achieve sustainability by enabling their business to participate in alternative
business development to adapt to future commercial development, and updating existing
operations according to the emerging new technology and market opportunities. In brief, since a
leader who is in the position of a senior executive can have an influence on personnel at every
level in the business;7, 8 the leadership style may have a significant effect on individuals’ attitudes
towards their organizations and provide motivation to them.9
2. The Paradoxical Approach
The concept of paradox refers to two opinions appearing contradictory to one another or two
inconsistent situations existing at the same time.10 In other words, paradox means contrasts that
contend with one another and are opponents.11, 12 We were born into these dichotomies, for
instance, the way we breathe in and out are two situations that interdepend. This is the case for
organizations, as well. Paradox is “the simultaneous (joint) existence of contradictions”.13 It is the
simultaneous existence of two incompatible situations in synchrony as in innovation and
efficiency, collaboration and competition, and the old and new.14 What is meant here is that
paradoxes are crystallised because of their own or social reflections as well as their interactions
with absurd and irrational contradicting cases. Paradox can refer to any kind of contrast within a
wide range such as non-interwoven perspectives, emotions, demands, messages, ways of
definition, fields of interest, or applications.15 These contrasts may emerge within the same area at
the same time; yet it is the distance between the two poles which is to characterise the attention of
the organization, group, or individuals.
Paradoxical approach examines the simultaneous concordance of demands rather than focusing on
a single aspect of conflicting demands. For instance, while executives are expected to increase
efficiency and foster creativity, they are at the same time expected to form teams in which
individuals can express their individual characteristics.16 While it is demanded/expected from
executives to increase efficiency by instigating creativity, the demands oriented towards creating
teams in which individuals can express their individual characteristics in a better way are
communicated by the employees. Paradoxical approach focuses on these demands being met at
the maximum level by taking both aspects of the contradictory group demands into consideration.
While leaders are asked by their organizations to interact with their employees without
discrimination and in a consistent manner, at the same time the employees expect their superiors
to interact with them differently according to their individual needs. Likewise, while the
organization expects that the procedures be followed, employees expect partial flexibility.17
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The paradoxes are continual and of a dynamic nature. The demands of the employees which are
met today may change tomorrow. The leader needs to closely keep up with the changing demands.
In addition to improving short-term performance, s/he needs to ensure long-term sustainability.18
Focusing on one side of the paradoxical situations may cause the pressures coming from the other
side to intensify. For this reason, managing organizational paradoxes effectively relies not on
avoiding the paradoxes in question but being open to them and embracing life with them. For an
organization to come out better off the conflicting demands in the long run, the leaders should
adopt not one of the aspects of the conflicting demands but both.19 Executives need to
simultaneously embrace both sides of the contrasting opinions and reciprocate rationally.20
Managing organizational uncertainty and confusion requires having executive knowledge and
leadership skills along with a certain level of wisdom.21
Formal or rational logic cannot deal with paradoxes.22 It first requires a redefinition of the
paradoxical situation and examination of the nature of paradoxical situations in order to manage
them. Individuals generally view paradoxical situations as “dilemmas” and approach them
defensively. However, researchers generally distinguish paradoxes from dilemmas.23 While
paradoxical situations hold sway through time and do not necessitate choosing one side over the
other, dilemmas include “either & or” decisions that result in choosing one side over the other.
Individuals who view paradoxical situations as dilemmas choose one of the options according to
the “either & or” perspective. They may cause a vicious cycle by bringing one demand opposite
to another when an alternative is chosen. In order to avoid this situation, paradoxical approach is
required which involves the “both & and” perspective instead of the “either & or” perspective.
2.1. Paradoxical Contradictions Encountered in the Organizational Area
With the organizational environment gradually becoming more dynamic, competitive, and
complicated, leaders began to encounter paradoxical demands which contradict intensely. This
volatile, ambiguous, and indefinite environment feeding the flow of tensions would pull the
individual and the organization towards a direction, which involves multiple competition. These
tensions may occur in various ways, places, and times. In the long-term and short-term strategies,
in the organizational structure (centralist - decentralist), and in the leadership style (guide follower), it is possible to encounter such tensions.24 The paradoxical tensions that are encountered
within the organizational structure are summed up in Table 1 below.25
•

•

Strategic Paradoxes: Paradoxes at this level involve the tensions oriented towards the use
of resources in short-term and long-term strategies. Should the organization aim to yield
short-term profit, or long-term investment? For instance, while the investments made on
innovation in the businesses increase the short-term expenditures, they also increase the
long-term income. Short and long-term strategies need to be balanced.
Structural Paradoxes: The structure of organizations determine the direction of
information flow. Does the direction of the information flow within the organization need
to be top-down, or bottom-up? If the organization is in a hierarchical structure, tasks will
be controlled much more strictly, but the structure will be slow in terms of adapting to
changes. The organization would be more agile if it adopted a more horizontal structure;
however, managing it would also be more difficult. The needs of the top-, mid- and lowlevel employees in the organizational scheme need to be balanced.
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•

•

•

Paradoxes Regarding Leadership Behaviors: While it is demanded/expected from
executives to increase efficiency by instigating creativity, the demands oriented towards
creating teams in which individuals can express their individual characteristics in a better
way are communicated by the employees. While leaders are asked to interact with their
employees in a monotype and consistent manner, the employees at the same time expect
their superiors to engage with them differently in line with their own needs. Likewise,
while the organization expects that the procedures be followed, employees expect that there
be room for partial flexibility. Since other paradoxical situations regarding leadership have
been presented and explained throughout the study in general, it is only briefly mentioned
here.
Paradoxes Regarding Functional Focality: Each sub-group in the organization has
different aims and interests. Each sub-group wants to get a bigger share from the
organization’s budget, be more effective on the decisions to be made, receive more awards,
and be remembered. This situation feeds the tensions deriving from the conflicts of interest
that occur between lower (sub) interest groups. The same situation is also pertinent to each
employee.
Paradoxes Deriving From the Individual Oneself: Should the employees do the right
thing for themselves or for the organization? Personal traits such as rationality or
emotionality need to be balanced. The employees need to achieve a balance between time
they are to allow for themselves and time they are to allocate for their work. In most
businesses, such problems are not realized until employees’ problems emerge, or they get
demoralized. Undoubtedly, managing the paradoxical situations mentioned above requires
possessing the “both & and” perspective instead of the “either & or” perspective. It is
considered that the paradoxical leadership behaviors should be effective in dealing with
such problems occurring within the organizations.

Table 1. Paradoxical Contradictions That Organizations Encounter at Different Levels
Strategy

Structure

Leader Behavior

Functional Orientation
Personal

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Long vs. short term
Local vs. global
Invest vs. take profit
Core vs. new
Explore vs. exploit
Innovation vs. quality
Stability vs. change
Hierarchy vs. flat
Centralisation vs. decentralisation
Needs of tops vs. needs of bottoms vs. needs of middles
Holding vs. letting go
Managing vs. leading
Control vs. delegation
Available vs. mysterious
Perfect vs. fallible
Powerful vs. vulnerable
Directive vs. democratic
What is the best for my function vs. best for the company?
Be strong individual player vs. be strong team player
Take risk vs. play it safe
Say it like I see it vs. say it to be accepted
Individuation vs. socialization
Male self vs. female self
Rational vs. emotional
Personal time vs. professional time

Source: Jacobson, R. and Marcus, A. (2010). The CEO’s Greatest Challenge: Managing Paradoxes for Sustained
Competitive Advantage. (https://chiefexecutive.net)
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According to researchers, all organizations are based on paradox.26 There is on the one hand the
independent, free and creative human subject; and organizational order and control on the other.
For this reason, in addition to the demand conflicts arising from the organizational structure and
persons’ individual needs,27 leaders will encounter those between employees and customers as
well.28, 29 Leaders need to be able to reciprocate increasing demands in these complicated
environments.30 As a matter of fact, while organizations expect executives to fulfil the
organizational procedures, employees expect that their individual needs are met and that they be
allowed to act in a flexible manner. Since every subordinate has individual needs and aims, they
want to have individual freedom while fulfilling their duties. While subordinates want to have
authority and responsibility as they do their job, they desire to influence their superiors while
decisions are being made and to do their jobs as they wish.31 In other words, they expect to have
the autonomy of acting flexibly. In the contemporary organizational environment, flexibility refers
to embracing the ideas and duties which appear contradictory to one another.32 While this situation
brings into question the matter of empowering the employees, it necessitates that control be
ensured and steers executives towards the issue of achieving this balance on the other hand.
2.2. Paradoxical Approach and Management Mentality
Traditional leadership styles are not deemed very suitable in dealing with problems that emerge
within the indefinite, complicated, and volatile organizational environment.33 In return, researchers
who adopt the paradoxical leadership style in the literature regarding organizational paradox, call
leaders to embrace oppositions simultaneously.34, 35, 36, 37, 38, 39, 40 Studies conducted within the
organizational field on the subject of paradox focus on how leaders should manage demands, the
emergence of which is virtually impossible to avoid and which appear contradictory to one
another; the reasons that underlie these demand conflicts; the fulfilment of the organizational and
individual needs; and how they should manage strategic tensions in order to render them efficient
on the part of the organization in the long-run.41, 42, 43 Approaching these contradictions with a
choice of “either & or” causes uncertainty in organizational departments and leadership style.
Reframing competing demands as paradoxes may yield a new set of options that may help the
improvement of organizational operation and expand the range of scientific research.44 Within the
context of leaders, there needs to be competence for looking at these various perspectives from a
new angle as well as the ability of establishing the balance between these demands.45 As a matter
of fact, looking at the complicated workplace operation from a new perspective has begun to be
deemed an important competence for the executives of the organisation.46 This is because
leadership in organizations is a complex duty which requires flexibility in leader considerations
and behaviour.47
Paradoxes refer to tensions which require continuous responses rather than a one-off solution,
emerge together over time, and continue on the basis of competing demands.48 The marks of the
paradoxical nature of leadership were first encountered in Douglas McGregor’s studies49 which
examined both the economic and the human relations aspect of businesses; Blake and Mouton’s
studies which discuss management style and focus on both the duty and the relationship
characteristics of leadership; Burns and Stalker’s studies addressing organizational environment
regarding the organic and mechanical system; and Bass’ studies on transformational leadership.50
Later on, the increasing interest towards the paradoxical approach was associated with
organizational complexity and the continuing increase in organizational change.51 Blake and
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Mouton’s management styles – oriented towards interpersonal relationships and production – are
presented in Exhibit 1 in order to prove an example to help understand this subject.52
Exhibit 1. Blake and Mouton’s Management Styles Matrix

Source: Koçel, T. (2014). İşletme Yöneticiliği
(Genişletilmiş 15. Baskı), Beta Yayınları, İstanbul.

According to the management style matrix, focusing solely on either situation of being based on
interpersonal relations or those oriented towards production causes neglecting the other side. Since
this situation requires compromising, it triggers the emergence of certain deficiencies in effective
and efficient management. For this reason, the issue of multiple demands (here the aspects of being
oriented towards interpersonal relations and production) being managed in harmony with one
another gains importance.
The approach of researchers or executors toward the concept of paradox (how they perceive it)
bears critical importance in terms of the maximisation and sustainability of the output of
organizational life. Managing paradoxes yields the perspective that existing oppositions (tensions)
cannot always be solved by the “either & or” perspective. Instead of this, the paradoxical
perspective highlights the “both & and” perspective.53 For instance, a leader may have the character
of both a strong manager and facilitating empowering her/his followers. Nonetheless, a single act
of her/his may not entirely reflect her/his leadership characteristics. This is why the bilateral
perspective needs to be employed.54 The “both & and” perspective ensures that contradictions
observed in organizational dynamics which appear to make no sense are understood, they are
transformed into new opportunities, and limits (constraints) deriving from the paradoxical situation
are overcome. Looking at the complicated workplace operation from such a perspective has
become an important capability for organization managers.55
Paradoxical approach examines the simultaneous concordance of demands rather than focusing on
a single aspect of conflicting demands. For instance, while executives are expected to increase
efficiency and foster creativity, they are at the same time expected to form teams in which
individuals can express their individual characteristics. While it is demanded/expected from
executives to increase efficiency by instigating creativity, the demands oriented towards creating
teams in which individuals can express their individual characteristics in a better way are
communicated by employees. The paradoxical perspective and approach towards modern
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management and organization will require a different mentality. Researchers associate the problem
in managing organizational tensions and utilising contradictory oppositions with the fact that
managers are not accustomed to deal with paradoxical relations.56 In this regard, leaders need to
embrace paradoxes by developing new paradigms. Beyond the “either & or” perspective, they need
to preserve the balance between the old and new by adopting the “both & and” perspective and
manage the high-level intellectual complexity.
Paradox is the situation in which two situations that contradict one another prevail simultaneously.
For instance, leaders operating in global markets get stuck between social strategies and
local/individual needs.57, 58, 59 Since the leader who possesses the “either & or” perspective will
prefer one of the opposing demands, s/he will be unable to respond to the other side’s demand, and
therefore, it will require him/her to develop a defence strategy against the other side. This is an
undesirable situation to encounter in organizations.
For Your Interest
The opinions here are based on three strategies. In order to manage paradoxes, one needs to learn
how to live with tensions (acceptance); construct a mentality or execution that is adaptive and
compromising conciliatory (confrontation); and think paradoxically (transcendence). This is due
to the fact that rational logic cannot deal with paradoxes. For example, acceptance helps employees
avoid from debates and focus on their task. On the other hand, the strategy of transcendence might
help actors reframe their assumptions, learn from existing tensions, and develop a more
complicated repertoire of understanding and behaviors that better reflects organizational
intricacies.60, 61
Certain capabilities that need to be possessed are mentioned in order for businesses that have social
missions to be both more commercially efficient and in order for social missions demanded by
both external and internal (stakeholders) of the business to be carried out.62 Accordingly, specific
skills are needed in order to manage paradoxical situations. In order to gain such skills, it is
recommended that educational structures be formed both at work and schools through various
courses and trainings. For instance, the importance of developing paradoxical thinking models in
order to redound paradoxical thinking skills is emphasized. In order to be able to manage demands
coming from different parties that projects oriented towards collaboration between different groups
within the business is underlined. In ensuring that businesses both have commercial liveliness and
carry out social missions, it first requires awareness on the part of the fact that both of the poles
have unique values.
In addition, the vision that meeting different demands may present new opportunities for the
business needs to be possessed and for this, there is a need to be vested with the paradoxical
thinking perspective. By the same token, it is underlined that the decisions taken in the business
be planned so as to create synergy in both the actualization of the commercial aims and fulfilment
of the social needs. Researchers put forth the argument that businesses which have social missions
can utilize competing demands by integrating social mission and those which concern commercial
vitality. At this point, while it is stated that the following commercial vitality will ensure efficiency,
performance, innovation, and growth; having social mission will give rise to passion, motivation,
and commitment. When both of them are addressed, it is contended that the poles of performance
and passion can present new solution opportunities for the problems existing in the business.
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For Your Interest
There are other researchers who express that the key to effective leadership depends on managing
paradoxes. At this point, four competencies are emphasized with regard to leaders dealing with
paradoxes. Accordingly, the leader needs to possess the skills of cognitive complexity (ability to
perceive and evaluate events), confidence, conflict management, and good communication skills.
Having the necessary cognition to solve complexities may ensure perceiving different opinions
and seeing new connections between them. The leader’s self-confidence can make it easier to
exhibit the risk-taking approach towards managing the uncertain and complex situations instead
of acting defensively or worrying in the presence of such situations. The leader who is selfconfident sees challenges that occur in organizations as “learning opportunities” (self-development
opportunities). Encountering paradoxical (contradictory to one another) demands within the
organizational field requires her/him to develop effective solution proposals by revealing these
demands effectively. For this reason, the leaders need to possess the necessary skills in order to
manage conflicts well. Turning conflicting demands and contradictions encountered within the
organization into opportunities cannot be ensured by being anxious in the face of paradoxical
dichotomies, but by being creative. A leader who has effective communication skills can
effectively include her/his employees into the process of managing the paradoxical situation
encountered through infusing her/his decisions into her/his employees.62, 63
It can be said that there are different approaches with regard to coping with (managing) the tensions
encountered in organizations that have social missions. According to researchers who approach
paradoxical phenomena from different theoretical paradigms, whereas institutional theory
underlines conditions regarding institutional multiplicity and complexity, or institutional pressures
opposing one another which occur in the social environment; organizational identity theory draws
attention towards different identities which come into prominence within organizations. Whereas
the stakeholder theory is concerned with competing demands deriving from the wide stakeholder
network; the paradox theory puts forth that competing demands are in the nature of organizations
and arise through the act of getting organized. Prior to the paradoxical theoretical framework,
many researchers within the organizational field had the understanding that success in coping with
tensions encountered in the organizations is based on selecting one of the sides who cause the
tension in order to reduce uncertainty with regard to the inner components and ensure legitimacy
with regard to the outside environment. Conversely, paradoxical approach examines the
simultaneous concordance of demands rather than focusing on a single side of the competing
demands.64
According to another mentality in coping with paradoxical situations, two alternative options can
be mentioned as coping strategies. The first is reducing complexity by clearly separating assigned
positions, each of which concerning its respective area and simplifying task assignments in order
to fulfil different tasks. This can be called separating into units (reductionism) or dividing into
units. In other words, it can be delineated as actualizing a new organizational design in order to
manage complexity. For instance, relocating the production line in a separate place as physical
location for the new product, carrying out the production in a different place than the existing
business, or actualizing the production process by dividing it into different stages. The fundamental
advantage of this strategy is to focus the resources at hand towards less options by simplifying
decision-making processes and ensuring the employees’ participation in these decisions. In
addition, this alternative may cause conflicts regarding units being deprived of synergy or resource
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use in sub-groups that comprise each unit. The other alternative way out is to take the employee
and business demands into account within the same strategy. The advantage of this alternative way
out is that it ensures finding extensive solutions by bringing the complexity together. Researchers
express that separating units from one another will only ensure a partial solution and focus on that
leaders embracing paradoxical situations can present a more extensive solution. This is because
leaders encounter competing demands that constantly conflict one another. For this reason, leaders
who have more extensive solution experience can achieve better financial performance by
approximating competing demands.65
According to the paradox theory, two contradicting states of affairs can be true/valid at the same
time and the combination of these two conflicting situations can yield new opportunities at a higher
level which will help put forth creativity and productivity at a higher level.66 As well as providing
the opportunity to resolve tensions arising from the complicated messages and contradictions;
managing paradoxes also yields67 strategic agility68 and sustainable competitive advantage.69
Managing paradoxes requires having the perspective of “both & and” which increases innovation,
creativity and long-term sustainability.70 The “both & and” perspective expresses the acceptance
of both sides and situations instead of rejecting a certain opinion, side, or situation. For instance,
it is not the preference of centralization over decentralisation but embracing centralization together
with decentralisation. This mentality does not express compromising from a side of a situation but
embracing both sides at once. Known as a way of interaction, “coopetition” which involves the
combination of competition and cooperation, can be given as an example to this subject. What is
meant by coopetition here is the establishing of collaborations that are to produce reciprocally
beneficial results between two businesses that are rivals to one another in certain situations and
occasionally in projects.71 Focusing on one of the paradoxical demands will lead to pressure on
the organization as well as transforming the paradoxical situation into “dilemma”.72 Focusing on
one of the sides may cause undesirable tensions between various groups in the business. After all,
managers should embrace opposing opinions and do away with their extremely rational and
extremely synthetic tendencies.
Let us discuss a theoretical paradoxical leadership model for businesses which have social
missions (for detailed information, see Exhibit 2). According to this model, it is asserted that
businesses which have a social purpose can utilize these demands by integrating social mission
and competing demands concerning commercial vitality. While researchers express that keeping
up with commercial vitality will ensure efficiency, performance, and growth; in turn, they put forth
the opinion that having social mission will manifest passion, motivation, and commitment. When
the two are taken together, the opinion is put forth that the poles of performance and passion can
present new solution opportunities to the problems in the business with a strong combination.73
Directed towards multiple purposes within the organization (e.g. ensuring financial discipline and
ensuring the actualization of social missions simultaneously), there can be increases about
employees at the level of emotional complexity or there can be contentions between the subgroups. Managing ambiguity or conflict can direct the leader towards choosing an alternative.
Moreover, choosing one of the conflicting demands can create hardships about the external
stakeholders concerning business legitimacy. The leader who gets stuck between minimizing the
demand conflicts on the part of internal stakeholders and attitudes of the external stakeholders
concerning business legitimacy may be forced to choose one of the alternatives. Adopting the
paradoxical leadership approach will help leaders in such situations.74
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Another matter that is acknowledged within the organizational context is that senior management
has a hard time managing strategic paradoxes. Indeed, although managers want to maximise both
sides of the paradoxical situation (conflicting demands), they do feel under pressure while taking
clear and consistent decisions between alternative strategies. Strategic paradoxes result from the
multiplicity of stakeholders and are defined as contradictions that cause conflicting strategies and
aims within the organizational environment. Expecting the actualization of social missions from
managers in the organizations, ensuring local adaptation together with global integration, or the
demand for ensuring high levels of commitment together with high levels of performance can be
given as examples for strategic paradoxical situations. Managing strategic paradoxes helps ensure
operational effectiveness in the short term with regard to the available products as well as
discovery of innovations that will help establish long-term sustainability.75
Encountering conflicting demands within the organization can occasionally force for choosing one
of the opposing demands because of various pressures. For instance, gravitating towards the target
market of the product at hand in response to developing a new product. Here, leaders face a kind
of paradoxical situation about whether the resources should be transferred into the product at hand,
the new product, or both. For instance, businesses aim to increase corporate performance in the
long run, yet this depends on short-term success. Similarly, while investments into innovation
increase short-term costs, they ensure increased income in the long run. Competing demands that
arise within organizations can be related with different aspects of leadership. Tensions which are
sometimes oriented towards meeting the stakeholder demands and encountered within the
organizations can necessitate different approaches with regard to leadership. From this aspect,
paradoxical leadership behaviors is similar to the contingency approach which embraces the
philosophy of “the best leadership style is the one that adapts to the case at hand”. In this regard,
researchers emphasise the importance of having unfaltering values and clearly manifested goals,
defining tensions clearly, exercises on learning, and harmonisation along with reframing events as
strategies for coping with paradoxical situations.76
For Your Interest
According to the results of a study conducted with senior executives, the opinion of leaders on
paradoxical situations is that they think they need to be the person responsible for ensuring stability
in crisis situations. Along with this, they view the skill of resolving paradoxical situations as a
significant competitive advantage. At the same time, the opinions elicited, the relations of
contradictions encountered in businesses to one another, and practices oriented towards solving
them appear as though they were constructed upon managerial actions based on a series of
organizational principles. These organizational principles in the study are stated as the
establishment of a strong social structure, the existence of staff empowerment practices in a high
confidence environment, designating a strong direction for multiple stakeholders in order to
actualise the strategy determined, and ensuring feedback.77
Researchers express that although choosing between demands that appear contradictory to one
another may improve short-term performance, the leaders need to acknowledge these paradoxical
demands and harmonise them synchronically in order to sustain long-term efficiency.78 For this
reason, paradoxical situations have the characteristics of an opportunity rather than a threat.
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In the literature, it is seen that only the innovative organizations approach paradoxical situations
as opportunities.79, 80 If one side of the paradoxical situation encountered is focused on, the desire
for the opposing demand in the other side can become intensified. For instance, the traditionalism
- change opposition, control - autonomy opposition and liquidity - growth opposition which are
mainly encountered in family businesses.
Understanding the organization well requires seeing the pieces that are in interaction with one
another instead of opposing options. The perceptions and interpretations of leaders concerning
these paradoxical phenomena determines how organizations will react to these phenomena. What
is referred to here is the way leaders react to paradoxical situations and that their reactions can
bring creative solutions to the problems. If leaders can carefully overcome the paradoxical
situation and transform it into an opportunity by bringing a new perspective to it, the limitations
arising due to the paradoxical situation will be eliminated.81
For Your Interest
Opposing demands in organizations can lead to defensive reactions in leaders who try to avoid
these demands instead of confronting them.82 Individuals, however, search for strategies that will
ensure transparency and control for consistency and harmony; including making choices between
poles. Nevertheless, choosing one of the options may cause extreme behaviors which will cause
defending/advocating the option chosen.83 In addition, the inconsistencies and conflicts arising
from the opposition of social and financial demands within the organization can lead to social
anxiety.84 Moreover, when social and commercial demands are related with different sub-groups
within the organization, the organization can encounter intense demand conflicts. Group
commitment may emerge through limited collective dedication and can focus on the commitment
of maintaining the decisions regarding group membership.85 For this reason, the approach of senior
management towards contrasting demands within the organizational field bears importance. This
is because the approach of senior management towards contrasting demands within the
organizational field determines the direction of the approach of mid-level executives towards these
contradictions.86 Moreover, effective management of strategic paradoxical situations affect the
leader’s performance together with the business output and plays an important role in sustaining
the business into the future.87
The rapidly changing and developing business environment of our day and time necessitates
dynamic organizations. Furthermore, businesses need to determine consumer demands and needs
as well as producing commodities and/or services that are suitable for them. Besides, businesses
have expectations from executives. For instance, while business authorities demand executives to
help produce efficient and quality products, they at the same time demand the production to cost
as little as possible.88 Instead of choosing between two opposite situations, dynamic organizations
embrace both situations in tandem. This dichotomy creates a tension between oppositions that are
mutually dependent.89 The way leaders respond to these oppositions proves to be the fundamental
determinant of the organization’s future.90
Oppositions do not only arise as undesired results of the managerial decisions, but also as a result
of demands forced upon the organization by the market and stakeholders.91 While “acting
according to the situation” ensures flexibility in order to survive when the environment changes,
planning is necessary in order to ensure efficiency and consistency. Similarly, the biased
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perspective on change within the organizational environment will deprive of fundamental
capabilities that are to ensure learning and adaptation. Leaders should have the competence to
realise oppositions and cope with them; otherwise, these disparities will cause ambiguities, leading
to anxiety and defence in the employees.92
For Your Interest
The tensions arising in organizations can be categorised under four headings: namely,93 tensions
arising from multiple stakeholders having competing aims within the organizations; the conflict of
social and financial aims (performing tensions); and internal dynamics of organizations such as
structure, culture, process, and applications (organizing tensions).94 For example, should the
business employ disadvantaged employees with a social purpose, or should it employ talented
employees who will ensure effectiveness and profitability? The policies followed on this topic may
cause tension among the internal dynamics. Furthermore, it is possible in organizations to
encounter tensions arising from the differences of expectation between the workers in the subgroups which have different identities (belonging tensions) and tensions arising from demands
concerning adaptation, innovation, change, and creativity within organizations (learning tensions).
To give an example, the organization needs to achieve success within the period it belongs to while
developing skills for the long-term. While this situation requires adaptation to the status quo, it at
the same time requires ensuring change and innovation for the future.
Organizations have to respond to paradoxical demands synchronically in order to survive in the
long run.95 It is indicated in the literature that innovation,96 hybrid organizational structures,97 and
leadership style98 can be utilized in coping with paradoxical situations. According to these studies,
sustainable high performance is possible through the synchronic management of paradoxical
situations. In order for this to happen, the necessity of having the “both & and” perspective instead
of the “either & or” perspective is being discussed.
2.3. The Dimensions of the Paradoxical Leadership Behavior
Zhang et al.99 in their study which was conducted with executives, put forth that Chinese leaders
generally encounter opposing (conflicting) demands and that they exhibit the behaviors of
paradoxical leadership. Within the scope of this research, paradoxical leadership scale has been
developed which consists of five dimensions. These dimensions are: (1) combining selfcentredness with other-centredness (SO); (2) maintaining both distance and closeness (DC); (3)
treating subordinates uniformly while allowing individualisation (UI); (4) enforcing work
requirements while allowing flexibility (RF); and (5) maintaining decision control while allowing
autonomy (CA).
2.3.1. Combining Self-Centredness With Other-Centredness (SO)
Leaders are generally self-centred and self-confident individuals who desire to draw attention
towards themselves. However, the leader should not merely consider her/his own interest at all
costs. S/he needs to be sensitive towards her/his followers, s/he needs to be humbler and share
her/his leadership with her/his followers. In short, the leader should be able to simultaneously
manage her/his own self desires as well as her/his followers’ expectations.100 If the leader merely
exhibits narcissistic characteristics, her/his followers will evaluate her/him in the wrong way. In
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short, that the leader exhibits her/his narcissistic characteristics and modest characteristics
simultaneously and establishes a balance between them is the fundamental assertion of the
dimension of “Combining self-centredness with other-centredness”.101
For Your Interest
As leaders taste the sensation of success, they may have an ego burst. In turn, they can become an
insufferable manager for their followers. It is exactly at this juncture that the leader needs to
remember that s/he needs to be humble. Along with the emotion of self-confidence, which is
fundamental to leadership, s/he needs to learn how to be modest. In our day and time, leaders need
to embrace modesty along with the emotion of self-confidence. The leader who applies this
opposite situation simultaneously can be said to have opened a door leading to success.102 In other
words, while a strong sense of self-confidence can lead one to extremely narcissistic tendencies, it
needs to be taken into account that it may also provide the courage necessary for organizational
change and transformation. It should not be forgotten that great leaders are those who both have
self-confidence in themselves and are modest as well.
2.3.2. Maintaining Both Distance and Closeness (DC)
Leaders establish vertically structured relations in order to define their distances between her/his
followers in terms of authority and power. However, in the organizational life, the distance
between the leader and her/his subordinates may be shortened. As the distance gets shorter, the
closeness gets stronger. Nonetheless, the closeness of the leader to her/his followers can destroy
the charismatic perception of the public oriented towards her. For this reason, the leader needs to
establish balanced relations with her/his followers in terms of closeness and distance.103, 104, 105
For Your Interest
Successful leaders should not overlook hierarchy while establishing close relations with the
personnel. Over-intimacy will compromise leadership charisma and shake authority.104 Close
relations at the extreme end can prevent one from making the right decisions. De Gaulle believed
that as long as a leader does not keep a distance, s/he will neither have prestige nor authority. The
former U.S. President Richard Nixon speaks of De Gaulle and how he used to show a magnificent,
majestic dignity whenever he met him. Of course, nobody should be as distant as De Gaulle. You
only need to be careful so as not to get too close to your subordinates in your future work.105 The
secret to his success is in achieving the balance of distance and closeness towards his followers.
2.3.3. Treating Subordinates Uniformly While Allowing Individualisation (UI)
While the leader should deal with all of his followers equally, s/he also needs to take into account
the individual characteristics attributable to them. If the leader deals with all of her/his followers
in a uniform and in the same exact way and if s/he does not take into account the individual
differences, the followers can be deprived of their unique individual identity. This is why the leader
needs to bring monotony and individualism together and harmonise them. For instance, the leader
can buy presents with similar costs to all the employees on the establishment anniversary of the
company. This situation is an example of uniformity. On the other hand, while the leader buys
gifts to all of her/his employees, s/he can choose the presents so as to fit the individual characters.
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This behaviors of the leader is an example of individualisation. In short, leaders should harmonise
uniformity with individualism.106
2.3.4. Enforcing Work Requirements While Allowing Flexibility (RF)
While this dimension emphasizes the leader enforcing work requirement, it also entails allowing
for flexibility for the employees. For instance, there are high task necessities that leaders expect
from the followers; however, along with these necessities, the leader allows her/his subordinates
to make mistakes to a certain extent.107
2.3.5. Maintaining Decision Control While Allowing Autonomy (CA)
This dimension, while providing discretionary power to the employees in acting autonomously
when they carry out role performances, entails them to have the ultimate decision-making power
during work processes. Paradoxically, leaders may for instance transfer the authority to make
decisions in less important matters while making the decisions regarding important issues
themselves.108
2.4. The Measurement of Paradoxical Leadership Behavior
The conceptualization that formed the basis for the scale development is based on various
leadership literature and 86 case studies elicited from the interviews made with 11 male and 17
female superiors and subordinates in Zhang et al.’s109, 110 study conducted with Chinese executives.
Based on these studies, 26 items (statements) were created in order to measure paradoxical
leadership behaviors. As a result of statistical analysis, 4 items which had cross-factor loadings
were deducted and a paradoxical leadership scale has been developed consisting of 22 statements.
UI consists of five statements, SO five statements, CA four statements, RF 4 statements, and DC
4 statements. The statement examples regarding the scale are given in Table 2.
Table 2. Item Examples Regarding Paradoxical Leadership Scale
Dimensions
Treating subordinates uniformly while allowingü
individualisation (Uniform Individualisation/UI)
ü
Combining self-centredness with other
centredness (SO)

ü
ü

Maintaining decision control while allowing
autonomy (Control Autonomy/CA).

ü
ü

Enforcing work requirements while allowing
flexibility (Requirements Flexibility/RF)
Maintaining both distance and closeness
(Distance Closeness/DC)

ü
ü
ü
ü

Item examples
(The leader) uses a fair approach to treat all subordinates uniformly, but
also treats them as individuals.
(The leader) manages subordinates uniformly but considers their
individualised needs.
(The leader) shows a desire to lead but allows others to share the
leadership role.
(The leader) insists on getting respect, but also shows respect toward
others.
(The leader) controls important work issues but allows subordinates to
handle details.
(The leader) maintains overall control but gives subordinates appropriate
autonomy.
(The leader) stresses conformity in task performance but allows for
exceptions.
Is highly demanding regarding work performance but is not hypercritical.
(The leader) keeps distance from subordinates but does not remain aloof.
Maintains position differences (subordinate-superior relation) but upholds
subordinates’ dignity.

Source: Zhang, Y., Waldman, D. A., Han, Y. L. and Li, X. B. (2015). Paradoxical leader behaviors in people
management: Antecedents and consequences. Academy of Management Journal, 58(2): 538-566, p. 548.
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Summary
This chapter involves the theoretical discussion and introduction of paradoxical leadership
behaviors. When the concept of paradox is defined in the literature, it is witnessed that researchers
commonly use the concepts of “opposite”, “independent”, and “simultaneous”. In addition, it is
seen that both researchers and practitioners use the paradoxical contradictions with different labels
such as: dichotomy, paradox, opposition, and tension. The distinction here is attributable to the reevaluation of the concept according to its opposing, inconsistent, and independent properties in
compliance with the practitioner’s individual approach.
In our day and time, problems encountered in the dynamic, complicated and ambiguous
organizational environment require new approaches rather than the leadership styles which are
static and effective within the immediate environment. In other words, the paradoxical situations
which are caused by the organizational structure and employee demands require more than simple,
linear, and rational management approaches. On the other hand, organizations are configured on
the basis of paradoxical situations. It is possible to encounter opposing demand conflicts between
pressures arising from organizational strategies, organizational structure, leadership behaviors,
interactions between the employees, among the social and commercial aims of the organization,
in conflicts between interest sub-groups, and in a wider context from pressures between different
organizational frameworks. Paradoxical leadership involves the simultaneous management of
contrasting demands encountered within the organizational area. Taking these contradictions into
consideration as “dichotomy” (dilemma, duality) may force the leader to choose one among
alternative options. For instance, while the leader is expected by the organization to carry out
organizational procedures, employees may demand autonomy while doing their jobs. If the leader
is merely oriented towards carrying out organizational procedures, s/he will have ignored the
demands of the employees, which will cause certain defensive reactions; if s/he moves in
accordance with employees’ demands, there will be a tension coming into question with either the
organizational management or the shareholders. However, paradoxical approach recommends that
contradictions are embraced and tackled together. It suggests “both & and” approach instead of
“either & or” in order to ensure this. Indeed, the social world is pluralistic and more often than
not, it is hard to make relevant distinctions between choices. For this reason, embracing the
paradoxical approach requires focusing on both sides of the demand conflicts encountered within
the organizational field. In other words, the leader who has a holistic perspective does not tackle
organizational aims and employee interests as two competing situations. On the contrary, s/he
ensures that employee interests are reciprocated in compliance with the organizational aims. In
this way, the interests of two situations appearing to be contradictory will be maximised
simultaneously.
Paradoxical leadership approach in parallel with this approach is on the prowl of presenting a new
perspective to the leader-subordinate relationships at the organizational level. Accordingly, the
leader who possesses the paradoxical approach manages her/his subordinates equally but considers
their separate needs while managing them. In another example, the leader preserves the position
differences (subordinate-superior relation) within the workplace but defends employees’
reputation as well. These behaviours are each merely a simple indicator of paradoxical leadership.
Two example situations have been addressed here for the subject to be better understood. If need
be to give an example about resource use at the level of strategy; while strategically investing in
innovation in the long run lead to additional expenditure on the short-term performance, it will
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increase long-term profits. This situation will lead to tension between the short-term and long-term
strategies. Similarly, it can be left between the choices of “Whether to develop new products
depending on the technological development going on in terms of product design, or gravitating
towards the target market of the available product?” However, the leader has to paradoxically
increase short-term success by establishing balance between these two situations and ensure its
long-term sustainability.
Formal or rational logic cannot deal with paradoxical situations. Instead, a new approach is needed
which provides the opportunity to act flexibly and look at the reason why problems occur from
different perspectives. Managing paradoxes provides the possibility to discover opportunities
arising from mixed messages and interdependent oppositions. For instance, the “mutual
competition” agreements between two rivalling organizations are important in terms of
comprehending the paradoxical understanding. According to this scenario, two rival organizations
can occasionally work together in certain situations or projects. While paradoxical leadership
approach provides the opportunity to act flexibly, linear and rational models have a hard time
accounting for this situation.
Within the scope of this study, paradoxical situations involved in the leadership behaviors have
been tackled with the help of reviewing the existing literature. Later, both the approaches adopted
towards paradoxical tensions in the organizations and coping strategies have been extensively
examined. While examining how organization executives (leaders) and members perceive and
behave paradoxical tensions by subjecting those that are encountered within the organizational
sphere, the importance of having a paradoxical mentality, embracing paradoxical practices, and
consolidating organizational regulations in the effective management of paradoxical situations
have been explained in broad strokes. In this study in which various managerial examples have
been presented by addressing the interaction between the management mentality, practices, and
organizational regulations; a conceptual framework has been put forth which may constitute a
foundation for future studies.
Achieving Service Excellence Cost-Effectively: Singapore Airlines Case Study
In their studies which examined how Singapore Airlines, in becoming an outstandingly successful
airline, coped with organizational paradoxes such as proving both a follower and a leader in service
development; personalisation strategies along with standardisation in customer services by service
quality and low-cost strategies; and simultaneous centralization and decentralisation of innovation
studies, it is contended that organizational configuration, organizational culture, strategic human
resources management, and strategic technological investment proved effective in the
organization’s managing of dichotomies as in paradoxical situations. The airline is organizing
frequent trainings while making important investments into the infrastructure, ensuring customer
loyalty and reducing customer turnover. While this situation is reducing customer traction costs,
it also rewards wage earners via certain programs and developing a system that will help young
executives take more responsibility. Thus, it can minimize costs while increasing service quality.
In terms of innovation, the company can provide services in different segments. For instance,
outside of economy and first-class services, they created a new segment called “executive
economy” between economy and first-class services. Along with this, they provide “suite service”
beyond business class and provides various order services before flights. While it has a centralist
understanding regarding important subjects such as concept development and innovation activities
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in areas that are not structural. There is a decentralist approach more so in matters relevant to
services (such as order tracking) and employee opinions are taken into account. The organization
has proven a pioneer in services such as in-cabin applications, complementary alcoholic beverage
service which was imitated by its rivals in the international field, quality food service, and
complementary earphone service. In addition, they provide other services which have been tested
and tried by others beforehand. Lastly, with regard to the service standardisation and
personalisation, while for example the clothing of the cabin personnel and ways of customer
reception and catering delivery services are standardised; certain personalised services do make
customers feel special. For instance, receiving customers other than the standard reception or
serving the customers who frequently prefer the firm their favourite drink without them asking for
it are examples of personalised customer relations in the firm.110
Internet Tour
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

http://mentalunlockdown.com/2015/03/23/a-new-roast-starbucks-post-recessionparadoxical-renewal-blend/
https://blog.hypeinnovation.com/4-leadership-paradoxes-and-how-to-embrace-them
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8qnCyANRCjM
http://www.advancebusinessconsulting.com/advance!/strategic-alignment/strategicalignment-business-cases/the-rise-of-toyota.aspx
https://www.accountabilitypays.com/gaining-strategic-agility-paradoxical-leadership/
http://davejensenonleadership.com/2009/07/paradoxical-issues-the-most-profitablecompanies-manage-well/
https://hbr.org/2016/05/both-and-leadership
https://hbr.org/2019/01/how-companies-can-balance-social-impact-and-financialgoals?referral=03759&cm_vc=rr_item_page.bottom
https://www.ukessays.com/essays/business/how-google-demonstrates-paradoxicalthinking-business-essay.php
https://www.tutor2u.net/business/blog/localisation-how-design-is-helping-starbucks-takea-global-brand-into-local

Definitions of Terms
•

•
•

Dilemma: Unlike the case of choosing one of the two good and desired ways or
methods, it usually refers to the indecision of choosing one of two bad and undesirable
situations. While inability to choose between positive things is called “indecisiveness;
difficulty in choosing between negative things is called “dilemma”.
Contradictions: A difference between two statements, beliefs, or ideas about something
that means they cannot both be true.
Conflict management: It refers to techniques and ideas designed to reduce the negative
effects of conflict and enhance the positive outcomes for all parties involved. Conflict
management implemented within a business environment usually involves effective
communication, problem resolving abilities and good negotiating skills to restore the
focus to the company’s overall goals.
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•
•

•

•

•

•
•
•

Strategic agility: The ability for companies to stay competitive in their business by
adjusting and adapting to new innovative ideas and using these ideas to create new
products and services as well as new business models.
Organizational complexity: It refers to how multiple entities of an organization
differentiate from each other. A complex organization has a larger size of its
organizational structure or has a higher number of resources in any division, project, or
team.
Either/or perspective: It is used to refer to a situation in which there is a choice between
two different plans of action, but both together are not possible. In other words, it comes
from a competitive mindset which analyses each option in isolation from the other. One
wins the other loses, one is right and, therefore, the other is wrong.
Both/and perspective: A type of logic used in decision making that allows for a greater
variety and scope of outcomes than a rigid either/or decision-making process. Stated in
other words, it comes from a mindset that is collaborative, that acknowledges the validity
of other perspectives and synthesises individual views into a collective view.
Organizational Identity Theory: It refers to the degree to which employees define
themselves as a member of the organization and to what extent they experience a sense of
oneness with it, it’s values, brand, methods, etc. Also, can be defined as an alignment of
individual and organizational values, as well as the perception of oneness with and
belongingness to the organization.
Sustainable competitive advantages: They are company assets, attributes, or abilities
that are difficult to duplicate or exceed; and provide a superior or favorable long-term
position over competitors.
Organic organization: An organic organization is one that is very flexible and can adapt
well to changes. Its structure is identified as having little job specialization, few layers of
management, decentralised decision making, and not much direct supervision.
Mechanistic organization: Hierarchical, bureaucratic, organizational structure
characterized by centralization of authority, formalization of procedures and practices,
and specialization of functions. Mechanistic organizations are comparatively simpler and
easy to organise but find it difficult to cope with rapid change. Compare with organic
organization.
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Intellectual Capital
Res. Asst. Özge ÇALHAN, Assoc. Prof. Dr. Gürkan AKDAĞ, & Prof. Dr. Zafer ÖTER
İzmir Katip Çelebi University, İzmir Katip Çelebi Universtiy, Mersin University,
1. Description of Intellectual Capital
The importance of intelligence power, intelligent workers, and information companies is on the
increase. Therefore, the term intellectual capital has been gaining importance.1 When buying a
business, intangibles of the business (valuable opinion, information, specialty, talent, experience,
etc.) are remarkably effective on the purchasing decision. The proportion of intangibles to
tangibles is gradually increasing and this increment expands the variation between the book value
and marketing value of the business. This difference is caused by intellectual capital. In other
words, all intangibles enabling the sustainability of the business create intellectual capital.2
Intellectual capital is “the intellectual material-knowledge, information, intellectual property, and
experience that can be utilized to create wealth”.3 The intellectual capital definition of Skandia is
“the possession of knowledge, applied experience, organizational technology, customer
relationships, and professional skills” which has been simplified to such; human capital plus
structural capital equals intellectual capital. Indeed, an important role of leadership is to convert
human resources into structural capital.4, 5 Intellectual capital consists of the marketing value and
intangible assets of the business. While tangible assets are classified as financial capital, intangible
assets are classified as intellectual capital.6 Information should be converted to intellectual capital
in order that information can be shared or used for the benefit of the business.7 Intellectual capital
refers to vital assets that are knowledge-based and are not shown in the balance sheet completely
but reflect the real value of the business.8 However, considering all definitions about the
intellectual capital, there is no agreement on a universal meaning of intellectual capital yet.
Nevertheless, the common emphasis is that intellectual capital consists of information estate
connected to human.9
2. Characteristics and Components of Intellectual Capital
Intellectual capital shows up with the synergistic action, which was conquered by human capital,
structural capital, relational capital, and their mutual interaction.10 Organizations search for new
learning methods that value creation. Three kinds of capitals complement each other and work
actively. This is the only possible way to talk about intellectual capital. There is not a consensus
on how to determine the characteristics of intellectual capital. Writers define some kinds of
components for intellectual capital according to their definition of intellectual capital and
perspectives. However, all definitions are not different from each other. Sveiby classifies
intangibles into three parts: internal structure; external structure; and employee competence. The
three parts are explained by Petty and Guthrie in detail as follows:
•

Internal Structure: It consists of such items as patents, concepts, models research and
development, and computer and administrative systems. These are usually created by the
employees or are brought in. Decisions can be made to invest in or replace these
intangibles. Organizational culture and spirit are also considered part of the internal
structure, as are organizational structure and legal parameters.
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•

External Structure: It consists of relationships with customers and suppliers, brand
names, trademarks, and reputation. Some of these can be considered proprietary, but only
in a temporal sense, and even then, not with any degree of confidence. For instance, a
company has some influence over the value of its customer relationships; however,
reputation and relationships can change over time and a company might not be able to
control the behaviors of customers or suppliers if they are not compliant. The tenuous
nature of the supplier-firm-customer nexus complicates the measurement process. Hence,
the economic value of this relationship is at present not determined by any generally
accepted definition or measurement system. Employee competence: It refers to the
individual’s education, skills, training, values, experiences, and so forth. The non-revenue
generators are called support staff. As is the case for customers and suppliers, these cannot
be owned by an organization. However, viewed from a value-based perspective, they
should be measured and placed on the balance sheet, as one cannot envisage an
organization without employees. Employee competence requires the capacity to create both
tangible and intangible assets in a wide variety of situations. In knowledge organizations
there is little “machinery” other than the employees.12

All employees are human capital, but not all employees are knowledge workers. Intellectual capital
consists of three components:13
•
•
•

human capital (employee competence, know-how, work-related knowledge,
innovativeness, education)
structural capital (cultural, team spirit, copyrights, trademarks, patents, internal
databases, management processes)
Relational capital (brand, reputation, strategic alliances, customers, licensing,
agreements, distributions channels)

Table 1. Categorisation of Different Kinds of Intangibles According to Years
Author
Kaplan and Norton

Year
1992

Petrash

1996

Haanes and Lowendahl
Edvinsson and Malone

1997
1997

Sveiby, K.E.

1997

Stewart, T.A.
Bontis, N.; Dragonetti, N.C.;
Jacobsen, K.; Roos, G.
Canibano, L.; Sanchez, P.;
Chaminade, C.; Olea, M.; Escobar,
C.G.; Garcia-Ayuso, M.
Harrison, S.; Sullivan Sr, P.H.
Sanchez, P.; Chaminade, C.; Olea, M
Mouritsen, J.; Bukh, P.N.; Larsen,
H.T.; Johansen, M.R.
Petty, R.; Guthrie, J.
Ordonez de Pablos, P.

1998
1999

Categorisation of Different Kinds of Intangibles
Internal processes perspective, Customer perspective, Learning and growth
perspective, Financial perspective
Human capital
Customer capital
Organizational capital
Competence, Relational
Human capital
Structural capital
Internal structure, external structure and
competence of personnel
Human capital, customer capital, structural capital
Human capital, structural capital

1999

Human capital, structural capital, relational capital

2000
2000
2002

Human capital, intellectual assets that includes intellectual property
Human capital, structural capital, relational capital
Authors refer to the categorisation into three classes: human capital, organizational
capital, customer capital
Organizational (structural) capital, human Capital
Human capital, relational capital, organizational capital

2002
2003

Source: Kaufmann, Lutz and Yvonne Schneider, (2004) “Intangibles: A synthesis of current research”, Journal of
Intellectual Capital, Vol. 5 Issue: 3, pp.376; Brennan, Niamh and Brenda Connell (2000) “Intellectual capital: current
issues and policy implications”, Journal of Intellectual Capital, Vol. 1 Issue: 3, p.219.
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Guthrie14 classified the components of intellectual capital and structural capital as intellectual
property (patents, copyrights, trademarks) and infrastructure assets (management philosophy,
corporate culture, management processes, information systems, networking systems, financial
relations). For relational capital components; brands, customers, customer loyalty, company
names, distribution channels, business collaborations, licensing agreements, favorable contracts,
and franchising agreements are to be listed. Human capital includes expertise, education,
vocational qualification, work-related knowledge, work-related competencies, entrepreneurial
spirit, innovativeness, proactive and reactive abilities, and changeability.
2.1. Human Capital
These days, most of the business owners or managers make a great effort to service the information
workers. However, it is known that they can transfer their information workers to other
organizations for consideration. Organizations must learn the effective workforce policy to
monopolise the human capital they have. In this way, they can gain a competitive advantage
against their competitors.13, 14, 15 Employees should benefit from businesses’ opportunities,
transform their information to structural capital, use it productively, and get in good contact with
the customers. Intellectual capital is not only human capital, it also consists of structural and
relational capitals. Human capital is the most difficult part of intellectual capital in terms of both
definition and to recognition.16 Human capital includes human resources in the business, external
and internal resources as well as customers and suppliers. Generally, the term “intellectual capital’’
is considered synonymous with “intangible assets”.17 Businesses should develop human resources
policies aiming to increase organizational commitment for their employees in order to ensure the
retention of them. Capable individuals rely on organizations to reveal their abilities, skills, and
knowledge.18
2.2. Structural Capital
Because employees and customers could leave from the business readily, human capital and
relational capital cannot be permanent in the structural capital. For this reason, it is important to
transform the human and relational capitals to permanent structural capital. Structural capital is
both a critical connection which enables the intellectual capital to be measured in the
organizational frame and also the knowledge source which plays a significant role in
organizational business processes.19
It is not enough for employees to have high potential. If they are not supported by a strong
structure, they will never be able to exhibit their full potential. Therefore, some researchers state
that structural capital is more important than human capital. Organizational structure and climate
are the most important factors in an organization, affecting the institutional development and
creation of the structural capital.20 Structural capital is an organizational capacity and developed
to meet the necessity of market. It involves the business’ knowledge and level as well as the
acquisition, processing, and implementation of data.21 Structural capital can be defined as a
structure, strategy, process, and system that supplies to perform customer demands and
sustainability of the business. It is information that remains in the business after employees quit
the business. It is a system that provides organizational culture, climate, structure, management
philosophy, information transfer, storage, and sharing.22 Structural capital allows the organization
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to exploit its intellectual capital. Copyrights, trademarks, patents, internal databases, computer
systems, and company intranets help manage knowledge as well as the structural capital.23
2.3. Relational Capital
Relational capital involves the persons and institutions that are placed around the operationexternal environment. These are important elements for an institution’s activities because they can
affect the institutions’ current needs and future expectations. It is clear that one of the elements,
which takes a turn to the operation’s activities, is customers.24 Relational capital refers to factors
related with organization-internal and -external environment. Businesses should make good use of
the information they obtain during relationships in order to be able to have a strong hand against
their competitors. One of the most important elements of the external environment is the customer.
Many businesses’ primary goal is to ideally meet their customers’ expectations and achieve
customer satisfaction. Relational capital’s main subject is information obtained by the organization
through marketing channels and customer relations. In addition to those with customers; relations
with suppliers, partners, and financiers are also included in relational capital.25 Intangibles should
be managed by tools to create customer value because intellectual capital is not imitated.26
Relationship with the customer, customer loyalty, and the organization image for the customer are
very crucial for relational capital. Relational capital encompasses the relationships with customers,
suppliers, and network externalities.27
3. The Historical Development of Intellectual Capital
The first studies regarding intellectual capital were carried out in 1969 by John Kenneth Galbraith.
Stewart describes intellectual capital as a whole thing that provides competitive advantage to
business known by employees28. In the early 1980s, managers, academics, and consultants around
the world slowly became aware that firms have intangible assets called intellectual capital and this
is a major determinant for the corporation’s profit. In Japan, Hiroyuki Itami concluded from his
analysis that intangible assets are “unattainable with money alone, are capable of multiple,
simultaneous use, yield multiple simultaneous benefits”. In Sweden, Karl-Eric Sveiby published a
book in 1986 “The Knowledge Company”, elaborating on how to manage these intangible assets.29
Table 2. A Chronological Review of the Historical Development of Intellectual Capital
Period
Early 1980s
Mid-1980s
Late 1980s
Early 1990s

Mid-1990s

Late 1990s

Progress
General notion of intangible value
The “information age” takes hold and the gap between book value and market value widens noticeably for many companies
Early attempts by practitioner consultants to construct statements/accounts that measure intellectual capital (Sveiby, 1988)
Initiatives to systematically measure and report on company stocks of intellectual capital to external parties, in 1990,
Skandia AFS appoints Leif Edvinsson “Director of Intellectual
Capital”. This is the first time that the role of managing intellectual capital is elevated to a position of formal status and
given a status of corporate legitimacy.
Nonaka and Takeuchi (1995) [6] present their highly influential work on “the knowledge creating company”.
The book concentrates on the “knowledge’’ and the distinction between knowledge and intellectual capital. Also, in 1994,
a supplement to Skandia’s annual report is produced, focusing on presenting an evaluation of the company’s stock of
intellectual capital. Another sensation is caused in 1995 when Celemi used a “knowledge audit” to offer a detailed
assessment of the state of its intellectual capital. Pioneers of the intellectual capital movement published bestseller books
on the subject (Kaplan and Norton, 1996; Edvinsson and Malone, 1997; Sveiby
1997).
Intellectual capital becomes a popular topic with research and academic conferences, working papers, and other
publications.

Source: Petty, Richard and Guthrie James. (2000). “Intellectual capital literature review: Measurement, reporting and
management”, Journal of Intellectual Capital, Vol. 1 Issue: 2, p.161.
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Although much of the work undertaken prior to the mid-1990s may be categorised as being firststage in nature, we do not view the line between first- and second-stage development of the
intellectual capital movement as primarily a chronological one. Rather, the distinction relies more
upon the substance of the work undertaken by the interested party. Efforts that concentrate on the
“why, what, and where” issues deal primarily with the understanding or definition of the
intellectual capital domain and may be characterized as first-stage in nature. Investigations that
focus on the “how” are second-stage in nature and deal mainly with the process of measuring and
managing the intellectual capital that has already been identified and situated within the context of
the firm.30
4. The Importance of Intellectual Capital
The importance of up-to-date information is on the rise day by day. With the speeding of
information transfer, intellectual capital emerged during this period of change. The concept of
intellectual capital attracts attention to the importance of intangibles playing an important role on
doing knowledge-based business and competitiveness. The most important point referred to by
intellectual capital is that information as a new factor of production leads to a new transformation.
Businesses must know what intellectual capital is and how intellectual capital should be managed
and reported in order to increase their long-term incomes, compete, make a difference, and
improve performance.
4.1. The Socio-Economic Importance of Intellectual Capital
Information is the core business element of our day and time. Thus, businesses can gain
competitive advantage by using information. Thanks to the developments in technology, the
information revolution has occurred. In this way, information has become the most important
economic power in business. Businesses give great importance to intangibles in order to provide
sustainable growth and development. Intangible assets such as physical assets create shareholder
value when they are expected to generate above-average returns. A defining characteristic of firms
with a high proportion of intangible assets is their reliance on knowledge workers and the
management of knowledge assets in adding value to their products and relationships.31
4.2. The Importance of Intellectual Capital for Businesses
Businesses can have profit advantages through sales, licensing royalties, joint venture income,
price premiums, increased sales through conveyed sales, and repeat sales.32 Most of the institutions
work with a customer-oriented agenda and give great importance to customer loyalty and
complaints. One of the most important elements of intellectual capital is relational capital, which
involves becoming customer-oriented and developing good relationships. When viewed from this
aspect, it is seen that intellectual capital has a big effect on business success. This topic is
considered important for businesses and success is an obligation for the business to survive. In that
vein, intellectual capital emerges as a real source of wealth for the business. Economic structure
of the present-day makes the circulation of intangible assets a current issue with the developing
technology and globalization in the competition. The businesses that do not pursue these
innovations cannot survive. Therefore, they should understand intellectual capital and its
importance, and stand against their competitors by utilising intellectual capital.
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4.3. The Strategic Importance of Intellectual Capital
Businesses can have profit advantages through market share, leadership, standard setting, and
name recognition (branding, trademarking, and reputation).33 Intellectual capital is critically
important in knowledge-based organizations and is becoming increasingly important in other types
of organizations as well. Accordingly, it is critically important that intellectual assets be wellunderstood and effectively managed if organizations are to compete successfully in today’s world
economy. Intellectual capital should be interiorised and institutionalised. A business can make a
difference and gain competitive advantage by learning how to manage intellectual capital.
Businesses should transform both the human and relational capitals to structural capital in order to
compete, take advantage of the market, and improve. For this reason, businesses have their
mission, vision, value, philosophy, goal, and principle adopted by their employees and try to
enhance their employees’ knowledge and skills, designate the participative management
philosophy, and nurture team spirit between the employees.33
Whether the roles for intellectual capital are determined to be tactical or strategic, immediate or
long-term, and internally or externally oriented; it should be clear that there are many more roles
for intellectual capital to play in firms who have a definite decision with regard to what they wish
to achieve in the future. Such decisions make it easier to determine how intellectual capital, as well
as other strategic assets of the firm, can be used to achieve the desired results.34
5. Managing Intellectual Capital
In today’s global businesses, intellectual capital has become one of the key elements for
organizational performance improvement. Enterprises need to manage intellectual capital in order
to gain competitive edge.35 Management of intellectual capital is misunderstood at times and used
instead of information management or vice versa. These two terms are closely related; however,
intellectual capital management is a term with a much broader context in comparison to
information management. Information management is about transforming the information and data
of a firm into human and relational capital. Intellectual capital management is about developing
value-generating items within an organization, transforming them to assets in the market, and
finally making calculations about them. Management of intellectual capital is one of the important
managerial responsibililites.36
The main purpose of intellectual capital management is to increase competitive edge, managing
intangible assets, defining them, evaluating present and future values of the firm and relationships
among them, measuring the values, discovering non-material activities, and finally becoming
capable of managing these activities efficiently.37 On the other hand, another objective of
intellectual capital management is to focus on intellectual reserves of the firms that are not
considered welfare resources. By focusing on them, the firm tries to develop organizational skills
and leads company strategies, defines the mission and vision, and protects them.38
6. The Measurement of Intellectual Capital
As intellectual capital gained importance in scientific spheres and business practices that paid
attention to this concept; a gradual interest has grown for the measurement methods of intellectual
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capital. In the literature there are multiple approaches to measure intellectual capital. In sum, they
are basically grouped under two main categories.
The first approach to measure intellectual capital is based on the assessment of intellectual
capital components. Approaches based on intellectual capital elements have been in use for years
with different practical applications. The second approach used to measure intellectual capital
concentrates on methods for the total measurement on enterprise scale. These methods
measuring intellectual capital on the enterprise scale generally use financial assessment techniques
for their measurement.39
6.1. Methods Measuring Intellectual Capital based on Components
These methods mainly concentrate on measuring parts of intellectual capital without a holistic
point of view. Human capital, structural capital, and customer capital are used as basis during
measurement. The most popular methods in this measurement approach are grouped under 5 main
categories as follows; Skandia Navigator, Balanced Scorecard- BSC, Intangible Assets Monitor,
Value Added Intellectual Coefficient- VAIC, Intellectual Capital Index (IC- Index), and
Technology.
6.1.1. Skandia Navigator
The first method of component-based intellectual capital measurement is Skandia Navigator. This
method focuses on five dimensions that are financial, customer, processes, research-development,
and human.
The financial dimension covers several ratios regarding key performance data, balance sheet,
income statements, and other financial data. The customer dimension deals with the market
penetration competence of the organization. The dimension regarding processes focuses on
operational methods and activities used as well as information technology support levels. Within
this dimension, the number of customers per employee and the amount of managerial cost per
employee are measured. Research and development (innovation) dimension is interested in
measuring whether the resources are correctly allocated and oriented for future business types and
methods. Within this dimension, data such as employee satisfaction index, marketing cost per
customer, and time spent for education are measured. The human dimension measures employee
turnover rate, managerial ratios, gender-based ratios, education/training cost per employee,
educational level of employees, and leadership development.40
6.1.2. Balanced Scorecard (BSC)
Balanced Scorecard is a derivative of the strategic management approach. Robert S. Kaplan from
Harvard University and David P. Morton from the Renaissance Consultancy Firm developed this
method because they believed traditional accounting methods that were used to measure enterprise
performances were outdated. As a result, BSC has evolved as an innovative method.41 This system
focuses on the long-term in achieving strategic goals of the organization. Accordingly, the system
is a managerial one that tries to unify knowledge, energy, and competencies of human resources
in the organization. As a whole, this system is designed as a model to monitor enterprise
performances.42 BSC creates a framework for strategic measurement and management by
converting organizational vision and strategy into a detailed performance measurement template.
https://digitalcommons.usf.edu/m3publishing/vol13/iss9781732127562/1
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At the heart of the model the vision and strategic nucleus of the firm lies. This core (vision and
strategies) is interrelated with four different components: financial dimension; customer
dimension; process dimension; and learning/development dimension. Under each dimension there
are four topics: goals, criteria, objectives, and entrepreneurship. These topics are studied in order
to assess the current situation of the firm. Moreover, these studies offer opportunities to create
implications for future.43
6.1.3. Intangible Assets Monitor
The third method of measuring intellectual capital on the basis of its elements is the indicator of
intangible assets. The method called “Intangible Assets Monitor” was developed by Erik Sveiby
as a way of measuring the intangible assets and reporting with the help of certain indicators.44
Human resources is the only profit-making element in the organization. This is because all the
other factors and structures depend on human activity, and people’s competence is the main
indicator of performance. Human competence shows its effect on two structures: internal structure
and external structure.45 The internal structure of an organization includes management, owned
software, intellectual property assets, processes, etc., while the external structure includes brand,
relations with customers and suppliers, etc.46 The method measures three types of intangible assets
(external structure, internal structure, and competencies) with four types of indicators
(growth/development, regeneration, productivity, and risk/stability) that provide value creation.
6.1.4. Value Added Intellectual Coefficient (VAIC)
The fourth method of measuring intellectual capital is the Value-Added Intellectual Coefficient
(VAIC) Method that takes into account the measurement of the information of enterprises from a
different point of view. The VAIC method is an analytical method that is used to measure the
value-creating effectiveness of tangible and intangible assets owned by the enterprise.47
Considering the value-added concept of the model, being a standardised method on measurable
data and providing the possibility of comparison can be counted among the other advantages of
this method.48 The implementation of the value-added intellectual coefficient method and the
calculations to be performed are carried out in five stages.49
•

•

•

Stage 1: The value-added created by the enterprise is determined. Value-added is the
difference between all income from the sale of goods and services except for the labor
expenditure.
Value Added = Income-Expenditures.
Stage 2: The effectiveness of tangible capital is calculated. The indicator of effectiveness
is to compose the possible value-added by utilising the physical and financial intellectual
capital. The value-added (VA) was composed to estimate tangible capital (TC) assets
(physical capital financial capital). The value is indicative of the value-added of one unit
of material capital, indicating the material capital effectiveness (MCE).
Value Added/Material Capital Elements: Material Capital Effectiveness
Stage 3: Human Capital Effectiveness is calculated. The effectiveness of the human capital
is reached by dividing the value-added by the amount of human capital (HC) (cumulative
labor expenditure). The value indicates the amount of added-value created with a singleunit investment made to employee and expresses the Human Capital Effectiveness (HCE).
Value Added/Human Capital: Human Capital Effectiveness.
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•

•

Stage 4: The Structural Capital Effectiveness is calculated. Structural Capital (SC) is the
difference between Value Added (VA) and Human Capital (HC). By dividing structural
capital into value-added, Structural Capital Effectiveness (SCE) that represents the share
of Structural Capital in the creation of value added is calculated.
Structural Capital/Value Added= Structural Capital Effectiveness.
Stage 5: Value Added Intellectual Coefficient (VAIC) is calculated. This is equal to the
total amounts of MCE, HCE, and SCE in previous stages. The greater the added-value of
the enterprise, the greater the added-value of the enterprise’s total resources.
TC+HCE+SC= Intellectual Value-Added Coefficient.

6.1.5. Intellectual Capital Index (IC- Index)
The intellectual capital index defines intellectual capital through human capital and structural
capital components and defines structural capital through infrastructure capital and innovation
capital components. The method uses all the indicators of intellectual capital elements to calculate
a single intellectual capital index.50 In this case, the intellectual capital of the enterprise is
expressed and evaluated as a whole.51 The intellectual capital index categories are shown in detail
in the Table 4.
Table 3. The Intellectual Capital Index Categories
Customer Capital Index
i. Growth in the number of relationships
ii. Growth in trust
iii. Keeping Customers
iv. Productivity and quality of distribution channels
Innovation Capital Index
i. Ability to create new business lines
ii. Ability to create good products
iii. Growth
iv. Ability to improve productivity

Human Capital Index
i. Providing the Key success factors
ii. Employee value creation
iii. The effectiveness and efficiency of in-service training
Infrastructure Capital Index
i. Efficiency
ii. Effectiveness
iii. Benefit from key success factors
iv. Distribution efficiency

Source: Van Den Berg, H. A. (2006). Models of Intellectual Capital Valuation: A Comparative Evaluation.
Models of IC Valuation, pp: 21.

The intellectual capital index consists of four categories. The weighted ratios in this category are
as follows: the growth in the number of relationships, growth in confidence, retention of customers,
and productivity of the distribution channels. The second category includes the human capital
index. Human capital weighs supplying the key success factors, creating value per employee, and
effectiveness of in-service training, respectively. Structural capital consists of two categories as
innovation capital and infrastructure capital. While the innovation capital index involves the ability
to create new business lines, create good products, and develop growth and productivity; the
infrastructure capital index involves the effectiveness, efficiency, using of key success factors, and
distribution efficiency.52
6.1.6. The Technology Broker Method
The last method of measuring intellectual capital based on its elements is the Technology Broker
method. The Technology Broker method, getting into the act of under the consulting firm managed
by Annie Brooking, was developed in 1996 in order to support the strategic planning in the
enterprises. According to Brooking’s approach, intellectual capital components are composed of
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four elements; market assets; human-oriented assets; assets linked to intellectual property; and
structural assets.53
This method first identifies intellectual capital through a questionnaire consisting of 20 questions.
After this test, the organization’s ability to comply with the questionnaire is evaluated. The fewer
the questions fully responded to by the organization, the greater the need for backing its intellectual
capital structure.54
In the second phase, control questions are asked about intellectual asset groups defined in
Brooking’s model. After receiving the responses to these questions, a measurement is done to see
how much the related intellectual asset group contributes to the total enterprise’s intellectual
capital. During this phase, the measurement team asks 47 questions about market assets, 22
questions about intellectual property assets, 51 questions about human-centered assets, and 58
questions about infrastructure assets. Consequently, a total of 178 questions are used for
measurement.55
The most obvious shortcoming of the Technology Broker model lies in the qualitative responses
given to control questions regarding intellectual assets, since these replies directly produce
monetary values of assets. For instance, measurement based on “cost approach” calculates the
regeneration cost of the asset as the only value of the asset. However, by doing so, this approach
neglects the authentic and realistic value of the asset that creates competitive advantage.
On the other hand, the market approach has a weakness since efficient market-based prices to be
used for intellectual asset valuation are not readily available. Income approach produces similar
problems. In this approach, the fact that cash flow models are based on uncertainty creates
unreliable results and makes the measurement problematic.56 There are other types of componentbased intellectual capital measurements such as “intellectual capital rating”, “DATI Project”,
“MERITUM Project”, and “OECD Project”, all of which use different calculation techniques.57
6.2. Methods for Measuring Intellectual Capital by Enterprise
The methods based on the measurement of intellectual capital not on the intellectual capital
elements owned by the companies but on the values of the enterprises are examined in detail below.
6.2.1. Market Value - Book Value Method
The first method of measuring intellectual capital on an enterprise is the method that compares the
market value with the book value. In this method, the market value of the enterprise is determined
first. Then, the book value of the enterprise is determined and included in the account. In order to
find the intellectual capital, the figures are taken away from one another. The difference between
the book value and market value reveals the intellectual capital.58
MV=Market Value= Market Value of Enterprise
BV= Book Value= Book Value of the Enterprise
IC= Intellectual Capital= The Intellectual Capital of the Enterprise
IC= MV-BV
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6.2.2. Market Value / Book Value Method
The second method of measuring intellectual capital for an enterprise is the intellectual capital
ratio formula, which provides the result by dividing the market value and the book value by one.
With this method, the market value of the enterprise is determined. After then, the carrying amount
of the enterprise is determined and included in the account. In order to find the intellectual capital,
the figures are divided.
MV= Market Value= Market Value of Enterprise
BV= Book Value= Book Value of the Enterprise
IC= Intellectual Capital= The Intellectual Capital of the Enterprise
IC= MV/BV
The obtained number shows the ratio of intellectual capital that the assets of the company have.
There are three main problems in the use of this ratio. The first one is that the stock market is in
constant motion and reacts strongly to factors beyond the control of business management. The
second one is that both the book value and the market value are shown differently than they are.
The third one is that intangible assets do not provide information beyond the value.59
6.2.3. The Tobin Q Rate
The Tobin Q Rate is a method developed by James Tobin on the purpose of estimating the
investment decision. The Q ratio in this method refers to the market value of the company that is
formed in the market divided by the renewal cost of the existing assets of the enterprise.59, 60
Q= Market Value of Business/Cost of Renovating Business Assets.
The calculations in the Tobin Q method, regardless of the interest rates, use the cost of replacing
the assets of the enterprise. This method is very similar to the market value/book value method.
But, in the Tobin Q method, the book value is not used when making calculations, instead, the
replacement costs are used.61 The Q value can be equal to 1, less than 1, and greater than 1. If the
ratio is less than 1, it is a sign of negativity for intellectual capital. This situation indicates that the
enterprise does not have intellectual capital on an asset basis and the level of return of assets does
not meet its value. If the ratio is greater than 1, it is a sign of positivity for the enterprise. This is
because it means that the enterprise has high intellectual values and obtains higher returns from
these assets.62 If the Q ratio is greater than 1, the return on assets is higher than the cost of
replacement. In this case, the investment tendency of enterprises increases. If the Q ratio is less
than 1, the company may not invest in new investments.63
6.2.4. The Return on Assets Method (ROAM)
The calculated intangible value method arises from the need to find a value that can be shown as
a warrant to banks in the information-based enterprises. Providing the entities to banks as a warrant
is a serious problem for the information-intensive enterprises with insufficient physical assets. The
other name of the method is NIC method. In this method, the difference between the firm’s market
value and book value is defined as “added value” and it is assumed that the market value reflects
not only physical assets but also a component that can be attributed to intangible company assets.64
This method completely benefits from financial data and accepts the intellectual capital of the
https://digitalcommons.usf.edu/m3publishing/vol13/iss9781732127562/1
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enterprise as a whole. In the method, the data of the last three years is predicated in terms of the
accuracy of the calculations. Calculated tangible assets method consists of seven stages.65
Table 4. Determining the Firm Value with the Calculated Intangible Value Method
No
1
2
3
4
5
6
7

Steps
Calculation of three-year average profit before tax.
Having a three-year average of the tangible assets in the period-end balance sheet.
The profit before tax is divided by the average value of tangible assets and the return on tangible assets is calculated.
The yield of three-year tangible assets of the sector is calculated.
Any other entity in the sector will be able to earn the same amount of tangible assets. The result of the profit before tax is deducted
from the result of the surplus found.
The three-year average tax rate is calculated. After multiplying the three-year tax rate by the surplus, this result is subtracted from the
surplus.
The result for calculating the net present value is divided by the capital cost of the entity.

Source: Bölükbaşı, Yunus (2014). Entelektüel Sermayenin İşletme Bazında Ölçülmesinde Kullanılan Yöntemler Ve
Sigorta Sektöründe Bir Araştırma. Marmara Üniversitesi İ.İ.B. Dergisi. 36 (1), 425-447.

In summary, the calculated method of intangible values uses the sector averages to calculate the
return of tangible assets and measures the level of intellectual capital with returns exceeding the
sector average.66
6.2.5. Economic Value Added (EVA)
The last one in the methods that measure intellectual capital is the economic value-added method.
EVA is reached by deducting the total cost of the capital used to obtain the income from the
company activities. According to that criterion, in order to create value, it is needed to profit above
the total capital cost.67 In the broadest sense, the economic value-added method used in both the
accounting and finance fields is an instrument that measures whether the entity can achieve a
satisfactory return on its investments. In this respect, the methods used to evaluate the net present
value of the investments and based on discounted cash flows are now expressed as the
reorganisation of the profit method.68, 69, 70, 71, 72
WACC= Weighted Average Cost of Capital
PAP= Post-Tax Activity Profit
NP= Non-interest Payables
TR= Total Resources
EVA= Economic Value Added
EVA= PAP-[WACC*(TR-NP)]
Summary
This chapter starts with the theoretical background of the concept of intellectual capital. After a
thorough literature analysis, the chapter continues with the explanation of methods used to measure
intellectual capital. Intellectual capital is a critical concept in contemporary business regardless of
the industry. Since the industrial revolution, business styles have been constantly changing and the
result has been the supremacy of intelligence over brute force. After machines of industrial
revolution, computers and software have changed the businesses. Then, currently, robotics and
artificial intelligence are changing the scene. Intellectual capital has become a key competitive
tool for firms in today’s business environment.
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